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INTRODUCTION
s three volume report documents the results of a Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
tract to develop an on-line means to predict aircraft loss of control using wavelets. Systems
:hnology, Inc. (STI) conducted the work for NASA Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards, CA.
•.overall objective of this proposed program was to apply wavelet technology in the form of a Loss of
atrol Analysis Tool Set or LOCATS as a means of predicting loss of control for the broad range of
•actory automatic and manual control system problems. These control problems are those that escape
_ction by typical design criteria and methodologies, surface under unusual or rare circumstances, and
_aten flight safety. Specific Phase II technical objectives were as follows:
• Extend the capabilities of the LOCATS to include improved wavelet formulations for
real-time applications with validity measures;
• Identify time varying pilot-vehicle system characteristics that can be an indicator of
impending loss of control;
• Identify, develop and validate wavelet-based time varying metrics to predict loss of
control of automatic and manual flight control systems and to monitor overall flight
control system health;
• Develop software and/or hardware solutions for the implementation of the real-time
LOCATS;
• Provide a graphical user interface, real-time graphics displays, and networking
capabilities for the prototype real-time LOCATS; and
• Evaluate the prototype real-time LOCATS in a piloted simulation that features flight
control system software and hardware representative of current state-of-the-art
aircraft.
evaluation of the prototype LOCATS was conducted using the flight control system hardware-in-the-
p simulator facility of BAE SYSTEMS Platform Solutions Sector (here after referred to as BAE
STEMS) of Johnson City, NY.
lume I of this report begins with an overview of issues involving aircraft loss of control. This is
towed by a description of the LOCATS software, detailed development of the wavelet-based loss of
ltrol detection techniques, and a discussion of the results from the LOCATS piloted simulation
duation. Supporting material is provided in the appendices. Volume II of this report provides the
PCATS piloted simulation test plan and detailed descriptions of the simulation checkout and formal
duation. Finally, Volume III of this report contains the LOCATS User's Guide.
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2. OVERVIEW OF LOSS OF CONTROL ISSUES
2.1 The Loss of Control Problem
This section provides a review the aeronautical problem that has motivated this work with wavelet
analysis. In a modern aircraft flight control system (FCS) the likelihood of a catastrophic component
failure (hardware and/or software) is minimized through redundancy and fault detection schemes. In fact
most FCS components are designed to operate under multiple degradations and software is designed for
robustness in the presence of aircraft model uncertainties. In light of these features, flight safety can still
be jeopardized by loss of FCS control that can result from events originating in the instrumentation,
actuation, aircraft components, or software. These events are not necessarily failures in and of
themselves. Their propagation through the FCS can, however, result in an overall system failure.
Examples of such events include the X-31A crash, the JAS 39 Gripen departure and crash, Boeing 737
rudder failures, and the YF-22 PIO. On 19 January 1995, the X-31A research aircraft crashed at Edwards
AFB, CA due to suspected pitot-static system icing. Although the instrument failure has been identified
as the root cause of the incident, many other issues regarding safety entered into the mix as outlined in
Ref. 10. In August 1993 the JAS 39 Gripen crashed during an air show when the pilot lost control of the
aircraft following a steep turn. A report on the investigation of the event found that the control surfaces
were driven at their rate limit and the resulting phase lag in the control loop became too large for the
flight control system to maintain stability (Ref. 1). In March 1999 the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) determined that the Boeing 737 rudder system led to the 1991 USAir and the 1994 United
Airlines crashes and one near-crash in 1996. The NTSB unanimously concluded that the onboard rudder
system is not reliably redundant and that component failures and malfunctions are still possible (Ref. 2).
Finally, a number of factors led to the dramatic YF-22 pilot-induced oscillation or PIO and subsequent
crasli. Although an Air Force report on the incident indicated that there were no failures per se, the flight
control system gains set by the software when thrust vectoring is active led to a configuration that was
PIO-sensitive (Ref. 3). Once the PIO was initiated the surface actuators became rate limited, introducing
further control lag that worsened the oscillation.
The above examples emphasize the refractory technical problems that surround the design and
development of modem flight control systems. As discussed below these technical problems include:
• Control system nonlinearities (e.g., rate limiting, command path gain shaping, etc.);
• Transitions in quadratic dipoles from favorable to unfavorable (e.g., changes in flexible mode
characteristics resulting from the release of stores);
• Controller gain mismatch;
• Signal aliasing; and
• PIO tendency.
2.2 FCS Nonlinearities and Loss of Control
In conventional manual control systems the primary introduced nonlinearities are rate and position limits
intrinsic to surface actuators and various prdoads, thresholds, and detents intended to offset frictional and
other unfavorable effects and thereby improve the threshold properties of the cockpit manipulators. Fly-
by-wire/fly-by-light FCS, on the other hand, provide a variety of possibilities for deliberate nonlinearities
on an easy to mechanize basis. At the outset, the more elaborate variety of system mode possibilities
requires a fairly large number of nonlinear dements just to cope with FCS mode and aircraft
configuration shifts, various changing interfaces, etc. The easy to mechanize features of digital control
also provide a fertile field for the introduction of special situation-sensitive features intended to offset
some perceived unfavorable events. There is not always, however, a comprehensive understanding and
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O and other loss of control scenarios.
le locations of common FCS nonlinearities are shown in Figure 1. These include gain shaping of the
lot's input command, software and actuator rate limits, and control surface position limits. Although
s use of these nonlinearities is commonplace and appropriate, it is always desirable to design a system
at is as linear as possible (Ref. 4) thereby avoiding rare but potentially catastrophic loss of control
ents. Such events have been demonstrated in several highly visible events including the YF-22 PIO
aere inappropriate command gain shaping resulting from FCS mode switching produced severe elevator
te limiting and the Gripen departure that also featured severe rate limiting (Ref. 5). Events of this
ture, though not catastrophic, have also been encountered during the development of two recent FBW
msports, the Boeing 777 and C-17.
. . ,..
Gommind @_n _ Ft_lh _ $twllmo
Figure 1. Location of Common Flight Control System Nonlinearities
2.1 Rate Limits
ften times software rate limits are placed in series with the actuator limit to insure that the actual
Lysical limit of the actuator is not encountered, thus preventing potential damage to the flight hardware.
is not unusual for these nonlinearities to be found in the feedback path as well. As described in Ref. 6
e primary difference between the software limit and the hardware limit is the significant loss in actuator
aadwidth that accompanies the hardware limit when saturated. A simplified model of a rate-limited
tuator is shown in Figure 2. As long as the error signal, e, remains below the saturation point, eL, the
•stem behaves as a linear first order lag whose response is entirely dictated by the time constant, T =
o_, where o_ is the actuator bandwidth. When saturation occurs the surface will move at its maximum
te, VL, until the commanded magnitude, frequency, or both are reduced. Saturation occurs when the
ror signal exceeds the saturation point (i.e., e > eL = VL/0_). It is alSO convenient to define a nonlinear
'stem time constant, TNa. = A/VL, where A is the amplitude of the input command. Although this time
instant applies only to the indicial (step) response describing function, it has been shown to have an
lportant role in characterizing the nonlinear system for other input forms (Ref. 6).
,.......
: i .i
Figure 2. Simplified Actuator Model
igure 3 displays the closed loop actuator time responses for a saturation case with an input amplitude of




comparedto the input command.A trianglewaveoutputresponseis displayedthatreverseswhen
approximatelyequalto theinput(i.e.,whentheerrorsignalpassesthroughzero).Forthelinearcase,the
delaybetweentheoutputandinputis thelineartimeconstantor0.05sec. In thenonlinearcaseshown
below,thisdelayhasincreasedto0.15sec.
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Figure 3. Rate-limited Actuator Responses to a Sinusoidal Input
In general, rate saturation results in an amplitude reduction and a significant added phase lag. These
characteristics are displayed in the magnitude and phase curve families of Figure 4. Both sets of curves
are plotted as a function of normalized frequency, m/oh, and the linear to nonlinear time constant ratio,
T/T_. In the sinusoidal input case Trl'Nt. is equal to Vut(ohA). Thus, the two plots display the describing
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=tion magn..it,ade and phase of the nonline_ system in teL:ms of the ac_aator design p_r_,'n,_t,_,-_ (VL and
and the input parameters (A and co), all known quantities. There are several observations to note from
plots. First, the T/T_ = 1 curve represents the linear case. Second, the more highly saturated cases
resented by the smaller time constant ratio curves, depart from the linear curve at a normalized
luency that is equivalent to their time constant ratio. For example the T/TNL = 0.1 curve departs from
linear curve at a normalized frequency of 0.1. Another more significant result is that known design
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Figure 4. Frequency Response of Nonlinear Actuator Model
_oftware rate limit can be represented by the actuator model described above where the bandwidth is
ectively infinite (i.e., T/'F_ --_ 0) as discussed in Ref. 7. Although Figure 4 displays both an amplitude
Luction and added phase lag due to rate limiting, it is the added phase lag that is the dominant effect.
us when encountered in a FCS or a PVS, the primary effect of actuator or software rate saturation is to
asume available phase margin that can then lead to loss of control.
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2.2.2 NonlinearGainShaping
Themostcommondeliberatelyintroducednonlinearfeatureof a FCSis a variablegainin the pilot
commandpathway.An examplegainshapingblockisshowninFigure5.Theslopearoundneutral,Ka,is
optimizedfor highpilot gain(low amplitude)precisioncontrol.K2andoftenotherbreak-upslopesare
optimizedto achievefull outputwithmaximuminput.Thedescribingfunctionfor thecommandshaping
elementisN(a/A),whereA is theinputamplitude.
_t13
Figure 5. Example Command Gain Shaping Nonlinear Element
From Figure 5 the linear range is defined for an input amplitude IA[ < ]aI and the peak output amplitude is
proportional to K1 (i.e., _m = KIA)" For a sinusoidal input with amplitude A, the periodic output when IAI
> lal,will have a peak amplitude given by, 8 m= Kla + K2(A - a). Using the peak value for the amplitude
as an approximation of the fundamental component of the periodic output gives the describing function
estimate shown below:
--=_m(a/A) K2-(K 2 - K a)'_'aINI- A
Gain shaping nonlinearities can lead to a reduction in system stability when unexpected jumps in gain
occur (e.g., YF-22 PIO). The reduction in stability with increased gain may result directly from reduced
gain margins or the introduction of other nonlinearities (e.g., rate limiting).
2.2.3 Mechanical FCS Nonlinearities
As described in Ref. 8 mechanical FCS nonlinearities that can influence system performance include
friction and hysteresis, inceptor preload, and inceptor to surface gearing. Because friction is unavoidable,
it must be minimized in the design process. Coulomb friction in a mechanical inceptor (stick, pedal, etc.)
always opposes the motion of the inceptor. This will produce a displacement versus force hysteresis loop.
In high gain scenarios limit cycle oscillations in the FCS and/or AFS are possible in the presence of
hysteresis. Preload is used to return the inceptor to a centered position and also to reduce the dynamic
consequences of hysteresis through describing function attenuation and phase reduction (Ref, 8). Inceptor
to surface gearing is usually designed to provide a nearly constant gradient for trim conditions throughout
the flight envelope and increased gradients near full surface deflection to prevent excessive stick
deflection or force requirements while maneuvering.
2.3 Additional FCS Loss of Control Mechanisms
a. Unfavorable Quadratic Dipoles
The presence of lightly damped quadratic dipoles (i.e., a quadratic pole-zero pair) that result from various
feedback control scenarios can be lead to system instability. These dipoles are especially troublesome
when they occur in the frequency region of piloted control. Although there are several notorious rigid
body scenarios (Ref. 8), these quadratic dipoles are also associated with flexible modes. In general, an
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frequency than the pole, while a favorable and stable condition arises when the pole frequency is higher.
These pole-zero location effects are exemplified in the system survey plots of Figure 6. For AFS systems
favorable dipole pairs (scenario "b" in Figure 6) may also become unfavorable (scenario "a" in Figure 6)
as store configurations change.
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to assurea favorablepilot-aircraftinterface,effectivepilot-vehicleinteractions,andanabsenceof PIO
tendencies.Withconventionalcentersticks,pedals,andyokesdecadesof pastpracticeprovidetraditional
answers.With the introductionof full-authoritystability augmentationand fly-by-wire/fly-by-fight
systems the stick "inceptor" has permitted the introduction of many other options. These range from side
versus center cockpit locations, force-alone versus various degrees of motion, etc. Also, the inceptors
have become "subsystems" by incorporating sensors and frequency and nonlinear amplitude shaping
circuits. Further, the harmonization of within- and between-axis characteristics of cockpit inceptors that
share functions, such as the conventional stick as a lateral and longitudinal controller, has new
dimensions. Consequently, the proper setting of controlled element gain has become a nontrivial
development aspect on every new aircraft that introduces a new inceptor at the pilot-control-system
interface. In the absence of an extensive background of data for these there is no basis other than
experiment to determine the optimum gains. The pathway to ultimate success has often had many
byways, with minor wiggles, bobbles, and ratchets, as well as occasional severe PIOs.
2.3.2 Sampling Rates and Aliasing of Signals
Sampling at different rates in a FCS can be problematic. An example problem occurred as part of the
Outrider Autonomous Uninhabited Vehicle (AUV) analysis conducted at STI as part of a recent
consulting effort (Ref. 9). It was desired to calculate the transfer function from input and output signals
that were stored on separate recorders at different sampling rates. When the transfer function was
computed an additional phase lag was present that was not easily explainable. Further investigation
revealed that the different sampling rates produced the additional lag that when properly accounted for
was no longer present.
Another possible source of trouble in the control system is aliasing of signals. An example of this was
encountered during the development of an Active Oscillation Control System (AOCS) for the F/A-18A
block aircraft that suffered from limit cycle oscillations between 5 and 6 Hz under certain store
configurations (Ref. 10). Flight testing revealed that high frequency content between 35 and 40 Hz at the
output of the lateral accelerometer was aliased (for a sampling rate of 40 Hz.) into the problem frequency
range of 5 to 6 Hz.
2.3.3 System Failures
Other mechanisms that can lead to FCS loss of control include sensor loss, actuator failures (hydraulic or
electric), software failures, and battle damage. Many of these mechanisms are routinely handled through
required system redundancy.
2.4 Pilot-Vehide Systems and Loss of Control
The range of human pilot control possibilities as part of a pilot-vehicle system (PVS) comprises three
fundamental modes of dynamic behavior (Ref. 11). These correspond to the three-pathway structure
shown in Figure 7. The pathways are internal organizations of the pilot' s perceptions. They underlie and
correspond to the following pilot control behavior patterns:
• Closed-loop (compensatory) - pilot controls outputs driven by PVS errors;
• Combined Open- and Closed-loop (pursuit) - pilot control is dependent on PVS errors plus
known or induced input commands and/or system outputs.
• Open-loop (precognitive) - highly-skilled and practiced pilot programmed control outputs to
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Figure 7. Three Modes of Perceptually Centered Model of Pilot Behavior
In both compensatory and pursuit operations the pilot is highly interactive with the aircraft on a
continuous basis, whereas in precognitive operations the pilot's actions are essentially discrete and
independent of the aircraft's response during the time period of the pilot's programmed command.
Precognitive behaviors constitute the vast majority of pilot activities in nominal aircraft maneuvers where
the pilot's outputs are a stored repertory that are released in a timely and appropriate fashion. These
open-loop sequences may be short, as with a pseudo bang-bang control, or long, as in generating a
synchronous sine wave. The aircraft simply responds without further pilot intervention. Of course, if the
ultimate response is not as desired, the pilot may insert another control sequence. In compensatory and
pursuit processes the pilot is part of a feedback control process, with all of the advantages and
disadvantages (e.g., possible instabilities leading to loss of control) associated with this kind of control.
b. Compensatory Control Behavior
Here, the crossover model will be applied as a "truth" model for assessment of pilots performing
precision tracking tasks. There is a wealth of research concerning the development of pilot behavior
models including the crossover model. As detailed in Ref. 11, the crossover model is valid for single-loop
compensatory control (e.g., precision tracking). A block diagram for the compensatory control scenario is
shown in Figure 8. As shown in the figure, the pilot controls the system output, m, in response to the PVS
error, e.
System System _ L F)ik)t I.CONTROLLEDI, SYstem
P,LOT E, M r"
Figure 8. Compensatory Control Scenario
In short, the crossover model states that the pilot-vehicle system can be represented by the following
equation:
Yp(jw)Y_(ja_)= (°ce-J=_" = m
jw e
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In theaboveequationandfigureYp is the pilot describing function, Yc is the controlled element, o_ is the
crossover frequency, and -r_is the effective system time delay. The key variables, cocand re, are functions
of the controlled element dynamics (airplane model), task variables (desired and adequate performance
requirements), and environment (system delays, field-of-view, etc.). The crossover frequency is defmed
as the frequency on a Bode plot at which the pilot-vehicle system open-loop describing function
amplitude ratio crosses the 0 dB line. It has been demonstrated through extensive research that those
controlled elements that are most "k/s-like" in the region of crossover require the least compensation by
the pilot. In turn, as pilot compensation increases, the achieved crossover frequency decreases. The
effective system time delay is a function of the high frequency flight control system and aircraft dynamics
(e.g., actuators, structural filters, structural modes, etc.) and pilot added time delays due to lead
generation. Once again, the more "k/s-like" the controlled element is in the region of crossover, the less
pilot lead compensation will be required and the smaller the effective time delay. When little or no lead
generation is required by the pilot and the higher frequency dynamics are negligible, the effective time
delay will consist solely of the delay in the human pilot's response. This delay has been shown to be in
the neighborhood of 0.2 to 0.25 sec.
The closed-loop characteristics of the crossover model as defined in Ref. 11, allow the system phase
margin to be defined in terms of the key model parameters as shown in the following equation,
For evaluation tasks defined by known forcing functions and measured error signals (such as a sum-of-
sines tracking task), key parameters such as crossover frequency are measured directly. These proven
handling qualities experimental techniques will be used to evaluate and refine the metrics defined as part
of the wavelet analysis techniques.
2.4.1 Pursuit Control Behavior
A block diagram of a pursuit control scenario is shown in Figure 9. In this instance the pilot is able to
perceive system inputs and can then operate on both the error ( Yp, ) and the input forcing function ( Yp,).
The actual input may be shown on a display, or may be deduced by the pilot by virtue of the available
cues. To clarify this point, consider the probe-and-drogue refueling task. When beginning the approach
to the drogue, the pilot perceives the motions of the drogue (the input) against a background of the tanker,
horizon, and any context such as clouds. As the aircraft nears the drogue, the pilot's attentional field
begins to narrow or tunnel as the permissible error is reduced. In the process the pilot becomes focussed
on the "error" (probe-and-drogue displacement) rather than the "input" and aircraft "output" as well as
this error. The pilot's control output becomes conditioned on the error alone, and behavior changes from
"pursuit" to "compensatory." In pursuit behavior the controlled element block shown in the figure
remains unchanged from the previous scenario.
YPi
Figure 9. Pursuit Control Scenario
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Yp=
1-YcY,, e
When the pilot responds to error alone, the above equation reduces to the compensatory case.
loop and error over input describing functions are,
m_ Yp _Y_(Yp +Y_ ) e 1 1-Y_Yp
.... ' " and -=_=_'
i l+Yp 1+ Y_Yp, i l+Yp 1 + Y_Yp.
The closed-
As the denominator for this scenario is 1+ Y_Yp, the PVS stability remains a function of only the
compensatory system. A pilot performing pursuit control behavior will attempt to make Yp very large so
that the [ml/[il--+1 and leVlil--+o. In the limit this can approach ideal "precognitive" control where Yp, can
exactly invert Y_. Then Yp,=I/Y c and rn/i =1 and there is no closed-loop control. In any event the feed
forward element does, however, improve overall system performance. In general, the PVS closed-loop
bandwidth and apparent crossover frequency (when estimated by measurements of m/e) will be higher.
2.4.2 Pilot-Induced Oscillations
Pilot-induced oscillations or PIOs are perhaps the most common type of pilot-vehicle system loss of
control. PIOs have been an aviation safety problem since the Wright Brothers first powered flight 100
years ago. As the state-of-the-art in aircraft technology advanced, the root causes of these unfavorable
couplings has changed, yet the problem remains - even with the most advanced FBW designs. In 1997
the National Research Council published a report entitled Aviation Safety and Pilot Control (Ref. 5) that
provided a series of recommendations to minimize the occurrence of these rare, but extremely hazardous
events. In the time since this report was published, a number of severe events have occurred in
commercial aviation, some of which resulted in serious injuries and fatalities. Specific examples are
given in Table 1. Figure 10 shows flight data recorder time histories from the Falcon 900 PIO. The
severity of the event is illustrated by the oscillations in vertical acceleration of greater than 4g and -3g.
Furthermore, there have been a number of military examples of unfavorable pilot-vehicle interactions
since the publishing of the NRC report. These include the shipboard landing PIO examples listed in
Table 1 that could have easily resulted in lost or damaged aircraft had the tasks not been successfully
aborted. These events clearly demonstrate that unfavorable pilot-vehicle interactions remain a threat to
aviation safety.
Although PIOs have similar defining traits, the causal factors can be quite varied. Thus, we have come to
categorize PIOs in terms of existing pilot behavior models and analysis techniques. These categories are
summarized below from Ref. 5.
Category I - Essentially Linear Pilot-Vehicle System Oscillations: The effective controlled element
characteristics are essentially linear, and the pilot behavior is also quasi-linear and time-stationary. The
oscillations are associated with high open-loop system gain. The pilot dynamic behavior mode may be
pursuit, compensatory, or synchronous.
Category II - Quasi-Linear Pilot-Vehicle System Oscillations with Series Rate or Position Limiting:
These are severe PIOs, with oscillation amplitudes well into the range where software and/or actuator rate
and/or position limiting in series with the pilot are present as primary nonlinearities. Rate limiting, either
as a series element or as a rate-limited surface actuator, modifies the Category I situation by adding an
amplitude-dependent lag and by setting the limit cycle magnitude. Other simple nonlinearities (e.g., stick
command shaping and some aerodynamic characteristics) may also be present. These are the most
common and easiest to analyze true limit-cycle severe PIOs.
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Table 1. Recent Commercial and Military PIO Events
Aircraft Flight Details Event Description
MD-11 JAL Flight 706 PIO Pilot attempted to manually
1 fatality override autopilot & deploy speed
brakes
B-767 AA Flight to UK- PIO on In'st touchdown bounce
Heathrow resulting in compression buckling of
fuselage skin
Falcon 900 Olympic Airways Flight PIO followed autopilot disengage.
to Bucharest Romania Aircraft was dispatched with failed
7 fatalities pitch force feel system.
A-321 Air France to UK- Roll PIO followed sudden left wing
Heathrow drop
A-320 NW Flight 985 from Elevator not trimmed for takeoff.
Detroit Pitch PIO resulted in aborted takeoff.
V-22 Sea Trials Roll PIO followed saturation of
AFCS
F/A-18 F Follow-on Sea Trials Roll PIO followed rate saturation of











Figure 10. Flight Data Recorder Time Histories from Olympic Airways PIO (Ref. 12)
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Catego_ n_! - l_antiM!y Non-Linear Pi!ot-VebJc!e System Osci!!ations with Transitions: These P!Os
fundamentally depend on nonlinear transitions in either the effective controlled element dynamics, or in
the pilot's behavioral dynamics. The shifts in controlled element dynamics may be associated with the
size of the pilot's output, or may be due to internal changes in either control system or
aerodynamic/propulsion configurations, mode changes, etc. Pilot transitions may be shifts in dynamic
behavioral properties re,._,.,_from compensatory to synchronous), from modifications ...i,,cues (e.g., from
attitude to load factor), or from behavioral adjustments to accommodate task modifications.
With existing criteria the likelihood of Category I PIOs is now easily minimized in the FCS design
process. Because of the presence of significant nonlinearities in the controlled element, the human
operator or both, the prediction of susceptibility to Category II and l/I PIOs is much a more troublesome
problem.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE LOSS OF CONTROL ANALYSIS TOOL SET (LOCATS)
3.1 Overview
The LOCATS application is a real-time analysis tool that is designed to detect impending loss of control.
The loss of control may originate within an automatic flight control system mode or a pilot-vehicle
system. The most common form of loss of control within a pilot-vehicle system is the pilot-induced
oscillation or PIO. In Phase I, the feasibility of the LOCATS concept was demonstrated using a wavelet
toolbox developed by STI using Matlab (Refs. 13 and 14). In Phase II this toolbox was used to further
develop and evaluate the wavelet-based estimation techniques and to assess time-varying loss of control
metrics.
A program flow diagram for the LOCATS software is shown in Figure 11. All program options and data
manipulation features are accessed via the graphical user interface or GUI. Program options include
selection of desired wavelet-based analysis tools, loss of control metrics, and data displays. The input to
the software is a set or subset of aircraft signal variables that are available from the simulator via the SBS
Technologies 1553 data bus card installed in the host PC. In this case the aircraft signals are selected
from those available within the structure of the BAE SYSTEMS simulator facility. From these signals a
user-selected subset is sent to the wavelet analysis module from which time varying frequency responses
and related computations are made. These data are then used to exercise the user-selected loss of control
metrics. Finally, the results are presented graphically via the data display module. This process takes
place in real-time, so that impending loss of control may be detected early enough for the pilot to receive
appropriate warnings and take corrective actions.
LOCATS Grephicel





Data Displays: Loss of Control
Metrics
Figure 11. LOCATS Program Flow Diagram
A LOCATS User's Guide is included as Volume HI of this report. The reader is directed to that volume
for specific details concerning the use of the software. The following sections will provide a brief
summary of the software components identified in Figure 11.
3.2 The Graphical User Interface
As mentioned above access to LOCATS options and features is provided via the GUI and details
surrounding its use are featured in the Volume TITUser's Guide. The LOCATS main window is shown in
Figure 12. Data handling features are exercised using the toolbar icons at the top of the window. The
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Plots, Begin Data Collection, Pause Playback, Stop Data Collection, and Plot Existing Data. A running
log of LOCATS execution is provided under System Information. The wavelet-based analysis tool of
choice is selected via the Analysis Method box. Because the WERA method was a more recent
development, it has not yet been fully integrated into the software, and hence only one analysis method
can be used at a time. The final feature of the LOCATS main window is the Active Plots listing. From
this listing the various run-time plots can be configured for a given data collection scenario or off-line
analyses.
Figure 12. The LOCATS Main Window
3.3 The Wavelet-Based Analysis Tools
Two wavelet-based analysis methods have been developed for use in LOCATS. The first is the time
varying transfer function (TVTF) method that was first introduced in the Phase I program (Ref. 13). The
second is a wavelet eigensystem realization algorithm (WERA) method. Detailed descriptions of these
methods are provided in Sections 4 and 5 of this report. Because both methods have unique strengths and
weaknesses, they were both included in LOCATS for the piloted simulation assessment. Both methods
provide results using a common set of loss of control metrics.
Analysis options are selected prior to a data collection run using the Analysis Options window (see Figure
13). Timing Options set the length of the transform and the interval between transforms, while fmax sets
the maximum frequency. FFT Options set the binning or frequency averaging, the length of the
transform, and the cosine taper fraction for the fast Fourier transform computations. CWT Options select
the continuous wavelet transform and its properties, the length of the transform, and the number of
frequencies for the TVTF computations. LLS Options sets the numerator and denominator order, the




Figure 13. LOCATS Analysis Options Window
3.4 Loss of Control Metrics
3.4.1 Overview
The primary goal of this program is to develop on-line tools that can identify impending loss of control.
The wavelet-based methods provide the engine for identifying time-varying systems. Once the system
has been identified a wealth of metrics can employed to assess the susceptibility of the system to loss of
control. These "time-varying" metrics include classical system stability measures (e.g., gain and phase
margins, peak magnification ratio, etc.), multivariable system robustness measures, and the many flying
qualities measures. The focus here has been on those system changes that result in a loss of phase margin
and therefore greatly increase susceptibility to pilot-vehicle system instabilities such as PIO. Thus, loss
of control metrics that are sensitive to changes in phase margin were emphasized.
3.4.2 Airplane Bandwidth
The airplane bandwidth handling qualities criteria has been shown to be an effective indicator of degraded
handling qualities and PIO susceptibility (Ref. 15). Thus, a time-varying version of this metric is of
particular interest to this project. The airplane bandwidth criterion was developed from the crossover
model concept (Ref. 16). As described in Ref. 17, the attitude bandwidth is related to the premise that the
maximum crossover frequency that a pure gain pilot can achieve, without threatening stability, is a valid
figure-of-merit for the controlled element. Key bandwidth parameters include the bandwidth frequency
(oh_w), the neutral stability frequency (Ohso), and phase delay, a measure of the high frequency phase roll
off (_). As shown in Figure 14 the bandwidth parameters are obtained from an attitude to manipulator
force response, because the primary control cue for the pilot is attitude and not, for example, acceleration.
In this way the higher frequency effects of actuator and inceptor dynamics are included. Examples of
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Figure 15. Example Pitch Attitude Airplane Bandwidth PlO (Thick Lines)
and Handling Qualifies (Thin Lines) Boundaries (Ref. 3)
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An example of how the airplane bandwidth parameters may change over time is shown in Figure 3 (Ref.
18). In this example an overall Level 1 configuration is combined with increasing levels of rate
saturation. Here the data are plotted against a simplified version of the Figure 15 PIO boundaries. As the
saturation level increases, the phase delay increases and the bandwidth decreases, eventually resulting in a
configuration that is highly susceptible to PIO.
_.." . . .. . ...
" l.. • " _ Suseeptible_ ... [ .. ......
i i.fA0;5o :ii   I i
- " A _12, ffi1.25 rad/se • " • .....- : ..- . . , . ...... ...... . q
i n T t _
0 2 3 -4 5
Pitch Attitude Bandwidth, mswe (radlsec)
Figure 16. Example Airplane Bandwidth Variations with Increasing Rate Saturation
3.4.3 Other Metrics
Additional metrics along with airplane bandwidth have been incorporated into LOCATS. These include
the stability metrics incorporated in the STI Wavelet Analysis Toolbox during the Phase I program. For
example, the frequency response estimate of a loop transfer function (LTF) can be used to compute
stability metrics. A block diagram is shown in Figure 17. The signals e(t) and y(t) can be used to
estimate the LTF.
' :1 ....
Figure 17. Loop Transfer Function Used to Estimate Time Varying Stability Metrics.
Alternatively, if smoothing is available, then it can be better to also use the command signal r(t) and
compute:
Syr(O,)
If the frequency responses are time varying then so are the stability metrics. In Phase I the classical
stability metrics, as listed below, were implemented in the toolbox and may be easily incorporated into
LOCATS:
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• Phase margin (PM): For each t the frequency response _ (co, t) is searched for a unit
magnitude crossover frequency (cac) and the phase margin is 180 ° plus the phase at
that frequency. Log interpolation is used between frequency data points. If there is
more than one cac then the lowest is used. Alternatively all can be kept or only the
lowest phase margin can be kept.
• Gain margin (GM): For each t the frequency response _(ca, t) is searched for -180 °
crossover frequency (cals0) and the gain margin is the inverse gain at that frequency.
Log interpolation is used between frequency data points. If there is more than one
6o180 then the highest is used. Alternatively all can be kept or only the lowest gain
margin can be kept.
• Peak magnification ratio (Mp)" For each t the frequency response _/(1 + _)(ca, t) is
computed from _(ca, t) and then searched for local maxima. If there is more than
one then the one occurring at the highest frequency is used.
• Multiplicative robustness: For each t the frequency response 1 + _-1 (co, t) is the
multiplicative robustness bound, defined as the largest frequency response era for
which _(1 + era) can be guarantied to be stable. On three-dimensional plots peaks
show up better than valleys, so the inverse bound _/(1 + _)(ca, t) is used instead (for
which the maximum across ca is Mp ).
These stability metrics are actually robustness measures, the distinction being not just a yes/no answer to
stability but a measure of the nearness to instability. The phase and gain margins will each "go negative"
when a transition to instability occurs. For automatically controlled systems this transition to instability is
readily apparent, and in fact a warning of impending instability can be implemented, even with an
estimate of time remaining. For manually controlled systems the transition to instability is not so clear
cut. A human operator can (and does) quickly change strategy and will "'back out of the loop" to stabilize
the system as was shown in Refs. 13 and 14.
3.5 Data Displays
LOCATS supports a number of data displays that can be selected for use in a real-time environment or for
off-line analyses. Selection of the display types is made via the Figure 18 menu.
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Figure 18. Selection of LOCATS Data Displays
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The strip chart feature is available to view time series of critical signals. Up to four signals can be
included in a singie strip chart group, and multiple groups can be used simultaneously. In Figure 19 the
strip chart time axis and signal selection windows are shown. In a real-time environment the time axis
will scroll, as defined by user selected parameters, once the maximum time value is exceeded. Signals
may be displayed using the Auto Scale feature or with user defined inputs. The strip chart feature also
provides access to a wide range of advanced editing features (see Figure 19). An example four signal
strip chart display is shown in Figure 20.
Figure 19. Strip Chart Time Axis Options, Signal Selection, and Advanced Editing Features
Figure 20. Example Strip Chart Display
A primary feature of LOCATS is the set of real-time analysis plots. To exercise these features, the user
first selects a display type from the Figure 18 menu. Then by "clicking" on the corresponding item in the
Active Plots list the Figure 21 window appears. From this window the display can be given a title and up
to four data plot channels may be defined for each display. For the transfer function estimation displays,
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provided.
Figure 21. Estimated Transfer Function Options Menu
For the transfer function estimation displays access to the input and output signals selection and the
frequency axis parameters menu shown in Figure 22 is gained by "clicking" on the Frequency label in the
Active Plots listing. Corresponding plot types (e.g., magnitude Bode, phase Bode, etc.) and related
plotting parameters (see the magnitude Bode example in Figure 22) are then accessed through the
Channel 1 - Channel 4 labels in the Active Plots listing. The data display options can be conveniently
stored in a configuration file for repeated use. An example TVTF display is shown in Figure 23. Note the
persistence lines that provide a visual cue as to how the system is changing in time. The lines change
from light to dark as they move back in time.
iiiiiiiii_i i
Figure 22. Example Analysis Signal Selection and Plot Option Menus
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Figure 23. Example TVTF Data Display
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4. TIME VARYING TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
4.1 Fourier and Wavelet Transforms
Wavelet transforms may one day become common in the systems and control community, but they are
not yet so. A good way to introduce wavelet transforms is to start with the Fourier transform, ease out of
this familiar territory by using windowed Fourier transforms, and then from there jump to wavelet
transforms. This is the approach we now take, comparing and contrasting, and introducing the issue of
causality. Further details and comparisons are included in Ref. 13.
4.1.1 Fourier Transform (FT)
A transform, any transform, of a time function is an alternative representation of that time function as a
sum or an integral of basis functions. The most common transform in systems engineering is the Fourier
transform, for which the basis functions are complex exponentials. The Fourier transform pair provides a
means to compute the coefficients of each basis function, and a means to reconstruct the original signal:
F(CO)= ___oof (t)e-J_dt
1 __F(co)e+J_dwf(t) =_-_
4.1.2 Windowed Fourier Transform (WFT)
The FT uses the entire time function and does not provide a means to identify where in time transient
phenomena has occurred. It is meet this need for time localization that alternatives leading up to the
wavelet transform are defined. The first step is the windowed Fourier transform, whereby the complex
exponential is multiplied by a shifting time window:
Fg (co, u)= __ f(t)g(t-u)e-JCadt
The WFT is then the frequency content of the input near the time t = u. The subscript g reminds us that a
window is present. Reconstruction of the original signal is an important issue, for this or any transform,
and can be done here but requires two integrations:
=._.1_
f(t) n_n= __ Fg(co, u)g(t-u)e+JC_dtdu
For causality the time u is set at the endpoint of the window, or equivalently, g(t) is nonzero only for
negative time. This restriction allows the computation of Fg (co, t) for t < u based only on f(t) for t < u,
and also, to recover using the same restrictions.
Having just defined a transform with time localization, is this enough? For many applications perhaps
yes, but the major drawback of the WF'I" is that the window is the same length for all of the frequencies.
A long window appropriate for low frequencies phenomena will average out transients that may occur at
high frequencies. Scaling the window length with frequency, so that low frequencies have long windows
and high frequencies have short windows is the next logical step, and this in fact is what a wavelet
transform does.
4.1.3 Wavelet Transform
The time function is decomposed into basis functions that translate in time and whose length and
magnitude scale with a parameter that can be interpreted as frequency:
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Themagnitudeis scaledsothatthebasisfunctionsall havethesamenorm.All of thebasisfunctionsare
derivedfrom _(t), theso-called"motherwavelet".Themotherwaveletcanberealor complex,andin




This brings the discussion back to a set of basis functions that look like those used for the WFT, but there
is an important difference: the length (and the magnitude) of the window scales with frequency. If one
measures the length of the mother wavelet in terms of wavelengths, then each of the scaled basis
functions will have the same number of wavelengths. References 19, 20, 21, and 22 support the
following developments.
The Fourier transform of the mother wavelet, _(o9), scales and translates as follows:
_(t)_ _(_,)
sl/2_(s(t-u)) _-->s-1/2e-JUt(b(m/ s)
The mother wavelet as a function of time becomes taller and skinner with increasing scale, whereas its FT
shrinks and gets wider. A translation in time corresponds to a phase shift.
The original time function is recovered using another double integral:
:(t)=+ L L Wf) (co, u)col/20(co(t-u))m2dtdu , C= 2tr Lla_l-2--_(r_o)dgo
The constantC isnot finiteunlesstheFouriertransformofthe motherwavelet,_(:.o),iszeroat to= 0, a
conditionthatisequivalentosayingthat_(t)must have zeromean.
The wavelettransform,We (to,t),can be interpretedasthefrequencyresponseofthetimefunction,f(t),
intheneighborhoodofthepointco,t inthetime-frequencyplane.The Morletwavelet,a favoritefrom the
Phase I effort,isdefinedusing a Gaussian window, g(t).A niceconsequenceisthat_(t) alsohas a
Gaussian window, "nice"becausea Gaussian window issmooth. There isa fundamentallimitto how
localizedthewavelettransformcan be in both time and frequency,akinto theHeisenberguncertainty
principle,which willnotbe discussedhere,exceptto say thatanotherimportantpropertyof theMorlet
waveletisthatitminimizesthetime-frequencylocalization.
Another way to interpretthe wavelettransformisthatWe(go,t)for each frequencyisa convolutionof
f(t) and :.oI/2¢(an).Thisfactcan be used tocalculatethewavelettransform,thisisthemethod thatwas
usedinPhaseI,and we alsofound ittobe usefulforrealtimecalculationsinPhase 11.
4.2 Causal Wavelets
For causality it is required that O(t) be nonzero only for negative time. In this case the wavelet transform
We(to, t) for t < u only depends on f(t) for t < u, and recovery likewise. Causality is needed for real




Dryden'sLaplacewavelet,g (t) = e+at for t < 0 ;
Peter's Laplace wavelet, a variation that has zero mean; and
Cosine tapered, where g(t) is rectangular except first and last bit is cosine tapered.
AU were implemented in the STI Wavelet Analysis Toolbox, as is the regular, non-causal Morlet. The
shifted Morlet had been the preferred choice, mainly because when used with test functions the wavelet
transform is smooth. The tradeoff is delay, and a better choice was needed that compromises smoothness
and delay. A search for additional selections of g(t) began with the one-sided probability density
functions (PDFs), in particular the Gamma, Rayleigh, and Weibull PDFs that are basically skewed
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Figure 24. Shifted Morlet Wavelet Transform of a Test Signal
Figure 24 gives an example of a wavelet transform computed using the shifted Morlet basis functions.
The shifted Morlet and its Fourier transform are shown in the top part of the figure. The test input f(t)
has two sinewaves, separated in time, at 1 and then 3 Hz. The WT shows two distinct concentrations of
energy in the time-frequency plane. The WT is causal - the response along the tune axis does not precede
the input function. The time for the WT to reach a maximum is the same time it takes for the basis
function to reach a maximum - about 3 wavelengths. This is the delay that we want to decrease. The WT
response at 3 Hz is shorter by the square root of 3, and the width along the frequency axis is the same, at
least when plotted as done here on a log frequency scale.
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4.3 Analytic Wavelets
In the Phase I effort that is summarized in Ref. 13 the shifted Morlet wavelet was used for most of the
analysis. It has nice properties, such as minimum energy localization in the time-frequency plane, and
smoothness (a bell-shaped envelope) in both the time and frequency domain. This choice of wavelet
suffers, however, from having a slow rise time in response to sudden changes in the signal. The additional
wavelets evaluated in Phase II are defined below.
4.3.1 Shifted Morlet
The shifted Morlet wavelet is defined by,




Number of cycles to reach maximum value (for fc = 1 ) is x = c
The frequency of the wavelet is fc Hz, and the mother wavelet is defined to have fc = 1. The tail
of the shifted Morlet for t < 0 is set to zero. The parameter values used in Phase 1 were c = 3 and
]7 = 2. A larger set of values is now being considered.
Time and frequency domain plots for different parameter values are shown in Figure 25. The response of
this wavelet to the test signal was shown previously in Figure 24.
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Figure 25. Shifted Morlet Wavelets and their Fourier Transforms
4.3.2 Rayleigh
The Rayleigh wavelet is defined by,
w(t)=-2_exp[j2_fct-t2/]73 for t>_0,]7>0
Mean = _-_
Variance = ]7(1- n'14) ---,8/5
Number of cycles to reach maximum value is x =
The envelope is a skewed Ganssian curve. Currently we are using ]7 = 4.5, so that the maximum
is reached after 1.5 cycles.
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Figure 26. Rayleigh Wavelets and Their Fourier Transforms
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Figure 27. Rayleigh Wavelet Transform of a Test Signal (p = 4.5)
4.3.3 Erlang
The Erlang wavelet is defined by,
antn-1
w(t)=(__l)_.exp[j2_fct-at ] for t>O,a>O,n>l
Mean = n/a
Variance = n/a 2
Number of cycles to reach maximum value is x = (n - 1)/a
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Theenvelopeisapowerof t times an exponential of t. Currently we are using n = 3 and a = 4/3,
so that the maximum is reached after 1.5 cycles.
Time and frequency domain plots for different parameter values are shown in Figure 28. The response of
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Figure 28. Erlang Wavelets and their Fourier Transforms
4.3.4 Weibull
The Weibull wavelet is defined by,
w(t) = abtb-a exp[ j2_r fct-atb I for t>O,a>O,b>O
Mean= (l[a)(1/O)F(l+l[b), where 1-'(c)= "_xC-le-Xdx
(1/a)(21b)[r(1 + 2/b)-1 ''2 (1+ l/b)]Variance II
Number of cycles to reach maximum value is x = \--_)
The envelope is a power of t times an exponential of a power of t. Currently we are using b = 3
and x = 1.5. The expressions for the mean and variance are cumbersome, but the parameters b
and x have the most meaning, from which the others can be calculated.
Time and frequency domain plots for different parameter values are shown in Figure 30. The response of
this wavelet to the test signal was shown previously in Figure 31.
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Figure 30. Weibull Wavelets and their Fourier Transforms
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Figure 31. Weibuil Wavelet Transform of a Test Signal (a = 0.1975, b = 3)
Through analysis of various data sets including the LOCATS simulation data the Rayleigh wavelet was
found to possess the characteristics required for real-time detection of changes in a dynamic system.
These characteristics will be demonstrated later in the report.
4.4 Discrete Wavdet Transforms
The connection between digital and continuous wavelets is one area where the vast technical literature
does not provide much help. For the most part the study of the two types of wavelets are disconnected.
• The study of continuous wavelet transforms begins with the definition of the wavelet
function, then the transform equation, and then the properties of the resulting wavelet
transform. Families of wavelets are defined, the most famous being the Morlet
wavelet.
• The study of digital wavelet transforms starts with the selection of a high and low
pass filter, then the transform algorithm, and then the properties of the resulting
wavelet transform. What is missing is the wavelet function. It enters as a secondary
item, something that can be computed if you want to, but not really necessary, and
not usually done. The filters are considered to be more fundamental. Families of
digital wavelets are def'med, the most famous being Daubechies wavelets, but they
are really families of high and low pass f'flters. The Daubechies wavelets axe used in
the WERA method discussed in the next section.
The literature on this subject is not barren, however, and we have the example of Ref. 23 where this
approximation is implemented. The objective is to understand this work and to generalize it. The main
reference being used for the study of digital wavelets is the textbook by Strang and Nguyen (Ref. 22).
Both the continuous and digital wavelets can be interpreted as filter banks, and this is shown in Figure 32.
A range of frequencies is selected, each being an octave apart. The continuous wavelet at the highest
frequency is implemented as a f'llter with the impulse response g (t). The CWT has no restrictions on the
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that is imposed by the DWT is duplicated.
The DWT is equivalent to the filter bank using the high pass filter g(n) and the low pass falter f(n).
After each low pass fdter the signal is down-sampled, and operation that selects every other sample. The
low and high pass filters are the same in each branch of the ftlter bank. The speed of the DWT comes
from the fact that these filters are each short finite impulse response (FIR) f'flters that can be quickly
computed. One of the ways to approximate the DWT is suggested by the notation used in Figure 32:
g(n)=g(t) at t =nA
where A is the sample period. In words, the digital high pass filter is set equal to the sampled continuous
wavelet def'med at the highest frequency.
x(t) . g(t) __ y:(t)
g(a2)14II
--_ g(tl4)lx/4 ] = Y4(t)!










Figure 32. Filter Banks Based on the Continuous and Digital Wavelet Transforms
The digital high and low pass filters are inter-related and there are conditions of validity that must, or
least should, be satisfied. Any low pass filter can be used in Figure 32b and implemented, but only those
satisfying certain conditions provide perfect reconstruction, one of the requirements of digital wavelet
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transforms. Following the development in Chapter 4 of Ref. 22, the two channel filter bank with both
analysis and synthesis portions is shown in Figure 33.
lowpass down-sample up-sample low pass
high pass down-sample up-sample high pass
• y J • /
analysis synthesis
v
Figure 33. Two channel filter bank with both analysis and synthesis
The up-sample operation places a zero between each sample. The two requirements for perfect
reconstruction are:
Alias cancellation: f ( z ) f s (-z ) + g ( z ) g s (-z ) = 0
No distortion: f (z) fs (z) + g (z) gs ( z ) = 2z -e
These conditions use the z-transforms of the filters. For FIR filters, as used here, these z-transforms are
polynomials in z -a . Perfect reconstruction means that the original signal is recreated with only a delay.
The alias cancellation requirement is satisfied with the following choices of synthesis filters:
For alias cancellation: f s ( z ) = g (-z ) and g s ( z ) = - f (-z )
The no distortion requirement is then:
f (z)g(-z)- g(z)f (-z)= 2z -g
With the substitution: p(z) = f(z)g (-z), this requirement can be written as:
p(z)-p(-z)=2z -_e
The design of digital wavelet transforms can be succinctly stated in two steps:
• Select p(z) ; and
• Factorinto f(z) and g(-z).
The most famous of DWTs, the Daubechies transforms, makes the selection:
p(Z)=(I+z-1) 2p Q(z)
where p = £ is the order of the Daubechies wavelet, and the polynomial Q(z) is of order 2p - 2. The
no distortion requirement is used to define 2p-1 linear equations that the coefficients of Q(z) must
satisfy. The polynomial p(z) turns out to be all pass, meaning the inverse of each root is also a root, and
spectral factofization is used to factor p(z) into f(z) and g(z) =-z-Pf(-llz).
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• Sampleg(t) at the highest frequency to define g(n) ;
• Select the low pass filter f(n) to be the same order; and
• Use the no distortion requirement to create a linear matrix equation that uniquely
defines the coefficients of f (n).
This has been done, but problem remain. The conditions for low, high, and band pass filters are stated in
Table 2 for digital and continuous transforms.
Table 2. Conditions for Digital and Continuous Filter Transforms
Low pass High pass Band pass
Digital g(z)=0 atz=-I g(z)=0 atz=l g(z)=0 atz=+l
Continuous g(s)=0 ats=oo g(s)=0 ats=0 g(s)=0 ats=0,_
A digital band pass filter cannot satisfy the no distortion requirement. The no distortion requirement
cannot be satisfied if p(z) and p(-z) have a common root, say at Z = +1. Then the requirement
becomes:
p(z)- p(-z)=(z + 1)(z-1)[P0(Z ) - P0 (-z)] = 2z -t
The remaining factors cannot cancel these roots, because the remaining factors are polynomials. The no
distortion condition cannot be satisfied, and therefore a digital band pass filter cannot be used in place of
the high pass filter in the DWT.
Many of the CWTs are def'med using analog band pass filters. In particular, the Morlet wavelet is
equivalent to a band pass filter. The sampled Morlet wavelet is not band pass, but almost so, and is so in
the limit as more and more samples are used. Even though not quite band pass, the no distortion condition
is numerically ill-conditioned, resulting in a low pass filter that has coefficients for f(z) that are orders
of magnitude higher than the coefficients for g(z). They should be the same size, ideally, both norm one.
In the end, CWTs were selected for implementation in LOCATS.
4.5 Computing the Continuous Wavelet Transform
The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is:
Wf (co,u)= _ f (t)coI12_ * (co(t-u))dt
For a given frequency this is a convolution, and the CWT is computed as a set of convolutions. The
subscript on W is changed to indicate the time series (whereas before the subscript was the wavelet
function).
4.5.1 Post-Processing
When using stored data the convolution is computed using FF-Ts. The signals f(t) are o_/2_b" (rat) are
each sampled over the time window of the stored data for a total of N points each. Forward FFTs of
length 2N - 1 are computed of each to prevent circular convolution, multiplied, and then the inverse FFT
is computed to give Wf (co, u)at the selected frequency. This is the calculation used in the STI's Matlab




signalf(t) and o_/2_*(0X), however to save computation time the wavelet is computed and stored one
time with N points, using N appropriate for the lowest frequency. Typical values are N equal 4096 or 8192
- though there is no time savings here for powers of two. The stored wavelet is down-sampled and/or
interpolated for each of the higher frequency wavelets before computing the convolution.
The number of multiplications for each transform is:
N w-10)t3
N, otal = N i___ -'_
where coo is the lowest frequency and the o)/ are the remaining frequencies. If these frequencies are log-
spaced and the highest is o9_, it works out that:
1- (a)O/ _max)
Ntota I = N
1 - ((o0 / O)max)l/(Nw-1)
Typical values are C00/C0m,x=l/300 and Nw=120, in which case Ntotat--34N, and which is
significantly less than N 2 for large values of N.
4.6 Power Spectrum Estimation
The main objective is to estimate the frequency response of a system, but an important first step is to
estimate the power spectrum of the input and output time series. The computed power spectra are
estimates, and as with all estimates there is a mean and variance of the estimate. Determining the statistics
of the estimate is the subject of Appendix A, using material mainly from Ref. 27. The main results from
the appendix are summarized here.
4.6.1 Estimation Method
The objective is to estimate the power spectra Sxx(f) of the time series x(t) at a single frequency
f = f0 Hz. It is assumed that x(t) is a stochastic processes defined as zero-mean white noise passed
through a LTI system. The estimation method uses a LTI system, H(s), a narrowband f'llter centered at
f0 Hz. The power spectra estimate is obtained as shown in Figure 34. The output of the narrowband falter
is the time series y(t), and the estimate of its mean square value computed over the previous T seconds is
^2
_. The estimate is normalized by Rhh(0), where Rhh(V ) is the autocorrelation of H(s). The end result
is the estimate of the power spectra, Sxx(fo) at the frequency f0.
x(t)
_ _[_ y ( t )
Narrowband filter
fo = center frequency




Figure 34. Power Spectra Estimate
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width in frequency where the spectrum of the filter has most of its power. The particular definition of




R (0) n h(0)
2R  (0)
Several equivalent expressions for the statistical bandwidth are given above. All have their use for theory,
and it turns out the last of these, using h1(t) = h(t) * h(t) is the best for computation.
4.6.2 Statistics of the Estimate
Using the spectrum estimate in Figure 34, the mean value of the estimate is:
1
__**Shh(f)Sxx(f)d f = Sxx(fo)E[Sxx(fo)] = Rhh(O-'-_




The variance is proportional to the square of the actual value of the spectrum. The proportionality
constant is an important metric, highlighted by the following normalized error, and good when the bias is
small:
e[S_xx(f0)] = rms[Sxx(f0)] = 1
s,=(fo)
The bandwidth time product, BsT , is used to compare the different transform estimation methods.
4.6.3 Power Spectrum Estimate Using Finite Time Fourier Transforms
The finite time Fourier Transform of the time series x(t) is:
Fy (CO0,t) = __TX('_)e -je°°r d_"
This is equivalent to convolution with the filter:
h(t) = e -j%(T-t)




The terms Bs and T, and the product BsT are all constants that do not depend on frequency.
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4.6.4 PowerSpectraEstimateUsingMorletWaveletTransforms
TheMorletWaveletTransformof thetimeseriesx(t) is equivalent to the convolution:
for:
Wy ((o0,t) = __TX(_r)h(t - v)dr
h(t) = _O_*(fo t)
_(t) = e-j2zt g (t)
l_..._e-t2 / fl
g(t) =
The statistical bandwidth for the filter h(t) is:
= f04444 
The length of the transform is defined to be T = 6cr = N c  f o, where ¢r = (fl_]'_)/f0 is the standard
deviation of the Gaussian envelope, and N c is the number of cycles of the wavelet frequency.
Substituting, we get:
BS _




BsT = _ _ 1.2
The terms B s and T depend on frequency, but the product BsT is constant. The statistical bandwidth will
change for different mother wavelets. The exact value has only been determined for the Morlet wavelet.
4.6.5 Reducing the Variance of the Power Spectrum Estimate
The variance of the power spectrum estimate is inversely proportional to the bandwidth-time product
BsT. Increase the size of this "rectangle" or "frame" in the time-frequency plane to reduce the variance.
Comments:
• The time dimension T can be increased, but doing so is tricky because the statistical
bandwidth is inversely proportional to T. The most straightforward approach (of
increasing T and letting the statistical bandwidth change accordingly) does not
change BsT and hence does not reduce the variance of the estimate. This is true for
Fourier transform estimates, and it is also true for Wavelet transform estimates.
• Averaging power spectrum estimates computed at different times increases the
"effective" value of T. Defme the total time window as Ttotat = ntT. If the time
windows overlap then nt is smaller then the number of individual estimates. The
statistical bandwidth remains the same, and the effective bandwidth-time product
increases to ntTB s . The tradeoff for ntT is reduced variance versus increased time to
detect changes.
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effective bandwidth-time product. Define the total frequency window as
Bs,o,., = nfB s , where n.f is smaller than the number of individual estimates if the
bandwidths overlap. Combine both time and frequency averaging so that the effective
bandwidth-time product is ntn f TBs .
• The tradeoff for nfB s is reduced variance versus increased bias of the mean. The
estimate of the mean is average power about the center frequency, and the lightly
damped resonant modes will be obscured if the effective bandwidth of the estimate is
too large.
• A difficult case is power spectrum estimation of a lightly damped resonant mode. To
estimate a damping ratio _" a reasonable bound for the effective statistical bandwidth
is:
Substitute B s = 1.2f0 / N c
drops out, leaving:
=qYo
for Morlet wavelets and then the center frequency f0
1.2,: /Nc = q
For example, if _ = .05 then the equation requires that N c I nf = 24. The wavelet
needs to be def'med with at least 24 cycles of the center frequency. The damping ratio
restricts the freedom available in the frequency domain, and so the only way to
reduce the variance of the power spectrum estimate is to use overlapping time
windows.
To summarize, the normalized error of the power spectrum estimate is reduced by time and frequency
domain averaging, with respectively n t and n: degrees of freedom in the time and frequency domain:
e[s=(f0)] =rms[g=(f°)] = 1
Sxx(fO) 4ntnyB, T
4.7 Time Varying Transfer Function Estimation
A system transforms an input signal to an output signal. The innovation of the work described herein is to
use the wavelet transform of the input and output signals to estimate a time varying frequency response.
This is done using techniques similar to those that successfully use Fourier transforms, but now with two
advantages: (1) the ability to estimate time variations in the system and (2) faster convergence of the
•estimate. The frequency response that is estimated is called a "time varying transfer function (TVTF)."
The convergence time of the estimate depends on the frequency of the wavelet basis functions - faster at






Figure 35. Transfer Function Estimation Using Fourier Transforms
The frequency response is
response estimate is:
g(o2), defined as g(s) at s = jco. Under ideal conditions the frequency
?,(c.o,t)= Fy(w't)
Fu(O),t)
The "hat" indicates an estimated frequency response. The estimate is made at time t based on input and
output data over the previous T seconds. The transforms are either Finite Time Fourier Transforms
(FTFr), or when using sampled data, as will always be the case, Digital Fourier Transforms (DFT). The
latter are computed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.
The ratio of transforms works well when the input Single to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the input is large, and
can be obtained in practice by inputs that are narrowband Gaussian noise or a sum-of-sines.
A more robust estimate uses a smoothed estimate of the cross-spectral density divided by a smoothed
estimate of the input power spectra density:
_ ( (o,t ) = SY u ( cO't)
Suu (O),t )
The "tildes" indicate smoothing, shown below as an average over a frequency range:
_ctfl(O)avg,t ) = 1 _ Fa(og, t)F_(a),t)d6 °
ah - coo
In the digital domain the smoothing is the average of adjacent frequency bins.
The coherence measures the relative error of the output power spectral density:
2
P2 (CO't) = _uu(O),t)_yy(O),t)
For linear time invariant systems the coherence is ideally one, indicating all of the output power is
correlated with the Input. Coherence less than one can be due to measurement noise, other inputs assumed
to be zero but not actually zero, transient responses that have not yet settled, nonlinearities in the system,
and/or time variations in the system.
The coherence is one part of a more complicated expression for the confidence interval for _(a_), see
Ref. 27. The confidence interval decreases as the coherence gets closer to one, as expected, but just as
important is the fact that the confidence interval decreases as n, the number of degrees of freedom in the
estimate increases. The degrees of freedom increase as the length of the time series increases, as more








Figure 36. Transfer Function Estimation Using Wavelet Transforms
Under ideal conditions the frequency response estimate is:
w, ( )
Wu(ea,t)
This ratio was used in Ref. 13 with sum-of-sine inputs. The main difference with Fourier methods is the
dependence of the estimate on time. At the frequency co0 def'me the length of the wavelet to be TO, and
therefore the estimate _((o0,t) depends on input and output data for the previous TO seconds. The time
dependence scales with frequency, so that at frequency _ the estimate _(col,t) depends on input and
output data over the previous T1 = (o20/col)T o seconds. The time window is smaller at higher frequencies,
hence the ability to responds more rapidly to changes at high frequencies.
A more robust estimate uses a smoothed estimate of the cross-spectral density divided by a smoothed
estimate of the input power spectra density. The same notation is used for the smoothed spectra:
Syu (a),t )
_ (o2,t) = _uu(eO, t )
where the average is over both time and frequency:
Sotfl(C.Oavg ,t) = 1 *(COl-CO0)(t-,0) _ _toWat(al'')Wfl(c'O't)dtdal
The average frequency is used and the current time. In the digital domain the smoothing in the frequency
domain is the average of adjacent frequencies.
4.8 Estimating Time Varying Transfer Function Coefficients
Transform methods are used to estimate the time varying transfer function (TV'IT). The frequency
response is estimated at many different times, and from this set of frequency responses parameters are
estimated. One such set of parameters is the numerator and denominator coefficients of a transfer
function. The parameters are estimated from each frequency response, and hence the parameters are time
varying. Estimating transfer function coefficients is the subject of Appendix B. The results are
summarized here.
4.8.1 Problem Statement
The estimation problem starts with input and output data:
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ui = input data
Yi = output data
defined for a set of time steps, and the object is to estimate the coefficients of the z-transform:
G(z) = brnzm +"'+bo
Z n + an_l zn-1... + a 0





Frequency domain _ Parameters:
/_ ai , bi
Markov Parameters /
Figure 37. Transfer Function Coefficient Estimation Methods
Time domain methods work directly with the input and output data. Frequency domain methods start with
a frequency response, from which the parameters of the transfer function are estimated. Markov
parameters methods first estimate Markov parameters, which are the impulse response of the system, and
from which the transfer function parameters are estimated.
Mathematical tools for the parameter estimation problem include linear and nonlinear least square
minimization, difference equation solutions, and orthogonal polynomials. Troublesome issues include
initial conditions, sensitivity to noise, determining the system order, numerical stability, and stability of
the estimated system. All of these subjects are discussed in Appendix B and in the references that are
listed there. The methods included in Figure 37 overlap, and conditions are derived in Appendix B where
the different methods give exactly the same solution.
4.8.2 Time Domain Methods
The difference equation from which the z-transform is derived is used to define a one-step prediction:
Yk =-(an-Irk-1 +'"+aOYk-n )+(brauk-n+m +'"+ boUk-n )
The objective is to minimize the weighted error of this one-step prediction:
Ie!l
J = ergre , where e = and ek = Yk - Yk
e -1




,,_ matrix F and vector y ate created from input and output measurements, the superscript + indicates a
pseudo-inverse, and the vector 8 contains the transfer function coefficients. A variation on this problem
is to minimize the simulation error, which makes this a nonlinear minimization problem.
The time domain linear least square parameter estimation problem is a classic problem in system theory.
Iterative solutions can be used to speed calculations and to embed the estimated parameters into adaptive
control. A nice feature is that the time domain solution does not depend on the initial conditions, and in
particular the initial conditions do not have to be zero: Also, this method is not sensitive to constant
offsets in the data. Time domain methods, however, are sensitive to noise, nonlinearity, data skewing and
other practical problems, and reliability is a serious issue. We have included time domain methods mainly
as a basis of comparison, something to do better than. A good way to increase the reliability of the
estimated parameters is to switch to the frequency domain.
4.8.3 Frequency Domain Methods
The error to be minimized is the frequency response, obtained using either Fourier or wavelet methods.
To define a frequency domain error, multiply the z-transform through by the dominator:
(z n +an_l zn-1 .... +ao)G(z)=(b,z m +...+bo)
Define zi = e jeaih and Gi respectively as digital frequencies and frequency responses, where h is the
sample period. The objective is to minimize the weighted error:
n n-1
j=eHWe , where ek =(Z k +an-lZk ""+ao)Gi-(bmzr +.--+b0)
The error is complex, and the superscript H is the complex-conjugate transpose. The error is the
frequency response error of just the numerator, a quantity that is not usually important, if at all, but this
error has the distinct advantage of being linear in the coefficients. To solve the problem define F and y in
terms from the data, and the linear least square solution takes to form:
o_fRe[WF]q+(Re[Wylq
- _.I.m[Wel) _.Im[Wy])
Severalvariationsofthefrequencydomain parameterestimationhave been implemented in thewavelet
analysistoolbox.These include:
• An iterativeversionof the problem is definedwhereby weight depends on the
previousestimateofthecoefficientsand isusedtodefinearelativerror:
m -2W=dJ.g<wi). w,=lbr:,+ +boI
• The relative error gives equal weight across the frequency range, and in particular
does a better job at estimating the transfer function in the frequency range where the
gain is low.
• To directly minimize the frequency response use the error:
j=eHWe , where ek=Gk-(bmz r +...+bo)l(z_+an_lZ_-l...+ao)
• The error now depends nonlinearly on the parameters, and an iterative solution is
required. Use the linear solution, or even better the iterative linear solution as the
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initial guess.Thediagonalweightwith wi = IGiF 2 turns the error into a relative
error.
• The coefficients of a Laplace transform can be directly estimated, where coi and G i
are respectively the analog frequencies and the frequency response. The large
dynamic range of the parameters can cause numerical stability, and this problem is
alleviated by using normalized frequencies, coi/COmax, and by converting the
numerator and denominator polynomials to orthogonal polynomials.
• A delay can be included in the problem, z -d in the digital world and e-sT in the
analog world. The delays can be estimated iteratively and/or as part of the nonlinear
problem.
4.8.4 Markov Parameter Methods
The Markov parameters for digital systems are the digital impulse response. The basic idea is to estimate
the Markov parameters from the input and output time series, and then use the parameters either to
determine the transfer function coefficients, or via the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA)
determine a state space system. Advantages of the Markov parameter methods are that they can be used to
determine the system order, they directly estimate state space systems, and they have been shown (by us
and others) to work well with high order (50 and above) systems.
The difficult part of this method is finding the Markov parameters. The parameters are sensitive to the
initial conditions, to noise, and to offsets in the data. One can even say, very sensitive. One approach to
reducing this sensitivity (Ref. 24) is to use the time domain parameter estimation problem as a first step,
from which the Markov parameters are determined. Another way to reduce sensitivity (Ref. 25) is to start
first in the frequency domain, and to use the transfer function coefficients so estimated to determine the
Markov parameters.
As part of this study we have implemented and further developed a method whereby wavelet transforms
are used as an intermediate step in Finding the Markov parameters (Ref. 26). The wavelet transforms of
the input and output time series are used to estimate the Markov parameters in the transform domain.
Selective use of the transform coefficients reduces sensitivity to noise and to offsets. Estimating the initial
conditions and then subtracting off the forced response reduces sensitivity to non-zero initial conditions.
The original Markov parameters are recovered using the inverse wavelet transform. The combined
method is called the Wavelet Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (WERA). The Markov parameter
estimation methods and WERA are further discussed in Section 5 and Appendix B.
4.8.5 Summary
We have used frequency domain and WERA parameter estimate methods extensively in this study. Many
examples are presented in Section 6.
The number of variations in the parameter estimation methods quickly becomes a burden to the user and
automation is needed. The variations of the frequency domain estimation method that have been most
productive, and automated, are briefly summarized here. Laplace transform coefficients are estimated
including a parameter for delay. The linear least square solution is used as the initial guess, followed by
several iterations where the relative error is minimized, followed by several iterations with different
delays used to obtain a starting guess of delay, and finished with nonlinear minimization.
Any method works well for low order problems using data generated by simulation, but the combined iU-
effects of "real world" data makes single-step linear least square methods unreliable. The alternative is to
"get close," and finish with nonlinear minimization. Even better, and this option can be switched on if
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variations, and then choose the global minimum.
4.9 Analysis Example (17-15 Active Model)
Time varying transfer functions (TVTFs) are demonstrated using a model of the F-15 Active aircraft. A
change is made to the longitudinal dynamics by suddenly inserting an extra delay. The exact frequency
responses are known before and after this change, and which are used to compare the estimated frequency
responses using wavelet methods. A model of a pitch SCAS is shown in Figure 38. The SCAS is needed
because the open loop vehicle is unstable. The input de is the effective elevator input made by combining
stabilator, canard, and thrust vector inputs. Ideal actuators and sensors are used, and the aircraft dynamics
use a short period approximation. Open and closed loop transfer functions are shown in the Figure 38.
The delay is modeled using a second order Pad6 approximation. Of particular note is that the 120 msec
delay results in a lightly damped dosed loop poles at 10.2 rad/sec with a damping ratio of 0.0868.
Simulation results are shown in Figure 39. The closed loop input is the output of a ban@ass filter of 0.1
to 20 rad/sec driven by unit intensity white noise. The run length is 60 seconds with 3 seconds of zero
input at the start and end. The sample period in the simulation is 10 msec. The presence of the lightly
damped mode is apparent in the pitch response in the second half of the simulation.
Given the time series the objectives axe to estimate the time varying frequency response and to detect the
change in delay. The TVTF is shown different ways in Figure 40:
Part a) contains the exact frequency responses, used to verify the estimates. Notable features are
the peaked magnitude response and the resulting sudden drop-off of phase. The time for the
magnitude peak to cross the 0 dB line is used as the detection time.
Part b) is a 2D plot of the TVTF, showing 10 seconds of data ending at 37 seconds. The last
frequency response is the bold dotted line, and the previous frequency responses fade to
white. The peak in the magnitude is seen to build up, and the phase changes from a gradual to
a sudden increase. The Coherence drops off when the change in delay occurs.
Part c) is a 3D plot of the same TVTF. The magnitude and phase changes are visually apparent,
but numerical results are better obtained from the 2D slices of this figure.
How long does it take to detect the change in delay? The magnitude peak crosses the 0 dB line in 7
seconds. The detection time depends on how the TVTF is computed, and different methods and
parameters are shown in Figure 41 and summarized in Table 3. The left hand column in the figure is the
3D display of TVTFs looking almost straight down the frequency axis, a view that highlights the
magnitude change. The right hand column is a single frequency versus time, from which the detection
times are obtained, varying from 5 to 15 seconds. Part a) of the figure uses the same TVTF parameters as
the fn'st part of the example. The detection time is increased in Part b) by using fewer cycles of the Eflang
wavelet and by averaging fewer adjacent times. The variance of the frequency response estimate increases
accordingly. Parts c) and d) use finite time Fourier transforms with sliding windows, with window lengths
of 60 and 5 seconds. The smaller window matches the 5 second detection time.
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Table 3. F-15 Active Example Detection Times
Method Parameters Detection Time
Erlang wavelet 5 cycles, 21 adjacent times averaged 7 sees
Erlang wavelet 12 cycles, 120 frequencies log spaced from 0.1 to 30 rad/sec, 3 5 sees
adjacent freqs averaged, 300 transforms one each 0.2 sees, 41
adjacent times averaged
Finite Time Frequency smoothing with adjacent frequency ratio of 1.05 and 15 sees
Fourier Transform at least 3 bins averaged, 41 adjacent times averaged, 60 second
sliding window
Finite Time 21 adjacent times averaged, 5 second sliding window 5 sees
Fourier Transform
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Figure 39. F-15 Active Simulation (the delay changes from 2"= 0 to 2"= 0.12 at 30 seconds)
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c) TVTF (3D Display of Tlaeta/dec)
Figure 40. TVTF Example (F-15 Active with sudden additional delay)
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Left plots are 3D Theta/dec magnitude plots; right plots are 2D displays of a single frequency versus time
Figure 41. Detection Time Example (F-15 Active with sudden additional delay)
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4.10 Analysis Example (Large Transport Fixed Base Simulator Data)
TVTF estimation, transfer function coefficient estimation, and stability metric estimation are all
demonstrated in this example. The data is from a hardware-in-the-loop manned flight simulator for a large
military transport, Run 69 from the LOCATS database. The experiment used to collect this data is
described in Volume II of this report.
The fixed base, manned simulator is represented in the Figure 42 block diagram. The pilot inputs are
DLON and DLAT, the longitudinal and lateral stick positions in inches. There is a turbulence input,
turned on for this run, and there is also an auto-throttle loop turned on for this run. The auto-throttle loop
is an internal feedback inside the main block. Here the interest is the closed loop response from DLON to
THE, the longitudinal stick to pitch attitude. The simulator is 6 DOF nonlinear, with a complete
aerodynamic model and nonlinear actuator models, the actual flight control computers, and a
representative stick. The stick has a deadband, friction, and preload that is prevalent primarily in the
lateral axis (see Volume II of this report). We have not tried to extract a linear model from the simulator
documents, and so we do not have a '_tuth" model for this example. The flight condition for this run is
lightweight cruise.
Time series data from this run is shown'in Figure 43. The pilot is performing a pitch attitude capture and
hold (PACH) task. At 27 seconds into the run the pitch SCAS is turned off, changing the controlled
element from a well damped, closed loop vehicle to a lower bandwidth, more lightly damped, open loop
vehicle. In addition, throughout the run extra delay is included in the pilot input, in order to make the
piloting task more difficult.
The TVTF is computed using the Matlab Wavelet Toolbox developed by us as part of this study. The
wavelet is the Erlang wavelet with 5 cycles, computed every 0.3 seconds, with 200 frequencies log-
spaced from 0.1 to 20 rad/sec. Smoothing is performed on 41 adjacent times and 11 adjacent frequencies.
The TVTF is shown in Figure 44, which has the magnitude, phase, and coherence. The change in the
TVTF at 27 seconds is visually not very apparent, making this a harder case to analyze. The change is
easier to see on a color display, where _e color changes show that the open loop vehicle has a more rapid
• roll-off in both magnitude and phase. Another "feature" is the ridges in phase above 10 rad/sec, indicating
a large variance in the phase estimate, and due mainly to the lack of input power above 10 rad/sec.
The example continues with the estimation of three stability metrics:
COphase = phase bandwidth, the frequency at which the phase crosses -135 degrees. A pure gain
pilot closing the loop at O)phas e wiU result in 45 degrees of phase margin.
(.Ogai n = gain bandwidth, the frequency at which the magnitude is 6 dB above the magnitude at
o_80 , where o18 o is the frequency where the phase crosses -180 degrees. A pure gain pilot
closing the loop at (Ogain will result in 6 dB of gain margin.
_'p = phase delay, defined as one-half the slope of the phase between the 0)180 and 2O180
frequencies. Large phase delays indicate a rapid phase roll-off, which in turn results in a
higher pilot workload. The extra phase roll-off is due to pure delay, higher order dynamics
that act like an effective delay, and nonlinearities such as rate limits.
Each of these metrics can be estimated from a frequency response by searching for magnitude and phase
crossovers, and the toolbox contains options to do just that. The advantage of using the "raw" frequency
response is that a parametric model of the controlled element is not needed. The disadvantage is that the
variance in the frequency response estimate can result in large errors in the estimate of the metrics, in
other words, the stability metrics are more sensitive than the frequency response. This is particularly a
problem for the gain bandwidth and the phase delay, because they are based on crossover frequencies
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the coherence is low.
To reduce the sensitivity of the stability metrics, the raw frequency responses are used to estimate
coefficients of a Laplace transform, and then the stability metrics are estimated from the frequency
responses of this fitted Laplace transform. This process is demonstrated in parts a) and b) of Figure 45;
where the raw "TVTF" and "Fitted" frequency responses are plotted before and after the change in the
pitch SCAS. The frequency response of the fitted Laplace transform is seen to smoothly cut through the
bobbles in the raw frequency response.
The stability metrics are computed for each time slice of the TVTF and plotted versus time in part c) of
Figure 45. A significant reduction in the phase bandwidth occurs after the pitch SCAS is turned off at 27
seconds. We have not automated detection times, but a plausible detection time of 13 seconds for the
phase bandwidth change is overlaid on the plot. The gain bandwidth and phase delay each have
significant transient changes when the pitch SCAS is turned off, but then settle back to their original
values.
How good are the estimated stability metrics? This is a difficult question. We do not have "truth" models
available to us, but one way to check Figure 45c is to compare the estimates with values obtained from
longer sections of the data. The stability metrics estimated this way are listed in Table 4, using 25 seconds
of data before the change, and 60 seconds after. There is a good match with the time varying metrics in
Figure 45c.
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Figure 42. Large Transport Fixed Base Flight Simulator
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Figure 43. Time Series from LOCATS Run 69 Pitch Tracking Task
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Figure 44. 3D TVTF from LOCATS Run 69
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Figure 45. Stability Metric Estimation from LOCATS Run 69
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5. ERA-BASED SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION USING WAVELETS
5.1 Introduction
The experimental identification of physical vibration modes and mode shapes can be done with impulse
response functions that are extracted from measured vibration records. In order to extract these impulse
response functions, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFr) has often been used in conjunction with repeated
data f'tltering and windowing (Ref. 27). These techniques require input signals that are rich enough to
excite frequencies of interest - this does not appear to be the case with wavelet analysis. Moreover, with
its more intuitive decomposition of data, wavelet analysis allows identification of time-varying system
parameters.
The system realization, based on a f'n'st-order state space model, can be represented as:
k(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y = Cx(t) + Du(t)
In the time domain, the solution at time tn to the above equation can be expressed as:
y(t n) = _ h(tn _)U(_)d_
where h(t) is the temporal impulse response function. This convolution formula can be expressed in
matrix form by:
Y=hU
In this equation, Y represents the output matrix, U is the input matrix, and h is the time-domain impulse
response matrix. Once h is known the output of our system can be determined for any arbitrary input. An
accurate extraction of h(t), often referred as the Markov parameters, will identify a system (Ref. 28) since
h(t) = CeA'B
One could try to obtain h(t) directly by applying a unit impulse input u(t). In this case, y(t) would
theoretically be identical to the desired h(t). However, this is practically infeasible. Looking at the
equation Y = hU, if the input signals are not rich in frequency content, or the sampling size is too large,
U can become ill-conditioned and the corresponding impulse response function cannot be computed
accurately. Moreover, the computations associated with h(t) can be intensive. For these reasons, FFT-
based extraction of the impulse response function is widely used (Ref. 27) since it has high computational
efficiency and reasonable robustness provided the input data is rich in frequency content. However, if the
input load u consists of only a single or a few frequencies, the temporal impulse response data tends to be
erratic and badly conditioned. Wavelet analysis appears to offer a more robust alternative.
5.2 Computational Technique
5.2.1 Wavelet Theory
The wavelet transform allows any arbitrary signal fix) to be decomposed into an infinite summation of
wavelets at different scales according to the expansion (Ref. 29):
f(x)= _ _"Cj.kW( 2' x-k )
j=--** k=.-**
The W(2Jx-k) functions are the wavelets and provide a local basis along the time axis. To see how
wavelets can be generated from the so-called dilation equation and their relation to the scaling functions
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(p(x), the reader is directed to Ref. 22. Because of the way in which the wavelets are defined, when j is
negative, the wavelets W(2Jx-k) can be expressed as a sum of terms like _(x-k). The corresponding
wavelet transform can then be expressed as follows:
f(x)= _'_c_k_(x-k)+ _'_ _'_cj, kW( 2J x-k)
k=--_ j---'O k=---**
In this report, the Daubechies coefficients (Refs. 30 and 31) are used to generate these wavelets. Figure 46
shows a family of Daubechies' wavelets. Note that db2, which is used in this analysis, spans a bit less
than 3 units over the x-axis. The Daubechies' family of wavelets satisfies two crucial requirements: 1)
orthogonality of local basis functions, and 2) second or higher-order accuracy, depending on the dilation
expression adopted (Ref. 32).
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Figure 46. Daubechies Family of Wavelets
In order to use the wavelet transformation in practical applications, a way to define a discrete version of
the transformation must be found. For this purpose, the range of the independent variable x is limited to
the unit interval [0,1), and a wavelet series expansion is performed over that interval (Ref. 33). A
complication arises since some of the wavelets W(2Jx-k) overlap the edges of the interval. For this reason,
it is convenient to assume thatf(x) is one period of a periodic signal exactly repeated in the adjacent unit
intervals. Note that with the D4 wavelet family W(x) spans almost three units. Over the interval [0,1) there
are contributions from three bases: from the first third of W(x), from the middle third of W(x+ 1), and from
the last third of W(x+2). This is equivalent to W(x) being wrapped around the unit interval. Thus the
wavelet expansion off(x) in the [0,1) interval can be written as:
a _ W(2x) 1 a IW(4x-1)l+...
f(x)= aofo(x)+ alW(x ) + [a 2 3JLW ( 2x-1)_ + [a4 a5 a6 71w( 4x- 2 )[
i
LW( 4x- 3 ).]
+ a2J+kw(2J x- k) + ...
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• cycle of the periodic function in the [O,1) interval. Because of orthogonality conditions, the general
wavelet transform coefficients can be found by
1 I
= 2 s If(x)W(2 jx-k)dx, a o !f(x)_x)dxa 2s +k .-=
o o
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is an algorithm for computing the above equations when f(x) is
sampled at equally spaced intervals over [0,1). As stated before, it is assumed here thatf(x) is one period
of a periodic signal and that the scaling and wavelet functions wrap around the interval [0,1). A
remarkable feature of the DWT algorithm is that there is no need to compute _(x) or W(2Jx-k) explicitly.
An Matlab-based implementation of this DWT algorithm, found in Appendix 7 of Ref. 33, was developed
by Mallat, and is often referred by as the Mallat's Pyramid Algorithm.
5.2.2
The DWT method starts with the convolution integral,
t.
DWT-Based Extraction of the Markov Parameters




Note that h(O) is the temporal impulse response function. The impulse response function is expanded in
terms of the wavelet basis functions for the entire time interval, 0 < 0 < 1 ;
h(O)= hg _ + _'_'h_,_W( 2J O + k)
j k
where the h °wr terms are the expansion coefficients. For the DWT characterization of u(t,-O), first u(O) is
reversed in time to obtain u(-O), then it is shifted toward the positive time axis by an amount t,. Following
this, u(t,-O) can be expressed as
ue++Z Z4 <2 0+k>
i j
Substituting and making use of the orthogonality conditions, yields the following (Ref. 33):
y(t.) = h°W u °_ (t.)
For the entire data sample, the inputs and outputs are arranged in the form
Y = h°_UOWr
Solving for h °_ (Ref. 32),
h °w = Y U o_wT (UOWr UO_T) -1
The desired temporal impulse response data is finally obtained by taking the inverse wavelet transform of
h °w. (See Ref. 33 for details on how to implement the inverse wavelet transform.)
h(t) = IDWT(h °wr )
It is important to note that, in the h °_ equation, the term U°wr(U°_) r is invertible. This is because the
wavelet transform coefficients consist of a set of orthogonal local basis functions. This represents a
significant improvement over direct time-domain methods - they f'md the Markov parameters by h= U'tY.
Unfortunately U is often ill-conditioned; and one is forced to take its pseudo-inverse instead. With FFr-
based methods, an ill-conditioned U matrix also negatively affects the low-mode or static deformation
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amplitudesand phases.Theproposedwavelettransformdoesnot induceany rank-deficientbasis
function.
5.2.3 ResponseDecoupling
limits of the convolution integral,y(t. ) = _h(t.-r)uQ:)d_:, can be changed toThe
) = _" h(t.-r)uQ:)d_: if h(t) is defined to be zero for time less than zero. This then represents they(t.
forced response of a system to an input u(t), where all initial conditions (at to = 0) are zero. When a
data sample is taken after system start-up at t o> 0, the convolution integral is generally no longer valid,
as the sample usually introduces non-zero initial conditions y(t o), y(t o ), etc. Thus the general response
consists of a forced component and free component,
y(t. ) = ylorcea(t. ) + y_e_ (t.)
Using a state-space representation, the free response can be written as
Y pe_(t. ) = Ce(t.-'o)ax, °
The convolution integral can then be written as
(t. ) = _o_ h(t.-_)u(r)dr = h(t,. ) * u(t,. )Y /orceJ
The above equation can be rearranged so that
h(t,. ) * u(t,. ) = y(t. )- Ce(t"-t°)Axto
Discretizing the free response with a sampling period of T (Ref. 34),
eta _I+r_A+T +...
1! 2!
For a sufficiently small T, only two or three terms need to be carried out and the free response equation
can then be written using the difference equation
xo(k + 1) -- eraxo (k),
yp¢¢(k + 1 ) = CeTaXo (k)
The discrete wavelet transform of the impulse response function can then be written as
hvwr = Y.forcedU °wr_ (U °wr U°Wf ) -I ,
where
YIo_,ea(k) = Yob, (k) - CeTaXo (k)
Finally, the impulse response function in the time-domain is computed by taking the inverse discrete
wave transform of the above equation,
h(t) = IDWT{ Yyo_ed U °wr_ (U °wr U°W:) -l }
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Computationof thesystemparametersi donewith twomethodsthatmakeuseof theobservedimpuise
responseh(t). The first method employs the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) method
(discussed in Section 5.5) that uses least squares to estimate the discrete state space realization of the
observed impulse response. The second method takes the Fourier transform of h(t),
H(o) =
t n-t O
Ih( t )e-_°_ dt
o
k=N
H (CO)= _, h(kT)e-i°_rT
k=0
Looking at the forced response equation, the unknowns are A, C, and x 0 . Any single-input, single-
output systemthathasa state-space model has a rational, proper _ansferfunction oftheform
y(s...._)=bos" +bls "-1 +...b.
u(s) s"+a_s"-_+...a.
If b0 _ 0, it is convenient to divide the denominator into the numerator to rewrite as
where
In order for the states
observable form, i.e.
"0
y(s) =bo + cls "-_ +...c.
u(s) s n + als n-1 +...a.
c i=bi-boa i, i=l,...n
x to be observable from the output y, the state-space equations are written in
 Ixlll anIillc jLj Ixll= + . u y=[0 ... 0 1 . +bou
x. 1 - al . 1 I_X._]
The identification process is initiated by assuming initial values for the poles and zeros of the system's
transfer function, which in turn determines the initial state-space representation. From the above equation
y = x, + bou, and the states x,_ 1,x,_2,...,x 1 can be solved from the (n-l) equations available from the
A and B matrices. Thus the initial states x0 are estimated based on the initial condition of y (i.e., the fn'st
value of each data sample) and its higher derivatives. This will allow an estimate of the free response to
be subtracted from the observed response, and the resulting impulse response function is compared with
the impulse function arising from the estimated A and B matrices. This comparison is conveniently done
in the frequency domain, where a least-squares fit of the observed impulse response to poles and zeros is
performed.
5.2.4 Example Results
A simulation was conducted using a sum-of-sines input forcing function (7 frequencies, 10 rad/sec
bandwidth), where the magnitude of the sine wave amplitude tapered with increasing frequency. The
input/output transfer function to be identified was
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y(s) (s +.5) s+.5
u(s) (s+3Xs+5) sZ+8s+15
Data was sampled at 100 Hz, and a time window of 2.56 seconds was used. A D4 Debauchies wavelet
with 7 levels (27 by 27 input matrix U°wr) was also employed. Figure 47 compares the observed and
simulated impulse response functions, where the initial estimate of the system poles and zeros matched
the simulated values. The data sample was taken 20 seconds into the simulation run.
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Figure 47. Comparison between Observed and Simulated Impulse Response Function
In Figure 48 the frequency response of the two impulse functions is shown. The observed computation is
















Figure 48. Comparison between Observed and Simulated Frequency Response
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(which affects the free response that is subtracted from the observed response). Essentially, the observed
response precisely indicates the simulated zero and poles, showing robustness to zero and pole estimate
error. What this indicates is that whenever an update is performed with a new data sample, the zeros and
poles computed for the previous data sample will likely be a suitable initial estimate for the update (i.e.,
the solution is convergent).
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Figure 49. Comparison between Observed and Simulated Frequency Response with Initial Zero and Pole
Estimates Shifted 0.5 rad/sec Higher than Actual
5.3 Estimation of Pilot Describing Function Parameters
Using the discrete wavelet transform techniques described above, estimates of time-varying pilot
describing function parameters can be made. To represent a transfer function in state-space form, the
transfer function must be realizable (i.e., the order of the numerator must be no higher than the
denominator's order). Assuming that the pilot's describing function Yp takes the form of lead
compensation and gain, Yp (t) = Kp (t)(s + z(t)), it then becomes necessary to run the pilot stick output
through a triter to create a pseudo, realizable transfer function Yp. Experimenting with a first and second
order filter, it was determined that a second order filter yielded the best results. Furthermore, a natural
frequency co, chosen well above the pilot's zero location and a damping ratio _'above critical damping
provided good results. Figure 50 illustrates the filtering process, where the falter parameters chosen were




Figure 50. Filtering of Pilot Output to Produce a Realizable Transfer Function
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A simulation was created where the controlled plant was a second order system (con = 1 rad/sec, and (=
1). The pilot's describing function parameters were changed step-wise at 10 seconds and 20 seconds such
that the open-loop crossover frequency (a_) changed step-wise as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Pilot Describing Function Parameters
Time Kp z
t<10 4.46 3 5
10<t<20 3.16 1 3
20<t<30 4.46 3 5
Figure 51 shows the components of the simulation. The input to the pilot transfer function is a sum-of-
sine waves generated at 100 Hz. A time window of 1.28 seconds was used for the discrete wavelet
computations, and parameter values were updated at 10 Hz. In this simulation the plant's parameters are










Stick J 1 Output
7 (s2 + 2s + 1)
Figure 51. Simulation Components
Figure 52 shows the actual and estimated pilot parameters. At 10 seconds the estimate of Kp is seen to
briefly rise before rapidly decreasing, arriving at a stable value approximately 2 seconds later. At 20
seconds Kp (estimate) immediately increases and arrives at a stable value approximately 1 second later.
Estimated values of z achieve stable values at roughly the same times as the estimates of Kp, but at 10
seconds z (estimate) immediately decreases.
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Figure 52. Time-Varying Pilot Describing Function Parameters
In Figure 53 the estimate of o_ is compared with the actual values - there is good agreement between the
two. As with the pilot describing function parameters, a decrease in actual parameter value requires
approximately twice the time required to achieve steady-state compared to when the parameter
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Figure 54. Time-Varying Phase Margin
5.4 Time Delay Identification
5.4.1 Time Domain Methods
Frequency domain methods for determining gain response of an element generally yield well-behaved
results. However, the phase response computed using the same methods tends to be much more spurious,
making stability analysis difficult. When pure time delays (or effective pure time delays arising from
high frequency dynamics) axe involved, time domain methods appear to be a promising alternative to
frequency methods for identifying phase loss due to time delays.
Figure 55 represents the open-loop pilot response during a compensatory tracking task. In Figure 56 the
error is modeled to be a sine wave, and the pilot is modeled as a pure time delay.
Error Stick
v
Figure 55. Open-Loop Pilot Response
5.4.2 Cross-Correlation Method
One of the methods explored for measuring the time delay was cross-correlation, illustrated in Figure 57.
Within a give time window (containing an integer number of cycles), cross-correlation is computed. The
stick signal is then shifted in time (the error signal remains fixed) and the computation repeated. The time
delay estimate is the shift corresponding to the maximum cross-correlation value. As the time window
progresses along the two signals in time, the maximum cross-correlation will correspond to varying time
shifts (for a constant simulated time delay).
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Figure 57. Cross-Correlation Technique
The result is an estimate that oscillates about a mean that is lower than actual (see Figure 58). If the time
window is lengthened to include more cycles, the oscillation reduces and the mean improves, but there is
a tradeoff with resolution.
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Figure 58. Bias and Oscillating Estimate Using Cross-Correlation
A way to improve the time delay estimate while limiting the window length to one cycle of the forcing
function is to take the windowed data for any given point in time and concatenate the data (i.e., attach
back-to-front) an arbitrary number of times. Thus a synthetic signal can be created that is of sufficient
length for cross-correlation to yield a smooth and accurate estimate. However, this only is successful if
the original window contains (approximately) an integer number of cycles of the error signal, and if two
or more discrete frequencies are captured in this signal. This imposes four conditions: 1) the error signal
must be composed of a sum-of-sine waves; 2) the error frequencies cannot be simply non-harmonics of
one another - at least two frequencies must nearly fit inside the chosen time window of the and the time
window; 3) one or more filters must be employed to pass only the integer-cycle frequencies; and 4) the
time window cannot be arbitrarily selected, as it must accommodate at least two of the sine error
frequencies. These four limitations greatly restrict the utility of this method, in terms of experimental and
operational environments as well as interoperability with other analysis methods.
5.4.3 Least Squares Method
A technique that offers considerably more flexibility makes use of least squares, shown in Figure 59.
Within a given time window the sum of the squared differences between the error and stick signals is
computed. The stick signal is then shifted in time (the error signal remains fixed) and the computation
repeated. The time delay estimate is the shift corresponding to the minimum squared difference
summation.
Matlab was used to verify this time delay estimation method using an error signal composed of a sum-of-
sines, shown in Figure 60. A time window of 3.7 seconds yielded a good balance between performance
and resolution for the given forcing function. Using a window less than 3.7 seconds gave an increasingly
noisy estimate. It was observed that the estimate suffered if frequencies lower than 2rd(time window)
tad/see were not filtered out, as well as frequencies higher than approximately 1/10 of the sampling rate.
Thus the error and stick signals were band-passed within these two bounds. It is suggested that for an
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Figure 59. Least Squares Time Delay Estimation
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Figure 60. Sum-of-Sine Waves Used for Least Squares Verification
Three time delay conditions were simulated: 1) constant (no variation over time), 2) step changes at
discrete points in time, and 3) sinusoidal variations over time. Steady-state performance is seen to be
excellent in Figure 61, and estimation of discrete jumps in time delay in Figure 62 is likewise excellent.
Figure 63 shows estimation of dynamic variations of time delay to be very good, where a shift due to the
time window clearly discernible. Note in Figure 63 there is very little gain reduction (forcing function
frequency is lcyele/10 seconds).
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Figure 61. Simulated Constant Time Delay (Time Window = 3.7 seconds)
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Figure 63. Simulated Sinusoidal Time Delay (Time Window = 3.7 seconds)
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Whenthebandpass filter and the estimated system model does not take into account initial conditions, the
time window must be large enough so that the transients arising from zero-initial conditions are no longer
a factor. By taking into account initial conditions in the filter and system model, the time window can be
appreciably reduced. Figure 64 shows the conditioning processes for the system input and output signals,
where the system output is run through the inverse of the estimated system to give a pseudo-input that
ideally should match the actual input except for a pure time delay. A confidence measure is computed by
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Figure 64. Processes Used for Estimating Operator Pure Time Delay
Figure 65 shows a Matlab-Simulink model for varying pilot time delay using low-passed white noise.
This model results in a pure time delay that changes over the entire time window that is used to compute
the time delay, so that there will always be a degree of uncertainty associated with this measurement. A
sum-of-sine waves signal was run through a second-order system (first-order lead) having the time-
varying pure time delay, and the results are shown in Figure 66. In Figure 67 step changes are introduced
in damping, natural frequency and gain, and the exact values of these parameters are used in the
calculation of equivalent time delay.
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Figure 65. Time-Varying Operator Delay Generator
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Figure 66. Time-Varying System Delay, Constant Parameters, Sum-of-Sines Input
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Figure 67. Time-Varying System Delay with Parameter Step Changes, Sum-of-Sine Waves Input
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5.5 The _'ERA Method for Parameter identffication
The WERA
natural frequency decreases the window
identification.
5.5.1 Computational Procedures
The discrete Wavelet transform/Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (WERA) running time method
assumes the system order and constructs from this a discrete state-space model based on an initial model
estimate. Using this model, the state initial conditions are computed and the free (unforced) solution
calculated for the length of the measurement window. This free response is then subtracted from the
observed response, leaving the forced response. This is done because the convolution integral is valid
(for practical applications) only when the initial conditions are zero. Obtaining the forced response
allows use of the convolution integral in conjunction with the discrete wavelet transform. This produces
the impulse response (Markov parameters), which is used by the ERA to compute the numerator and
denominator of the system whose order is specified. This method works well for identifying key, but not
all, parameters of a second-order system. The remaining parameters are obtained using time-domain
methods.
The following aircraft short period (SP) approximation was used to model the pitch rate response
dynamics of the aircraft model used in the LOCATS simulation evaluation:
0(s) = K (s + Z) e_ffi
t_a(s) (s 2 + 2_-wns + co_2)
method was used to obtain the Bode gain and natural frequency by:
Selecting a window length based on the current natural frequency estimate. As the
length must increase for satisfactory
• Lowpass filtering the input/output (I/O) signals (7 rad/sec) based on the range of
frequencies the short period approximation is valid over. Identification of the pitch
dynamics using a static version of the WERA method (where the initial conditions
were in fact zero) yielded dynamics that departed substantially from the SP
approximation at frequencies above 10 rad/sec, due to stick, actuator, and control
augmentation.
An impulse response of the state-space estimate using ERA was produced, and this was compared to the
observed impulse response (obtained via the DWT). The differences between the two were squared and
normalized, and the inverse was used to weight how much the previous estimate could be incremented in
the direction of the currently computed parameters.
The zero location of the SP approximation was computed in a similar fashion, except that the output
response was filtered using a transfer function whose numerator was the estimated denominator of the
system (thus canceling it out). The second-order denominator was given a natural frequency above the
lowpass frequency (10 rad/sec) to separate the zero and natural frequency dynamics.
The effective time delay of the system was computed using the following steps:
• Ban@ass the I/O, (0.85 to 10 rad/sec) using a first-order butterworth filter
constructed using a state-space model of the filter and then computing the initial
conditions of the filter states. This minimizes the transients that occur due to
filtering, thus reducing the window length that is required to identify the time delay.
• Construct a transfer function that is the inverse of the assumed system model, and
make it realizable by convolving the denominator (which is first-order) with a high-
frequency pole (20 rad/sec). A state space representation of this transfer function is
constructed, and the ban@ass-filtered respons e of the aircraft (pitch rate) is fed
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throughthissystemusingcomputedinitial conditions.Thebandpass-f'flteredinputto
the aircraft,stick position,is run througha first-ordertransferfunctionwhose
denominatoris the samehigh-frequencypole(20 rad/sec)mentionedabove,once
againusinginitialconditions.




• Theoutputis shiftedin timeandcomparedwith theinputsignal,andthetimeshift
associatedwith theminimumsumof thesquareddifferencescorrespondswith the
timedelayestimate.
• A linearcorrelationis computedbetweentheshiftedinputandoutputsignals,and
usedto weightheamountbywhichatimedelayestimatecanbeincremented.
Thedampingof theSPapproximationis computedby constructinga discretestate-spacemodelof the
system,andincrementingdampingvaluesovera limitedrange.Thedampingproducingtheminimum
sumof thesquaredifferences(betweentheobservedandtrial response)isselected.
The roll rate responsedynamicsof the simulatoraircraftmodelweremodeledusing a first-order




The WERA method was used to compute both the gain and break frequency in a single step (the I]O
signals were lowpass-filtered at 15 rad/sec), and the time delay was computed the same way as for the
pitch rate response.
When there are relatively prolonged periods of quiescence in the input, the identification process
degrades. Rather than depend on metrics such as linear correlation to indicate when this has occurred (by
which time the identification results are already deteriorating), the stick activity is measured so as to
anticipate poor identification conditions. To do this, the low-frequency gain of the system is computed
based on current parameter estimates, and multiplied by the standard deviation of the stick over the last 20
milliseconds. This provides a metric (/2) that is essentially independent of the system it is used with. It
was found that a/2 value of 0.025 and above yielded satisfactory results. If/2 dropped below this
threshold, the parameters were frozen at their current values until/2 again rose above 0.025.
5.5.2 Parameter Identification from a Simulation Model
A sum-of-sine waves input was fed through a time-varying transfer function (short period approximation
with an equivalent time delay) whose actual parameters are shown in Figure 68 by dashed lines. These
parameters were estimated with the WERA method described above, and the correlation between the
actual input and the pseudo-input (using the inverse of the estimated transfer function) is seen to be
excellent except for the transient period following step changes. In Figure 69 the input driving the system
is band-passed white noise, and identification in general is good. When the damping is increased at 45
seconds, however, the damping estimate fails to track the change.
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Figure 68. Time-Varying System Delay with Estimated Parameter Changes, Sum-of-Sine Waves Input
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Figure 69. Time-Varying System Delay with Estimated Parameter Changes, Band-Passed White Noise Input
5.5.3 Parameter Identification from Flight Test Data
From October 1990 to March 1991 the U.S. Navy conducted a flying qualities evaluation of the F-14 with
simulated dual hydraulic failure CRef. 35). In this study, the back-up flight control module or BUFCM
was evaluated to define areas of operation for in-flight refueling and landing. The BUFCM has two
modes that are available to the pilot. The BUFCM-HIGH mode features a maximum stabilator rate of 10
deg/s, while BUFCM-LOW has a 5 deg/s maximum rate. Although the aircraft demonstrated good
handling qualities using the BUFCM in formation flight with a tanker, a number of PIOs were
encountered during in-flight refueling, drogue tracking, and offset field landings. Because the F-14 was
fully instrumented, a valuable PIO database was created.
An analysis of this database was previously undertaken using Fast Fourier Transform techniques as
reported in Ref. 36. Although the entire database is of interest, Run J_09 is of particular interest to this
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project, because as shown in Figure 70 it features intermittent pilot-induced oscillations. That is, there is
an initial PIO that occurs between 12 and 22 seconds, followed by a quiescent period up to 42 seconds or
so, when a second PIO of smaller amplitude occurs. In the two PIO regions the rate limiting associated
with the BUFCM-HIGH configuration is clearly visible in the triangle wave-like output evident in the
stabilizer response.
The pitch rate response to stick position were modeled with the short period approximation and an
equivalent time delay:
(s + z) e__[9(s) _ K -- 2
6e(s) (s 2 + 2_'co, s + o9, )
Figure 71 shows the estimated equivalent time delay and time-varying airplane bandwidth parameters for
the drogue tracking run. In general all three metrics are in consonance with the occurrence of PIO,
although the changes are relatively small. That is, the aircraft system is always "bad" in terms of the
airplane bandwidth criteria, but it is "worse" in the two PIO regions. The changes in the bandwidth
parameters correlate well with the changes in pilot gain as seen by the amplitude changes in the Figure 70
stick force response. Specifically, the lower stick amplitudes in the non PIO region reduced the severity
of the rate limiting. The pilot then attempts to track the drogue again, the rate limiting becomes more
severe, and the second PIO results.
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Figure 71. Equivalent Time Delay and Airplane Bandwidth Parameters
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t,. LOCATS SI?vfULATIONEVALUATION RESULTS
6.1 Background
6.1.1 LOCATS Evaluation Success Criteria
There are two fandamental factors that will determine the ultimate success of the LOCATS concept.
First, the LOCATS software must be able to detect impending loss of control events while minimizing
"false alarms" and/or missed events. Second, the time to detection must be minimized, so that the pilot or
automatic flight control system can react to the situation. Thus for a given flight control system failure
scenario, the following questions will be addressed:
• Can the wavelet-based computations mn in a real-time environment?
• Was loss of control or impending loss of control observed?
• If yes, what was the triggering event?
• If yes, was the event detected by the LOCATS software?
• If no, was a non-event detected by the LOCATS.software?
• What metric(s) provided the detection mechanism?
• What was the detection time?
• Can the detection time be improved?
Later versions of the LOCATS software may include recommended courses of action that could be
provided to the pilot in the form of a flight director or as direct commands to flight control system.
6.1.2 Flight Conditions, Aircraft Configurations, and Pilot Evaluation Tasks
6.1.2.1 Flight Conditions
The piloted evaluations will be conducted in both up-and-away and terminal flight conditions. The
specific flight condition variations used in the LOCATS formal evaluation are identified in Table 6. Each
evaluation began with the autopilot and autothrottle on and the aircraft trimmed. The steep approach
flight conditions defined in the original test plan (see Volume 1I) were not used in the formal evaluations.







ID Description Altitude Airspeed Turbulence Crosswinds
(1000 ft) (KCAS) (knots)
C Cruise 20 270 None n/a
CM Cruise with Turbulence 20 270 Moderate n/a
CH High Altitude Cruise 40 200 None n/a
A Approach 0.2 130 n/a None
AX Approach with Crosswind 0.2 130 n/a 20, R to L
6.1.2.2 Aircraft Configurations
As mentioned above the piloted evaluations were conducted in both up-and-away and terminal flight
conditions. The four aircraft configurations used in the LOCATS formal evaluation are identified in
Table 7. These represent a subset of the ten configurations that were defined as part of the test plan (see
Volume ll).
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6.1.2.3 Pilot Evaluation Tasks
The pilot evaluation tasks used in the LOCATS evaluation were as follows:
• Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold (PACH): From steady level flight the pilot rapidly
captured a pitch attitude of at least 5 ° above trim and maintain this attitude within the
specified tolerances for 5 seconds or until stable. The target attitude was defined by a
clearly displayed reference on the HUD pitch ladder. The pilot then performed
subsequent 5° captures to complete the maneuver. Before proceeding to the next
capture, the pilot maintained each attitude within the specified tolerances for 5
seconds or until stable.
• Bank Angle Capture and Hold (BACH): From steady, wings level flight the pilot
rolled the aircraft and captured a bank angle of 30 ° and maintained this bank angle
within the specified tolerance for 5 seconds or until stable. Then the pilot made
subsequent capture and holds of 0 ° and -30 °. In some cases 20 ° bank angle captures
were used to increase the aggressiveness of the task.
• Pitch and Roll Sum-of-Sines Tracking (SOS): The pilot aggressively tracked error
bars displayed on the HUD and attempted to keep the bars within the displayed
tolerance reticles. The pitch and roll error bars were driven by signals representing
the difference between the commanded attitude and the actual attitude. In this case
the commanded attitude was driven by the sum of seven sine waves as defined in
Volume H of this report. This task could be run in single or dual axis mode.
• Pitch and Roll Discrete Tracking (DT): Pitch and Roll Sum-of-Sines Tracking (SOS):
The pilot aggressively tracked error bars displayed on the HUD and attempted to
keep the bars within the displayed tolerance reticles. The pitch and roll error bars
were driven by signals representing the difference between the commanded attitude
and the actual attitude. Here the commanded attitude was driven by a set of discrete
steps and ramps as defined in Volume II of this report. This task is only effective in
dual axis mode.
Detailed maneuver descriptions and related background material are provided in Volume II of this report.
6.1.3 Simulated Flight Control System Failures
Flight control failures were introduced into the simulator at the discretion of the operator using the
simulator change-a-gain feature. This feature allowed flight control system parameters to be varied from
a default value to some new value, while the simulator was operating. The change-a-gain feature
provided a choice of eight parameter values including the default value. Because of the interest in
inducing loss of control, only the most severe changes from the default value were used. Table 8 provides
a list of simulated flight control system failures based on the results of the simulation checkout as
described in Volume II of this report. In addition, a new scenario was introduced involving the roll axis.
As the formal evaluations progressed it became clear that loss of control in the roll axis (i.e., PIO or
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otherwise) could not be induced with the available flight control system changes. To help "loosen" up the
roll axis, a new change-a-gain option was made available that eliminated the sideslip rate feedback in the
roll axis via the GBDEST gain. Eliminating this gain alone did not produce a noticeable change to the
pilot. When used in conjunction with the elimination of the roll rate feedback, however, it was possible to
generate at a minimum mild PIO in the roll axis. To coordinate its use in the evaluation process, this gain
change was only used in conjunction with a PGain change. As mentioned in the previous section,
multiple key strokes are required to make a single change. Within the given time constraints, it was not
possible to add the GBDEST to the saved signal list. Thus, the BGain change was always made ftrst,
followed by the PGain. Table 9 lists the change-a-gain values used in the LOCATS formal evaluation.








ID Description Demonstration Maneuvers
PitchTC Alter pitch stick falter time constant via All pitch axis and dual axis tasks
change-a-gain
PitchTD Inject pitch stick time delay DT, SOS, PACH
RolITD Inject roll stick time delay DT, SOS, BACH
QGain Alter pitch rate feedback via change-a-gain All pitch axis and dual axis tasks
PGain Alter roll rate feedback via change-a-gain All roll axis and dual axis tasks
BGain Alter GBDEST via change-a-gain (only used
in conjunction with PGain)
All roll axis and dual axis tasks
QLIM Reduce pitch rate command path limiter DT, SOS, PACH












9. Change-a-Gain Values for Simulated Flight Control System Failures
ID Default Value Changed Value
PitchTC 0 sec 0.25 sec
PitchTD 0 msec 240 msec








PLIM 120 deg/sec 36 deg/sec
6.2 Piloted Simulation
6.2.1 Overview
During the formal evaluation of the LOCATS system 122 analysis runs were completed. Of these 41 were
diagnostic maneuvers that are used to characterize the configurations used in the formal evaluation or to
examine the real-time properties of the wavelet-based computations. The diagnostic maneuvers included
pitch and roll axis doublets and pitch and roll axis frequency sweeps. The maneuvers were conducted
with autothrottle on and off. Throttle frequency sweeps were conducted with the autopilot on and off.
The remaining 81 runs featured the flight control system failure scenarios defined in Table 8. Because of
the limitations of the types of failures that could be introduced via the change-a-gain feature, the aircraft
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could not be made to depart. It was possible, however, to repeatedly produce significant pilot-induced
oscillations. A subset of these runs is discussed below as part of the LOCATS assessment. A complete
run log is provided in Volume II of this report.
As mentioned above a number of diagnostic maneuvers were conducted as part of the formal evaluation.
The pitch and roll axis frequency sweep runs were used to obtain the airplane bandwidth parameters for
the baseline configurations. The results are tabulated in Volume II of this report. In short, the pitch
attitude tracking handling qualities of the baseline configurations fall solidly in the Level 2 region for
bandwidth frequency. However, when the phase delay is taken into account, the configurations move into
the Level 3 region. The roll attitude bandwidth frequencies of the baseline configurations fall into the
Level 1 region, but the phase delay values, once again, move the configurations into the Level 3 region.
The analyses documented in Volume II of this report reveal that a significant portion of the high phase
delay values result from the dynamics of the pilot control stick.
These results would seem to indicate that the aircraft model used in the LOCATS evaluation should be
highly susceptible to PIO. It has been shown time and again, however, that it is difficult to induce PIO in
a fixed base simulator with configurations and tasks that replicate flight test conditions (Refs. 5, 37 and
38). As discussed in Ref. 5, higher gain tasks or other artificial means must be employed when using a
fixed base simulator to induce PIO or to replicate PIO from flight. In the Ref. 38 simulator experiment,
added time delays, increased stick gains, and added wind gusts and turbulence were used to better
replicate flight test results. Although the results were not wholly satisfactory to the authors since the
"good" handling configurations were affected by the changes just as the "bad" handling configurations
were, PIO was more easily induced. It should be no surprise, therefore, to learn that the addition of
significant added time delay was required to consistently generate PIO in the BAE SYSTEMS simulator.
The addition of moderate turbulence was also useful in this regard. For the LOCATS assessment an
added control stick time delay (pitch and/or roll) of 240 msec was used. This large added delay when used
in conjunction with the Table 8 FCS failures regularly produced PIO.
The following sections describe the simulator results for the four piloted evaluation tasks used in the
formal LOCATS evaluation. To assess the TVTF and WERA analysis methods, a subset of the 81
evaluation runs that represent a cross section of no PIO, mild PIO, and sustained or severe PIO cases were
selected. To make best use of the available tools including the more recently incorporated transfer
function estimation techniques (see Appendix B), the analyses were conducted with the STI wavelet
toolbox. An assessment of the real time computation capabilities of the wavelet-based algorithms was
made using LOCATS and is also reported on herein.
6.2.2 Bank Angle Capture and Hold (BACH) Evaluations
6.2.2.1 Selected Evaluation Runs
A log of the selected BACH evaluation runs is provided in Table 10. The table features the same format
used for the complete run log that is provided in the Volume II report. The flight condition, aircraft
configuration, and flight control system failure acronyms correspond to those defined previously in Table
6, Table 7, and Table 8, respectively. As mentioned above, elimination of the roll rate feedback (PGain)
alone was not enough to induce PIO. This is reflected in the R120 case that is included with the no PIO
runs. Time histories and TVTF and WERA analysis results .for all of the Table 10 runs are provided in




Table I0. Selected BACH Evaluation Runs





A ALA BACH n/a
AX ALA BACH n/a
CH CLA BACH PGain
Mild PIO Runs
C CLA BACH BGain + Mild, damped oscillations
PGain





R122 BG_n+ RollTD whole run, mild PIO in
middle or run












Large overshoots follow failure and
lead to PIO, oscillations damp out
RollTD whole run, mild PIO
transitions to severe, sustained
oscillations
6.2.2.2 Analysis of a No PIO Run (R77)
Lateral stick position and roll attitude time histories for R77 are shown in Figure 72. The soli(t horizontal
lines on the roll attitude plot indicate the target attitude for the captures. Not that although no PIO is
evident in the run, several captures have at least one significant overshoot. This may be in part due to the
dynamic characteristics of the control stick in roll that are documented in Volume II of this report.
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Figure 72. R77 BACH, No PIO
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Evaluation runs, such as R77, that did not involve a flight control system failure were used as control runs
to compare the wavelet-based transfer function estimation methods with more traditional estimation
techniques. Although not shown here comparisons were also made with results generated from the
diagnostic maneuvers documented in Volume II of this report. A comparison of the TVTF and FFT roll
attitude to lateral stick position transfer functions is provided in Figure 73. The TVTF plot is a snapshot
in time (taken at 32.6 sec) with persistence lines that fade from dark to light over 10 seconds. There is
good agreement between the two methods particularly in the important 0 dB magnitude crossover region
and the -90 to -180 deg phase region.
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Figure 73. R77 PHI/DLAT Transfer Function Estimation
Using the techniques described in Sections 4 and 5 time varying airplane bandwidth parameters were
computed. The TVTF estimates were made using a 5 cycle Erlang mother wavelet with 21 point time
averaging. (Note that the 5 cycle Erlang mother wavelet was used for all of the subsequent TVTF
analyses described herein.) Smoother results were obtained with 41 point time averaging, but as one
would expect, the increased time averaging increases the detection time. Analysis plots for all of the
selected runs with both levels of time averaging are provided in Volume II of this report. For the roll axis
cases, 2_ order fits with an effective time delay were made to the TVTF roll rate to lateral stick frequency
responses. The rate signal was used instead of attitude because as indicated in Figure 74a improved
TVTF coherence was obtained with this signal. The fits were then used to compute time varying airplane
bandwidth parameters. The R77 results are shown in Figure 74b and as expected are fairly uniform over
the length of the run.
For the roll axis cases the WERA method assumes a first order model with an equivalent time delay. The
time varying model parameters for R77 are given in Figure 75a. Time varying bandwidth parameters are
then computed from the frequency response generated from the identified model. The results which
compare favorably with the TVTF are shown in Figure 75b.
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Figure 75. R77 WERA Analysis
6.2.2.3 Analysis of Mild PIO Run
The lateral stick position, roll attitude time histories for the R122 BACH are shown in Figure 76. Also
included in the figure is a time history of the roll rate feedback gain. Note that at approximately 48
seconds, the feedback augmentation is removed. Following the FCS failure, increased overshoots and
oscillations are seen in the roll attitude response, particularly around 80 seconds. After an initial large
overshoot following the failure, the pilot copes well, and only mild PIO characteristics are observed. The
primary effect is to degrade task performance.
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Figure 76. R122 BACH, Mild PIO
TVTF analysis results of this run are shown in Figure 77. In Figure 77a a roll rate to lateral stick position
qWTF frequency response is shown for a time of 57.3 see into the run. With the exception of the dip at 5
rad/see, the coherence is high in the frequency range associated with pilot control (i.e, the range in which
the airplane bandwidth parameters are computed). The 2 *d order plus equivalent time delay fit to the
TVTF is represented by the thin line. The corresponding airplane bandwidth parameters that were
computed from the fit are provided in Figure 77b. The primary effect of the roll rate FCS failure is to
reduce the system bandwidth. As indicated in Table 10 this run featured the added 240 msee of roll stick
time delay for the entire run. This added time delay produces the high phase delay values that remain
essentially constant, even after the FCS failure. This result is not unexpected as significant phase delay
changes are not expected with failures that reduce the amount of augmentation in the system (i.e., changes
that make the system more like a bare airframe). In the end the system is by around 80 seconds
characterized by a low phase bandwidth with a corresponding large phase delay that results in the mild
PIO observed in the time responses.
The corresponding WERA results for this run are shown in Figure 78. Figure 78a displays the time
varying model parameters used to generate the frequency response from which the bandwidth parameters
are computed. In this example, the equivalent time delay remains fairly constant, while the gain and
break frequency wander. The bandwidth results seen in Figure 78b are in good agreement with the TVTF
results. Here though the detection of the FCS failure is more rapid.
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Figure 78. R122 WERA Analysis
6.2.2.4 Analysis of Sustained or Severe PIO Run
Time histories for the R29 severe PIO example are shown in Figure 79. This run was characterized by
two FCS failures. First, the roll rate augmentation is removed just after 40 seconds. This produces some
increased overshoots, but no sustained oscillations. At just after 80 seconds, the roll stick time delay is
added. This results in multiple overshoots of nearly double the target attitude. Thus, even though the
oscillations are not sustained, the magnitude of the oscillations is severe, and prohibits the pilot from
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Figure 79. R29 BACH, Sustained or Severe PIO
A snapshot of the TVTF frequency response with the corresponding fit at a time of 95 see is displayed in
Figure 80a.The correspondingbandwidth parametersare shown in Figure 80b. Although thereisa
reductionin bandwidth associatedwith the rollratefeedback failure,itisthe added stickdelay that
degradesthe system totheextentthata severePIO results.The effeetof the added stickdelay isto
reduce the gain bandwidth (althoughthe phase bandwidth remains the lower of the two) and to
significantlyincreasethephase delay. The rapidrisein phase delay correspondswith the largeroll
attitudeovershootseenat85 see.
The WERA analysisresultsarepresentedinFigure81 and once againexcellentagreement isseen with
theTVTF results.In contrastothe R122 results,inthiscasethe gainand break frequencyparameters
remain fairlyconstant,whilethe significantmodel variationis seen in the equivalenttime delay.Of
course,thisistheexpectedresultwhen thesystemchange isassociatedwiththe insertionofa largepure
time delay. In this example, the detection times are again similar, although the TVTF captures the effect
of the added delay more rapidly.
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Figure 81. R29 WERA Analysis
6.2.3 Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold (PACH) Evaluations
6.2.3.1 Selected Evaluation Runs
A log of the selected PACH evaluation runs is provided in Table 11. The table features the same format
used for the complete run log that is provided in the Volume II report. The flight condition, aircraft
configuration, and flight control system failure acronyms correspond to those defined previously in Table
6, Table 7, and Table 8, respectively. For the PACH runs both the pitch rate feedback failure and a
reduction in the pitch rate command rate limit produced PIO, especially when the added pitch stick time
delay was present from the start of the run.
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Table 11. Selected PACH Evaluation Runs
FC Configuration Task FCS
No PIO Runs















PitehTD whole run, some PIOCLA
CH CLA PACH QGain Three cycle PIO following failure
CH CLA PACH QLIM PitchTD whole run, small amplitude
but sustained PIO
Sustained or Severe PIO Runs





CM CLA PACH QGain
CM CLA PACH QGain
CH CLA PACH QGain
Analysis of No PIO Run
PitehTD from start, autothrottle
disengage triggers sustained PIO
PitchTD whole run, PIO
PitchTD whole ran, significant PIO
after failure
PitchTD whole run, PIO
Longitudinal stick position and pitch attitude time histories from the R68 no PIO case are shown in Figure
82. Here again the solid lines on the pitch attitude plot refer to the target attitude for the capture and hold
task. With the baseline aircraft, the pilot easily performed the task within the desired performance
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Figure 82. R68 PACH, No PIO
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Since there are no changes introduced, comparisons between the TVTF estimation and the u_ditional
can be made. The results that are shown in Figure 83 indicate good agreement between the two methods.
One change of note from the roU axis results discussed previously (see Figure 73) is the improved
coherence observed in this example. Specifically, the high coherence frequency re_ion extends beyond
that seen in the roU axis. A TVTF snapshot at 55.1 see with a corresponding 3'_ order including an
equivalent time delay is displayed in Figure 84a. The fits to the complete TVTF are then used to compute
the time varying aiq_lane bandwidth parameters shown in Figure 84b. The corresponding WERA results
are provided in Figure 85. There is good agreement between the two methods for the phase bandwidth
and phase delay p_ameters. For this exmmple, however, the g_ bandwidth computed from the WF_RA
frequency response tends to oscillate over the length of the run.
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Figure 83. R68 THE/DLON Transfer Function Estimation
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Figure 84. R68 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
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a)TimeVaryingModelParameters b) Time Varying Airplane Bandwidth
Figure 85. R68 WERA Analysis
6.2.3.3 Analysis of Mild PIO Run
Pitch axis time histories for the Rl15 mild PIO run are shown in Figure 86. For this run the pitch rate
feedback was removed just before the 45 see point. The failure produced a mild PIO on the next capture
that was characterized by a 3 cycle damped oscillation. Smaller magnitude oscillations are seen on the
subsequent capture;
Results of the TVTF analysis for this run are shown in Figure 87. The TVTF snapshot of Figure 87a
displays good coherence for the primary frequency range of interest and an excellent fit. The
corresponding time varying bandwidth parameters are given in Figure 87b. As was observed with the roll
rate feedback failure, the primary effect of the change in pitch rate feedback is to reduce the bandwidth.
Elimination of the augmentation produces no significant change in phase delay, a result verified by the
analysis of the frequency sweep runs (see Volume 1I) with and without the pitch rate feedback. There is a
slight increase in the gain bandwidth that coincides with a slight dip in the phase delay following the
failure. It is the reduction in phase bandwidth, however, that provides the indicator of the degraded
characteristics of the aircraft configuration.
Results from the Rl15 WERA analysis are displayed in Figure 88. For this example the equivalent time
delay (see Figure 88a) continues to increase following the failure, while the other model parameters
remain more or less constant. This produces the steadily increasing phase delay of Figure 88b. The gain
bandwidth parameter also appears to be too low, even prior to the failure. The apparent inconsistency of
these results, at least following the failure, should be expected given that the correlation parameter (see
Figure 88b) falls well below the desired value of 1 beyond 46 see.
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Figure 86. Rl15 PACH, Mild PIO
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Figure 87. Rl15 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
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Figure 88. Rl15 WERA Analysis
6.2.3.4 Analysis of Sustained or Severe PIO Run
Time histories for the R69 sustained or severe PIO run are found in Figure 89. This run featured the
added stick time delay for the entire run length and a failed pitch rate feedback at just under 24 seconds.
Following the failure there are sustained oscillations that dominate each of the subsequent capture
attempts. Although the oscillations are damped they do prevent the pilot from completing the task.
In Figure 90 the TVTF analysis results of this severe PIO case are given. Once again the third order plus
equivalent time delay fit provides an excellent match to the TVTF frequency response following the
failure at the 27.2 see mark in the run (see Figure 90a). Just as with the mild PIO run, the primary effect
of the failure is to significantly reduce the phase bandwidth as shown in Figure 90b. On the other hand,
the gain bandwidth remains essentially unchanged, while there is a slight reduction in the corresponding
phase delay.
W'ERA results for this run are given in Figure 91. As was the case with the other two pitch cases
discussed thus far, the gain bandwidth parameter appears to be too low in value throughout the run. The
phase bandwidth, on the other hand, agrees well with the TVTF results as does the phase delay parameter
with the exception of the region following the failure where the correlation measure dips.
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Figure 89. R69 PACH, Sustained or Severe PIO
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Figure 90. R69 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
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Figure 91. R69 WERA Analysis
6.2.4 Sum-of-Sines Tracking (SOS) Evaluations
6.2.4.1 Selected Evaluation Runs
A log of the selected SOS evaluation runs is provided in Table 12. The table features the same format
used for the complete run log that is provided in the Volume II report. The flight condition, aircraft
configuration, and flight control system failure acronyms correspond to those defined previously in Table
6, Table 7, and Table 8, respectively. Selected runs feature two no PIO cases, one pitch axis and one roll
axis. Two corresponding sustained or severe PIO cases are also included. Note that the added stick time
delays were included over the entire run lengths for the PIO cases.
Table 12. Selected SOS Evaluation Runs
Run# I FC Configuration Task FCS Comments
No PIO Runs
CH CLA SOS n/a Pitch axis only
CH CLA SOS n/a Roll axis only









Pitch axis only, PitchTD whole run,
sustained PIO follows failure
BGain + Roll axis only, RollTD whole run,
PGain sustained oscillations
6.2.4.2 Analysis of Pitch Axis No PIO Run
Longitudinal stick position and pitch attitude time histories for the R118 no PIO case are given in Figure
92. No significant observations are made here other than to say the pilot was able to perform the task well
with the baseline aircraft.
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Figure 92. Rl18 Pitch Axis SOS, No PIO
FFT and TVTF comparisons for Rl18 are provided below in Figure 93. Here again the two techniques
compare favorably in the frequency range of interest. Note that both frequency responses display the dip
in coherence in the neighborhood of 0.4 rad/sec. Both responses also indicate a -180 deg crossing at
approximately 5 rad/see and a 0 dB crossing around 1.2 rad/see.
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Figure 93. Rl18 THE/DLON Transfer Function Estimation
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TVTF resultsfor thisrunareshownin Figure94.Although the fit to the TVTF frequency response is
good (see Figure 94a), this run appears to suffer somewhat from the drop in coherence above 6 rad/sec.
This is most evident in the gain bandwidth and phase delay parameters, both of which are tied to the -180
(leg frequency point, that oscillate somewhat about a nominal value. The phase bandwidth parameter that
is obtained in the high coherence region, on the other hand, has a much more uniform value.
The phase bandwidth results from the WERA analysis are also quite smooth (see Figure 95) and agree
well with the TVTF results. The issues previously noted with the gain bandwidth and phase delay
parameters are again noted here.
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a) Q/DLON Fit to TVTF at 45.6 sec b) Time Varying Airplane Bandwidth
Figure 94. Rl18 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
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Figure 95. RU8 WERA Analysis
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" _ " " Analy ....u.z.,-t.._ sis of _ustameo.....or Severe Pitch Axis r'lu Kun
Time histories for the sustained or severe PIO example are shown in Figure 96. Note that when the pitch
rate feedback fails at just under 48 see, the pilot enters a sustained PIO and all but abandons the task for
the next 70 see.
"- 0.2
X"
.20 40 _60 . .80 100 120
Figure 96. Rl19 Pitch Axis SOS, Sustained or Severe PIO
The TVTF analysis plots for this run are given in Figure 97. The bandwidth parameters (see Figure 97b)
show a region of scatter in the neighborhood of 55 see. Note that the fit to the TVTF frequency response
suffers in this region as seen in Figure 97a. Despite this issue, the parameters overall respond to the
trends established in the previous pitch axis PIO examples.
For this example the WERA analysis as shown in Figure 98 follows previously established trends
although there is better agreement with the TVT results. The phase delay parameter also begins a slow
and steady rise when the correlation drops below 1 after the 50 see mark.
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Figure 97. RU9 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
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Figure 98. RU9 WERA Analysis
6.2.4.4 Analysis of Roll Axis No PIO Run
Lateral stick position and roll attitude time histories for the R123 no PIO case are given in Figure 99. No
significant observations are made here other than to say the pilot was able to perform the task reasonably
well with the baseline aircraft. FFT and TVTF comparisons are found in Figure 100. There is good
agreement between the two methods including a similar drop in coherence between 1 and 2 rad/see.
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Figure 99. R123 Roll Axis SOS, No PIO
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Figure 100. Rl18 THE/DLON Transfer Function Estimation
Following the In'st 30 see of the run the TV'IT provides fairly smooth results as shown in Figure 101.
Equivalent results were obtained using the W'ERA technique (see Figure 102).
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Figure 101. R123 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
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Figure 102. R123 WERA Analysis
6.2.4.5 Analysis of Roll Axis Sustained or Severe PIO Run
Time histories for the sustained or severe PIO example are shown in Figure 103. Note that when the roll
rate feedback fails at just over 41 see, the pilot enters a sustained PIO and all but abandons the task for the
next 70 see. Both the TVTF (Figure 104) and WERA (Figure 105) results provide similar results, where
the primary effect of the FCS failure is to reduce the phase bandwidth.
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Figure 104. R124 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 105. RI24 WERA Analysis
6.2.5 Discrete Tracking (DT) Evaluations
6.2.5.1 Selected Evaluation Runs
A log of the selected pitch and roll DT evaluation runs is provided in Table 13. The table features the
same format used for the complete run log that is provided in the Volume II report. The flight condition,
aircraft configuration, and flight control system failure acronyms correspond to those defined previously
in Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8, respectively.
Table 13. Selected DT Evaluation Runs
Run# I FC Configuration Task LOC Comments
No PIO Runs
C CHF DT n/a
C CHF DT PLIM
Mild PIO Runs
CM CLA DT QGain + Mild pitch PIO
BGain +
PGain
CM CLA DT QGain + PitchTD and RoUTD whole run,
BGain + pitch PIO
PGain
CM CLA DT QGain Mild pitch PIO
CM CLA DT QGain PitchTD whole run, large overshoot
following failure, mild PIO














Sustained or Severe PIO Runs
DT BGain +
PGain
I 1"I_."_l.qr_l_ .....I 1"I_11_I'_h ..,I.^1^
I _L_|I_ C_LL_ £%UUL_J W_IU|_ LU_I_
multi-axis failures
I PitchTD and RoUTD whole run,
sustained roll PIO
6.2.5.2 Analysis of No PIO Run
Pitch and roll axis time histories for the no PIO run, R15, are provided in Figure 106. Note that the DT
task features bank angle captures of nearly 60 deg.
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Figure 106. RIS DT, No PIO
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As indicated by the FFT and TVTF comparisons (Figure 107) and the subsequent TVTF (Figure 108) and
WERA (Figure 109) analysis plots, this am did not yield clean pitch axis results. The TVTF problems
are indicated by the significant lack of coherence across the frequency range of interest. Similarly, the
W'ERA anal,,sis is characterized by a significant drc ) in correlation throughout the ran.
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Figure 107. R15 THE/DLON Transfer Function Estimation
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a) Q/DLON Fit to TVTF at 61.2 sec b) Time Varying Airplane Bandwidth
Figure 108. R15 Pitch Axis TVTF Analysis
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a) Time Varying Model Parameters b) Time Varying Airplane Bandwidth
Figure 109. R15 Pitch Axis W-ERA Analysis
The roll axis results, although not as clean as seen previously, are much improved in comparison to the
pitch axis. This is seen first in the good agreement between the FFI" and TVTF methods as shown in
Figure 110. Next, there is also good agreement between the TVTF (Figure 111) and WERA (Figure 112)
analyses. Note also the improved coherence Figure llla that is achieved using the roll rate signal as
compared to the roll attitude signal as seen in Figure 110b.
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Figure 110. R15 PHI/DLAT Transfer Function Estimation
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Figure 112. R15 Roll Axis WERA Analysis
6.2.5.3 Analysis of Mild Pitch Axis PIO Run
Time histories for the mild pitch axis PIO of R99 are shown in Figure 113. In this example the pitch rate
feedback fails at just over 44 sec, and mild pitch oscillations result. Better results for the TVTF (Figure
114) and WERA (Figure 115) analyses were obtained with this run. As demonstrated previously, the
primary effect of the FCS failure is to decrease the phase bandwidth. Both methods demonstrate this
result effectively. The TVTF technique displays a sensitivity in gain bandwidth that seems related to
issues with the estimated frequency response below 0.75 rad/sec that were unique to this tasL The
WERA results, on the other hand, again show the previously discussed pitch axis issues with gain
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Figure 113. R99 DT, Mild Pitch PlO
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Figure 114. R99 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
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Figure 115. R99 WERA Analysis
6.2.6 Analysis of Sustained or Severe Roll Axis PIO Run
Time histories for a sustained or severe roll axis PlO case are shown in Figure 116. As shown in the
figure, following the roll rate feedback failure at just past 70 see, significant roll overshoots develop that
lead to sustained oscillations after the tracking task ends at roughly 140 see. As was demonstrated with
the no PIO DT run, the roll axis TVTF (Figure 117) and WERA (Figure 118) analyses yield much cleaner
results than those shown for the pitch axis. There is also good agreement between the two methods.
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Figure 116. R128 DT, Sustained or Severe Roll PIO
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Figure 117. R128 TVTF Analysis (21 Point Time Averaging)
a) Time Varying Model Parameters b) Time Varying Airplane Bandwidth
Figure 118. R128 WERA Analysis
6.3 Assessment of LOCATS Real-Time Computation Capabilities
6.3.1 Timing Loop
The real time signals used by LOCATS are obtained from the Mil 1553 data bus via software data
requests. These requests are inside a timing loop as follows:
Top of timing loop




J. _aJtl_JLUmtL_ _u_m.4t.mLa.m..m_uLl_ _ImL ClLtJ._" I
Plotting (if any)
Loop to use up remaining part of 20 msec (if any)
End of timing loop
The calculations depend on the choice of plots. Stripcharts are updated each cycle. The time series for
PSD and TF plots are stored every cycle, but the transform calculations and plotting are updated every
Nincr samples, where Nincr is a specified number of increments. For example, if one transform has Nincr
= 5 and a second has Nincr = 7, then they are computed and plotted respectively every 5 and 7 samples,
overlapping every 35 samples.
Another factor in the timing is the number of lines drawn on each plot. The PSD and TF plots can have
multiple lines, as determined by the "persistence" parameters. Drawing multiple lines turned out to have a
larger timing penalty then computing transforms.
If the calculations and plotting take longer than 20 msecs then the final part of the timing loop is
bypassed, and the next cycle starts by resetting the timer to zero and requesting the next batch of signals.
The time at the start of each cycle is stored and the delta time indicates whether or not a slip occurs. There
is not a master clock with 20 msec increments. The 20 msec timer starts when the previous cycle is
completed.
6.3.2 Timing and Quantization of Buffered Signals
The signals on the Mil 1553 bus are updated according to the simulator software and are not under the
control of LOCATS. The simulator consists of several computers including the flight control system
computers, and their update cycles are not synchronized with LOCATS. The update rate turned out to be
different depending on the signal, and for a given signal the update rate was not always uniform. The Mil
1553 bus holds the previous value of each signal until it is updated.
A detail of signals from LOCATS Run 41 is shown in Figure 119 and Figure 120. Each dot is a recorded
value for that signal. The signal timing and quantization can be determined from these plots. Comments:
• The fast line is the delta time between successive signals, and in this 2.5 second
segment of data the delta time holds steady at 20 msec indicating there is no slippage.
• Each sample of the Q signal is held for 2 cycles, indicating the update rate is about
half of the 50 Hz rate set for LOCATS.
• Each sample of the VCAS signal is held for at least 4 cycles, indicating an update
rate about one-forth of 50 Hz. Sometime the signal is held for more than 4 cycles,
due to quantization.
• Most samples of the THE signal are held for 1 cycle, and occasionally 2 cycles,
indicating an update rate of about 50 Hz but not quite synchronized with the
LOCATS update.
• The DLON samples are all held for one cycle, perfect synchronization over this
segment of data.
• The lateral axis signals (PHI, P, and DLAT) are all held for many cycles, due mainly
to quantization. The pilot input is prirnarily pitch for this run.
6.3.3 Timing Tests
LOCATS requests data from the Mil 1553 bus every 20 msec, but slips when the calculations and/or
plotting takes more than this amount. The time of each sample is recorded from a precision timer built
into the PC, and the delta time can therefore be used to test the computation time.
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SeveralLOCATSrunswereusedprimarilyto recordcalculationtimes.Thetypeof inputisnot relevant
to the timing, but for the record each of these timing test runs was a single pitch doublet with data
collected for 20 to 30 seconds. The number of plots and the length of the transform calculations were
varied for each run. The transform calculations were either FFTs or wavelets, computed every Nincr
samples, one time for each plot. The "persistence" is the number of lines drawn for each PSD plot, a
persistence of 10, for example, plots the current PSD line and the 9 previously calculated PSD lines.
The results of the timing tests are summarized in Table 14. The delta time plots for most of the runs are
included in Figure 121 and Figure 122 (the runs not included have flat, 20 msec delta time plots).
Conclusions:
• No slippage with just stripchatis.
• No slippage for a single PSD plot using either FFTs or wavelets up to length 4096.
The number 4096 can be increased some, but the tests are not sufficient to determine
an exact bound.
• Plotting with persistence results in severe timing slippage, taking as much as 10 times
longer than the transform calculations.
Recommendations:
• Use the current version of LOCATS with just stripcharts. This is the safest way to
obtain data with no slippage (this is what was done for runs above R8).
• Change the LOCATS software to separate the data coUection from the calculations
and plotting. Do this either with a single computer using interrupt driven multiple
threads, or with separate computers. Writing this type of software was beyond the
scope of the current project.
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Table 14: LOCATS Timing Tests
Real Time Plots
# Samples out of first
1000 that slip more than
0.1 msec (nominal value is
20 msec)
Pitch doublet Stripchart only 0
Pitch doublet Stripchart 0
4096 point FFT (Persistence = 1)
Pitch doublet Stripchart 158
4096 point FFT (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1) (slips to about 30 msec







4096 point FFT (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 10)
4096 point wavelet (Niner = 8, Persistence = 10)
Stripchart
8192 point wavelet (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
Stripchart
4096 point wavelet (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
Stripchart
6144 point wavelet (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
Stripchart
8196 point FFT (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
6144 point wavelet (Nincr = 7, Persistence = 1)
Pitch doublet
196
(slips to 40 to 60 msec for
each transform plot, slips to




(slips 0 to 4 msec for each
transform)
3
(slips more than 0.1 msec 3
times, with a max slip of
0.6 msec)
35
(slips 6 to 10 msec every
42 samples when transform
line up)
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Figure 121. (Part I of 2) LOCATS Timing Tests
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Figure 122. (Part 2 of 2) LOCATS Timing Tests
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6.4 Assessment of LOCATS Failure Detection
Changes are made midway through a run to the Stability Control and Augmentation System (SCAS) in
the manned simulator. Most of the changes are to zero out selected gains, effectively disconnecting the
SCAS so that the pilot suddenly has to control the open loop vehicle. Other changes are to suddenly add
significantly more delay. The SCAS changes are considered failures, the estimated stability metrics
change as a result of these failures, and the question is how long does it take to detect the change in the
stability metrics?
The detection is not automated in real time, and the detection times listed in Table 15 are computed by
post-processing of the data. The stability metric that changes the most is selected, initial and final values
on either side of the failure are measured, and the detection time is def'med as the time it takes for the
metric to cross percentage thresholds between the initial and final values. The process for measuring
detection time is illustrated for Run 122 in Figure 123. In this example it takes 11.1 seconds for the phase
bandwidth to cross the 60% threshold line.
Each of the failures in Table 15 results in PIO. The period of the dominant frequency in the oscillation is
reported in Table 15. Scalograms (i.e., wavelet transforms) of the output response are used to identify the
dominant frequency. An example for Run 122 is shown in Figure 124. The concentration of power at the
PIO frequency is nicely displayed in this plot.
Upon reviewing Table 15 the following comments are made:
• The 60% threshold is a reasonable value to use for detection, the tradeoff being false alarms and
detection time.
• The detection time in the pitch axis (for the 60% threshold) is consistently around 6.5 seconds.
• The detection time in the roll axis (for the 60% threshold) has a larger range of values, from 5.1
to 11.5 seconds.
• The detection time as a ratio of the PIO frequency is a good figure of merit. These ratios are
included in Table 15. Detection in less than 2 cycles is considered good.
• The detection time in the pitch axis (for the 60% threshold) ranges from 1.3 to 1.9 cycles.
• The detection time in the roll axis (for the 60% threshold) ranges from 0.9 to 2.1 cycles.
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Figure 123. Example (Run 122) Showing How Detection Time is Determined
Figure 124. Example (Run 122) Sh.owing Wavelet Transform of PIO Response
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Stability stability metric change
metric [sec]
change (ratio with PIO period)
30% 60% 90%
5.3 ogph_,e 9.7 11.1 13.6
0.96 ---> (1.8) (2.1) (2.5)
0.48 r/s
Large 4.2 z'p 4.5 6.5 7.5
overshoots 0.11 _ (1.1) (1.5) (1.8)






3.7 O)pha_e 5.0 6.3 8.4
3.3 _ (1.4) (1.7) (2.3)
1.4 r/s
3.5 09v_ e 6.6 6.6 9.3
2.1 -+ (1.9) (1.9) (2.6)
1.1 r/s
Pitch TD 5.0 oJpho_e 6.4 6.4 14.0
whole run, 2.1 --_ (1.3) (1.3) (2.8)
sustained 1.1 r/s
PIO
Roll TD 8.9 agph_, 8.1 11.5 17.2
whole run, 1.1 -+ (0.9) (1.3) (1.9)
sustained 0.48 r/s
oscillations
Mild PIO 4.4 09p_ 4.5 6.9 11.2
4.2 -+ (1.0) (1.6) (2.5)
1.4 r/s
Pitch TD 5.5 09vh_, 4.6 5.1 5.1
and roll TD 1.1 ---> (0.8) (0.9) (0.9)
whole run, 0.58 r/s
sustained
roll PIO
Abbreviations: C = cause, CM = cruise with turbulence, CH = high altitude cruise, CLA = cruise fight aft
cg, BACH = bank angle capture and hold, PACH = pitch angle capture and hold, SOS = sum of sines, DT
= discrete tracking, PIO = pilot induced oscillation, TD = time delay
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Program Summary
Wavelet transforms are used for on-line detection of aircraft loss of control. Wavelet transforms are
compared with Fourier transform methods and shown to more rapidly detect changes in the vehicle
dynamics. This faster response is due to a time window that decreases in length as the frequency
increases. New wavelets are def'med that further decrease the detection time by skewing the shape of the
envelope.
The wavelets are used for power spectrum and transfer function estimation. Smoothing is used to tradeoff
the variance of the estimate with detection time. Wavelets are also used as front-end to the eigensystem
reconstruction algorithm. Stability metrics are estimated from the frequency response and models, and it
is these metrics that are used for loss of control detection.
A Matlab toolbox was developed for post-processing simulation and flight data using the wavelet analysis
methods. A subset of these methods was implemented in real time and named the Loss of Control
Analysis Tool Set or LOCATS. A manual control experiment was conducted using a hardware-in-the-
loop simulator for a large transport aircraft, in which the real time performance of LOCATS was
demonstrated. The next step is to use these wavelet analysis tools for flight test support.
7.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Wavelet-based Analysis Methods
7.2.1 TVTF
Real time computation of the Time Varying Transfer Functions using wavelet transforms was
demonstrated using the LOCATS software. The wavelet transforms were computed using convolution
summations with stored and sampled mother wavelets.
The main advantage of the wavelet based method versus Fourier methods is the faster detection of
changes in the frequency response. This was expected based on the theory and the Phase I feasibility
study, and the faster detection was verified in real time using LOCATS.
Another advantage of wavelet methods is they are non-parametric, meaning a model of the system is not
needed in order to estimate the frequency response.
A weakness of wavelet methods is the input must be consistently exciting in the frequency ranges of
interest. This is true of sum-of-sine inputs and Guassian inputs, but not true of chirps and discrete inputs.
The variance of the estimated frequency response is significantly reduced by smoothing in time and
frequency, but this remains an issue that needs improvement.
The detection of frequency response changes and stability metric changes was not automated. The faster
detection of wavelets versus Fourier methods is based on post-processing the data and also by qualitative
assessments made by viewing the data.
7.2.2 WERA
Wavelets can be used as a front end for the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm. The Markov parameters
are estimated in the transform domain and then converted back to the time domain. This methodology
was demonstrated on simulated data and by post-processing the experimental data, but was not
implemented in real time.
The main advantage of WERA is the reduced sensitivity to measurement noise. This advantage was
demonstrated using the experimental data.
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TheWERAmethodwasfurthermodifiedto reducesensitivityto theinitial conditions,andthiswasalso
demonstrated.Thecurrentdevelopment,however,is sensitiveto modelingassumptionsandlimitedto
secondordermodels.
TheWERAis alsosensitiveto offsetsin thedata,asis typicalof aircraftdata.Currentlythisremainsan
openproblem.
7.3 Assessment of the LOCATS Software
7.3.1 Real Time Performance
The longest wavelet transform demonstrated in real time had 4096 points for the lowest frequency (the
number of points decreases as the frequency increases). The longest Fourier transform demonstrated in
real time also had 4096 points. Multiple transforms and longer transforms result in shppage in the data
collection with resulting non-uniform samples.
The transform plots have a "persistence" parameter that allows multiple hnes on each plot, so that current
and previous transforms can be compared. The plotting package was slow in doing this, however, and the
use of persistence caused slippage in the data collection, more serious than the use of transforms of 16K
points.
With the current implementation of LOCATS it is recommended that data be collected using just strip
charts and a single power spectra calculation with less than 4096 points and with no persistence.
The main limitation in performance is that all of the transform calculations and plotting needs to take
place within a single sample period, set at 50 msec for the experimental data collection.
A multi-processor or multi-thread implementation is needed to improve the performance, so that
transform calculations and plotting can extend beyond a single sample period with slippage in the data
collection. For example, if the transforms are computed every 10 samples then 500 msec would be
available for calculation and plotting.
The convolutions used to compute the continuous wavelet transforms are estimated to take about 30N
multiplications, where N is the number of points, considerably less than N-squared for large N, but not as
fast as the pyramid algorithm for digital wavelets. Digital wavelets require multiple voices to meet
frequency resolutions requirements for systems analysis, nevertheless there are improvements to be made
in the real time calculation.
7.3.2 LOCATS Success Criteria
Was loss of control or impending loss of control observed?
* Yes, numerous PIO events were encountered. They were not divergent.
If yes, what was the triggering event?
• The triggering event was primarily a FCS rate feedback gain change in the presence
of a significant added time delay.
• Inadvertent autothrottle disengage at a FCS failure point triggered a PIO.
• Changes in command path rate limits triggered mild PIO.
If yes, was the event detected by the LOCATS software?
• Changes in frequency response and airplane bandwidth were measured in real-time.
* Automated real-time detection mechanisms were not implemented.
If no, was a non-event detected by the LOCATS software?
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measures.
• Smoothing reduces probability of false alarms.
What metric(s) provided the detection mechanism?
• Airplane bandwidth was the primary metric.
What was the detection time?
• Definition of detection time is sensitive to type of FCS failure.
• For feedback gain changes and insertion of added time delay, detection time can be
measured from time of failure.
• For rate limiting, detection time should be measured from the saturation point.
• Percentage changes of metrics such as phase bandwidth were used to determine
failure detection times. Typical detection times (for 60% changes) ranged from 5 to
12 seconds. Failures that resulted in PIO were detected in less than 2 cycles of the
oscillation.
Can the detection time be improved?
• Yes, the technology has not yet matured. Reduced sensitivity to noise and initial
conditions and automation are needed.
Was information provided to the pilot?
• No pilot alerting mechanism was implemented.
7.4 Recommendations for Further Work
Recommendations for improving wavelet theory include:
• Improved coherence measures;
• Improved Least Square/WERA parameter identification;
• Multivariable identification;
• Noise reduction; and
• Reduced sensitivities to nonlinearities.
Recommendations for improving wavelet applications include:




• Control room real time assessment; and
• On-board simulator and flight test assessment.
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Wavelet transforms can be used to estimate power spectra and transfer functions. Here we give formulas
for the mean and variance of these estimates. Section 2 is a review of estimation of the statistics of
random variables. Section 3 defines random processes and presents statistics of random processes that are
used for power spectral estimation. Section 4 then review estimation of the statistics of a random process,
including the auto-spectrum of the random process. The review material follows the treatment in Ref. 27.
" 2. ESTIMATING STATISTICS OF RANDOM VARIABLES
2.1 Single Random Variable
A random variable x has a probability density function (pdf) p(x). The mean, mean square, and variance
are functions of the random variable defined respectively by:
:E[x2]= . x2p(x)dx
er(x_,)21: p(x)dx=
The standard deviation is or. The moment generating function is:
M (s)= __ eSXp(x)d.x
from which the moments can be found by:
E[xi]= __**:_p(x)dx= M(i) (o)
2.1.1 Gaussian Distribution
The most common assumption that is made about random variables in systems theory is that they have a
Gaussian distribution, also called the normal distribution. The pdf is:
1 -(x-g)l(2cr 2)
p(x)=_e
For shorthand use x - N(lt, cr), where /t is the mean and o- is the standard deviation. The standardized
random variable is z = (x-lt)/o', which is z - N(0,1). The probability distribution of z is:
P(za)=Prob(z< za)= f_,p(z)dz=l-oc
which is usually tabulated as the area under the right-hand-side tail:
1-P(z,_)= z_zap(z)dz=Prob(z > za) =a_
where za is called the 100or percentage point. The error function is sometimes used:
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erf(z)=-_- e _u , P(za)= l+erf
The area within one, two, and three standard deviations is:
Prob (/z < z </t) = 0.6827
Prob (-2o- < z < 2o') = 0.9545
Prob (-3o- < z < 3o') = 0.9973
So less than 1% of the samples will be in the tails beyond 3o'. The moment generating function for x is:
M(s)=eSX+S2x2/2




The sum squaredof n random variableszi-- N(0,1)ischi-squarewith n degreesoffreedom:
2X2 = Z? + Z2 +...+ Zn
This distribution is used in the estimation of variance. The pdf is:
p(Z2)=[2n/2F(n12)]-l e-2"2 /2(Z2) nl2-1 Z 2 >0
where F(n/2) is the gamma function. The mean, variance, and the 100or percentage point are:'
/z2=n
o-_2 = 2n
J_z2;aP(Z2 )dz 2 = Prob0/f 2 _>X2;a) = t_
 or,  oato *a  0it o ows*a, - N(
2.1.3 The t Distribution
Def'me y - X2 and z - N(0,1) to be independent random variables and define the new random variable:
z
This is called the Student's t distribution with n degrees of freedom. It is used in the estimation of the
mean when the variance is not known beforehand. The pdf is:
p(t)= 1"[(n+1)/2] [l+t 2/nl -(n+l)/2
r(n/2)
The mean, variance, and the 100t_ percentage point are:
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H --/'1 Cr,,- _'_1
-- v _.vL t_ f JL
o.2_ n for n>2
n-2
_.. p(t)dt = Prob(t n > in;a) = o_
,Ol
The Student's t distribution is very nearly N(0,1) for n greater than about 30.
Table 16. Gaussian Moments
Moment Value Zero mean
For x- N(/.t, cr)
E[x] /.t o
E[x 2 ] _tr2 = 0 -2 + [22 0 -2
E[x 3 ] 30"2//+/23 0
E[x 4 ] 30.4 + 60.2/12 +/./4 30.4
For x - N(ltx,O'x) , y - N(/.ly,Cry)
E[xy] Rxy = Cxy + ,I.2x_y 0
2
_x/.ly + 2Cxy/.t x =
E[x2y] 02 2
(orx - It x )lty + 2RxytU x
3Cxyl//2 +(30 -2 + l_2)taxl.Zy =
Et x 3 y] 3Rxy¢2 + 6/Zx3/Zy 3Rxy O'2
2 2 2
_x_y + 2(Cb +2Cxyltx,Uy) =
Etx2y2I 2 2 +2(R 2 2 2 020"2 + 2R2Vxgy --/-/x/-/y )
For Xl,X2,X3,X 4 - N(l.t,a)
E[XlX2X3X4]
E[x2 xzx3l
C12C34 + C13C24 + C14C23 +/24 +
fl2(C12 + C13 + C14 + C23 -I- C24 + C34 ) =
R12R34 + RlaR24 + R14RE3 - 2/24
o.2C23 + 2C12C13 +f14 +
/22(0 -2 +2C12 +2C13 +C23)=
_2R23 + 2R12RI3 - 2/24
R12R34 + RI3R24 +
R14R23
o'2R23 + 2R12R13
If x and y are independent then Cxy = 0 and Rxy = ltxl.ty.
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2.2 Two Random Variables
Two random variables x and y have the joint pdf p (x, y). It follows that
p(x) = ___**p(x,y)dy , p(y)= £ p(x,y)dx
from which the moments of x and y can be determined. The correlation and covariance function are
defined respectively by:
Rxy = E[xy] = ___ £ xyp(x, y)dxdy
Cxy = E[(x - ltx)(y - fly)] = Rxy -/ZxlUy




If the random variables x and y are independent then p(x, y)= p(x)p(y), and hence Rxy =/2x/ty,
Cxy = 0, and Pxy = 0. A weaker condition is if x and y are uncorrelated, defined by Pxy = 0. It is a
weaker condition because uncorrelated does not imply independence, with the exception of joint Gaussian
random variables. The moment generating function is:
M(s,t)= £ __,.eSX+typ(x,y)dxdy
from which:
E[x i yj ]= £ _x i yj p(x, y)dxdy= M (i)(j) (0,0)
2.2.1 Joint Gaussian Distribution
The joint or bivariate Gaussian pdf is a three dimensional bell-shaped curve:
p(x, y)
The joint pdf expression is complicated, but fortunately we will not need to us it for any derivations. The
moment generating function is more useful:
M(s,t)=e N , where N=¢txS + Atyt + (¢Tx2S2 + 2stCxy +o'yt )
From which joint moments in Table 16 axe derived. When x and y are independent it follows that
pxy=0, =o, = Wy, andetx2y21=  .
2.3 Estimation
Different parameters of the random variable can be estimated from N samples x/ of the random
variable. It is assumed that the samples are independent and identically distributed (iid). Usually it is the
moments of the random variable that are to be estimated. Call the parameter to be estimated S, and the
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variance and distribution. The estimate is unbiased if the mean of the estimate equals the parameter, and
consistent if the variance of the estimate approaches zero as the number of samples approaches irff'mity.
The distribution is used to give confidence intervals to the estimate.
The moments and errors used for parameter estimation are def'med in Table 17. Note that the he mean
square error subtracts off the parameter, whereas the variance subtracts off the expected value of the
parameter. This makes the mean square error equal to the sum of the variance plus the bias squared. The
root-mean-square (rms) is the square root of the mean square error, and the standard deviation equals the
rms error when the estimate is unbiased.
Table 17. Parameter Estimation, Definitions
Mean E[S]
Bias b[S] = E[S] - S
Variance var[S] = E[(S - E[S]) 2 ] = E[S 2 ] - E2[S]
Mean square error E[(S - S) 2 ] = 0-2[S]+b2[S]
Root mean square error
rms[S] : 4_2[S]+b2[S]
Normalized error e[S] = rms[S]/S
2.4 Estimate of the Mean
The random variable x has mean /_, mean square _r2 , and variance 0 -2 = _br2 --/./2. The random variable
can have any distribution, except where explicitly specified as Gaussian. The estimate of the mean is:
1 N
_l : "N i_=lXi
The moments and errors of this estimate are listed in Table 18.
Table 18. Estimate of the Mean of a Random Variable
Mean E[/_] = _t
Bias b[/_] = 0 (unbiased)
Variance var[_] = 0-2 / N (consistent)
Rms error rms[_] : 0- /
Normalized error g[/_] = (0-///)/,q/'_
2.4.1 Derivations
The expected value of the estimate is computed as follows:
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1N 1N_- x,_- = x,--,L N i=1 "= i=1
The expected value equals the parameter, and hence the estimate is unbiased. Similarly, the mean square
of the estimate is:
1 1 NN
E[fl2]=E NE x/ ="_-_2 EE E[xixj ]
L i=1 .1 N i=lj=l
It follows from the assumption of independence of the samples that
"E[xi]E[xj]= ll 2 if i ve j
E[xixj] =
_t_2]=_2 if i= j
Hence:
E[/12] = -= _2 +(N-l)/z2) =iv_r-i712 + N-l/t2 =/z2+N _'1 o.2
The variance of the estimate follows after substitution:
va_t_J=E[(_-_t_l)_]=_t_l- E_t_l=I_N
The variance asymptotically approaches zero as N --> oo, and hence the estimate is consistent.
2.4.2 Distribution (Known Variance)
Assume the random variable x has a Gaussian distribution. The distribution of the estimated mean
depends on whether or not the variance of the random variable is known. If the variance is known, it
follows that:
/2-/1
o./x/-/V = z - N(0,1)
Thus, the normalized expected value has the standardized Gaussian distribution. The Law of Large
Numbers states that the same result is true when x has any distribution, or even different distributions, for
large enough N. The distribution makes it possible to make statements like:
Prob > +/l = _
This sets an upper limit for the estimate of the mean with a probability _ that the estimate is above this
limit. Common values are o_=0.10, 0.05, 0.01 respectively with Za =1.28, 1.65, 2.33. The confidence
interval is:
^ O-Ztt/2 < 11 O-Zttl21
_--_--_ <_+-_-j
The true mean will be in this interval with 100(1-c0% confidence, in other words, the probability is




o=l_(xi-_) 2 , where n=N-1
n i=1
Assume the random variable x has a Gaussian distribution, and it follows that:
Thus, the normalized estimate of the mean has a Student's t distribution with n degrees of freedom. An
upper limit of the estimate is established by:
And the confidence interval for the true mean is:
2.5 Est_ate of the Mean Square
The estimate of the mean square is:
=or
0-tn;gl2 a_2 1
The moments and errors of this estimate are listed in Table 19. The normalized error for the expected
value of the mean is (0-///)_, and here: _)"N. Set 0-///= 1, and we note in this case it takes twice
as many samples for the same normalized error when estimating the mean square, as opposed to
estimating the mean.
Table 19. Estimate of the Mean Square of a Random Variable
Mean E[_2 ] = if2
Bias bier 2 ] = 0 (unbiased)
Variance (Gaussian) var[_ 2 ] = 2(0 -4 + 20-2//2) / N (consistent)
Variance (Gaussian, zero mean) var[_ 2 ] = 20 -4 /N (consistent)
Rms error (Gaussian, zero mean) rms[ _2] = 0.2_
Normalized error (Gaussian, zero mean) _[_2 ] =
2.5.1 Derivations
The expected value of the estimate is computed as follows:
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2 1N 2 1N 2
L N i=1 J i=1 i=1
The expected value equals the parameter, and hence the estimate is unbiased. The mean square of the
estimate is:
N 2 N N
LNi=I J g i=lj=l
This is as far as we can go in general, and so we assume x_ - N(/t, cr). From Table 16:
E[;_x2 ] = I3cr4 + 6cr2/22 +//4 i=j
L_r 4 i;e j
hence:
and after some rearrangement:
The variance of the estimate is:
E[_ 4 ] = _br4 +_(0 "4 + 20"2/./2)
var[ _21 = E[_ 4 ] - E2 [_2 ] = E[_4 ] _ _4
Again assume Gaussian, and then substitute to get:
_2] = 2(0.4 + 20.2.//2)Var[
/V
2.6 Estimate of the Variance
Dividing by N gives a biased estimate of the variance. Dividing by n = N - 1 fixes the problem. It is easy
to unbias the estimate when working with random variables, but not so easy when working with random
processes, so to provide a better analogy we present the estimates here both ways. If the mean of the
random variable is known, divide by N, and there is no bias. If the mean is known to be zero, use the
results for the mean square.
2.6.1 Biased Estimate
The biased estimate of the variance is:
1 N
02 -/2,)2
The moments and errors of this estimate are listed in Table 20.
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Mean E[t5"2] = 0-2 (N - 1) / N
Bias b[t5"2] = -0 -2 / N (biased)
Variance (Gaussian) var[t5"2] = 20 -4(N - 1) / N 2 (consistent)
Rms error (Gaussian) rms[_ 2 ] = 0-(2_]('2"N'--1) / N
Normalized error (Gaussian) e[# 2] =_IN
2.6.2 Derivations for Biased Estimate
Add and subtract/z in the definition of _2 and it follows that:
We already know var[_xl=0-21N, and therefore E[d'2]=o'2(N-1)IN.
difficult to determine the variance. The variance expands to:
var[_ 2 ] = E[t5 "4 ] -- E2[# 2 ]
where:
It is considerably more
E[e4] = E[(_2 _ ]_2)2 ] = E[_4] _ 2E[_2/22 ] + E[_4]
There are many terms to keep track of. It follows non-easily that:
N N " 2(N + 2) 0.2/./2 /./4E[{_r4 ] = -_-'_ E E[x/2x2 ] = N + 20-4. t +
N i=l :=1 N N
.i NN N
E[#2/_2] = ____-_ E _ E[4XjXk] - N + 20-4 + N + 5 0-2/.t 2 +/./4
-- N 2 N
i=1 j=l k=l
._ NNNN
E[]_4] = _'_ E _ E E[xixjxkxl ]= 3""_ O'4 +_6N 0-2fl2 + f14
i=1 j=l k=l t=l
Add these up, most terms cancel, to get:
E[_4 ] = N 2 -10-4
N 2
Subtract E2[_2], and fmally:
var[tS.4 ] = N 2 -1 0-4
N 2
(N-1)20-4 = 2(N-l) 0-4




= xi- x, 2ft_ , where n=N-1
i=1
The moments and errors of this estimate are listed in Table 21.






2.6.4 Derivations for Unbiased Estimate
^2
Because tru,,.biased = (N In)d'2iased it follows that:
E[t5"2] = 0 -2
b[_ 2 ] = 0 (unbiased)
var[t5"2] = 20 -4/n (consistent)
rms[e21 = 0-2 2x[_n
E[6 -2 ]= 2-_
^2
E[ 0-_nbiased ] = ( N / n)E[ 0-2biased ] = 172
^2 (N / n) 2 var[tY2iased] = 2O-4 / nvar[ 0-Faa,iazed] =
The second of these relies on the assumption that the distribution is Gaussian.
2.6.5 Distribution of the Unbiased Estimate
Assume that the random variable x has a Gaussian distribution, and then it follows that the unbiased
estimate of the variance has the following distribution:
nO'2 = _n
0- 2
In words, the sample variance, normalized, is chi-square with n degrees of freedom. The confidence
interval is:
. n#2 <0-2< n#2 12 - 2
Xn;_/2 Xn;1-or/2
We can use this chi-square distribution to back into the mean and variance results listed in Table 21. This
is a good check on the results more laboriously derived using summations. The expected value and
variance of the chi-square distribution are respectively n and 2n, hence the mean of t_2 is 0-2 / n times n,
and the variance is (0-2 / n)2 times 2n.
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._. STATIONARY RAI'_DOM PROCESSES
3.1 Definitions
3.1.1 First and Second Order Moments
The signals x(t) and y(t) are defined as real, random processes. At each point in time these signals are
random variables with a pdf. The mean of x(t), for example, is:
11x (t) = E[x(t)] = L x(t)px (x, t)dx
The most common assumption in system theory about this distribution is that is it a Gaussian distribution.
What makes random processes different from random variables is that the pdf, and hence the moments,
can change with time. In addition, and more importantly, the time signal x(t) at different times is related
by a joint pdf, which in general depends on the different times. The auto-correlation of x(t), for example,
is defined by:
Rxx (t, u) = E[x(t)x(tt)] = _oo _ XlX2 PXl,X2 (Xl' x2' t, u)dxldX 2
It the random process is stationary then the pdf does not depend on time, and the second order joint pdf
only depends on the time difference. A good way to think of stationary random processes is that the
statistics do not depend on the start time of the time signal. The ftrst and second order statistics of a
stationary random process x(t) are defined by:
Mean: /2x = E[x(t)] = ___,oXPx(X)dx
Auto-correlation: Rxx (_r) = E[x(t)x(t + _')l = L _ Xlx2Pxl,x2 (xl' x2, z')dxldx2
Auto-covariance: Cxx (r) = E[(x(t) - It x)(x(t + "r) - #x)] = Rxx (_) - #2
Mean square: _x2 = Rxx(0 )
Vanance: = c (0)
A less restrictive assumption is that the random process is wide sense stationary (WSS), which means that
the mean does not depend on time, and the correlation only depends on the time difference, but no such
restrictions are placed on the pdfs and higher moments. For theGaussian random processes being WSS is
equivalent to being stationary. WSS random processes are defined by two statistics, the mean and the
auto-correlation. The other second order moments can be determined from these two statistics.
Now consider two random processes, x(t) and y(t). Similar definitions to those above apply to y(t)
when considered by itself. What is new are the cross-correlation and covariance functions, def'med
respectively by:
Rxy (r) = E[x(t)y(t + "t')]= ._ ._ xypxy (x, y, _')dxdy
Cxy(z) = E[(x(t) - It x)(y(t + _) - It x)] = Rxy ('r) - l.txlty
Three properties of the auto- and cross-correlation functions are of interest.
R=(o)
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R= (-r) _< (r)
IRxy(r)l 2 _<Rx_(0)Ryy (0)
In words, the maximum value of the auto-correlation is _"= 0, the auto-correlation is a symmetric
function, and a bound can be placed on the cross-correlation. The same three properties are true about
covadance functions. Replace R by C in the above equations. Define the correlation coefficient, which




3.1.2 Complex and Vector Random Processes
The random processes x(t) and y(t) can be complex, in which case the second order moments are
defined using complex conjugation, for example
Cross-correlation: Rxy (r) = E[x(t)y* (t + r)]
Cross-covariance: Cxy (r) = Rxy (r) - t.tx#y
The superscript * indicates complex conjugation. The auto-correlation and auto-covariance are real, but
the cross-versions are in general complex. If the random processes x(t) and y(t) are vectors, real or
complex, then:
Cross-correlation: Rxy (r) = E[x(t)y'(t + r)]
l
Cross-covariance: Cxy (r) = Rxy (r) - #x#y
The first order moments are vectors and the second order moments are matrices. The apostrophe y" is
defined as the transpose of the complex conjugate, also known as the Hermitian. For the real case the
Hermitian is the same as the transpose. We use the apostrophe so that the same notation works for either
case. (And this is consistent with how Matlab treats the apostrophe). Note that the same notation also
works for complex numbers, since y* = y'.
3.2 Spectral Density Functions
The energy in time signals can be converted to the frequency domain, leading to the defmitions of the
auto-spectra and cross-spectral density functions.
3.2.1 Definition and Properties
The auto-spectra and cross-spectra are the Fourier transforms of their respective correlation functions:
Sxx(f) = F__**Rxx(r)e-J2Xfr dr
Sxy(f)= 7__**Rxy(r)e-j2rcf_dr
The auto-spectra is real, non-negative, and symmetric (positive semi-definite in the vector case). The
cross-spectra is complex, non-negative, and is symmetric if the indices are swapped:
Sxx(-f) = S*xx(f)= Sxx(f)>_0
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Sxy(- f) = Say(f) = Syx(f) > 0
The inverse transform relationships are:
Rxx(v ) = ___ Sxa(f)eJ2Zfrdf
Ray (I:) = ._ Sxy (f )eJ2Z f r df
Set _-= 0 in the inverse transform and it follows that:
_2x=Rxx(O)= _L Sxx(f)df
3.2.2 Non-Zero-Mean Case
The definitions for the auto- and cross-spectra are true whether or not the underlying random processes
have zero mean. It is helpful nonetheless to explicitly include the non-zero-mean in the equations, and
what will be seen is that a random process with a non-zero mean will have an auto-spectrum with an
impulse. The auto-correlation in the non-zero-mean case will be of the form:
R=( r) = C=(r) + la2x
where/z x is the mean and the auto-covariance Cxa(z-) has zero-mean. The auto-spectra is:
Sxx(f)= Sx._ (f)+/L2xS(f)
where Sxxo(f) iscomputed directlyfrom theauto-covariance:
Sxxo (f) = _ Cxx (v)e-J2Zfr dv
It is for this reason that some of the upcoming results will use the auto-covariance in place of the auto-
correlation. The variance is:
=%(0)= (:)df
Of course all this bother goes away if the random process is assumed to be zero mean.
3.2.3 One-Sided Spectra





Some authors favor the one-sided spectrum, and so the definition is included here. We favor the two-




_,. Rxx (_)dv f = 0
0 f<O
Not having the "2" in the definitions when f = 0 is needed to properly handle impulses. In the non-zero-
mean case it follows that:
The inverse transform relationship is:
The mean square value of x(t) is:
[2Sxx(f) f>0
Gxx(f)=lflo2XS(f) f=0f<
Rxx (7) = _ Gxx (f)eJ2Zf_ df
gr_x= Rxx(O)= _f_Gxx(f)df
The definitionsaresimilarfortheone-sidedGyy (f) and Gxy(f).
3.2.4 SpectraVia FiniteFourierTransforms
The spectrawillbe estimated,in factmust be estimated,from finiterecords.From the sample record
x(t),and similarlyfory(t),compute thef'mitetimeFouriertransform:
(f,T)= x(t)e-J2Zft dtX
Define the following product:
1
Sxy (f ,T) = X (f ,T)Y* (f,T)
The cross-spectra results from the following limit:
Sxy(f)= lira E[Sxy(f,T)]
T_
It is important to note that the limit is written in terms of the expected value. The above equality needs to
be proven. The expectation moves inside the integrals:
E[Sxy(f ,T)] =1 _0T _0r E[x(a)x(fl)]e-J2rtf (fl-a) d_d fl





There are many ways to define bandwidth. Qualitatively, the bandwidth is the width -hafrequency where
the auto-spectrum has most of its power. When defining bandwidth we restrict attention here to a scalar
(non-vector) random process. We also assume that the random process has zero mean. The particular




2 Q R2 (r)r
That the numerators are equal follows from the very definition of the auto-spectrum. It is more
complicated to show that the denominators are equal:
IS2(f)df = I I IRxx(tz)Rxx(fl)e-j2xf(a+fl)dc_dfldf
= IIRxx(OORxx(fl)a(_+ fl)dadfl
All of the limits of integration are from minus to plus infinity, and the integral with respect to f is first
computed, resulting in the delta function. The next expression for the statistical bandwidth works whether
or not the system is zero mean (which we state without proof):
= c2=(°)
We give one more equivalent expression for the statistical bandwidth, which turns out to be the best for
computation. Define the random process xl(t) = x(t) * x(t), which is x(t) convolved with itself. Then:
Bs = R2 (O) •
2Rxlxl (0)
We are not quite ready to prove this, and we do so after better understanding the problem of passing a
random process through a linear system.
3.3 Linear System Response
The input of a stable, linear system is defined as a random process, and the question is what can be said
about the output. There are several important points:
,, The output is also a random process;
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Complicatingfactorsarewhetherornot the inputis whitenoise,haszeromean,andwhetheror not the
system has zero initial conditions. We now present the full story, starting with the definition of white
noise.
3.3.1 Definition of White Noise
A white noise random process w(t) has no correlation between w(t) and w(t + _'), no matter how small
the time difference. Think of it this way: if you know the response at time t, this knowledge provides no
information about the response at time t + _', no matter how small the time difference. All that is known
at any given time is the mean and variance of the signal. The random process has mean /.tw and auto-
correlation:
Rww(_') = WS(r) +/_
The quantity W is called the "intensity," so a quick way to specify the random process is "white noise
with mean/z w and intensity W ." The auto-spectra is:
The spectral bandwidth is:
Sxx(f)= W +/_8(f)
BS _
White noise as infinite power, and hence is unrealistic, but white noise passed through a linear system
nevertheless turns out to be a very useful and practical model for random processes.
3.3.2 White Noise through a Linear System
The input is white noise, non-zero-mean, and the initial conditions of the system are zero. The statistics of
the output are listed in Table 22. The problem is defined above the double lines in Table 22, and the
results are below the double lines. The results in Table 22 are a special case of the more general problem,
presented next.
3.3.3 Non-White Noise through a Linear System
The input is a random process, non-zero-mean, and the initial conditions are zero. The statistics of the
output are listed in Table 23. The derivation is now presented.
The linear system has impulse response h(t) and Laplace transform H(s). It is traditional to present
block diagrams using the Laplace transform, and we will follow this tradition. The Fourier transform
H(f) is the Laplace transform evaluated at s = j2_rf. It is with very little extra complication that we
define the system very generally as being stable, non-causal, multivariable, and complex. (The
complications are basically to keep the order of terms correct and to use an apostrophe now and then to
indicate the complex conjugate transpose).
The initial conditions are set to zero. A system with zero initial conditions is equivalent to one that has
been operating for a long time, ideally since minus infinity, so that the initial condition response has
decayed to zero. Only in this case is the output a stationary random process, and only in this case can the
output spectrum even be defmed.
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Tab!e 22..White Noise Through a Linear System
w(t) _._]_ y(t)
Input mean: /.tw
Input auto-correlation: Rww ('¢) = W S('c) + flx/.tx
Input auto-spectra: Sww (f) = W + ]lxflxS(f )
Output mean: fly = H(0)gw
Output auto-correlation: Ryy (r) = ___ h(tz)Wh'('t" + tz)dtz +/.tw//_v
Output auto-spectra: Syy(f) = H(f)WH'(f) + llyg'yS(f)
Cross-correlation: Ryw (r) = h('c)W + itty/J_v
Cross-spectra: Sy w (f) = H ( f)W +/.tw/t_vd;(f)




Input auto-correlation: Ruu (r)
Input auto-spectra: Suu (f)
Output mean: fly =/-/(0)flu
Output auto-correlation: Ryy (r) = _ _* h(g)Ruu (_ + tr- fl)h'(fl)dgdfl
Output auto-spectra: Syy(f) = H(f)Suu(f)H'(f )
Cross-correlation: Ry u (r) = _ h(OORuu (r- ct)dtr
Cross-speclra: S yu ( f ) = H ( f ) Suu ( f )
The statistics of the output y(t) follow from the convolution integral:
y(t) = _ g(_t)u(t - ot)d_z
The limits of integration start at minus infinity if the system is non-causal, and start at zero if the system
is causal. The limits end at plus infinity because the input is assumed to start at minus infmity. The mean
of the output is:
#y = E[y(t)]= E[ _h(_)u(t-oOd_]
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Theexpectationoperatormovesinsidetheintegral,andit followsthat:
uy=ffh( )EIu(,- =ff =--(0).u
The auto-correlation of the output is:
Ryy (_') = E[ y(t)y'(t + "r)]= _ _ h(a)E[u(t-a)u'(t + r-/b] h'(/_)du.d/_
The limits of each of the two integrations start at minus infinity if the system is non-causal, and start at 0
if the system is causal. This completes the derivation of the auto-correlation for the general case. If the
input is white noise u(t) = w(t) then:
Ryy(r) = _ ___ h(a)[WS('t" +ct-fl)-l_w/Ufw]h'(fl)dtzdfl
K '= h(a)Wh'(r-F £z)dot- l.lyl.ly
The limits of integration start at minus infinity if the system is non-causal, and start at min(0,_') if the
system is causal. Note that the auto-correlation in the white noise case is h(t)W convolved with h'(-t).
The auto-spectra result follows in a laborious but straightforward manner using the definition of the
Fourier transforrm The cross-results follow similarly and more easily using the convolution and the
Fourier transform.
3.3.4 Finite Time Response Using State Space Systems
Next treat the more realistic case where a random process is applied to a system with non-zero initial
conditions and the system is allowed to run for just a finite time. What we will fred out is that the state
and the output are random processes, but non-stationary random processes. The results are shown in
Table 24. Only in the limit as the time interval extends to infinity do they revert to stationary random
processes. In what follows the statistics of the state and output are derived. Probably the most important
thing to note is that the steady state variance is the solution of a Lyapunov equation, and this is the best
way to actually compute the variance.
It is with no loss of generality that the input is assumed to be white noise. If not, model the non-white
noise as the output of white noise through the system F(s), and change the problem to the cascaded
system H(s)F(s) driven by white noise. Assuming that the input has zero mean restricts the problem,
which is unfortunate, but the many extra complications that arise from removing this restriction do not
outweigh the benefits.
Model the system using state space equations, so that the initial condition can be more easily defined. The
state space model is:
:c= Ax + Bw
y=Cx
The Laplace transform of the system is F (s) = C( sl - A )-I B . The initial condition is X( to ) = x0 . The
state at some time later is found using the Variations of Parameter solution to the state space equation:
X(tl ) = eA(tx-to) x(to) + _1 eA(tl-r) Bw( _)dr
"_0
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Table 24. White Noise Through a State Space System
Xo
w(t) [ _ i + _[+ _ x(t)
Input mean: fw = 0
Input auto-correlation: Rww(_" ) = Wd(v)
Initial condition mean: fx (t0)
Initial condition variance: Qx (to)
Independence: Cxw(tO,tl) = 0 for t1 > tO
State mean: fx (tl) = e A(tl -tO) fx (to)
State variance: O.x(t) = AQx(t) + Qx(t)A" + BWB'
" t
IQx(tl)e a (t2-1) >__t2 tl
State auto-covariance Cxx(tl,t2) = [eA(q-t2)Qx(tl ) t2 < tl
Output mean: fly (t 1) = Cf x (t 1)
Output variance: Qy (t) = CQx (t)C"
Output auto-covariance: Cyy (t 1, t 2) = CCxx (tl, t2)C'
r
Note that once the state statistics are known the output statistics follow immediately using matrix
multiplication, and hence we need only derive the results for the state. After some algebra it works out
that the mean and auto-correlation of the state are respectively:
fx(tl) = ea(tl-tO)fx(tO)
Cx x (tl, t2 ) = eA(q-t o) OoeA'(t2 -t o) + _0 n(tl,t2) eA(tl-r) B WB'e A'(t2-r) d r
The mean changes with time, and hence the random process is non-stationary. Similarly_ the auto-
covariance depends on both t1 and t2 , and not just on t2 - tI . To find the variance set t = t1 = t 2 and then
take the derivative with respect to t, and it follows that the variance satisfies the differential equation:
O_x(t) = AQx(t) + Qx(t)A" + BWB"
with initial condition Qx (to). Substitute back into the integral equation and then:
Cxxt Itl,t " jfQx(tl)eA'(t2-tl) t2 > tl
2)=[eA(tl-t2)Qx(tl) t2 <t 1
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These results give a way to compute the non-stationary statistics. In the limit as t-_ oo it follows that
derivative Qx (t) = 0 the state variance settles to a constant:
Qx = _ eArBWB'eA'rd2-
The variance can be computed from this integral, but a much better way that follows from the differential
equation is to compute the variance as the solution of the Lyapunov equation:
O= AQ_.x +Q_.xA" + BWB"
The input was defined to have zero mean, and the system is stable, so in the limit as t --> oo it follows that
ax = O. The auto-correlation equals the auto-covariance, which is:
_O_e a'r v >_0
Rxx(_" ) = Cxx(r ) -_ [e_m_.x,_-- 2"<0
Just to be clear we note the different ways to write the variance of the state:
The variance at the output is:
2
Ii_'y = Ryy (0) = Cyy (0) = Qy = COxC"
3.3.5 Computing the Statistical Bandwidth
Starting with a state space description of a linear system, Lyapunov equations can be used to compute the
variance of the output. Similarly, Lyapunov equations can be used to compute the output variance of the
system cascaded with itself, and then these two variances are used to compute the statistical bandwidth.
The cascaded system is shown in Figure 125. The input is zero-mean white noise with auto-correlation
Rww(2- ) = WS(z'). Set W = 1. The statistical bandwidth has only been def'med for SISO system, and so we




w(t) __ y(t) __
' H;(s) "
Figure 125. Cascaded System
To prove this claim it needs to be shown that:
Rhlhi (0)= L R2 (2-)d2-
Now we know that Rhh(2- ) = h(2-)* h'(-2"), where * is the convolution
h1(2")= h(2") * h(_'), and hence:
Yl (t)
operator, and we know that
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Rhlh1 t, '(,r_ _ . C,r_ * h. G---r'_ = hC,r_ */_(,r_ */_tC--,r_./JG---r'_
Change the order of the convolutions, which can only be done for SISO systems, and then:
Rhlhl (r) = Rhh (r) * Rhh ('l:) = ._ Rhh ( tZ) Rhh ('l: - a)d a
Set r = 0 and the claim is proved. To finish the computational method a state space realization for H 1(s)
is needed. One such realization is shown below:
[aO] [:1Xl = AlV + BlW , where A1 = BC B1 =
Yl = CI W q=[0 c]
The two Lyapunov equations are:
and finally:
O=AQ+QA" +BB"
0 = AIQI +QIA{+BIB _
Bs = (CQC') 2
2qalq
3.4 Random Process Examples
All of the examples are white noise through a linear time invariant Filter. The general case is presented
first, followed by two groups of falters. The first group is low pass filters, and the second group is
ban@ass falters.
3.4.1 Filtered White Noise
White noise is passed through a filter. The filter is linear-time-invariant, stable, SISO, in general non-
causal, and complex, with impulse response h(t), Laplace transform H(s), and Fourier transform
H(f). The white noise has zero-mean and unit-intensity. The statistics for the general problem are listed
in Table 22. The statistics for this version of the problem (SISO, zero mean, unit-intensity) are shown in
Table 25. The same table also includes the statistics for a scaled version of the system.
3.4.2 Bandwidth Limited White Noise
The auto-spectrum is an ideal low-pass Filter with a bandwidth of B Hz. The mean of the random process
can be non-zero. The corresponding filter is non-causal. The statistics of interest are listed in Table 26.
The figures in the table use parameter values ¢y= 1, B = 1, At = 0
3.4.3 First Order Low Pass Filter




This is a low-pass filter with a Filter bandwidth (-3 dB frequency) of B = a/(2_) Hz. The input is white
noise with zero mean and unit intensity. The statistical quantities of interest are listed in Table 27. The
figures in the table use parameter values B = 1 and a = b = 2_B.
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Table 25. Filtered White Noise (SISO system, zero-mean, unit-intensity)




For the reguar system
H(s)
h(t)
Rhh ('C) = h( r) * h'(-r)
Auto-spectra Sh h (f ) = IH (f)12
Variance _h = Rhh (O) = ._ Shh(f)df
Dc power Shh (0) = n 2 (0) = _ Rhh Q:)dz
Statistical
bandwidth
For the scaled system
H 1(s) = flH (ors)
Shlhl (f) = t_ 2Shh (a f)
-
--_:
Shihl (0) = fl2Shh (0)
Bsh 1 =I B
tZ sh
Table 26. Bandwidth Limited White Noise
4 1
o








h(t)=a42B|._, _ . +/2
2 ( sin 2_rB'c) 2
a2/<2B)
Shh(f) =' _2t_(f) f =0
,0 otherwise
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•. " . . _ sec
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o.,i ./ \
, G_:IIO._i . : , ,_
." : -" -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
h(t)=Iboe-at t>_Ot<O




Shh (f) _$2 + a 2
b 2
Rhh (0) = 2-'-_
b 2
Dc power Shh (O) a2
Statistical
bandwidth Bs = zB
3.4.4 Second Order Low Pass Filter (Complex Poles)
The exact solutions for the statistical quantities become cumbersome beyond just the first order filter. The




S2 + 2(0)S + 0)2
The damping ratio is in the range 0 < ( < 1, being ( = 1 / xf2 for a Butterworth filter and ( = _ / 2 for a
Bessel filter. The bandwidth is B = a/(2z) Hz. The statistical quantities of interest are listed in Table 28.
The parameter values used for the figures in this table are B = 1 Hz, 0) = 2zB, and ( = 1/x]'2.
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Table 28. Second Order Lowpass Filter (Complex Poles)
• S_(f) .. / \ _ " i .







• "_-2 -i • 6 ' _ • 2
Impulse response
to _(_ an 1,fi-[ (2 > 0





60 e -_a_t[ x
Rhh Q;) = 4(_-- (2
Shh(f ) =
I •cos mt 1-_ -sign(t) xarctan 1_1_--( 2 )
602
S2 + 2_'¢0S + 092
6O
Variance Rhh (0) = 4--"f
Dc power Shh (0) = 1
Statistical
bandwidth
at s = j2rcf
= 2zr( B
Bs 1+ 4( 2 ( = 1.481B for Butterworth)
3.4.5 Butterworth Filters
High order Butterworth filters are used for lowpass filters with a sharp cutoff. As the order becomes
higher, the Butterworth filter approaches the ideal lowpass triter of the same bandwidth, and therefore we
expect the statistical bandwidth to approach the falter bandwidth. Indeed it does, as we see from the values
listed in Table 29. The figures in the table are for a 10 's order Butterworth filter with B = 1 Hz.
The Matlab code (Version 6.5 with the control toolbox) used to compute the values in Table 29 is listed
below:
for n= [I:i0,15,20]
[a,b] =bugger (n, 2*pi, 's' ) ;
sys=ss (if (a,b)) ;
sys2=sys*sys;
Rhh0=sys. c* 1yap (sys. a, sys .b*sys. b ')*sys. c ' ;





Table 29. Butterworth Filters
3 " 1.5
Rw_('_) • ..... S_(f} ,
2 ...i A '_ ... i I 1.. _: .
.... ! ! ....
Butterworth order Rhh (0) n s az
1 3.14159 B 3.14159 B
2 2.22144 B 1.48096 B
3 2.0944 B 1.25664 B
4 2.05234 B 1.17277 B
5 2.03328 B 1.1296 B
6 2.02303 B 1.10347 B
7 2.01688 B 1.08601 B
8 2.01291 B 1.07355 B
9 2.01019 B 1.06422 B
10 2.00825 B 1.05697 B
15 2.00366 B 1.03638 B
26 2.00206 B 1.0267 B
3.4.6 Bandpass White Noise
The auto-spectrum is an ideal band-pass of width B Hz centered at f0 Hz (where fo > B / 2 ). The mean
of the random process can be non-zero. The corresponding falter is non-causal. The statistics of interest
are listed in Table 30. The figures in the table use parameter values tr = 1, fo = 2, B = 1, and/1 = 0.
3.4.7 Finite Time Fourier Transform (Rectangular Window)
For the time series u(t), the Fourier Transform computed for the previous T seconds and at the frequency
f0 Hz is:
U (f°'t) = _-T u(°t)e-J27cf°ct dt_
This calculation is equivalent to the convolution U(fo,t) = u(t) * h(t) for:
{0 j2_fO(T-t) for 0 < t < Th(t) = otherwise
The statistical properties of this filter are therefore important for studying estimation using the finite time
Fourier transform. This transform is approximated by the FFT, and therefore this f'tlter is also of interest
for studying estimation using the FFT. This filter is called a "rectangular window" because the envelope
of this filter is rectangular, begin equal to one over the time interval 0 < t < T and zero outside this time
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interval.Thestatisticalquantitiesof interestareshownin Table31.The figuresin thetableusethe
parametersT = 1 and f0 = 2.
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J2_fo (T-t) for 0 < t < Th(t) = otherwise




I/:( f - fo )
Variance Rhh (0) = T
Dc power
Statistical bandwidth
"sinTrfoT 12 '=IT 2 if fo =0





Jt IA_, _,llU. lt_ /ALl I (:ILLIL_ _/.
rectangular window:
From which it follows that:
The filter impulse response is
Use the transform identity:
and hence:
are, ut,tivcu, otalt WlUl tll_ _routlcI transform ui just the cuv_lul._'.... uxn the
r(t) = (10 O<_t<_Totherwise
R(f) = e -j#fT sinic fT
Icy
gr (r)= 0<T<Totherwise
h(t) = oteJ2_fOt r(t) for cr = e -j2_rfOT
H(f)=_zR(f - f O)
H(f) = e -jtt(f +fo)r sinIc(f - fo)T
Ic(f - fo)




Rhh (f) = [t_ 2 eJ2rcf°rRrr (r)
3
R (o) 3
3.4.8 Modet Wavelet Transform
Complex wavelets:
For the time series u(t), the Wavelet Transform is def'med by the convolution:
U (fo, t) = _ u(tr)h(t - coda
where h(t) = g'(t) and gz(t) is a scaled version of the mother wavelet #(t) :




where g(t) is an envelope. The statistics of the falter h(t), which ultimately depend on g(t) and the
center frequency f0, play an important part of estimation using wavelets.
Morlet Wavelet:
The envelope for the Modet wavelet is the bell-shaped curve:
g(t) =-._e -t2 / fl
This is a non-causal wavelet. The statistics are presented in Table 32. The figures in the table using the
parameters )Co= 2 Hz and fl = 4.
















I . _ f Hz
_.. A -= 2 ;, ,_
ff-___OeJ2ZCfote-(fot)2 / fl
h(t) =_-_
Rhh(_) = l__._._leJ2_fOr e-(for)2 /(2#)
42n'/_
S(f) = 7o eXp -2_fl( fToof° J2 !
Rhh(O)= 1/ x[2-_
Dc power S(0) = exp(-27rfl) / f0
Statistical bandwidth Bs = f o / _C4-_
Derivation:
The derivations of the Morlet wavelet statistics are now presented. Using a Fourier transform table we
f'md that the Fourier transform of the envelope is:
G(f , t) = e -#(_rf)2
Start with some transform identities:
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The p
clutter. The mean square value is computed just from the envelope:
R_ (o)= ix
_rfl _ e-2t2 lfl d r = l'-_-x " ['_--x _ e-S2 d r = --xfl _12 ,
. g - - \
-1G[]-]O JH(f,fl)--_ _..--_ ,fl
1 f-fo :
Rhh (r) = a'2e]2_dr g(a,2t) * g(-_2t)
Rhh (0) = 7_.o g 2 (z)dr
parameter is called out as a separate parameter, and a = _0 is defined to reduce the notational
By substitution it follows that:
_ O_ ejtt2te_(tr2t)21fl
f-fo 2
S(f) = IH(f,/_)l: = k n(f,2fl)
Of
The auto-spectrum works out to be:
This simplification is thanks to the properties of the exponential. The auto-correlation can therefore be
found in terms of the f'dter impulse response:
_ 1 h(t, 2fl) - _ e Ja'Xze-(a'2r)2/(2fl)
Rhh (V)- a -
More work is needed to fred the statistical bandwidth. It follows that:
Rh2h2 ('t') = F-1I S2(f)] = F-I [H 4 (f)]= _ H (f ,4fl)
from which:
1
Rh2h2 (0) = fO_
and the statistical bandwidth works out to be:
R2h(O) 1
Bs = 2Rh2h2 (O) - _ fo
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Thisfinishesthederivation of the results in Table 32.
Bandwidths and Standard Deviations:
The falter impulse response h(t) and its transform H(f)
understand curves by examining their standard deviations:
o-[h(t)l =, _--- × 1---
f0
_ 2 f0
°'[n(f)] - _fl x _'-_x
. ×Io
o'[Shh (f)] = _ fl 2x
Interpretations:
are both bell-shaped curves, and it helps to
• In the time domain, the number of cycles in one standard deviation of h(t) is flx/-_.
For example, if fl = 4 there are two cycles in one standard deviation.
• In the frequency domain, the center frequency of H(f) is f0, and the standard
deviation is fo times _-/fl/(2n'). For example, if fl=4 and f0 =10 then the
standard deviation is f0/(2zc_r_) = 0.1 l f0 = 1.1 Hz.
• The statistical bandwidth is Bs =,f_--_xo'[H(f)], which is about 25% larger than
one standard deviation of H(f). For example, if fl=4 and f0 =10 then the
statistical bandwidth is about 1.4 Hz.
• The center frequency of the auto-spectrum S(f) is the same frequency, f0, but
being the square of H(f), the bandwidth is narrower, equal to f0 times
4i7a <2  .
• The standard deviation in the frequency domain, and likewise the statistical
bandwidth, scales with frequency. This is one way to distinguish wavelets from
Fourier transforms. The bandwidth for the finite time Fourier transform does not
depend on frequency.
4. ESTIMATING STATISTICS OF RANDOM PROCESSES
Estimates are made of the mean, the mean square, and the variance of a random process. Each of these is
a random variable with its own statistics. A narrowband ftlter is then used to estimate the auto-spectrum
of the random process.
4.1 Estimate of the Mean
The stationary, real random process x(t) has mean /_ and auto-correlation Rxx(r). The estimate of the
mean is:
1
_t = _ _0T x(t)dt
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4.1.1 Derivations
The expectation operation moves inside the integral, so that the expected value of the estimated mean is:
,T 1 JorTE[x(t)]dt 1 ,1"E[fl]=E[l_ox(t)dtl= _ ='_olldt=ll





b[/_] = 0 (unbiased)
Variance (zero mean) var[/_] -- Sxx (0)IT (consistent)
R.ms error (zero mean)
Normalized error (zero mean)
rmsLa]= 4s=(o)/r
eLt_] = (1//t)_/Sxx (0) / T
For bandwidth limited white noise:
Variance var[/_] ---0-21(2BT)
Normalized error: _[/_]-- (0-//2)/
For bandpass white noise:
Variance var[/_] _-0
Normalized error: e[/_] -- 0
The mean square of the estimated mean is:
.T 2 T E 1 .T
Set r = u - t and it follows non-obviously that:
E[ft2]=l£'TT(X-I_-)Rxx(_)d_
This is the exact solution, which it approximated for large T by:
1 T 1
E[/22] =_- _r R_ (r)dr = T S= (0)
To determine the variance of the estimated mean use a similar derivation but with Cxx(ar) :
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1 131 1 T
,,arr 2]=T 7
The results for bandwidth limited white noise follows because Sxx (0) = 0 .2/(2B).
4.2 Estimate of the Mean Square
The stationary, real random process x(t) has mean /1, mean square
Rxx0" ) . The estimate of the mean square is:
1 _oTx2(t)dt
The moments and errors of this estimate are listed in Table 34.
g2 = Rxx(0) ' and auto-correlation
Table 34. Estimate of the Mean Square of a Stationary Random Process
In general:
Mean E[_r2] = gr 2
Bias b[ffr 2 ] = 0 (unbiased)
Variance (Ganssian) var[g,_r2] = 2 L[C2(_')+ 21Z2Cxx(_)ld_ (consistent)
2 L S_(f)df = 2 L C_(f)dfVariance (Gaussian, zero mean) var[_ 2 ] = y -_
Rms error (Gaussian, zero mean) rms[¢_2]= _-#2 ]
Normalized error (Gaussian, zero mean) EtO2]=1/B_TsT, B s = C 2 (0)/t2 _ C2(r)drl
For bandwidth limited white noise:
Variance var[_2 ] _- (0.4 + 2At20.2) I(BT)
Normalized error (zero mean) t_[/_] _- 1/Bx_
For bandpass white noise:
Variance var[l_3,2 ] ._. 0.4 I(BT)
Normalized error (zero mean) e'[_] - 1/-_/-_
I
4.2.1 Derivations
The expected value of the estimated mean square is:
E[_2]=E[f_oTx2(t)dt]=f_TE[x2(t)]dt
The estimate is unbiased. The mean square of the estimate is:
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=f_T_2dt=_r2
At this point assume the random process is Gaussian, and then from Table 16:
E[x 2 (t)x 2 (u)] = _K4 + 2[C 2 (u - t) + 2Cxx (u- t)].l 2 ]
Substitute, set z-= u - t, and it follows that:
E[Ct4]=2_T(1-[--_-)IC_('r)+2Cxx(Z')/.t2]dz'+gt4
This is the exact solution, which is approximated for large T by:
/[_/_4 ] --2 __ [C2 ('F) + 2Cxx (r)g2 ]d_"+gt 4
Next the variance:
var[_ 2 ]= E[_ 4 ]- E2[_ 2]
And sinceE2[_ 2]= _,,4itfollowsthat:
4.3 Estimate of the Variance
The stationary, real random process x(t) has mean /z, variance Cxx(0), and auto-correlation Rxx(_').
The estimate of the variance is:
e2 =--1 _oTtx(t)__]2 dt
T
The moments and errors of this estimate are listed in Table 35.
Table 35. Biased Estimate of the Variance of a Stationary Random Process
In general:
Mean E[6 "2] = 0-2 -- varL/_]
Bias bid'2 ] = -var[/2] (biased)
2
C2 ('t')dr- 2vat 2 [/_] (consistent)Variance (Gaussian) vat[dr 2 ] ---_-
Rms error (Gaussian) rms[6 -2 ] =
Normalized error (Gaussian)
For bandwidth limited white noise:
Variance var[ff2 ] _. 0-4/(BT) - 0-4/[2(BT)2 ]
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Normalizedrror(zeromean)I el/i] -- 1/,_/-_
I
For bandpass white noise:
Variance var[_2] = 0-4 I(BT)
Normalized error (zero mean) _]_] = 1/
4.3.1 Derivations
The expected value of the estimated variance is:
The estimate is biased. The variance of the estimate is more difficult. Follow the method used earlier for
random variables. The variance expands to:
var[# 2 ] = El# 4] - E2[# 2 ]
where:
It follows non-easily that:
E[#4 ] = E[(_2 _/_2)2 ] = E[_4 ] _ 2E[_,2/_2 ] + E[/_4 ]
1
- E[x2(a)x2(l )]aad,8
=-_22_--_ C2-_(fl-t_)dgd fl + 4var[fl]//2+ I//'2
E[_2/12] = _2 _ _ _ E[x2 (_)x(fl)x(7")]doMfldy
= 2 var 2 [/_] + (o -2 + 5# 2) var[/_] +,/./4 +//20.2
1
E[/d4] =-_ - _ _ _ ___ E[x(_)x(fl)x(y)x(b')]dtrdfldy'd8
= 3 vat 2 Lt_]+//4 + 6//2 var[/2]
The approximation in E[_2/_ 2] is:
2
"-_ _ _-_ 7--**Cx_(fl-ct)C=(Y-a)dtrd fld7= 2var2[_]
Add the terms to get:
E[#4 ]= 0.4 + 2
r2 7_**_ C2 (fl-tr)doM fl - 29/2 var[/]]- var2[/2]
Subtract E 2[82 ], and fmaUy:
vat[a4] = 1 f** ._. C2(fl_a)dotdfl - 2var2L/_ ]
T 2 .t_**
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The objective is to estimate the auto-spectrum of the random process x(t). The method use to do this is
shown in Figure 126. The statistics of the estimate Sxx(f0) are listed in Table 36. There is a fundamental
tradeoff involving the statistical bandwidth Bs of the narrowband filter. Reducing B s reduces the bias




f0 = center frequency
B s = statistical bandwidth
__ 1 _ry2(t)d t
"-7
Mean square estimation Scaling
S=(fo)
r
Figure 126. Auto-Spectrum Estimation
Table 36. Auto-Spectrum Estimate
Mean E[Sxx(f0)] = R_ _ Shh (f)Sxx (f)df
Bias b[Sxx(f0)] = _4S'(fo) (biased)




rms[Sxx(f0) ] = ,_BsT




The method for estimating the auto-spectrum is shown in Figure 126 and defined by the following steps:
• x(t) is a zero-mean random process with auto-correlation Rxx(_') and auto-
spectrum Sxx(f). It is Sxx(f) that is to be estimated at fo Hz.
• h(t) is the impulse response of a narrowband f'dter, with Fourier transform H(f),
centered at f0 Hz and with a statistical bandwidth of Bs Hz.
• The output of the narrowband filter is the random process y(t), which will have zero
mean, auto-spectrum Syy (f) = [H(f)l 2 Sxx(f), and mean square estimate:
gy,,2=_l _oTly(t)12dt
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• The estimate of the auto-spectrum at the center frequency is:
1 ^2
Sxx(fO) = Rhh(O) _l/y
Expected Value:





et:yl =:y =gry(O)=E s.(:)#=
Et,_xx(fo)] = 1 ._ Shh(f)Sxx(f)df
Rhh(0)
And therefore we see that Sxx(fo) is an unbiased estimate of this integrated and scaled version of
Sxx (f). Approximate the input auto-spectrum as a constant around the center frequency of H (f) :
Then:
The mean square value
cancel, leaving:
Sxx(f) = Sxx(fo)
1 __Shh(f)d fEtg (fo)]-
Rhh(0) equals the remaining integral of Shh(f ) ,
E[Sxx(fo) ] -- Sxx (fo)
And so we have shown that Sxx(f0) is a biased estimate of Sxx(fo).
Bias: The bias is defined by:
which equals:
b[Sxx(fo)]= E[Sxx(fo)]- Sxx(fo)
and therefore these terms
b["_-":x(fo)] = 1 L Shh(f)Sxx(f)df-Sxx(fO)
Rhh(0)
This is an exact expression, and we look for an approximation. Set H(f) to the ideal bandpass filter, as
defined in Table 30, which has Shh(f ) = O-2/(2B) over then bandpass frequencies, Rhh(0)=O -2 , and
statistical bandwidth Bs = B. In this case:
b[Sxx(f0)] i fY°+BS/2S "--',:If - Sxx(fO)
=Bs jfo_B,/2 xxt:) 7
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s,= (f) ----s=(£) + s'=(fo)(f - fo) + s'(fo)(/- fo) 2/2
All of the terms drop out except:
from which:
1 . fo+B s/2
btSxx(fo)]_'-_s Sxx(fo) I'fo_B,, 2 (f - fo)2af
2
b[Sxx(fo) ] - Bs ,
- 2---_-S:=(f0)
We note that the bias error is small where the auto-spectrum is smooth, and possibly quite large where the
auto-spectrum has sharp peaks and valleys.
Variance:
The variance of the estimate Syy(fo) follows directly from the variance of the estimate _y. No new
derivations are needed. The exact expression is:
var[/_xx(fo)] = R-_(O)xvar[_r2]=_l X2R_h(O) T _TI( -'T"_YY( )Iz 2 T d_"
Again we look for an approximation. Let the time get large, so that:
vart_xx(fo)]_.l.__x2 _R.2, (_.)d_.= I ×2 _L_**S2h(f)S2(f)df
R_h(O) T_ ": R_(O) T
Approximatetheinputauto-spectrumasa constantaroundthecenterfrequencyof H(f) :
Sxx(f ) = Sxx(fo)
so that:
var[_xx(fo)] 1 2 sh(/)d/xs (:o)
R2h(O) T
What is left is more succinctly written in terms of the statistical bandwidth:
Bsr
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APPENDIX B - TRANSFER FUNCTION ESTIMATION
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1. INTRODUCTION
Using data to estimate a transfer function, or a state space system, is one of the great problems of system
theory, which you might think is by now a solved problem, but actually is still the subject of a
considerable amount of research. Whatever works for one example, doesn't work for the next, or is not
fast enough, or is very sensitive, or falls apart when the problem becomes large, or does not adapt to
changes in the system, and so further research is needed. You quickly get to the point where a set of
estimation methods is needed, with some knowledge about when one method should be used, and not the
other.
The problem of estimating the parameters of a transfer function is treated here in a comprehensive way.
Estimation of state space systems is also covered, but the major focus here is on transfer functions. If we
can get that right, getting to the state space system requires just a slight modification of the method. We
cover just the single-input single-output problem, which is difficult enough, and again if done right, the
multivariable extensions are just another detail.
The development starts with some background on the mathematical tools. The use of the pseudo-inverse
to solve linear least square minimization is a standard part of linear algebra (e.g., Ref. 39). The extension
of the problem to errors that have a nonlinear dependence on parameters uses Gauss-Newton-Levenberg-
Marquardt methods as detailed in Ref. 40. The background on orthogonal polynomials is from Ref. 41.
The estimation problem starts with input and output data:
u i = input data
Yi = output data
defined for a set of time steps, and the object is to estimate the parameters of the z-transform:
G(z)= bmzm +'"+bo
z n + an_lzn-1... + a0
Different parameter estimation methods are used from the main categories shown in Figure 127.
Time domain
Data: _ Frequency domain _ Parameters:
ui ' Yi _____ /_ ai ' bi
Markov Parameters
Figure 127. Estimation Methods
Time domain methods work directly with the input and output data. This is where the development starts,
using the one-step prediction error method (e.g., Ref. 42). Frequency domain methods start with a
frequency response, from which the parameters of the transfer function are estimated. A good set of
papers that cover this version of the problem is Refs. 25, 43, 44. Markov parameters methods first
estimate Markov parameters, which are the impulse response of the system, and from which the transfer
function parameters are estimated. Some background material on Markov parameters is from Ref. 45,







literature.Theunifyingconceptis the minimizationof anerror,andthedifferentmethodsbasically
amounttodifferentweightsontheerror.
Thetreatmenthereconcentratesonseveralaspectsof theestimationproblemthatoftencausedifficulty:
estimationof theinitial conditions,conditioningof thesignals,andestimationof systemorder.Usually
theassumptionis madethatthesystemstartswithzeroinitial conditions,andwhenthatisnotactuallythe







The parameter estimation problem is posed as a problem where an error is minimized. The error is a
vector, and it is the Euclidean norm of the vector that is minimized. The Euclidean norm is the square root
of the sum of the elements squared, and hence, the parameter estimation problem is a "least square"
problem. The mathematical tools that are reviewed here are:
,, Difference Equations: The parameters to be estimated are coefficients of a linear
shift invariant difference equation, and we start by reviewing the general solution of
this equation.
• Linear Least Square: The error is defined as a linear function of the parameters to
be estimated. The solution proceeds in one step by computing the pseudo-inverse of a
matrix. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to compute the pseudo-
inverse.
• Nonlinear Least Square: The error is a nonlinear function of the parameters, and an
iterative minimization of the nonlinear error function is needed. The first derivative
of the error with respect to each parameter is used in the solution. The Linear Least
Square problem is a special case.
• Orthogonal Polynomials: A linear combination of the parameters can be estimated,
from which original parameters can be determined. One way to do this is to use
orthogonal polynomials. This is done to reduce numerical errors.
There are additional mathematical tools needed to help with the estimation problem, which are used to
define a weighted error. These additional tools include filtering, Fourier transforms, and wavelet
transforms.
2.1 Difference Equations
The linear, shift invariant difference equation is:
Yk = -an-l Yk-1 ..... ao Yk-n + bmuk-n+m +"" + boulc-n
The output Yk depends on previous inputs and outputs. Assume the coefficients are known and the
objective is to determine the solution of the difference equation. We are interested in the one-sided
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-n _<k < O. Problems that do not start at zero can be shifted to zero. The total solution equals a forced
solution plus an initial condition solution:
= -J,Ye,-+ -.Y;ck for k >0Yk
total forced initial
condition
The forced solution solves the difference equation as stated above with zero initial conditions. The initial
condition solution solves just the homogenous (no input) part of the difference equation:
Yk = -an-l Yk--1 ..... aOYk-n
The initial conditions can be defined by n values of the output at any set of n times, not necessarily the
times before the input is applied. We do so, however, because it is appropriate for simulation. The initial
conditions can be packed into a vector:
Qualitatively, the output for k >_0 depends on the input from that time onwards plus an unforced part that
somehow carries over from what happened before the input was applied.
2.1.1 Solution using z-Transforms
The use of z-transforms is usually accompanied with an assumption of zero initial conditions, but they
can be used to determine the total solution. To f'md the forced solution, make the assumption of zero
initial conditions and then the z-transform of the system is:
y(z) =G(z) = bmzm +"'+bo
U(Z) Z n + an_lzn-1... + a 0




Multiply y(z) = g(z)u(z) and compute its inverse z-transform:
Yk =Z-1 {y(z)}
To find the initial condition response, use the z-transform identity for shifted signals:
Z { Yk-1} = _ Yk-1 z-k = Y-1 + z-IY(z)
k--O
Z{Yk-2} = _ Yk-2 z-k = Y-2 + z-ly-1 + z-2Y(z)
k=O
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Z{yk-n}= _ yk-nz-k = y-n + z-ly-n÷l +'"+ z-n+ly-1+ z-nY<z_
k---O
Substitute this expansion into the homogenous difference equation. For a third order system:
y(z) = -(a2 +alz-1 + a0z-2)y-1 -(al + a0z-1)y-2 - a0Y-3
l+a2 z-1 +al z-2 +a0z -3
Compute the inverse z-transform of this expression to find the unforced solution. In general:
-n(z)y(z) =
1 + an_l z-1 +... + ao z-n
where
l[a_ al i'" an.-lll Y-nl
n(z) =IX z -1 "'" z-n [O a0"" ...'" ax: //Y-n+liI0  JLyl 
2.1.2 Solution Using State Space Realizations
The general solution is much easier using state space methods. Convert the z-transform to the state space
system:
Xk+1 = Ax k + But:
Yk = CXk + DUk
The solution is written almost by inspection:
k-1
xk = Akxo + _ Ak-l-iBui
i--o
For any state space realization, the initial conditions of the difference equation defined by the previous n
output values are converted to xo by:
x0 =A n
-1 Y 1
The initial condition vector simplifies considerably when the observable canonical form realization is
used. For n = 3 and m = 2 the state space realization is:
a[:i:°o
C=[ 1 001 o = [0]




The error vector is defined by:
ala211[y3i-ao -al Y-2
0 -a o Y-1
e=FO-y




e = N x 1 real or complex vector with components e i
O = p x 1 real parameter vector with components Oi
y = N x 1 real or complex data with components Yi
F = N x p real or complex matrix
W > 0 = N x N real or complex positive semi-definite weighting matrix
J > 0 = real, scalar cost
Comments:
that minimizes the weighted cost
The variables F and y are constructed from data, which can be real or complex.
Estimation methods based in the time domain use real data and those in the frequency
domain use complex data. In all cases the parameter vector 0 is restricted to be real.
The superscript H used in the cost function is the complex conjugate transpose, also
called the Hermitian. In the real problem eH = eT , the regular transpose.
The notation W > 0 means eHWe > 0 for all vectors. Because _> is used, W may not
be invertible. The weight may be real or complex, and is always symmetric
( W = W H ). The diagonal elements must always be real, (otherwise W :/:W n ) so if
there are complex elements they are always on the off-diagonals.
2.2.2 Solution to the Real Problem
The parameter vector that minimizes the cost function is:
e = (WF )+Wy
where (WF) + is the pseudo-inverse. The SVD is used to compute the pseudo-inverse. There are several
variations to the problem depending on the dimension and rank of WF. The pseudo-inverse works for
each of these variations, but each is still worth considering. It is noted that the rank of WF and not just
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F needs to be considered, because W > 0, and hence in general the rank of WF may be less than the
rank of F.
Square:




WF is N x p with p < N and WF has full column rank p. This is the usual problem we will encounter
and it is the regression problem. The error is non-zero and the unique solution is:
8 = (FTWF)-IWF Ty
Short, Fat:
WF is N×p with N < p and has full row rank N. (This is not a problem we will encounter, but ...) the
error is zero, the weight has no effect, the parameter vector that achieves zero error is not unique, and the
parameter vector with minimum norm is:
8 = F T (FF T)-I y
Worst Case:
Sometimes the regression problem degenerates to this worst case. WF is N x p and the rank of WF is
less than both N and p. The error is nonzero and the parameter vector that minimizes the error is not
unique. Neither FTwF nor FF T are invertible, and the SVD is the only way to go.
2.2.3 Solution to the Complex Problem
This is not a problem that is encountered here, but for the record the solution is:
O=(WF)+Wy
The notation is the same as for the real problem, but now the parts are complex.
2.2.4 Solution to the Mixed Real and Complex Problem
The error can be complex, but the parameter vector is restricted to be real. The problem is converted to a




Tiffs is not the same as the real part of the complex solution.
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Thepseudo-inverseis computedusing the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which is now defined.
The N x p matrix WF has rank r and can be real or complex. The matrix WF is decomposed into three
parts:
WF = UZV H
Each of the parts can be expanded into blocks with the dimensions as shown:
r p-r P
p r N-r r F_--q 01 r Vv1H]
1¢[WF] = N[U1U2] x N_rL00j x  -'LvffJ
The block matrices are:
U 1 = orthonormalbasis for range of WF
U 2 = orthonormal basis for null space of (WF) H
V1 = orthonormal basis for range of (WF) H
V2 = orthonormal basis for null space of (WF)
Z t = diagonalmatrixofsingularvalues
The singular values are nonnegative real numbers ordered high to low: tr1 >..- > crr > 0. The linear least




2.2.6 Using the Null Space
The pseudo-inverse gives the minimum norm parameter vector, which is a nice way to resolve ambiguity,
but we will encounter "worst cases" where this is not the desired solution. All of the solutions that
minimize the error are given by:
O = (WF) + Wy + [Null(WF)]ct
where the vector a can be any rxl vector. Equivalently, using the parts of the SVD:
O=(V1EI-IUT1)Wy + V2ct
The parameter vector 0 is minimum norm when cr = 0, and this is the only possible value for or when
the null space has dimension zero.
A variation of the linear least square problem uses just the null space. Consider the problem:





Here the basis for the null space is further decomposed into blocks. Now if 1/ is f'Lxed and has the same
dimension as the null space, and if the inverse of Vz2 exists, then it follows that:
e =v=y 21,7
2.3 Nonlinear Function Minimization
When the error is a nonlinear function of the parameters the minimization problem is more difficult, but
hopefully worth the effort. One such complication occurs when the initial conditions needs to be
estimated along with the parameters. The solution requires a good initial guess, usually found using a
linear problem, partial derivatives need to be computed, iteration is required, and a stopping criterion is
needed. It will be shown that each step of the iteration is not that different from the LLS problem just
solved.
2.3.1 Problem Statement






The wi's are weights, and the Yi'S and gi's are measurements. All of the variables are real. The error
function can be equivalently written as:
J (O) = eTWe
where:
ea w1 0
e= , W= "'.
e 0 w N
2.3.2 Taylor Series Expansion
The solution method is to start with an initial guess 8, and then to use the Taylor series expansion of
J(O) to compute an increment _. The error function is expanded in two steps of a Taylor series:
A 1
J (O + ¢_0) = J (O) -- ¢_T fl +'f-8oT A¢_O
2
The first derivatives flk of J(Ü) are packed into the vector fl, and the second derivatives C_kt are
packed into the matrix A. The components of the first derivative are:
N N
"--_J _. --0 we 2 ,,--, --_e i _ Of(O, Vi)
flk ="_k =_ _"_k i i = 2_.awiei'_-_ = 2,_.._wiei _Ok
"= i=1 U_k i=1
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I_T fl_l_" _'l_d:_ f111_l'_dr /%'_ _llrt)l"l_l',ig"r{ q "_{_ _t'_ ÷'1-,_ +1,',_ ._A_ " "_'^.._.._1_,1-1 ..... ._ _.a'l-,,-._.,'..a¢,
.... x,... _p . .L_.lu_ v_L_lu 3 , u_x*_ aL_,_
and vectors, it follows that:
fl = 2FTWe
where the partial derivatives are packed as follows into the N x p matrix F:
Next expand the second derivatives Crkl, where each of the indices is defined for 1 to p:
N N I Oei Oei OeiOJ E _ wie?=2_,wi ÷ei_
Note that the second derivatives of J use both the first and second derivatives of e i . Do not use the
second derivatives of ei , partly to simplify the problem, and partly because Ref. xx argues that this is a
good thing, leaving:
N N
Crke= 2__wi _e i _e i = 2__w i 3f (O,_) 3f(O,_)
i=1 i=1
The summation can be more easily computed, it turns out, using matrices that have already been defined:
A = 2FTWF
The problem essentially amounts to is computing the first derivatives of f(O,_i) and lining these
derivatives up properly in the matrix F.
2.3.3 Iterations
Having defined the derivatives, the iteration used to update the parameter vector needs to be defined.
There are many ways to do so, of which we note three:
Steepest Descent:
Just use the first derivative, and slowly march down it:
aa=fll2
The parameter X determines the step size. Setting this parameter is always troublesome. Too high? Too
slow. Too low? Divergence.
Newton -Raphson:
If the current value of the parameter is close to a local minimum then a fast convergence is achieved
using:
8a = A-l fl





The iteration proceeds by:
• Initialize 2=1e6 (or some other value, large forces the initial steps to be small).
• Compute ,_O and J(O+ 80).
• Stop?
• If J(O + 88) > J(O), replace 2 with 32 (or some other factor) and jump to second
step.
• Otherwise, replace 0 with 0 + 80, replace 2 with 213 (or some other factor)and
jump to second step.
Stopping Criterion:
For all of these methods:
• Stop after a fixed number of steps.
• And/or stop when ]z2(a + 8a)- Z 2 (a)[ is less than some threshold.
• And/or stop when [Sa[ is less than some threshold.
Local Minima:
Local minima are always a problem, and there is no cure. Try a different initial condition, and/or smaller
steps. Other minimization methods, such as genetic programming and simulated annealing, promise to do
a better job of f'mding a global minimum. Well, maybe.
Summary:
SD: 8a= fl/2= FrWe/2
NR: 6a = A-l fl = (FTWF) -1FTWe
LM: 8a = (21 + A)-l fl = (2I + FTwF)-I FTWe
2.3.4 The LLS Problem as a Special Case
The LLS estimation problem should be a special case. Let us show that. The error function is:
ei = Yi - f (O,_ri )= Yi -OT o
The matrix F of first derivatives is exactly the same matrix used for the LLS estimation problem. Start
with an initial guess, it turns out any guess will do, but for simplicity set 00 = 0, in which case the error
of the initial guess is e = y. Use Newton-Raphson to update this guess:
¢_00= A-l fl = (FrWF)-IWF r y
We have shown that the LLS estimation problem, when posed in the more general form as a nonlinear
minimization problem, converges in one step to the linear solution.
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For time domain estimation all of the variables in the minimization problem are real. The problem needs
to be extended to a mixed set of real and complex variables when used for frequency domain estimation.
The solution at a high level is the same, but we go through the steps again being careful to keep track of





ei = Yi - f (O, gi )
The parameter vector 0 is real, the weights wi are real numbers, and the function J(O) outputs a real
number. The data Yi and gi can be complex, the function f(O, gi ) outputs a complex number, and the
error e i is also complex. The cost function can be rewritten:
J(O) = eHWe
To solve this mixed real and complex problem expand the cost function as before using two terms of the
Taylor series:
1
J (e + 8o) = J (e) - 60r fl + "--.8OrA_
2
The components of the first derivative for k = 1..... p are:
=--OJ
= _ _'_S-wie_ ei
i=1 UVk
N [ _ei _eitt ]
=--_-'wii:l keiH'_'_k+-ff_keiJ
N V 3f(O"gi) _[f(O'gi)]U
=Zwi,4
i=1 k OOk _Ok
The last step follows because for the real derivative of a complex function the Hermitian and differential
operations commute. To show this is the case:
 fR(x) H
- --T x
The subscript R and I respectively denote the real and imaginary parts. Next, write the first derivative
using matrices and vectors as follows:
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fl = 2Re(FHWe)
where the N × p complex matrix F contains the partial derivatives:
F " , _/n=
_f (o,_i)._ Of(o,_i) ]OOp
'et' 1





- ["=2)-_wiRe _ Oeii=1 /_ukO0e
Don't use the second derivatives of the error, so that:
i=1 mk' _kk ") _'£ ']
In matrix form it follows that the second derivatives can be packed into the p x p matrix as follows:
A= 2Re[FHWF]
The iterative solution to the nonlinear problem follows as before. For example, the update for the
Newton-Raphson method is:
_= A-l fl
which can be expanded into several different ways:
H -1
=(FTWFR + FTWFI )-I (FTWeR + FTWez )
CFFR]TFw Ow][FF:]]-ICFFRITFw wO3[:: ]3=[LFI] Lo [LFz] Lo
2.4 Orthogonal Polynomials
Transforms are def'med using polynomials. A problem with any polynomial is the powers are not
orthogonal. The high order terms become almost linearly dependent, and hence high order problems are
numerically ill-conditioned. It is better to not directly estimate the coefficients of the polynomial but to
instead to estimate the coefficients of orthogonal polynomials. Defme the polynomial:
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n(x) = anX'" +... + a0
The same polynomial can be expressed as a sum of orthogonal polynomials:
n(x) = fn Pn (x) +". + foPo (x)
Any set of orthogonal polynomials will do, but the set usually recommended for estimation problems is
the Chebyshev polynomials. This set of polynomials is optimal in the sense that reduced order
polynomials minimize the maximum absolute value of the error. The Chebyshev polynomials are deemed
by the recurrence relation:
Po(X) = 1
Pa(x) = x
Pk (x) = 2xPk_ 1(x) - Pk-2 (x)
The series continues:
P2(X) = 2x 2 - 1
P3 (x) = 4x 3 - 3x
P4(x) = 8x 4 - 8x 2 + 1
pS(x) = 16x 5 - 20x 3 +5x
P6 (x) = 32x 6 - 48x 4 + 18x 2 - 1
The Chebyshev polynomials are orthogonal as deemed by the weighted integral:
O manl(1-x2)-ll2pm(X)pn(X)dX= _ =n=O
Ix12 m=n¢O
An important point is the integral has a Emite range. The polynomials used in the transforms should be
scaled so that the transform variable at least approximately has this range.
Matrix operations can be used to convert between regular and Chebyshev coefficients:
n(x) = anxn +... + a0 = fnPn (x) +... + foPo (x)
where:
For m=3:
[i000lr l2 o o/vz/1 0//fa /
-1 o lJLf0J
Fa.l [I.l





T (n-I :n, n-i :n) =eye (2) ;
for i=n-2 :-l: 1
T (i :n, i) = [2*T (i+l :n,i+l) ;0] -T (i :n, i+2) ;
end






Linear Least Square Estimation (One Step Prediction)
and the initial conditions:
uk = input data, for k = 0..... N - 1
Yk =output data, for k =0 ..... N-1
Yk = initial conditions, for k = -n,...,-1
the problem is to estimate the parameters of the transfer function:
G(z) - bm z m +...+ b 0
Zn + an_l zn-1... + a0
which minimize the cost function:
J = eTWe
and where each element of the error vector is defined by:
ek = Yk - )'k
The estimated output Yk is defined by:
Yk = -an-lYk-1 ..... aOYk-n + bmUk-n+m +"" + boUk-n
This estimated output is the one-step prediction based on measured values of the previous inputs and
outputs.
3.1.2 Solution
Convert the problem to standard form by sorting the data, initial conditions, and parameters into vectors
and matrix. The difference equation is written more compactly using a vector inner product:
=do
where the _ vector contains data points:
=[-Yk-1 .... Yk-n Uk-n+m "'" Uk-n]
and the 0 vectorcontainstheparameters:
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_"P In ° "1
=[a._l •.. •.. boJ
The error vector, called the prediction error, is equal to:
e=y-FO
where the _ vectors are rows of the matrix F :
-1







-Y-1 --Y-2 -Y-3 Uo
-Yo --Y-1 -Y-2 Ul
-. Yl --Yo --Y-1 u2
-Y2 --Yl -Yo u3
• ... : :
-YN-1 --YN-2 --YN-3 UN
0 0 a 2





The estimation problem is a linear least square minimization problem, for which the solution is:
t9 = (WF) + Wy
3.1.3 Discussion
Topics are addressed which will be covered in more depth in subsequent sections.
System Order:
If the system order n is known, then of course use it, but often this is not the case. Even if it is known, or
at least approximately known, a lower order may be desired in order to obtain a reduced order model, or a
higher order may be desired just to make sure the poles of the system are represented. Determining the
order is an important practical problem. Four approaches that we have explored:
* Solve the LLS problem for different orders, stopping when the cost drops
significantly.
• Use the SVD to determine the rank of F. If the input columns have full rank, and the
matrix has column rank r, then the system order is n = r - (m + 1).
• From the a and b coefficients compute the Markov parameters, group these into a
Hankel matrix, and use the SVD to determine the rank of the Hankel matrix, which is
the system order•
• From the Markov parameters form a high order state space realization, compute a
balanced realization of this state space system, and then the rank of the Grammian
product is the system order• This is the best way to obtain a reduced order model due
to guarantees on stability and due to error bounds.
Any one of these methods will work just fine in the ideal case of data generated from models and
uncorrupted by noise• The last of these is least sensitive to noise.
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Numerator Order:
The numerator order m must also be selected. Usually it suffices just to set m = n or m = n - 1. A digital
system formed by sampling an analog systems preceded by a zero-order-hold, a very common occurrence,
will have m = n - 1. If the actual numerator order is less than the selected m, then some of the higher
order coefficients of the numerator will be estimated to be zero, or close to it, which is of little
consequence.
Number of Data Points:
There are p = n + m + 1 parameters to be estimated. The minimum number of pairs of input and output
data point needed is to estimate these parameters is p, plus the n initial conditions (u k for k = 0 ..... p and
Yk for k = -n ..... p ). If the initial condition are not known then p + n pairs of data points are needed
(u k and Yk for k = 0 ..... p + n ). Using the minimum amount of data makes the parameters very sensitive
to the data. This sensitivity is reduced by using the regression problem with N >> p.
Initial Conditions:
The problem is stated using initial conditions. If they are known, usually this means they are zero, include
them as shown above. One of the nice things about the time domain estimation problem is that the initial
conditions do not have to be known, in which case simply do not include the first n rows of e, y, and F.
The Input:
The columns of F that contain the input should have full column rank. If the initial conditions are used
then this will be true (as long as ui _ 0 for some i < N - m ), thanks to the triangle of zeros in the upper
right hand comer of F. If the initial conditions are not known and the first n columns of F are not
included, then the input columns might lose full rank. The consequence of losing rank is that the
numerator coefficients will not be accurately determined, and the system order cannot be determined.
This will happen, for example, if a step input is used. For this reason the input should be "sufficiently
exciting," which is another way of saying the input columns should have full column rank. Sine waves,
by the way, are not enough, though a sum of sines with at least m / 2 different frequencies will work.
Delay:
The system may have a delay, and even if not a pure delay, high order dynamics in the system can be
approximated as an "effective delay." The z-transform has a delay of n - m steps, which means the most
recent output that Yk depends on is Uk_(n_m). Setting the difference n - m is therefore one way to force
a delay. If the size of the delay is known to be d steps, then it is better to set m = n and multiply the
denominator by the "pure delay" z -d , and then just estimate the remaining a and b coefficients. In other
words, the estimation routine should be helped out by not requiring that the denominator parameters that
are known to be zero be part of the set of parameters to be estimated. This is simply done by shifting done
the input columns by d rows.
Simulation Error:
A common test is to run the measured input through the estimated system and then compare the output of
the simulation with the measured output. The resulting error, called the simulation error, is not the error
that is minimized by the LLS estimation problem. The problem as stated minimizes the one-step
prediction error. The problem can be reformulated to do minimize the simulation error, but then this
becomes a nonlinear problem. It is solved after further consideration of the linear problem.
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If thesystemchangestheparameterestimatesshouldalso.Theproblemasstated,however,startsat time
zeroandusesall of theavailabledata,in whichcasechangesto thesystemwill somehowbeaveraged.A
betterwayto respondto changesisjust to usethepreviousN data points; another way is to use a weight
with an exponential "forgetting factor."
Stability:
There is no guarantee that the estimated system is stable. Indeed, the ability to estimate an unstable
system can be considered an advantage of the method. The problem, however, is that systems known to
be stable can be estimated to be unstable. This can occur due to noise, or due to setting the system order
too high. In either case, it is quite typical for the estimated system to have right half plane (RHP) poles
and zeros that almost cancel.
Why 'does this happen? Qualitatively, the one-step prediction is not "hurt" much by instability. The
prediction is only one step, and a one step prediction error of an unstable system is not much different and
in fact may be smaller than for a stable system. The simulation error, however, will be dramatically
different, and even a "just barely" unstable estimated system can result in numerical overflow.
There is unfortunately no good solution to the "false stability" problem. Several steps are nevertheless
recommended to make a bad situation not quite as bad.
• If the system is known to be stable then the solution can be restricted to be stable.
First solve the unrestricted estimation problem. If the estimated system is unstable
then map the unstable poles to their stable mirror images (opposite sign real part for
Laplace domain poles, same phase inverse magnitude for z domain poles). This
mapping is equivalent to solving the estimation problem using the autocorrelation. As
a final step fix the pole locations and then resolve the estimation problem for just the
numerator coefficients.
• If the estimated system is stable then a reduced order model can be found via the
balanced realization that is guaranteed to be stable. Stability is therefore not
compromised when transforming the high order model.
• Start the one-step prediction estimation problem with different system orders. Choose
the one with the smallest simulation error.
3.1.4 Generalization
The one-step prediction problem is a starting point for the more general problem of parameter estimation.
An overview of different types of generalization is presented below.
Error Weight:
The problem as stated is actually quite general - the generality being the choice W of the error weight,
where:
e=W(FO-y)
The weight must be W > 0, so that the cost J = eTWe > O. The weight does not have to be inverfible.
Possible choices:
• Restrict the set of measured outputs by setting parts of W equal to zero. This is what
is done, for example, in "boxcar" averaging recursive estimation.
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* Set the weightto W =diag{o_N-k}. This is what is done, for example, in the
"exponential forgetting" version of the recursive estimation problem.
• Filter the signals by setting rows of W to shifted versions of the filter impulse
response. Filtering can be used to restrict the error to a given frequency range, or to
falter out noise known to exist in a certain frequency range.
• Replace sets of input and output signals with their average. This increases correlation
between input and output by averaging additive noise. Do this, for example, by
setting:
EaXnav°W= 0 (1 ... 1)lnavg
•_ ",.
• Switch to the frequency domain by setting the weight to the digital Fourier
transformation, where the ki element is:
Wla = e-ijk2x / N
• The shifted signals in the data matrix are the same as multiplying the tin-shifted
signal by z -t (except for a small end effect). Select a subset of the resulting Fourier
coefficients to restrict attention to a given set of frequencies. Increase coherence by
averaging adjacent frequency bins. Select a subset of averaged coefficients with the
highest coherence.
• Switch to the wavelet domain by setting the weight to a wavelet transformation. Use
either continuous or discrete wavelets. Select a subset of coefficients to restrict
attention to a given set of scales. Increase coherence by averaging scale coefficients
(for discrete wavelets this is the same as using lower scales).
In each one of these examples it is numerically faster to compute the transformations directly using the
input and output time series and then rebuild the data matrix. Filter the signals, for example, and then
rebuild the data matrix with the faltered signals. Use the FFT, for example, rather than the DFr, and then
rebuild the data matrix from the Fb"r coefficients.
Parameter Transformation:
Insert a transformation matrix U and its pseudo-inverse as shown below:
e=W( FUU+O- Y)
Use the pseudo-inverse because in general this transformation does not have to be invertible. The LLS
solution is:
U+O=(WFU) + (Wy)
If U is invertible then the original coefficients can be recovered by O=U(U-Io). Reasons to do this
transformation include:
• Select a reduced order set of parameters by defining U to select a subset of the
columns of F and the corresponding subset of coefficients. In this case U is not
invertible and the full order solution cannot be recovered.
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attention to the known parameters. For example, an integrator can be inserted by
fixing one of the poles at (z-1), or zeros can be fixed at (z + 1), considered the
digital version of infinity because they transform to infinity using the inverse bilinear
transformation.
• Change from coefficients in polynomials of z to coefficients of orthogonal
polynomials. This will improve the numerical condition of the estimation problem,
especially for high order problems. In this case the transformation U is invertible.
• Change from polynomials in z to polynomials in z-1 or 8=(z-1)/h or
8=(z-1)/(a_naxh) or s=(2/T)(z-1)/(z+l), and so on. This will improve the
numerical condition by shifting the poles away from a cluster around z = 1, and/or
will allow direct estimation of a Laplace transform. In this case the transformation U
is invertible.
Nonlinear Minimization:
The nonlinear minimization problem can be stated in general using the error:
e=f(O,u,y)
which is a function of the parameters, input and output. The version that we will be using is the
simulation error:
e = wC_- y)
where the simulated output is def'med by:
_(z) = G(Z)U(Z)
or equivalently by a difference equation. In this case the initial conditions must be known or be estimated
along with the parameters. Similar weights and parameter transformations as defmed above can be used
for the nonlinear problem.
3.2 Determining the System Order
3.2.1 Using Exhaustive Search
The standard form of the LLS estimation problem assumes the following orders are known:
m = numerator order
n = denominator order
Sometimes these quantities are not known, and one way to determine them is to perform an exhaustive
search (i.e., check each possible combination). Comments:
• Fill a two-dimensional table with costs J, and then pick the lowest n followed by the
lowest m where the cost is less than an acceptable threshold.
• Reduce the search from two to one dimension by setting m = n or m = n - 1
• Better would be an estimation method that allows the system order to be selected
after preliminary calculations that do not depend on the system order. Fortunately,
this can be done.
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3.2.2 UsingRankofDataMatrix
SetupthedatamatrixF using n larger than the expected system order. Set m = n and then the total
number of columns is 2n + 1. Assume that the input columns have full rank, and that the actual order of
the system is n1. The columns of F multiplied by parameters a/ for i > n 1 are linearly dependent on other
columns, because each element of these columns satisfies the difference equation:
Yk = -anl-l Yk-1 ..... aOYk-nl + bmuk-nl +m +"" + bouk-r_
The rank of the matrix will reduce by one for each of these dependent columns, and the actual system
order will reduce from n by the same amount. Say r is the rank of the matrix, and then the system order is:
n1 =r-(n+l)
3.2.3 Using Markov Parameters
For a digital system the Markov parameters are the impulse response of the system. The Markov
parameters can be computed from the a and b coefficients of the z-transform using a series expansion:
G(z) = bn +"" + bOz-n = h0 + hi z-1 + h2 z-2 +""
1+ an_l z-1... + ao z-n
The h coefficients are the Markov parameters. Multiply through by the denominator:
(bn+...+boz-n)=(l+an_lZ-X...+aoz-nl{ho+hlz-l+h2z-2+...)











o o .-- ho
o o ..
. ° • •
1 0 "-. hn b0
an_ 1 1 "'. /hn+l 0
bn-1
Invert the matrix with the a coefficients to determine the Markov parameters. Faster are to recursively
compute the Markov parameters. Once found, sort the Markov parameters into a Hankel matrix:
Hp= _ h3. "". hp+l
• •
hp+1 ... h2p_I
Itfollowsthattherankof H e isn forany p > n, and thereforea sufficientlyargeHankel matrixcan be
used todeterminethe system order.The singularvaluesarethe bestway to determinethe rank,and
furthermore,theEigensystemRealizationAlgorithm(ERA), which usesallofthepartsoftheSVD can be
usedtodeterminea statespacerealizationfthesystem.
3.2.4 Why the Minimum Norm Solution is not the Best Solution
The solution to the LLS estimation problem using the pseudo-inverse works for a data matrix of any rank,
always giving a parameter vector that is minimum norm. Therefore, one approach is to select n larger than
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thesystemorder.This is actuallya goodapproach,but thepointthat needsto bemadeis that extra
calculations are in fact needed because the minimum norm parameter vector is by itself not the best
solution. A simple example will suffice to make this point.
Consider the case where the system is known to be of the form G(z)= b/(z + a) but in the regression
problem orders n = 2 and m = 1 are selected. A transfer function of the form G(z) x (z + of) I(z + of) will
be estimated. The parameter vector is:
0 T=[a+of aof b ba]




Ideally this cr would be zero, because then the minimal order G(z) can trivially be obtained, but this is
not the case, because of = 0 only when a = 0. It follows that Iof I< 1, so at least the extra mode that is
selected by the regress problem is stable.
3.3 Initial Conditions
Parameter estimation using the one-step prediction problem works using the total solution to the
difference equation. This is important. We do not have to assume zero initial conditions. The system does
not need to start at rest. The solution works with any initial condition and with any input, with one caveat
- the input columns in the data matrix need to be full rank. A consequence of this generality is that the
parameter estimation problem can be used "midstream" in a maneuver.
Here this independence on the initial conditions is established, and then we argue that even though the
parameter estimates do not depend on the initial conditions, the initial conditions are still important.
3.3.1 Why they do not Matter for Prediction Error
The parameter estimation solution for the one-step prediction error problem is 0 = (FW)+Wy, where the
matrix F and vector y built from the time series samples u k and Yk • The time series by def'mition of
the problem satisfies the difference equation, and is therefore a total solution of the equation. The total
solution takes into account the initial conditions, whatever they may be, zero or not. The matrix solution
works for any solution of the difference equation, and therefore the parameters do not depend on the
initial conditions.
The above statement, while true, does constitute a mathematical proof. We will not attempt a rigorous
proof, but will do so for a special case, which is suggestive of a general proof. Take the case where n = 1
and m = 1, and then:
Yk-2 uk-27[a q FY_-,q
Yk-1 Uk-l JLbJ=L Yk J








yk-2 JL yk J
Yk-z JLa bJL Yk-1 J
[:]
where A = Yk_2Uk_l - Yk_lUk_2 . What this shows is that any two sets of inputs and outputs can be used to
estimate the parameters. There is no dependence on the initial conditions.
3.3.2 Why they do Matter for Simulation Error
The initial conditions are needed in order to simulate the identified system using the measured input, in
order to try to duplicate the measured output. In other words, we need to know the initial conditions to use
simulation to check validity. The resulting error between the measured and simulated output is called the
simulation error. This is another measure of "goodness," and arguably a better measure than the one-step
prediction error. The simulation error indicates how well the estimated system will respond to different
inputs, not just one step in the future, but for all future time.
There is a subtle point that needs to be made about where to start the estimation problem. If the initial
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If the initial conditions are not known, however, then the estimation problem should start with k = n :
ynlryn,....yoUmUO
e=y-FO= i :





Sometimes these first n equations can make the difference between having full and reduced rank input
columns. This will be the case, for example, if an ideal step input is used.
3.3.3 Estimating the Initial Conditions
If the transfer function parameters are known, then these parameters and the data can be used to estimate
the initial conditions• Several ways to do so are listed.
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Use the data uk and Yk for k > n to estimate the transfer function parameters. Then use the parameters
and the data for 0 < k < n to estimate the initial conditions. Consider the case n = 3 and m = 2, from
which the general solution can be inferred. The difference equations for the first three outputs are:
r01I yl-y 0 0 0
y,/--/-,o -y-,-y-2 uo 0 0







I_ al a2]IY-3 ] [1 0 O1FYo1 [i 0 O1Fuo1a0 al ]/ -2 =- a2 1 011 Yl / + 0 0//uX/
0 aojLy_ 1 al a2 IJLy2 J b20JLue j
Invert the matrix on the left to solve for the initial conditions. The inverse exists if a 0 _e 0. The matrix
equation for the general nth order system is:
[! lIl[: °lliaoa, ,_, , 0 Ol[YoI F o ....a0 ]'. i i _ a2 1 "'. Yl + 1 bn "" i• ,. , .". ". a1l/y_=/ • . " • ", ". 0
• .. 0 ao JLY-IJ 1 "'" a2 IJLy,,-1J L b_ ... bn_1 b,,jku__lj
The initial conditions are used to compute the initial condition response for k > 0, which subtracted from
the total response gives the forced response.
Use the First n Inputs and Outputs As A Surrogate for the Initial Conditions:
Again use the input and output data for k > n to estimate the transfer function parameters. Compute the
total response for k > n using just the input and output data from 0 < k < n. In other words, use the
existing input for 0 < k < n, and then set uk = 0 for k > n. The total response for k > n is equivalent to
the initial condition response as computed above. The initial condition and forced responses can then be
separated for k > n. This method has two advantages, extra calculations are not needed, and the result is
not sensitive to the determination of system order.
Use All of the Data to Estimate the Initial Conditions:
Using just the first n data points makes the estimated initial condition sensitive to these data points. Better
is to use all of the data to setup a regression problem, the solution of which is the estimated initial
conditions. Use the data for k > n to estimate the parameters of the system. Simulate the system n + 1
times for k >__0 and label the outputs as follows:
= zero initial conditoin response to input u
Yl "- response to initial condition Y-1 = 1





This completes the setup of the regression problem. Use the same weight used to estimate the system
parameters, and then:
Xo = (WP )+ [W (y - _v)]
Use State Space Methods to Estimate the Initial Conditions:
The output of the digital state space system is:
k-1
Yk = CA kxo + _ cA k-l-i Bui
i=O
Def'me _ as the zero initial response and setup the regression problem:
y = S,+ CA:_2
From which:
xo = (WP )+ [W (y - _) ]
3.4 Implementation of LLS Estimation Using Recursive Least Squares
The parameter estimate at step k can be efficiently computed in terms of the estimate at the previous step.
The resulting savings in computation time is a major benefit and has been one of the key reasons why the
one-step parameter estimation method is popular. The problem statement in Section 3.A defmed data for
time steps 0 < i < N - 1. The recursive version of the problem defines the data for k - N < i < k - 1, with
the objective being to estimate the next output Yk- In the following define:
I N1irkN 11&=
T L yk J
The parameter estimate at time k using the square un-weighted solution is:
Ok=(ATAk)-l(mTbk)
Always using the previous N data points is called "boxcar" estimation, because the rectangular time
window looks something like a boxcar rolling down the time line. The boxcar version of the problem
adapts to changes in the system. Using all of the available data means that N grows with each step, and
this is called "stationary" estimation, because this version of the estimation problem is appropriate for a
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old data. This is the subject of the following section.
We will present the recursive solution to the estimation problem but consider first a straightforward but
naive implementation of the square solution. The matrix A k is of order N × p, where p = n + m + 1 is the
number of parameters. The required computations are:
X = A_A k requires Np 2 multiplications
Y = ATbk requires Np multiplications
Pk = X-1 requires p3 multiplications
Ok = PkY requires p2 multiplications
Total multiplications are p3 + (N + 1)p 2 + Np.
This is not terrible, because usually p is small, but with little extra work we can do better. Use the outer
product to compute the intermediate terms X and Y :
x
Y = Affbk = _k-NYk-N +"" + (bk-lYk
And hence:
X = Xprev--_k_N_I_T_N_I q-_k_l_T_l requires 2p 2 multiplications
Y = Yprev - _k-N-lYk-N-1 + ¢k-lYk requires 2p multiplications
Pt: = X-1 requires p3 multiplications
Olc=PkY requires p2 multiplications
Total multiplications are p3 + 3p2 + 2p.
The boxcar version of the problem (shown above) subtracts off the terms at step k - N. The stationary
version of the problem does not subtract off these terms. The matrix inversion dominates either version of
the problem, but as long as the total number of multiplications is less than about 10,000 (p less that about
25) then with circa 2003 PC computers this does not pose a real-time problem. More likely p will be less
than 10.
The computational burden can be reduced still further, resulting in what is known as the "Recursive Least
Square" algorithm. The key step is to use the Matrix Inversion Lemma:










Pk = Pk-1 Pk-l_)k-l(_k-lPk-1
TI+O -IPk-lOk-1
Thus the matrix inversion can be updated with just a scalar inversion. The estimated parameter vector is:
Ok = Pk A_ b_
Substitute for Pk and A_b k and it follows non-easily that:
1+ _ff_lPk_k_l
This is the parameter update. There are some common terms that can be grouped together, and at each
step the following calculations are made:
¢k-1 = Pk-l(bk-1 requires p2 multiplications
Vk-1 = ¢k-1 (1 + ¢_-1¢k-1 )-1 requires 2p multiplications
Ok = Ok-1 + Vk-1 (Yk --#T-10k-1) requires 2p multiplications
-V T p2Pk = Pk-1 k-l¢_-I requires multiplications
Yk = _T/_k requires p multiplications
Total multiplications are 2p 2 + 5p
This recursive algorithm has reduced the problem from order three to order two, increasing the number of
estimated parameters (within the budget of 10,000 multiplications per step) from about 25 to 70, which is
about a three-fold increase. This improvement is not quite the Holy Grail of linear algebra, but still quite a
good thing. The Holy Grail is a reduction down to order 1.
3.5 Exponential Weighting
An alternative to boxcar weighting is exponential weighting. The advantage of exponential weighting is
less data storage - you don't have to keep the old data around in order to subtract it off N steps later.
Perhaps not a big advantage these days, but let us continue. The exponential weight is introduced into the
cost function:
k
Jk= E ¢tk-i(yk-Yk) 2
i=k-N + l
What is the time constant? This is the number of steps until the weight equals e -1 , in other words, m such
that a m = e -1 which is:
m =-1/intr [steps]
Set the step size to h seconds and then the time constant in seconds is:
r = mh = -h / In _ [sees]
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Inthreetimeconstantstheweightisdown toabout5%. Data beforethreetimeconstantshas littleeffect,




where W k is a diagonal matrix with the weights:
1)
The weighted linear least square solution is:
where:
The update equations at each step change to:'
ATwkAtc T=aALlWk-IAk-1+
ATWkbk =_4-1Wk-lbk-1 + _k-lYk
Apply the Matrix Inversion Lemma as before to get:
1 [ Pk-l_k-l_-lPk-1 1
Pk =-_LPk-I O[+ d_lPk_l@k_l
8k=Ok-l'4 Pk-l_bk-lT (yk-q)T-lok-1 )
These are modest changes to the unweighted problem, increasing the number of multiplications by p2,
to a total of 3p 2 +5p.
3.6 Minimizing the Simulation Error (Nonlinear Minimization)
3.6.1 Problem Statement
A linear shift invariant digital system is characterized by the z-transform:
and the difference equation:
y(z) = bm zm +'"'l'b 0
u(z) z n + an_lzn-1... + a0
Yk = --an-l Yk-1 ..... aOYk-n + b, nuk-n+m +"" + boUk-n
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Giventhetimeseriesu i and Yi defined for i = 0 ..... N - 1, the objective is to estimate the parameters of
the difference equation and the initial conditions Y-n to Y-1 that minimize:
N-1
J = _ (Yi - Yi )2
i=0
where Yi is the simulation error:
Yi = -an-a Yi-1 ..... aOYi-n + bmui-n*m + " "+ boui-n
The simulation error problem differs from the one-step prediction error problem in the following way:
• The previous outputs used to compute Yi are estimated outputs - not measured
outputs. This problem tries to match the measured output by playing back just the
input through the estimated system.
• The initial conditions are included in the parameters to be identified. If the initial
conditions are known, then they can be removed from the list of parameters to be
identified.
3.6.2 Solution
This is a nonlinear minimization problem. Use the general solution, with partial derivatives specific to







oT = ( y-n "'" Y-1 an-1 "'" aO bm
_i =(Ui ".. UO)
We need to compute the partial derivative of f(O,_i) with respect to the parameters. Rather than use the
function f(O,_i) directly it is better to use the recursive formula for the output. The partial derivatives
with respect to the z-transform parameters, for i = 0..... N - 1:
_i-n for j = 1..... n
..... , a0 _an_ j
t)Yi = _i-1
Oan_ j --Yi-j -- an-1 Oan_ j
t)Yi _i-1 _i-n for j = 0..... m
_bra_j = ui_ j - an_ 1 Obm_ j ao Obm_ j
These partial derivatives are respectively the signals --Yi-j and ui_ j passed through a system with just
the denominator of the identified z-transform:
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Partial(z) = z r'-j
_(z) z" +a,__lzn-l'"+ao
The initial conditions of this denominator-system are zero. The partial derivatives with respect to the
initial conditions, for i = 0,..., N - 1:
_i _i-1 _i-n
_=-a-an_ 1...... ao_ for j=-n ..... -1
Oy_j Oy_j ay_j
where:
- .. for O<i<_n-ja = 0an-J-z otherwise
This is the initial condition response of the denominator-system.
3.6.3 Partial Derivatives for First Order Problem






Yi t)Yi [ Oa _i / Ob _i / _Y-1
aY-1 Y-1 0 a
a2y_l + bu 0 2ay-1 uo a 2
a3 y_l + abu 0 + bu 1 3a2y_l + bu 0 auo + u 1 a 3
a4y_l + a2buo + abu I + bu 2 a 44a3y_l + 2abu 0 + bUl a2 uo + au 1 + u 2
The derivatives can be computed directly from the expansions of Yi, or from the difference equations
defined earlier.
3.7 Time Domain Estimation Examples
3.7.1 Ideal, Low Order Problem
The unweighted, LLS, one-step prediction, time domain parameter estimation problem is demonstrated
using a known system with data created by simulation. The system is the F-15 Active fighter aircraft,
longitudinal axis, short period approximation, linearized at Mach 0.9, h=30000, U0=895 ft/sec,
alpha0=-l.84 deg:
 ?l:r xli:l
"_t q [.7.1125 -.7770 +
1
"-.1199 -.0297 -.0290 d_
-12.44 6.346 -3.104J/ can l
La.ozJ
where:
tr [deg] = angle of attack
q [deg/sec] = pitch rate
O [deg] = pitch attitude
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8stab [rad] = stabilator
8can [rad] = canard
8noz [rad] = nozzle
8e = 8stae - 8co_ + 8noz [rad] = effective elevator
Ideal actuators and sensors are assumed and a pitch SCAS is implemented as shown in Figure 128:
Figure 128. F-15 Active Pitch SCAS (Low Order Approximtion)
With gains of [kq ko] =-.435x[1 3.5] the open and closed loop responses are:
q__ = -21.9(0.993)
Open loop: 8e (-1.8)(3.53)
e -21.9(0.993)
Closed loop: _ = (1.55)(3.39)(6.32)
It is seen that the pitch SCAS stabilizes the unstable short period mode. The analog closed loop system is
discretized using the ZOH equivalence and then simulated as shown in Figure 129. (The input is bandpass
noise from 0.1 to 10 rad/sec, 3 seconds of zero on either end, no taper, sample period = 20 msec.)
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Figure 129. Time Domain Estimation (F-15 Active)
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Figure 130. Time Domain Estimation with Non-Zero Initial Conditions
3.7.2 Ideal, High Order Problem
Expand the F15 example by using fifth order aircraft model and by including actuator and sensor models,
but keep the estimation problem ideal by using simulated data. The pitch SCAS is shown in Figure 131:
<
/.o1-1 _ JaJd al C q fq _ I dt
Figure 131. F-15 Active Pitch SCAS (High Order)
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The additional variables not in the low order problem are:
v [ft/sec] = forward velocity
h [ft] = altitude
qs [deg/sec] = sensed pitch rate
0s [deg] = sensed pitch attitude
fa (s) = r_OXa/[(a,COa] = actuator model with (a = 0.707, (.oa = 30 rad/sec
fd (s) = (Z_dS2 - 6Zd s + 12) I(V_ s2 + 6Vds + 12) = 2 _ order Pad6 of delay with vd = 0.05 see
fq(S)=Co_ I[(q,Ogq] = pitch rate sensor model with (q =0.707, Ogq= 300 rad/sec
fe(s) = co_/[(0,too] = pitch attitude sensor model with _"o = 0.707, o90 = 100 rad/sec
Of course the model can get even more complicated with higher order and separate actuator models,
structure dynamics, and structure filters, and so on. Selected transfer functions are:
q = -21.9(0)(0.00165)(0.0165)(0.992)




O -2.19e5(0.00165)(0.0165)(0.992)[0.707,30] [0.866, 69.3] [0.707,300]
Closed loop: "7-- =
(0.00134)(0.0166)(1.4)(3.73)[0.203,10.9] [0.759, 59.8](64.1)[0.706,100][0.707,300]%
Apply the same input as in Figure 129 and then estimate the transfer function. A plot of the raw and
estimated outputs has a pixel or two difference between them, with both outputs looking just about the
same as in Figure 129, and so a new figure is not needed. The estimation routine reported a one-step
prediction error of 5.6e-8 and a simulation error is 0.991. The estimated transfer function converted from
the z-domain to the Laplace domain is:
e 1.91e-6(0.995)[0.704,30](77.7)(-400)(457)(-506)[0.793,2.57e3](-1.28e4)
8ec (1.32)(3.76)[0.205,11] [0.844, 59.6] [0.751,101](2.78e3)(2.48e4)
The mid frequency modes between about 0.1 and 100 rad/sec are well represented, but not exactly,
differing in the second or third significant digit. The lower and higher frequency modes are either missed
or not correctly located. Of course these low and high frequency modes make precious little contribution
to the output response, but the point is that the exact model is no longer estimated. The setup of the
estimation problem used 10 poles, a relative difference of one, and used scaling and orthogonal
polynomials. The high order estimation using a two second segment of data did almost as well.
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It is seen that matching the time response is easier then matching the pole and zero locations, which is a
common theme in the world of estimation.
3.7.3 LOCATS Pitch Response From Fixed Base Simulator Data
An objective of this project is to test estimation methods using data from flight simulators and flight tests.
Here we use data from a hardware-in-the-loop manned flight simulator for a large military transport, Run
68 from the LOCATS data base described in Volume II of this study. The simulator is represented in the
Figure 132 block diagram
DLON




Figure 132. Manned Flight Simulator
v
The pilot inputs are DLON and DLAT, the longitudinal and lateral stick positions in inches. There is a
turbulence input, turned on for this run, and there is also an auto-throttle loop turned on for this run. The
auto-throttle loop is an internal feedback inside the main block. Here the interest is the closed loop
response from DLON to Q and THE, respectively pitch rate and pitch attitude. The simulator is 6 DOF
nonlinear, with a full aero model and nonlinear actuator models, the actual flight computers, and the
actual stick. The stick has a deadband, friction, and preload, worse in the lateral axis, but still present in
the longitudinal axis. We have not tried to extract a linear model from the simulator documents, and so we
do not have a "truth" model for this example. The flight condition for this run is lightweight cruise. The
input is from a pilot performing a pitch-tracking task.
The time responses compared with the estimated output are shown in Figure 133a. The fifth order
identified transfer function for pitch attitude is:
THE = -0.00537(-9.91)(41.9)(-100)(-133)(1.53e3)
DLON (0.0795)(3.21)[0.507,131](595)
The fit is better when a higher order transfer function is used, but not significantly. The most notable
feature in the estimated response is a significant low frequency error.
Switch to the pitch rate, and the estimated output has a better fit. The estimated transfer function is:
Q = 5.43(10.1)(- 11.6)(-100)[-0.862,197]
DLON [0.317,5.06][0.172,105](8.3 le3)
The dominant poles should be the same, or at least close, but this did not happen. The two output signals
have synchronization errors, with many samples being help for two cycles, resulting in an increased
signal-to-noise ratio. Pitch rate does better because it has more energy in the mid-frequency range. The
frequency response of THE/DLON and the integrated Q/DLON are compared in Figure 133b. A
significant difference is seen in the 1 to i0 rad/sec frequency range.
Better estimation is needed, which is a good reason to switch to the frequency domain.
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a) Time Responses
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b) Frequency Responses (of estimated transfer functions)
Figure 133. Time Domain Estimation of Q/DLON and THE/DLON
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The parameters to be estimated are coefficients of the z-transform:
G(z)= b,nZm+'''+bo
Zn + an_lzn-1... + a0
or equivalently the coefficients of the difference equation:
Yk =-(an-Irk-1 +'"+aOYk-n)+(bmUk+m-n +'"+bou k-n )
The linear estimation problem minimizes the weighted cost J = eBWe with the error:
e=y-FO
The vector y and the matrix F are built up from measurements of Yk and uk
parameter vector is:
oT=(an_l'"aobrn'"bo)
In this Section the error vector is generalized to:
e=[y
and U
for O< k < N . The
1111
are both the identity matrix. The problem variations arewhich reduces to the former when R
determined by the choices:
R = restrictions
W = error weight
U = parameter transformations
It is rare that setting each of these weights to identity gives the best solution - usually just for low order
academic problems. Choices for each of the weights are presented.
4.1 Error Weights
The error weight has been defined as part of the original problem. Now it is time to show that this weight
is quite powerful.
4.1.1 Time Variations
The error weight can be defined to implement boxcar estimation. Define W to be a diagonal matrix with
ones and zeros on the diagonal that selects the previous N inputs and outputs. The parameter estimates
will then change if the system changes. The point to be made is that this variation of theestimation
problem amounts to an appropriate selection of the error weight. Another point to make is that the
solution in this case and for most cases that we will consider can be computed more efficiently than by
just blindly using the general equations. Here the famous recursive solution to the estimation problem is a
much more efficient implementation of the general solution.
Similarly, the error weight can be defined to implement estimation with an exponential "forgetting
factor." Define W = diag{a'N-i}, so that previous inputs and outputs are multiplied by successively
higher powers of or, where 0 < o_< 1. This solution can also be implemented recursively.
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4.1.2 Averaging
Adjacentinputsandoutputscanbe averagedandthe averagevaluescanbe usedto estimatethe
parameters.Usethefollowingerrorweighttocomputearunningaverageof navg adjacent values:
W1/2 = 1
navg
1 0 ......... 0-
1 1 0 "'. "'. "'.
"_ ".° ",° "° "., °.
1 "'. 1 1 0 "'.
0 1 "'. 1 1 "'.
*. °.° °.. "°° "°° °.°
The total weight is:
W = wTI2w 1/2
and where W T/2 is the transpose of W 112 . The system that is estimated will be the same due to
superposition and time invariance. In other words, the averaged output due to the averaged input will be
the same as computing the averaged output from shifted versions of the input computed separately. This
averaging will reduce the signal to noise ratio if a frequency separation exists between the signal and
noise.
4.1.3 Filtering
The running average is an example of the more general operation of filtering. Use the same filter on both
the input and output:
k k
Uk = _Uifk-i , Yk = _ Yifk-i
i=0i=0
This is the same as using the error weight:
°°°1fx f0
°°l °°° °
and where the total weight is W = wTI2w 112 . It is more efficient to compute the falter response once and
then build up the estimation problem using the output of the falters. This faltering will reduce the signal to
noise ratio if a frequency separation exists between the signal and noise.
4.2 Frequency Domain Estimation
4.2.1 Transforming to the Frequency Domain
Linear least squares estimation in the time domain minimizes the one-step prediction error. The same
problem can be posed in the frequency domain. Here we define a weight that transforms the time domain
problem into the frequency domain. It will turn out that the weight is a factored version of the identity
matrix, and so the transformed problem will give exactly the same answer.
Def'me the digital Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse:
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N-! . t_-i
i _" X Ajk 2_/N
Xk = 2 xie-ijk2_v/N , xi ='N /, k _
i=O k=O
The DFT can equivalently be written as a vector inner product:
 Ix°lXk=(1 .-. z_"(_-1_ i
k.XN-l )
where Zk = e jk2z/N • Build up the weight using the row vectors of the inner product. Define the weight as
W =wH/2w1/21N where:
wl/2=[ W_ 1, wT=(I ...Z -k(N-1))
Lw _,J
Multiplying by the weight W 112 is equivalent but slower to using the Fast Fourier Transform (FF1O, so of
course in the implementation we will use the FFT, and the weight is a theoretical device that will not
actually be implemented. The division by N is needed because wffwk = N. It follows that the total
weight W = I, so by using this weight the solution is not changed. What this weight allows us to do is
transform the error to the frequency domain:
E = wl/2e = W I/2 (FO- y) = W1/2FO- Y
The solution in terms of the transformed error is:
The optimal cost is equivalently stated in the time and frequency domain:
j =eT e= EH EI N
This equivalence is called Parseval's theorem.
To summarize, the DFT has been computed of the output vector y and each of the columns of the data
matrix F, which transforms the problem to minimizing the frequency domain error between the output
and one-step predicted output. With these transformations the time and frequency domain solutions are
exactly the same, but there is as yet there is no practical benefit to doing this transformation. There soon
will be, however, when a subset of the frequency response is used to triter the measurements, and
averaging in the frequency domain is used to reduce the effects of noise. In addition, under certain
conditions that we now explore the DFT of the input and output only needs to be computed once.
4.2.2 The Transformed Data Matrix
The data matrix from the time domain problem is:
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F= , _tT---(-Yi-1 .... Yi-n Ui+m-n "'" Ui-n)
-1
A key observation is that the columns of F are delayed versions of the input and output, and it will turn
out under certain conditions that:
 :i-y(z-1 u(zm- z- )l
where z -1 is the shift operator. If these as yet unnamed conditions are true, it follows that:
W l'2F= , _k =[(zk "1 ... Zkn)yk (Zr -n ... Zkn)Uk]
-1
The FFT of the input and output only have to be computed one time and then the data matrix is built up
from the FFT coefficients and the powers of the digital frequencies. In addition, we can divide through by
U k , call Gk = Yk / Ut the estimated frequency response of the system, and transform the problem into
one of minimizing the frequency response of the system.
Now let us examine the conditions for which the above equation is true. Expand one of the elements of








=(y_2+z-kly_l)--z-£N (yN_2+ YN_lZ'kl)+z-k2 __. yizki
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extra terms to be zero 'i=°Iyk
Note that Zk N -- 1, and then it follows for m = n that:
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Therefore, the equation is true if tzk = 0 and flk = 0. Basically, the first and last n inputs and outputs
need to be zero. If so, the solution of the frequency domain estimation problem using this equation will be
exactly the same as the time domain, one-step prediction error minimization problem.
4.3 Restrictions
Restrictions are used when parts of the transfer function have a fixed form, such as a known relative
order, a delay, an integrator, and/or zeros at inf'mity. In each of these cases the practical affect is to reduce
the number of parameters for the estimation problem. The error vector is:
e = y -FRO
and the solution of the LLS estimation problem is:
O=(WFR)+(Ws)
4.3• 1 Relative Order
The relative order of the z-transform G(z) is the difference n-m. This difference corresponds to a
digital delay of n - m steps, in the sense that the input u k does not affect the output until that many steps
later. One way to interpret the numerator is as an nth order polynomial with the high order coefficients
restricted to be zero. The estimation problem can be setup using the nth order polynomial and then




an-]" ao I[i° °IRO = 0 a° = :1 b,. o
_;o;
You could form this R matrix and carry out the matrix multiplication FR, but it is easier to just select the
last m columns of the input. This is what we have been doing all along.
4.3.2 Delay
Assume that the input is delayed by d steps, which changes the z-transform to:
G(z) = bnzn +"'+bo z -d
Z n + an_lzn-1... + a 0
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Theorderof thesystemincreasesto n + d, but there is no need to have the estimation problem find the






RO= _ = i
o
This restriction looks the same as used above to define a relative order, but this time the extra zeros
"belong" to the denominator. The error vector is:
- YO ] "--Y-1 .... Y-n Um-n-d "'" U-n-d " an-1
i_ : "..: : "..:
I
e = y- FRO = 1 -Yn-2 .... Y-1 Um-l-d "'" U-l-d ao
--Yn-1 .... YO Um-d "'" U-d bm
" "'. " " "'. " i
_ YN ] -YN-1 .... YN-n UN+m-n-d "'" UN-n-d. _ bo
The best way to form the matrix FR is just to shift the input down by d steps. There is no need to actually
multiply the original matrix F by a bunch of ones and zeros.
Converting From Analog to Digital Delay:
Consider the case where an analog system with a delay of _" seconds is converting to a digital system




Figure 134. Conversion of an Analog System using a Zero Order Hold
The z-transform has the form:
y(z) = bnz n +"'+bo z-d
u(Z) Zn + an_lzn-1... + a0
The order n is the same as the order of the analog system. The analog delay is:
_=dA-g
where A is the sample period and 0 < # < A. The analog delay is g less than d full sample periods. Note
that both the numerator and denominator polynomials have the same order n.
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Estimating the Delay:
Step through different values of d and choose the delay that gives the smallest error. Decrease the number
of times the linear problem is solved by using a trisection search for the minimizing delay.
4.3.3 Zeros at Infinity
Define the z-transform to be of the form:
G(z) = (Z-F1)n-m(bmzm -t-...-I-bo)
z n ..l-an_l zn-1 +... +bo
The zeros at z = -1 are called "zeros at infinity." The numerator is nth order but only m parameters need
to be estimated. Define the restricted set of parameters:
where for m = 2 and n - m = 1 :





0 1 2 b0
0 0 1
A pattern emerges; the columns of R u contain coefficients of (z +1) n-m . The easiest way to form the
product FR is to successively add columns of u.
Interpretation of Zeros At Infinity Using Laplace Transforms:
Def'me the Laplace transform:
dm sm +... + d o
Ga,_o_ (s) =
S n + Cn_lsn-1... + Co
The relative order n - m equals the number of zeros at infinity. The term "zero at infinity" means that for
large s the magnitude of the transfer function approaches zero. Defining an "order" for this zero has the
interpretation that for large s the transfer function is approximated by d m /s n-m . The relative order
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determines the high frequency characteristics of the Laplace transform. The magnitude has a high
frequency roll-off of 20(n- m) dB/dec and the phase asymptotically approaches -90(n- m) degrees.
Now convert the Laplace transform to the z-domain using the bilinear transformation:
G(z) = Ganalog (s) l s=.(21h)(z-1)
(z+l)
where h is the sample period, and to go the other way:
s+21hG log (s)= a(z)lz=.--
-s+21h
The z-transform will have a set of zeros at z = -1 :
-.
G(z) =
Z n +an_l zn-1 +...+b 0
These zeros are considered to be "digital zeros at infinity." The z-transform can be defined to have n - m
digital zeros at infinity, which will in turn specify the high frequency behavior of the corresponding
Laplace transform.
Interpretation Using the Difference Equation:
The difference equation for the digital system with n - m zeros at infinity is:
Yk =--(an-Irk-1 +'"+aOYk-n)+(bmvk +'"+boVk-m)
where the altered input vk is defined by the binomial expansion:
where:
v(z) = (1+ z-1)n-mu(z)
Vk =ll k +Uk_ 1 for n-m=l
and in general:
Vk = u k + 2Uk_ 1 + Uk_ 2 for n -- m = 2
vk = J Uk_j , where =
,. (p-q)!q!
Start with the input uk , from this compute the altered input vk , and then from the altered input form the
columns of the data matrix F used in the estimation problem.
4.3.4 Integrators




Thepolesat z = +1 are integrators. Tne numerator is n + r :h-




order but only n parameters need to be
where for n = 3 and r = 1 :
and for n=2 and r=2
i101iiia l11oa2Ry = 0 -1 1 al







Again a pattern emerges; this time the columns of Ry contain coefficients of (z - 1)r • The easiest way to
form the product FR is to successively subtract the columns of y. The corresponding Laplace transform
is:
Ganalog (s) =
dins m +... + d o
sr (sn +Cn_lsn-1...+Co)





4.4• 1 LLS Solution with Parameter Transformation
The original error is:.
e=y-FO
A transformation can be placed between the data matrix F and the parameter vector 0 :
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-1
e = y - FUsmallerUsmallerO
It tams out, however, to be more useful to transform a combination of the data matrix F and the output
vector y:
e=[y -F]UU-1I_ 1
This is the parameter transformation that we will use. To find the parameter vector that minimizes the
error first define:
[y -F]U=[yI -FI] , U-1Ill=I_I
LI"J k'nJ
so that:
e =//Yl - F161
and therefore the transformed parameter vector is:
=/.l(WF1) + (WYI)
The coefficient/l is not known apriori, but can be computed from the first row of:
Resulting in:
/a = [1-U(1,2: p)81]/U(1,1)
and where p is the dimension of the square matrix U. In the case where the transformation matrix U is
diagonal or lower triangular, which wiU happen sometimes, then /1 can be computed apriori to be
,u -- 1/U (1,1). Finally, the untransformed parameters are:
4.4.2 Scaling
Scaling can reduce the dynamic range of polynomial coefficients. Start with:
G(z) = bmzm+"" + bo
Zn + an_l zn-1 +... + a 0
Scale by replacing z by crz :
G(ctz) = bm°t'm-n zm +"" + botT_-n
Zn + an_lOC-lz n-1 +... + ao_-n
The scaling is implemented using the diagonal transformation matrix:
U =diag{1... am _-n ... tz-n}
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Polesandzerosat zi are transmrxneo to z i t u. Scaling is more important for _aplace transtorms...........then z-
transforms. A good value to use for scaling is _ = comax , where o)max is the highest frequency of interest.
4.4.3 Orthogonal Polynomials
Better numerical properties for estimation can be achieved by transforming regular polynomials to
orthogonal polynomials. The transfer function is equivalent to:
G(z) = dmPm (z) +"" + d o
CmPn(Z)+'"+c 0
where the pi(z)'s are orthogonal polynomials. Chebyshev polynomials are recommended, and the
transformation matrices are defmed in the Mathematical Tools Section. The Chebyshev transformation
matrix for the case n = m = 3 is:
V 4 0 001
=/0 200/
U=diag{U aUb} , where U a=U b /_ 30 10|
LO -101d
The transformation matrix is lower triangular with It=11U(1,1)=21-n . When estimating Laplace
transforms scaling should first be done using tz = COmax .
4.4.4 Delta Transformation (the Forward Rectangular Transformation)
The poles and zeros of a z-transform cluster around z = +1, causing loss of precision for high order
systems. The delta transformation is:
z-1
aT
where T [seconds] is the sample period. This transformation shifts the poles and zeros so they are centered
around z = 0 and then scales them. The scaling coefficient tt = 1 makes the delta transformation the same
as the forward rectangle approximation of the derivative, and hence the alternative name.
The delta transformation can be implemented using the matrix U =diag{U a Ub}, which separately
transforms the numerator and denominator. To derive the transformation matrix we will fLrst examine first
and second order polynomials, from which a general pattern is deduced. Reduce the algebraic clutter a bit
by setting fl = aT, so that the delta transformation becomes 8 = (z - 1) / ft. The transformed polynomials
are:
o h
(z 1)(_)=(z 1);(11 1)(1 1;(b 0)=(t_ 1)U_-I (_3
Ub Uff1
° II1) -2 fl 0 ]i2flflO//bl/=(8281)Ub "1
1 ."-fl fl2)L1 19__)LboJ b0
Ub U_
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Columnsi = 1..... m + 1 of U b contain coefficients of [(z - 1)/ fl]m+l-i. The transformation matrix Ub is
computed using the Matlab commands:
m=5 ;
beta=2 ;
Ub=zeros (re+l, re+l) ;
Ub (re+l, re+l) =I ;
for i=m:-i :I
Ub (i :m+l, i) = ( [Ub (i+l :m+l, i+l) ; O] -Ub (i :m+l, i+l) )/beta;
end
The transformation matrix U a is computed similarly with n in place of m. The total transformation matrix
is lower triangular with//= 1/U(1,1) = a -n .
Scaling:
Suggested scaling:
or= 1 is no scaling. The digital zero at infinity, z =-1, is transformed to [81= 2IT. This choice
makes the delta transformation the same as the forward rectangle approximation of a
derivative. A problem with this choice is the transformed coefficients may have a large
dynamic range, which is why the freedom of setting t_ to something other than unity is
included.
a= 2IT shifts z = -1 to 181=1. The dynamic range is reduced, and the transformed frequencies
are less than unity. Keeping [81< 1 makes this a good ftrst step for the Chebyshev
transformation. The problem is that over the frequency range of interest it may be the
case that 18 I<<1, particularly when T is very small, and therefore ...
ct=r.Omax shifts z =-1 to 18l=2/(COmaxT), where Ograax< 2/T rad/sec is the largest frequency
of interest. The transformed frequencies of interest cover more of the range [6 [< 1 over
which the Chebyshev polynomials are orthogonal.
a _ e "ia_'_T -ll/T shifts z = e jc°'_xT to 161 = 1, and makes even better use of the transformed
frequency range 18 [< 1. Note that in the limit as T --> 0 it follows that tr --->COmax .
The delta transformation is a scaled Laplace transform, where s = aS. This suggests that the transformed
LLS problem can be used to estimate the coefficients of a Laplace transform. The delta transformation
just defined is one of several ways to get to the Laplace transform, and not the best way, with the bilinear
transformation being preferred, and so we generalize the delta transformation and show how it is used to
convert between analog and digital systems.
4.5 Digital to Analog Transformations
The transformation matrix U can be used to convert the estimation problem from z-transforms tO Laplace
transforms. You can estimate the z-transform coefficients and then transform the result, or as shown here
you can directly compute the coefficients of the Laplace transform. The transformations of interest here
are"
Forward Rectangle 6 z- 1=-- Z = l+a_b'T
aT
Backward Rectangle 6 =--z - 1 z= 1
zaT 1- a_/"
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:,'_ /s'_v"r,_,',:_ "1", .,_J_'_ I/tv'T'_,
Bilinear 6 = v-,_ ss_,: - _J z = .... _,_- s
z + 1 -8 + 2/(a'T)
Scaling by 6r is included in the transformations, where 8 = as. The LLS problem is used to estimate the
coefficients of the delta transformation, which has the allegedly good numerical properties, and then the
Laplace transform is obtained by the final transformation G(s)=G(8/ct). The forward rectangle
transformation has already been covered, and so we start with the next on the list.
4.5.1 Backward Rectangle
Derive the transformation U=diag{U a Ub} as done before by expanding first and second order
polynomials and then generalizing the result after establishing a pattern. Set 8=(z-1)l(flz) where
fl = aT and then:
1 1 fl 0
z(Z l)(_)=z(Z 1)fl(11 0)(1 lfl)(.bbl0)= (8 1)Ub'a (_ 1
Ub Uff1
_2( z2 z l'[il = z-_-(z2
1)-_ 12-fl t_l)U_ "1o o ,, j ,o:
Ub Uff 1
The transformation is similar to the forward rectangle in that the columns of U b contain coefficients of







Ub (i :m+2-i, i) = ( [0 ;Ub (i :re+l-i, i+l) ] -Ub (i :m+2-i, i+l) )/beta;
end
The transformation matrix U is not lower triangular and so the /t coefficient that is part of the LLS
solution is not known apriori. There is another difference with the forward rectangular transformation in
that the polynomials need to be multiplied by a power of 1/z to complete the transformation. The
resulting delta transform is:
(I-ors)n-re(din 8m +-..+do)
G(t_) = G(Z)]z=l/(l_otS) = 8 n + Cn_l_n_l +". + CO
and so if there is a relative difference n -m > 0 in the z-transform this results in a set of RHP zeros at
t_= 1/a, which acts like a delay. To achieve a relative difference of n- m in the delta transform (and
hence the Laplace transform) the original z-transform should be restricted to the form:
G(z)=
Zn + an_l zn-1 +... + a0
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The choicesfor the scalingcoefficient 0: are the same as listed for the forward rectangular
transformation.
4.5.2 Bilinear Transformation
The bilinear transformation has the desirable property that the stable regions in the analog and digital
domains transform into each other. This is not true of the forward and backward rectangular
transformations, and this is a good reason to use the more complicated bilinear transformation. Set
s = fl(z -1)/(z +1) where fl = 2/(aT) and then:
1 -1 bl
-_1 (Z l)(_)=_"_(Z 1)( fl l_ 1-_(1 fl)(bo)=(Sl)Ubl(_)z+l lJ 2fl[,fl
Ub Uffl
11(z2 z l ] ( b2,_ (z2 z l _I f12 fl 1___2 I 1 b2 b2
/ _k /l_ 2 0 2 2f10z+a: _axj 2,, -y
Ub V_I
The pattern in the transformation matrix is not so obvious, but columns i= 1..... m + 1 of U b contain
coefficients respectively of flm+l-i (z -1) m+l-i (z + 1)i-1 , built up via:
m=5 ;
beta=l ;
Ub=zeros (m+l, m+l) ;
Ub (m+l,m+l) =i ;
for i=m:-l:l
Ub (i :m+l, i) = ( [Ub (i+l :m+l, i+l) ; O] -Ub (i :m+l, i+l) ) *beta;
for il=i+l :m+l
Ub (i:m+l, il) = ( [Ub (i+l :m+l,il) ; O] +ilb (i :re+l, il) ) *beta;
end
end
The resulting delta transform is:
+.-.+,0)
G( 8)
G(z)lz=_a+p)/__s+¢ )1- s" + c,_: "-1 +... + do
If there is a relative difference n-m > 0 in the z-transform this results in a set of RHP zeros at
8= fl = 2/(a'T), which acts like a delay. To achieve a relative difference of n -m in the delta transform
(and hence the Laplace transform) the original z-transform should be restricted to the form:
G(z) =
Z n + an_l zn-1 +... + a 0
The scaling choices listed earlier will work okay, but better is available. The digital zero at infinity,
z = -1, maps to 8 = _, and for this reason tr = 2/T is not a good choice. The scaling ct = a)max is still
reasonable, but better is:
cr = (2/T)(e jto'naxT - 1) 2 tO,naxT
=--tan _nmx as T ---_0
e jt°''=T + 1 T 2
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g. 12Rll2dO_TTWNIC'VNd_N/t[ATNTTI_II_NTTITTd'_ATTNNT
5.1 LLS Estimation of the Laplace Transform
5.1.1 Problem Statement
The identification routines up to now have used time series to estimate the transfer function. The time
series can first be used to compute the frequency response, and then the frequency response used to
estimate the coefficients of the transfer function. The frequency data is available at a set of N frequencies:
coi = frequencies, for i = 1..... N
if//= frequency response, for i = 1..... N
Def'me the transfer function in a general way as:
G(8, co)= transfer function
O = parameter vector
The objective is to find the parameter vector that minimizes flae cost function:
N
J = E lci-a(e,o i)l =
i=1
The problem is in general a nonlinear minimization problem. We will start with linear version of the
problem.
5.1.2 LLS Estimation
The transfer function to be identified is the Laplace transform:
G(s)= c(s) = bmsm +...+b 0
d(s) s n +an_l sn-1 ...+a 0
The Laplace variable is s = jco. The parameter vector is:
oT=[an_l ... a0 bm ... bo]




The cost function is equivalent to:
J = eHWe
where:
e = AO- b , W = diag(wi)
b= : , A= , _//'/=[-ff//(s n-1 ... 1) (sm
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andwhereeH is the complex conjugate transpose (aka the Hermitian) of the error vector. This is a linear
least square problem with a complex error and a real parameter vector. A general version of this problem
was solved in Section 4, and the solution is:
5.1.3 Scaling
e:ERo(A WA)IaRO A W )
The Laplace transform coefficients can have a large dynamic range, as can the frequencies raised to high
powers. Scaling the Laplace variable reduces the dynamic range. Define:
where:
G(s)=H(_(s))= dm_ m +... + d o
_'_ + cn_l_"-l... + co
_:(s) = s
(-/)max
Estimate the coefficients of H(_:)
frequency response _/. The partial derivatives are:
_T = [--_// (_:? -1 ...
The coefficients of G(s) and H (_) are related by:
bi=o) =ci and
5.1.4 Orthogonal Polynomials
using the scaled frequencies _(jo2i) = jo2i l O2max and the same
n-i
ai = eoi;_ixbi
Scaling the polynomial is an improvement, but even with scaling the high order terms become almost
linearly dependent, and hence high order problem become numerically not well conditioned. It is better
therefore to estimate a transfer function deemed using a linear combination of orthogonal polynomials:
G(s) = n(_(s)) = K(p(_(s)) = fm Pm +"" + fo
Pn + en-lPn-l "" + eo
Estimate the coefficients of K(p) using the orthogonal polynomials p(_) evaluated at the scaled
frequencies _ = s / m,nax. The frequency response _//does not change, in other words, the objective is still
to match this frequency response. The partial derivatives are:
Any set of o_chogonal polynomials will do, but the set usually recommended is the Chebyshev
polynomials, This set of polynomials does a good (optimal?) job of approximating the frequency
response. The Chebyshev polynomials are deemed by the iteration:
P0(x) = 1
Pl(X) = x




P2 (x) = 2x 2 - 1
P3 (x) = 4x 3 - 3x
P4 (x) = 8x 4 - 8x 2 + 1
P5 (x) = 16x 5 - 20x 3 + 5x
P6 (x) = 32x 6 - 48x 4 + 18x 2 - 1
Use matrix operations to convert between the polynomial coefficients:




oooTr ld= o 0//i /d 1 = 0 1 0//I1 /
a0 -1 o lJLf0J
The transformation matrix is computed from the defining equations using the Matlab commands:
m=10 ;
T=zeros (re,m)
T (m-1 :m,m°1:m) =eye (2) ;
for i=m-2 :-I :I
T(i:m,i)=[2*T(i+l:m,i+l) ;0]-T(i:m,i+2) ;
end
5.2 lterative Solution (SK Iteration)
The un-weighted cost function used for the linear problem minimizes the frequency response of just the
numerator. As a result the solution tends to match the frequency response data better at frequencies where
the numerator is large, which will be at high frequencies. This is not usually where the best match is
desired, but for many problems, usually low order problems with small errors, the linear solution will
work just free. Better, however, is to minimize either the absolute or relative error of the frequency





wi = Id(coi)1.2 to match if/ at frequencies where g//is large (absolute error)





anoptimalsolution,butagainis oftenis goodenough,andif betteris neededthis solutionis a good
startingpoint for the truenonlinearoptimalsolution.The sameiterationschemeworksusingthe
numeratoranddenominatorf H(¢) and K(p).
5.3 Nonlinear Frequency Domain Estimation
The transfer function is:
which has the parameter vector:
G(s) = Gnum (s) =
Gae.(S)
bm Sm + . . . + b0
s n + an_lsn-1,. •+ a0
8r=[an_l ... a0 bm ... b0]
The objective is to fred the parameter vector that minimizes the cost function:
N
J =Z wi -a(s)l 2
i=1
The error is no longer a linear function of the parameters, and hence this is a nonlinear minimization
problem. The partial derivatives are:
_G -1
3G_en = -1 Gs i for i=0 ..... n,1
-ff_ =Gnum _a i Gden
_G 1 _Gnu m 1 si for i=0 .....m
Obi Gden Obi Gden
Fill up a matrix with these partials:
F= _H = 1 V_G(si)(sn_ 1
" Gden (S i ) k
The Newton-Raphson update is:
80=(FTWFR+ FITWFI )-I (FTWeR+ FTWeI )
Setting the weights wi to unity will minimize the absolute error. Setting the weights to wi =[ _//1-2 will
minimize the relative error. Start the iteration with the linear solution, or alternatively after several
iterations of the weighted linear solution.
The nonlinear solution works similarly with the scaled and orthogonal polynomial versions of the transfer
function, and just to be bloody obvious, the scaled transfer function is:
= = m +'"+do
Hden (_) _n at"Cn_l_ n-l''' -I" CO
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whichhastheparametervector:
oT=[c__I "'" CO dm .." do]
The cost function is:
N
J = Z wil_i - n (_)l2
i=l
And the vector of partials is:
0,"-- 1 I_H(_:i)(_:/n-1 ... 1)(¢:m ... 1) 1Hde,,(_i)
The transfer function with orthogonal polynomials is:
Knum(P) = fmPm +'" "+ foK(p) =
Kden(P) Pn +en-lPn-l'"+eo
which has the parameter vector:
0 r=[en-1 "'" eo fm "'" fo]




And the vector of partials is:
_iH = --_n [- K ( Pn-X ( ¢i )
5.4 Estimating Delay
• .-1)(Pm(_i)"'" I)]
The delay can be included in the vector of parameters to be estimated. Change the transfer function to
include a delay:
G(s) = Gnum (s) e_rS = bmsm +"" + bo e-rS
Gden ( S ) s n + an_l Sn-1. . . + 043
Include the delay parameter in the vector of parameters:




The cost function does not change:
_Gs i for i=0 ..... n-1
The new partial derivatives are:
O_G= Gnume_rS _G_ 1 = -1
Oai _ai Gden
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_G e -rs _Gnum e -rs
_= _ si for i=0 .... ,m
Obi Gden Obi Gden
_G _ Gnum _e -_s
Dr G,_n _





The rest of the solution is the same. The scaling affects the delay, and so we need to show how the scaled
delay enters into the scaled transfer function:
H(_)=Hnum(_)e-rh_= dm_m +'"+do e-rh_
Hden(_) _n"4"Cn_l_n-l...-4-cO
where _ = s / Wmax and r = 7h / COmax . The parameter vector is:
0 r=[cn_ 1 ... COdm ... d 0 "th]
and the vector of partials:
1) 1- "num)l
Use the same scaled delay when the rest of the transfer function is defined using orthogonal polynomials:
K(p) = Knum(P) e -_'h_ fmPm +"" + fo e-rh_
Kden (P) Pn + en-l Pn-l "" + eo
The parameter vector is:
And the vector of partials is:
er=[e._l ".. eo fm "'" fo rh]
_H = K_en [-K (Pn-1 •"- 1) e-rh_i (Pro "'" 1 -_iKnum)]
5.5 Estimating the z.Transform
Frequency domain estimation works just as well for z-transforms. Start with the same frequency .response
estimates _/, available at frequencies @, say for M points, and define the frequency response index to be
i = 1..... M. The transfer function to be identified is the z-transform:
G(z) = c(z-----l_)= bmzm "t'"'+b°
d(z) z n +an_l zn-1...+a 0
The z-transform variable is z = e je'A , where A is the sample period. The parameter vector is:
or = [an_l "'" ao bm "'" b0]
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b= : ,A= i , _iH=I-_ii(zn-1 ... 1)(Z m "" 1)1
5.6 Frequency Domain Estimation Examples
5.6.1 Ideal, Low Order Problem
The F-15 Active example in Section 3.7.1 has the closed loop response:
0 -21.9(0.993)
"_ec = (1.55)(3.39)(6.32)
The objective is the estimate this Laplace transform using a simulated time response. The following
calculations are made:
The closed loop system is simulated using bandpass noise (0.1 to 10 rad/sec, 60 secs with 3 secs
zero at start and end, no taper, sample period = 50 msec).
The time series is used to estimate the frequency response (5% taper both sides, no taper, log
binning with bin ratio = 1.2, min number bins= 3, keep points with rho2 > 0.5).
The frequency points are used to estimate a Laplace transform (max order = 3, relative difference
= 2, use points 0 to 50 rad/sec, do SK iterations, do nonlinear minimization).
The estimated transfer function is:
0 7.41(-397)
= [0.896,5.5](131)
Close, but not right on. The process, complicated as it may be, has systematic errors built into it. To
exactly match the original model: correct for the FFT end effects when estimating the frequency response,
so that the FFTs of the delayed input and output are exact, estimate the coefficients of the z-transform,
and then convert to the Laplace domain using the inverse ZOH transformation.
Here and throughout this project the systematic errors are not corrected, but they are small, as shown in
Figure 135a. Three frequency responses are compared: The dark solid lines are the exact frequency
response using the model, the squares are frequency response estimated from the time series, and the
light, dashed lines are the frequency response from the estimated transfer function. The phase error above
10 rad/sec is due to the sampled-data delay, which is in the data, but not the original Laplace transform
model.
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b) Ideal, high order model
Figure 135. Estimated Frequency Responses (F-15 Active Example)
5.6.2 Ideal, High Order Problem
Continue the example from Section 3.7.2, using the F-15 Active model extended to include 5 t_ order
longitudinal dynamics, 2'_ order actuator and sensor models, and some extra delay in the pitch loop. The
exact closed loop transfer ftmetion is:
O -2.19e5(0.00165)(0.0165)(0.992)[0.707, 30] [0.866, 69.3] [0.707,300]
= (0.00134)(0.0166)0.4)(3.73)[0.203,10.9][0.759,59.8](64.1)[0.706,100][0.707,300]
Use the same procedure as in the previous example to estimate this transfer function, the only difference
being the simulation sample period is decreased to 5 msec. The estimated 8t_ order transfer function is:
e 9.31(0.916)[0.505,9.32][0.044,14.7](-119)
8ec (1.27)[0.934,6.25][0.466,10.8][0.0427,14.7](23.5)
An estimated 3_ order transfer function is:
e 8.48(-126)
_ec = (6.67)[0.922,14.6]
Bode plots of the frequency responses (using the 8th order estimated transfer function) are compared in
Figure 135b. Comparing this example to the previous: higher order, same story: good match on the
frequency responses, and systematic errors prevent exact match of the poles and zeros.
5.6.3 LOCATS Pitch Response From Fixed Base Simulator Data
Use the same time series from Section 3.7.3, using the full 105 seconds to estimate the coefficients of the
selected closed loop transfer functions. There is no truth model to use for comparison. The pitch rate and
pitch attitude responses from the longitudinal stick are estimated to be:
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c) Comparison






The frequency responses of these transfer functions are compared in Figure 136 with the FFr-derived
frequency response estimates (5% taper both sides, no taper, log binning with bin ratio = 1.1, rain number
bins= 3, keep points with rho2 > 0.5). Comments:
• The transfer function frequency responses in parts a) and b) match the data very well.
• The THE/DLON and integrated Q/DLON frequency responses in part c) are a good
match from 0.3 to 10 rad/sec, significantly better than the comparison in Section
5.6.3 based on time domain estimation.
• The poles of THE/DLON and Q/DLON do not match.
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6. ESTIMATION USING MARKOV PARAMETERS
System estimation starts with a time series and ends with system parameters. An intermediate step is to
compute Markov parameters, and it turns out there are good reasons to do so. The Markov parameters can
be used to determine the system order, and then used to compute either transfer function parameters or a
state space realization.
6.1 What Are They




Zn + an_l zn-l... + a0
By long division the z-transform can also be written:
G(Z) = h0 + hiz-1 + ]12z-2 +...
The h/'s are the Markov parameters. The Markov parameters are used for convolution:
k
Yk = E hk-iUi
i=O
State Space:
The state space realization of a digital system is:
Xk+1 = Axk + Bu k
Yk = CXk + DUk
The output is:
The Markov parameters are:
k-1
Yk = cAkxo + E cAk-l-iBui + Duk
i=0
D ilk=0h k = cAk-IB if k > 0
For multivariable systems the Markov parameters are matrices.
6.2 Determining System Order
The Markov parameters can be used to determine the system order. The best way to show this is using the
state space realization. First def'me some terms. The observability matrix, controllability matrix, and




,P=IB AB...An-IB 1 , M(i,j)=I:l:
_+1 "'" h_+j l
I
h/+2i "'" h/+j+l/i
h/+]+ 1 -.. h/+2j J
The product dTp is the Hankel matrix:
M(1,n-1) =LOP=
CB CAB ... CAn-IB
CAB CA2B .'" CAnB
: .." .." :
CAn-IB CAnB ... CA2n-2B
! h2"" 1
h 3 .." hn+ 1
°.° .,
hn+ 1 "'" h2n_lJ
The rank of M cannot be more than the rank of the parts O and 79 , and in fact equals the minimum rank
of parts (.9 and 79 , which is the order of the system. Furthermore, if more Markov parameters are added,
this will not increase the rank, which follows from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, which states that the
matrix product A k for k > n is a linear combination of the matrix products less than n. In other words,
adding higher powers of A to parts (.9 and 79 will not increase the ranks of O and 79, and hence will not
increase the rank of M. It therefore follows that:
System order n = Rank[M (i, j)] if j > n - 1
The condition j > n - 1 is needed because the Hankel matrix has to be at least size n in order to have rank
n. In practice make the Hankel matrix much larger than the expected system order, and then compute the
rank to find the actual system order. The best numerical way to determine the rank is by the singular
value decomposition (SVD). The rank is the number of nonzero singular values. Due to noise in the
measurements and finite precision in the calculations the small singular values will not be exactly zero,
and a threshold needs to be established below which the singular values are considered to be zero.
6.3 From Markov Parameters to Transfer Functions
Estimating the Markov parameters from a time series is difficult; we will treat that problem shortly, and
first show the easy, or at least easier, step of converting the Markov parameters to the parameters of a z-
transform. The Markov parameters can be computed in terms of the z-transform parameters by equating









ho .'" h,,_2 h,__l
h1 ... hn_ 1 hn
hi h2 ... _ I_+1
h2 h3 .'" hn+l _÷2
: ." .. .. :












Use the bottom part of the large matrix to compute the a coefficients:
[_ "'" h2!-llI!a -1 iX-['n_ll_2li
And use the top part of the larger matrix to compute the b coefficients:
bn 0 ... h0 aO"
The first several Markov parameters may be zero, which is okay• Say the fh'st nonzero Markov parameter
is h/, and then the first nonzero b coefficient is bn_ i .
When computing the a coefficients the Markov parameter need not start at h1 , and the expression
generalizes to:
IaoT[hn+i 1M(i,n-1)l i I=1 i
l_an-x_] [_h2n+i-1







where p > n + 1. The a coefficients can be computed using a basis for the null space of p × p matrix
M(i,p-1). We will now show how to do this, the advantage being that the same SVD as used to
determine the order of the system can be used to create the basis for the null space• Define the SVD as:
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°JLv J
where Y'I is an n x n diagonal matrix containing the nonzero singular values, and the block matrices have
compatible dimensions. (The blocks UI = V1 and U 2 = V2 are equal in the SISO case because in that case
the Hard<el matrix is symmetric. This symmetry does not hold for MIMO systems, and so we keep the
block names different). The n x p matrix V2 is an orthonormal basis for the nullspace, and hence there




where V21 is nx p and V22 is p x p. Use the bottom part of the vector to solve for or, and hence:
1
6.4 The Eigensystem Realization Algorithm
Hankel matrices can be used to create a state space realization using the Eigensystem Realization
Algorithm (ERA). Compute the SVD of the Hankel matrix:
M (1, p-l)=[U1 U2 ]Ix 0 07[Vlr I = (UlX_/2) (/-,I/2VI r )
°JL#J
where Y-q is nxn and p>_n. The terms with y._/2 are respectively observability and controllability
matrices, and for this reason it follows that the next Hankel matrix satisfies:
M (2,p-1)= (U1ZI/2 ) A(ZI/2V1 r )
This equation can be used to compute the A matrix of the state space realization:
a = (Y,i-I/2U T )M (2,p- 1) (VI_I 1/2 )
Again because they are "ibility" matrices the C matrix is the fn'st row of the matrix UlY_,_/2 , and the B
matrix is the ftrst column of EI/2V T (or the first set of rows and columns in the MIMO case). Define
E1 = (1 0 ..-) and then:
B_ ,.,I_.Cl/2,zTr,T_I,_,I , C = E1UI_,i 12
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Andfinally,theD matrix is equal to the first Markov parameter:
D=h 0
6.5 Estimating the Markov Parameters
Given the time series: ui and Yi, each defined for i = 0 ..... N -1 and connected by the convolution:
k
Yk :" E hk-iUi
i=0
The Markov parameters can be determined from the matrix equation:
Iuooo. li  [yo1Ul Uo "" = Yl
u-1 "'" ul uoJ[_hg-lJ Y-1
Comments:
• The matrix is invertible and therefore a solution exists if u 0 is nonzero. The time
series should be shifted until uo is nonzero. The matrix does not actually have to
inverted, and the h/'s can be computed recursively.
• The Markov parameters are very sensitive to the data. The parameter h0 depends
only on uo and Y0, and so on, where in general h/ depends only on data up to that
time.
• A transfer function or state space system of order n only needs Markov parameters up
to 2n, and hence only data up to that time is used. Say the order is not known, and
Markov parameters are used up to 2p, where p > n, which means more data is used,
but still not beyond 2p. Whatever information is in the data beyond that time is not
used. Presumably this data could be used to help reduce sensitivity to noise.
If the data is from a simulation then the simulation must start with zero initial conditions.
This straightforward method to compute the Markov parameters is theoretically valid but has significant
practical problems. It is a good starting point for improvement, which we will do shortly, after first
showing conditions where two different estimation methods give exactly the same transfer function
parameters.
6.6 Relationship Between LLS Parameter Estimation and Markov Parameter Estimation
Given the time series: ui and Yi, each defined for i = 0,...,N-1, the objective is to estimate the
coefficients of the transfer function:
G(z) = bnzn +'"+bo
Zn + an_l zn-1... + a 0
Here we show that two different estimation methods give the same answer.
Method 1:
The LLS estimation problem using the time series can be used estimate the transfer function parameters:
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The minimum length time series with N = 2n + 1 is used to estimate the 2n + 1 parameters.
Method 2:
An alternative method is to f'trst compute the Markov parameters:
"u o 0 ......... 0""
i ... ".. ".. ",. _"
ttn ".. U0 ".. ".. "
Un+1 "'. U1 UO ".. : ]
: : : "'. "'. 0







where again we have restricted attention to the first N = 2n + 1 parameters, and then from these Markov
parameters the transfer function coefficients are computed:
!]0 ... 0 1 0 ... an_ .-ho "'. : 0 "'. "'.
: "'. 0 : "'. "'. c_
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These two methods should get to the same answer. Equation (2) can be extended to:
U0 0 °•° °°• •°°
: "°• °.° •°° •°.
°°° °•• ••°Un u0
"•° °.,Un+l Ul U0
: : : ".. "..





















which follows due to the triangular nature of the input matrix. Multiply (3) on the left by the input matrix,
apply the identities established in (4), and the result is (1). This establishes that both methods give the
same transfer function parameters.
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Degraded lateral axis handling qualities have at times resulted in sustained high frequency, small
amplitude pilot-vehicle system oscillations or roll ratcheting. The degraded handling qualities can result
from a combination of high roll damping, high levels of roll control sensitivity, and poor feel system
dynamics. In some cases the roll ratchet phenomenon has been considered more of a nuisance that
primarily affects ride quality, while in the more severe cases it significantly impacts aircraft handling
qualities. Past ground based simulation research has indicated a peaking of the human pilot
neuromuscular mode around the ratchet frequency. This link between the dynamics of the human pilot
and the roll ratchet phenomenon was further explored using the flight research database from a lateral
handling qualifies study conducted with the USAF variable stability NT-33A. In this analysis Fast
Fourier Transform techniques (FFT) were used to compute pilot and pilot-vehicle system describing
functions. Strong evidence was generated to support the theory that the pilot neuromuscular mode
couples with the feel system dynamics to produce an effective limb-manipulator mode. However, the
smoothing of the frequency domain data over a given time window that results from the FFT analysis
may have obscured the pilot-vehicle dynamic coupling that was changing over time. In this appendix the
WERA system identification technique is used to reevaluate a subset of the same flight test database and
to identify key pilot parameters that vary in time. These new results appear to indicate that: a lightly-
damped mode in the open-loop system is introduced by the human pilot at frequencies higher than the
task bandwidth; a direct correspondence exists between the peak amplitude of the lightly-damped mode
and the occurrence of roll ratchet; and the wavelet-based identification technique is a powerful tool for
assessing pilot-vehicle system performance over time intervals that were previously not feasible with
FTT-based analysis.
2. _TRODUCTION
2.1 Feel Systems and Handling Qualifies
Aircraft cockpit controls are either force or position sensing. As shown in Figure 137a the feel system is
in series for position sensing. Position sensing does not include the feel system dynamics, while
measurements made in terms of force do include these dynamics. For the force sensing feel system
shown in Figure 137b the feel system dynamics are in parallel. Thus neither force or position
measurements include the feel system dynamics, since they are "downstream" of this point. Although
new aircraft continue to be designed with both types of controls, the force sensing feel system generates
less lag during closed-loop piloted control (gef. 48). Examples of force sensing cockpit feel systems
include the side stick controllers found on the F-16 and F/A-22 fighters, while position sensing examples
include the center sticks found on the F/A-18 Hornet and Super Hornet fighters and the C-17 military
transport as well as the center control yolk found on the Boeing 777 commercial transport.
Control r------_---_ Control
__Foel IPo_o% ToCommand
• F _ 6 8htping, elc.
Force. To
I' _ commllnd
" Ij _ Control 8h_olng, etc.
• _ Feeii-lPosltlonL "
/sin_
Figure 137. Mechanization of Feel Systems
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in a pilot's assessments of aircraft handling qualities. As detailed in Ref. 49 much of the debate centers
on how to best account for the effect of the feel system dynamics, if any, when applying handling
qualities criteria. Although it has generally become accepted practice to include the lags associated with
control surface actuators when modeling aircraft dynamics for handling qualities assessments, no similar
agreement has been found regarding the feel system. By reviewing the existing flight test databases
involving the evaluation of cockpit feel systems, it is concluded in Ref. 49 that the feel system dynamics
do indeed impact handling qualities. Unfortunately no comprehensive flight test database yet exists to
effectively set requirements for the many types of feel systems.
2.2 Limb-Manipulator Dynamics
In Ref. 48 human neuromuscular actuation is described, albeit in what the reference calls a greatly
oversimplified manner, as a two loop system. The inner loop involves short pathways from the Golgi and
muscle spindle receptors directly to the spinal level and back again to the musculature. The time lags
associated with information flow are low because of these short neural pathways. Thus the effective
bandwidth of this loop that is primarily sensitive to forces can be quite high. The outer loop features joint
and other receptors (e.g., peripheral vision) as the major feedback dements. Here the pathways and
associated delays are longer and thus result in a lower outer loop bandwidth. With a force sensing stick
there is little or no joint movement, so the higher bandwidth inner loop should dominate. With a position
sensing stick, on the other hand, the joint receptors are key elements, so the lower bandwidth outer loop
should dominate. The higher bandwidth closure achieved with a force sensing feel system thus produces
less lag.
There are several schools of thought regarding whether or not the feel system lag is altered by pilot loop
closures around the stick itself. As outlined in Ref. 49 and detailed in Ref. 50, strong evidence now exists
through analysis of a flight test database that the pilot couples with the feel system dynamics to form a
combined limb-manipulator second order mode. The analysis techniques employed in Ref. 50 included
extensive use of Fast Fourier Transform techniques (FFT) to compute pilot and pilot-vehicle system
describing functions. The describing functions for runs in which roll ratchet was noted by the pilots
featured significantly greater peaking at the limb-manipulator mode frequency, when compared with runs
where no ratchet was noted or observed. The describing function assumes time-stationary pilot dynamics,
and is a measurement of the mean or average pilot behavior for the analyzed run time. In Ref. 51 roll
ratchet is described as a time-varying, non-stationary phenomenon that would be expected to be related to
pilot gain and compensation variations throughout the run. It is thus the objective of this appendix to
reevaluate a subset of the flight data analyzed in Ref. 50 using wavelet-based techniques from which the
time-varying nature of key pilot-vehicle system parameters, including the limb-manipulator mode, can be
examined.
3. PILOT-VEHICLE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION USING WAVELETS
3.1 Discrete Wavelet Transforms
A technique for extracting the impulse response characteristics of a linear, time-varying system is
described in Section 5 of this report. It is shown that the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can be used
in conjunction with state-space methods to estimate the impulse response function of a system over short
intervals of time. The order of the system is assumed, an estimate of the free response is subtracted from
the observed total response, and the residual forced response is used in the convolution integral to
compute the impulse response using wavelet analysis. The Fourier transform of the impulse response is
then computed to produce a bode plot of the observed system, and a least-squares fit of the model to the
observed bode plot (by iterating on the model poles and zeros) is performed using a non-linear regression
method. The assumed model for describing the pilot in this paper is,
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++,(s)= K, (s+ z) e-'+
where $, is the roll error signal, Sis the pilot stick position, Kj, is the root-locus gain, z is the lead (zero), G
is the effective pure time delay of the pilot, and co, and 6"are the natural frequency and damping of the
pilot neuromuscular mode.
For identification precision it is necessary to shift one of the two signals ($e or _ in time by the amount of
pure time delay introduced by the plot, _. Figure 138 depicts the method used for computing G, where
both signals are filtered, and the f'flmrod error signal is fed through the assumed pilot model (without G).
The resulting output is then scaled to be of similar magnitude with the filtered stick output of the piloL
Using a given time window (e.g., 3.7 seconds for the analysis presented in this paper) the sum of the
squared differences between the two signals is computed. The stick signal is then shifted in time (the
error signal remains fixed) and the computation repeated. The time delay estimate G is the shift
corresponding to the minimum squared difference summation. Figure 139 compares the estimated _ to a
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Figure 139. Least Squares Estimation of Simulated Sinusoidal Time Delay
3.2 Time Domain Wavelet-Based System Identification
As a demonstration of the identification techniques described, a Matlab simulation was exercised using a
sum-of-sines commanded roll signal and aircraft lateral dynamics closely corresponding to those flown in
the Ref. 51 flight research program. A step decrease in pilot damping from 0.25 to 0.05 occurred at 5
seconds, followed by a step increase back to 0.25 at 15 seconds. Figure 140a, b, and c show that all the
pilot parameter estimates closely tracked the actual values in time, so that the crossover frequency (6o_),
phase margin, and gain margin were generally well-estimated. In Figure 140d the simulated stick output
is compared with the peak magnitude of the limb-manipulator mode, and it is seen that while the
estimated limb-manipulator peak lags the actual value, it is essentially synchronous in rise and fall with
the onset and departure of roll ratchet. Numerous simulations confmned that roll ratchet is present if the
limb-manipulator peak approaches or exceeds 0 dB.
In Figure 141 the bode plots corresponding to the pilot-vehicle system open-loop transfer function
estimates are superimposed, showing the spread of magnitude and phase over the full run-time. The limb-
manipulator peaking that occurs in the vicinity of 10 rad/sec is depicted over the course of time in the
right panel of Figure 141, where the region of 10 rad/s is magnified. Note in Figure 140d that from 7 to
17 seconds the limb-manipulator peak rises above the 0 dB plane, corresponding to the occurrence of
ratchet
4. FLIGHT TEST DATA OVERVIEW
4.1 Flight Research Program Description
Under contract to the U.S. Air Force and supported by NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, an in-flight
lateral handling qualities research program was conducted by Calspan Corporation (now Veridian) in
1987. As documented in Ref. 51 the program used the variable stability NT-33A aircraft to investigate
lateral handling qualities issues including stick feel system dynamics, gradient, and sensing type (i.e.,
position or force) in combination with roll mode time constant variations. The evaluation tasks were
sum-of-sines (SOS) and discrete head-up display (HUD) tracking, air-to-air tracking, and power approach
and landing. Following the initial work of Ref. 52, one specific objective of the program was to further
investigate the effects of time delays and feel system delays on handling qualities. In addition to the
published results of Ref. 51, an independent assessment of the resulting flight test database was carried
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4.2 Sum-of-Sines Tracking Task
The describing function analysis undertaken in the Ref. 50 independent review of the Ref. 51 flight test
data focused on the SOS tracking task. A block diagram description of this closed-loop, compensatory
tracking task is shown in Figure 142. In the figure the pilot is represented by the Yp block, while the
aircraft or controlled element is represented by the Yc block. The objective of the task is for the pilot to
minimize the error (¢_,= ¢c - _) displayed on the HUD within defined tolerances. Data from this type of
tracking task where the input is known can be used to identify the dynamics of the pilot (Yp), controlled
element (Y_), open-loop system (YpYc), and closed-loop system [YpYcI(l+YpYc)].
............ Pilot .-.... ..,:..
Figure 142. HUD Sum-of-Sines Tracking Task
An example SOS bank angle command (_c) signal is shown in Figure 143, and the corresponding power
spectra density plot is given in Figure 144. The SOS signal is made up of 13 frequencies that are
essentially evenly spaced on the log-frequency axis of Figure 144. In general, far fewer frequencies are
required to ensure that the task appears random to the pilot. The range of frequencies found in the signal
(i.e., approximately 0.4 to 22 rad/sec) adequately extends from the region of piloted control beyond limb-
manipulator mode interaction. Note that the four lowest frequencies all have essentially the same input
power. The power then drops off at an approximately -20 dB per decade slope, which prevents the higher
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Figure 144. Power Spectra Density for Example Sum-of-Sines Bank Angle Command (¢D
4.3 Selected Runs
Configurations flown with the variable stability NT-33A featured both force and position sensing feel
systems with fast, slow, and degraded dynamics as defined by the feel system natural frequency (26, 13,
and 8 rad/sec, respectively). The aircraft lateral dynamics featured roll mode time constants of 0.15 sec
(highest roll damping), 0.25 sec, and 0.40 sec (lowest roll damping). Some configurations also included
added command path time delays of either 55 or 110 msec.
Four SOS tracking task runs from the Ref. 51 flight research database were selected for the WERA-based
analysis described in this appendix. All four runs were flown by the same pilot with the same roll control
sensitivity (18 deg/sec/Ibs). As identified in Table 37 the first selected case (Run 4069.1) featured a slow
feel system (13 rad/sec) and the highest roll mode time constant. This configuration received a Level 1
handling qualities rating for the tracking task evaluation with no roll ratchet or PIO tendencies. The
remaining three configurations listed in the table all had significant handling qualities deficiencies. The
Run 4069.4 configuration had the degraded feel system combined with the highest roll damping, and
resulted in continuous roll ratchet and a Level 3 handling qualities assessment. Next, the Run 4161.3
configuration had the fast feel system, a 55 msec command path time delay, and medium roll damping.
This run featured intermittent roll ratchet and a Level 3 handling qualities rating. Finally, Run 4176.1
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le.atut_me same configurationas4161.3exceptwlm no communu paul_ delay.Thisrun resmt_ in
Level3 handlingqualitieswithcontinuousIowerfrequencyratchet.
Table 37. System Characteristics and Flight Results for Sdeeted Runs
Command Path Dynamics





Roll Mode Flight Results
Tr (sex:) Description HQR
0.40 No sustained ratchet 2
0.15 ContinuousTatche_ 8
0.25 Intermittent ratchet 7
0.25 Lower frequency ratchet 7
Stick force time histories for the four runs identified in Table 37 are shown in Figure 145. In genera/,
ratchet can essentially be identified by simple inspection of the time histories. For example, no sustained
ratchet is evident in the Level 1 configuration stick response of Figure 145a, however, the other
configurations clearly display the sustained high frequency oscillations. Note also that the intermittent
nature of the ratchet in Figure 145c and the lower frequency ratchet in Figure 145d. Time histories
showing the set of signals identified in Figure 142 is presented in Figure 146 for the intermittent ratchet
example (Run 4161.3).
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Figure 145. Stick Force Time Histories for Selected Analysis Runs
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5. WERA ANALYSIS OF TRACKING TASK FLIGHT TEST DATA
The wavelet identification method was initially applied to flight data from the intermittent ratchet case
(4161.3). Pilot parameters were estimated using roll attitude error (#te) and pilot stick output (o_. Figure
147a shows the reconstructed pilot stick output that is generated using the pilot parameter estimates and
the roll attitude error - both time series share very similar shapes and ratcheting. Figure 147b shows the
limb-manipulator frequency roughly corresponding to the ratchet frequency of 12.5 rad/s. In Figure 147b
pilot damping is seen to inversely affect ratchet - although this is not as good an indicator of ratchet as the
limb-manipulator peak amplitude, shown later in Figure 148a.
Time variations in gain margin, phase margin, pilot time delay, and crossover frequency (Figure 147c and
d) are much larger than those observed in the simulated case, indicating that time variations in these
parameters are actually occurring. In Figure 148 there is excellent agreement between ratchet and limb-
manipulator peak as it increases toward 0 dB. From the data, a threshold appears to exist at
approximately -2dB, above which ratchet occurs. Even for the case where the pilot did not report ratchet
(Figure 148d), the pilot stick time history shows short intervals of ratchet-like behavior during which the
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Figure 146. Example Time Histories for Intermittent Ratchet Run (4161.3)
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Figure 147. Pilot-Vehicle System Parameter Identification for the Intermittent Ratchet Example (Run 4161.3)
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Figure 148. Stick Position (Flight Data) and Estimated Limb-Manipulator Gain Margin Time Histories
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manipulator peaking, the secondary rise in open-loop magnitude at the limb-manipulator frequency can in
most cases be viewed as a "nuisance" mode where higher-frequency/low amplitude ringing rides on top
of the primary tracking stick signal. This can, however, significantly impact perceived handling qualities
as reflected in the Level 3 pilot ratings listed in Table 37.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In previous analysis of a lateral handling qualities flight research database strong evidence was generated
to support the theory that the pilot neuromuscular mode couples with the feel system dynamics to produce
an effective limb-manipulator mode, the frequency of which corresponded to observed roll ratchet
frequencies. A subset of this same database was analyzed using wavelet-based techniques from which the
time-varying nature of key pilot-vehicle system parameters, including the limb-manipulator mode, could
be examined. The results of this analysis appear to indicate that a lightly-damped mode in the open-loop
system is introduced by the human pilot at frequencies higher than the task bandwidth and this
corresponds to the previously identified limb-manipulator mode. A direct relationship was found to exist
between the peak amplitude of the limb-manipulator mode and the occurrence of roll ratchet. From the
data, a threshold appears to be at approximately -2dB, above which ratchet occurs. Even for the case
where the pilot did not report ratchet, the pilot stick time history shows short intervals of ratchet-like
behavior during which the estimated limb-manipulator peak approached 0 dB. Finally, the WERA
identification technique was found to be a powerful tool for assessing pilot-vehicle system performance
over time intervals that were previously not feasible with FFT-based analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This three volume report documents the results of a Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
contract to develop an on-line means to predict aircraft loss of control using wavelets. Systems
Technology, Inc. (STI) conducted the work for NASA Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards, CA.
The overall objective of this proposed program was to apply wavelet technology in the form of a Loss of
Control Analysis Tool Set or LOCATS as a means of predicting loss of control for the broad range of
refractory automatic and manual control system problems. These control problems are those that escape
detection by typical design criteria and methodologies, surface under unusual or rare circumstances, and
threaten flight safety. Specific Phase II technical objectives were as follows:
• Extend the capabilities of the LOCATS to include improved wavelet formulations for
real-time applications with validity measures;
• Identify time varying pilot-vehicle system characteristics that can be an indicator of
impending loss of control;
• Identify, develop and validate wavelet-based time varying metrics to predict loss of
control of automatic and manual flight control systems and to monitor overall flight
control system health;
• Develop software and/or hardware solutions for the implementation of the real-time
LOCATS;
• Provide a graphical user interface, real-time graphics displays, and networking
capabilities for the prototype real-time LOCATS; and
• Evaluate the prototype real-time LOCATS in a piloted simulation that features flight
control system software and hardware representative of current state-of-the-art
aircraft.
The evaluation of the prototype LOCATS was conducted using the flight control system hardware-in-the-
loop simulator facility of BAE SYSTEMS Platform Solutions Sector (here after referred to as BAE
SYSTEMS) of Johnson City, NY.
Volume I of this report begins with an overview of issues involving aircraft loss of control. This is
followed by a description of the LOCATS software, detailed development of the wavelet-based loss of
control detection techniques, and a discussion of the results from the LOCATS piloted simulation
evaluation. Supporting material is provided in the appendices. Volume II of this report provides the
LOCATS piloted simulation test plan and detailed descriptions of the simulation checkout and formal
evaluation. Finally, Volume ITl of this report contains the LOCATS User's Guide.
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2. LOCATS SIMULATION TEST PLAN
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Simulation Objectives
The overall objective of this piloted simulation is to evaluate the capabilities of the STI wavelet-based
LOCATS to detect impending loss of control. The specific objectives axe as follows:
• Install the LOCATS software on a personal computer provided by BAE SYSTEMS
that is connected via a network to the simulator facility computers;
• Receive selected simulator data in real time over the network while the pilot performs
variousclosed-loop tasks;
• Perform assessments of the pilot-vehicle system and flight control system and present
results in real time;
• Determine which wavelet-based algorithms or combination thereof provide the best
results for a given loss of control scenario;
• Assess how quickly degrading conditions or impending loss of control can be
detected; and
• Evaluate the utility of the selected metrics and corresponding real-time displays.
2.1.2 BAE SYSTEMS Simulator Facility
BAE SYSTEMS maintains and operates a real-time simulation facility of a fly-by-wire military transport
aircraft that features a ftxed-based engineering development cockpit, Figure 1, equipped with a visual
display system and a control feel system.
Figure 1. Fixed Based Cockpit
The cockpit interfaces with a real-time simulation host computer that is capable of running real-time
models of the aircraft, environment, engine, actuator and sensor models as well as performing high-speed
data acquisition. Both the cockpit and the host computer are integrated with the actual Flight Control
Computer hardware located in a Hot Bench. Figure 2 shows a representative arrangement for the
simulation facility. The basic development cockpit is fitted with functional cockpit panels and stick
force/position transducers for operation of the flight control system. Other essential pilot vehicle
interfaces such as the throttle quadrant, head-up display (HUD), and engine instrumentation are also
provided to allow the pilot to perform testing effectively in a suitable and representative environment.
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Figure 2. Simulation Facility Hardware Architecture
As shown in Figure 3 the real-time simulation facility utilizes a Concurrent computer as its host
computer. The simulator cockpit interfaces with the real-time simulation host processor via an I/O
subsystem. The I/O subsystem provides the data conditioning and conversion of the necessary analog and
discrete signals required to allow the cockpit controls, displays, and indicators to interface properly with
the simulation models executed in the simulation host computer.
Figure 3. Simulation Host Computer
The cockpit contains a visual display driven by a separate display processor that interfaces with the host
computer. The visual display provides the pilot/engineer with an out-the-window visual reference that is
essential in providing attitude, distance, and rate information required to allow accurate pilot loop closure.
The visual display provides information to the pilot by means of a 2-dimensional drawing of the HUD
generated by the visual computer and directly superimposed on the out-the-window view. Figure 4 shows
the Silicon Graphics Octane computer used for visual display processing for the cockpit and for a separate
monitoring station.
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Figure 4. Visual Display Computer and Monitoring Station
The real-time simulation can be configured to run in two basic modes. The first, Software-in-the-Loop
(SI_), runs with a simulated flight control model implemented in FORTRAN that runs on the host
computer. The second, Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL), ufdizes the Hot Bench mentioned earlier to
integrate actual Quad Redundant Flight Control Computers into the simulation environment. The Hot
Bench, called the Subsystem Evaluation Station (SES), provides an excellent method for testing of the
entire system, with a pilot-in-the-loop, with actual and simulated sensor and actuator signals feeding
actual flight control computers. Figure 5depicts the SES station utilized during HIL simulations.
Figure 5. System Evaluation Station
2.2 Flight conditions and aircraft configurations
2.2.1 Flight Conditions
The piloted evaluations will be conducted in both up-and-away and terminal flight conditions. Specific
flight condition variations are identified in Table 1. Each evaluation will begin with the aircraft trimmed.
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Description Altitude Airspeed Turbulence Crosswinds
(1000 ft) (KCAS) (knots)
Cruise 20 270 None rda
Cruise with Turbulence 20 270 Moderate rda
High Altitude Cruise 40 200 None _a
Approach 0.2 130 n/a None
Approach with Crosswind 0.2 130 rda 20, R to L
Steep Approach 0.3 130 n/a None
Steep Approach with Crosswind 0.3 130 n/a 20, R to L
2.2.2 Configuration Descriptions
As mentioned above the piloted evaluations will be conducted in both up-and-away and terminal flight
conditions. Specific aircraft configurations variations are identified in Table 2. Once again, each
evaluation will begin with the aircraft trimmed.
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The piloted evaluation tasks included herein were defined as part of an Air Force program conducted by
STI to develop a catalog of fLxed-wing aircraft handling qualities demonstration maneuvers (Ref. 1).
Thus the maneuver descriptions feature the format established in the aforementioned program. This
format includes a list of objectives, the task description, and the desired and adequate performance
requirements. The objectives identify specific handling qualifies characteristics that the maneuver is
designed to expose. The task descriptions provide step by step guidance to the pilot for carrying out the
maneuver. These descriptions are written as if they are to be used by the pilot as a flight card. The
performance requirements are written to correspond with direct use of the Cooper-Harper handling
qualities rating scale (Figure 6) and if applicable the pilot-induced oscillation tendency scale (Figure 7).
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_igure 7. Pilot-Induced Oscillation Rating Scale (Refs. 3 and 4)
The demonstration maneuvers selected for this program were as follows:
• Pitch and Roll Sum-of-Sines Tracking (SOS);
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• Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold (PACH);
• Bank Angle Capture and Hold (BACH);
• Flightpath Capture and Hold (FPCH);
• Altitude Rate Capture and Hold (ARCH);
• Precision Offset Landing (POL);
• STOL Precision Offset Landing (STOL/POL); and
• Precision ILS Capture and Track (ILS).
Note that both up-and-away and terminal flight operations are featured. Background material and task
descriptions from Ref. 1 are provided below for each maneuver. Note that because this program is not a
handling qualifies evaluation per se, some adjustments to the maneuver descriptions and performance
requirements were later made to better meet the objectives of this piloted simulation.
2.3.2 Pitch and Roll Sum-of-Sines Tracking (SOS)
2.3.2.1 Background
Tracking a computer-generated command signal produces a highly repeatable, precise task from which
measures of pilot performance can be obtained. While such measures should never be interpreted as a
direct indicator of handling qualifies, they are one sure way to monitor pilot workload and confirm that
workload is as desired. Use of similar tracking tasks has for decades provided a source of information on
pilot/vehicle closed-loop dynamics. The maneuver proposed here is based on this experience, but with
some of the nuances of past applications removed for simplicity.
Two of the most common types of tracking commands are the Veridian (formerly Calspsan Corporation)
step-and-ramp (discrete tracking) and a surn-of-sinewaves. The discrete task was found in two USAF
TPS projects (Refs. 5 and 6) to be better at producing repeatable, consistent pilot ratings. The sum-of-
sines (SOS) task, however, is considered a more robust form of command for extracting pilot/vehicle
information as long as the effective bandwidth of the forcing function is sufficiently high (Ref. 7). Also,
the pilots must understand that this maneuver is a surrogate for an air-to-air tracking task and that it
should not be viewed as a video game.
Ideally, the display for this maneuver will be a head-up display (HUD) with an appropriate command bar
and f'Lxed pippers for desired and adequate performance. Realistically, however, such a display may be
restricted only to experimental and research aircraft, at least for the near future, so the maneuver should
not be limited only to HUDs. The display device may be the command bars on a flight director, the
glideslope and localizer bars on a horizontal situation indicator, etc. If a HUD is not used, the definitions
of command scaling (units of actual error per displayed error) and performance limits become critical. In
addition, for any display, the dynamics of the display drivers become important. Total throughput delay
should at least be known, even if nothing can be done about it.
It is important to recognize that the signal displayed to the pilot is tracking error, not the command. For
example, in pitch 0d_y = Oc - 0, where 0c is the command from the sum of sinewaves and 0 is airplane
attitude. This makes the task compensatory in nature: the pilot compensates for displayed changes in
attitude rather than pursuing an attitude command. Ideally, the pilot is not given any information on
actual attitude, including out-the-window, if the cockpit orientation allows. If a HUD is used, blackout
material behind the HUD and an instrument training hood will usually suffice.
The form of the SOS command is as follows:
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A recommended forcing function is defined below for pitch control and for roU control. These are not the
only acceptable forcing functions, and the user may wish to devise other sets of commands to emphasize
different frequencies of control. Based on considerable experience with SOS tracking, certain guidelines
can be specifiedindevisingtheforcingfunction:
• Severaldiscretefrequencieshouldbe used. At leastsix sinewave signalsshould
provideabroadrangeofcommands. More arebetterbutarenotnecessary.
• For pitchand roll,thefrequenciesofthesinewaves(a_)shouldvaryfrom around0.2
to 0.4 rad/secup to 8 to 10 rad/sec.Magnitude of the sinewaves(Ai)shouldbe
reducedaboveabout1.5to2 rad/sec,asneexie,d toprovideabandwidthof 1.5rad/sec
or SO.
• For other axes, such as heading, flightpath, load factor, or airspeed, the pilot's
bandwidth of control is typically lower than for pitch or roll. The upper frequency
should be reduced accordingly, as should the effective bandwidth of the SOS signal.
(If the pilot is given a direct control of one of these axes, or if there is a requirement
for high-frequency control, the guidance for pitch and roll should be followed.)
• Concentrate the sinewaves below the bandwidth frequency of the total signal. If only
six discrete frequencies are used, one or two should be dedicated to higher
frequencies (but with reduced magnitudes as noted above). This provides a high-
frequency "gust-like" component that helps make the command look more random to
the pilot. If more than six sinewaves are used more high-frequency components can
be included.
• Overall root mean square (RMS) magnitudes should be around 2.5 ° attitude in pitch
and 25 ° in roll (Ref. 8) for simulated up-and-away operations. These numbers may
need to be reduced somewhat if the tracking is to be performed in landing
configuration, or at high speed if the resulting load factor is excessive.
• Start some of the sinewaves with negative amplitudes or with nonzero initial phase
angles), so the initial displayed error is not always large and in the positive direction.
If randomness is important (which is the case if one pilot is to fly the task many
times, the signal can be made to look random by adding an arbitrary phase shift (4)
to some of the sinewaves and varying this.phase shift from run to run.
• The entire run should be around one minute to 90 seconds in length. Anything longer
may be fatiguing to the pilot; a shorter run may not provide sufficient exposure to the
airplane, even if the task is immediately repeated.
• If pilot/vehicle data are to be extracted, care should be taken to assure that the entire
mn of scored data (data to be analyzed) includes at least one full cycle of each
sinewave and that there is an integer number of all sinewaves. In addition, a warm-
up period at the start should be added. This period is several seconds of non-scoring
time during which the command is ramped in, allowing the pilot to get into the
control loop before formal data taking begins.
More information about the design of the sum-of-sines forcing function, including example numbers, can
be obtained from Refs. 7 and 8. Many more references on this topic are available.
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values are from Ref. 7. Figure 8 shows a time history of the pitch signal for reference. The task time for
both command sets is 74.25 seconds, consisting of the following: 10 seconds of warm-up (non-scored
time); 63 seconds of tracking for scoring; 1.25 seconds of cool-down (non-scored time). All sinewaves
complete an integer number of cycles in 63 seconds, as listed in the table. Sinewave frequency, _ (in
rad/sec), is computed from the scoring time, t,, and number of cycles of each sinewave, Ni, as follows:
2_rNi
t,

























2 1 -8 4 0.39893
3 1 8 7 0.69813
4 0.5 4 18 1.79519
5 -0.2 -1.6 30 2.99199
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Figure 8. Example Pitch Axis Sum-of-Sines Command Signal
In the flight research of Ref. 6, the pitch SOS command resulted in load factors between about O.5g and
1.6g. Higher load factors are possible but will begin to require extremely large pilot inputs; lower load
factors may not reveal much about the handling qualities of the airplane.
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Desiredandadequate performance limits are written in terms of mils of tracking error and are clearly
geared toward a HUD. The format of these requirements is taken from Ref. 8, but the numbers are twice
those used in Ref. 8. It was found in initial shakedown for the tests of Ref. 6 that the original limits were
too small for the pilots to observe much less attempt to meet.
Single-axis tracking may be obtained by simply turning off the command signal in one axis. This is
perfectly acceptable and may be appropriate when the focus is on only one axis. Likewise, more than two
axes may be tested simultaneously by cascading commands for more controls. For example, in the






Evaluate handling qualities in a tight, closed-loop tracking task.
Evaluate feel system and control sensitivity characteristics.
Identify bobble or PIO tendencies.
Description
Aggressively track the displayed signal and attempt to keep errors within the specified tolerances.
Desired Performance
• +10 mils in pitch 50% of the time.
• +10 mils in roll (measured at the end of the command bar) 50% of the time.
Adequate Performance
• +_20 mils in pitch 50% of the time.
• +_20 mils in roll (measured at the end of the command bar) 50% of the time.
2.3.3 Pitch and Roll Discrete Tracking (DT)
2.3.3.1 Background
Tracking a computer-generated command signal produces a highly repeatable, precise task. Two of the
most common types of tracking commands are the Veridian step-and-ramp (discrete tracking) and a sum-
of-sinewaves. As mentioned above, the discrete task was found in two USAF TPS projects (Refs. 5 and
6) to be better at producing repeatable, consistent pilot ratings.
The discrete tracking task has been developed and refined by Vefidian over the years, from the "Neal-
Smith" task (Ref. 4) in pitch_ to "LATHOS" (Ref. 9) in roll, and a pitch-and-roll combination (Ref. 10).
The two-axis version presented here is the most recent, flown in both Refs. 5 and 6. Many of the
subtleties of the task were provided by Veridian to the authors of 6 and are repeated here.
Ideally, the display for this maneuver will be a head-up display (HUD) with an appropriate command bar
and fixed pippers for desired and adequate performance. Realistically, however, such a display may be
restricted only to experimental and research aircraft, at least for the near future, so the maneuver should
not be limited only to HUDs. The display device may be the command bars on a flight director, the
glideslope and localizer bars on a horizontal situation indicator, etc. If a HUD is not used, the definitions
of command scaling (units of actual error per displayed error) and performance limits become critical. In
addition, for any display, the dynamics of the display drivers become important. Total throughput delay
should at least be known, even if nothing can be done about it.
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Table 4 lists the hre.akpaint_ for the pitch and rail eammand si_n_als as a fij_ct_ion__of time: Plots of the
command signals are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. These signals may be scaled as needed to suit the
load factor and roll rate ranges under study. In the flight research of Ref. 8 scale factors were applied in
both pitch and roll, as described below. For Ref. 8, the pitch command resulted in load factors between
about 0.3g and 2g. Higher load factors are possible but will begin to require extremely large pilot inputs;
lower load factors may not reveal much about the handling qualities of the airplane. For this simulator
evaluation the roll command was reduced by 25% to better meet the performance characteristics of the
large transport aircraft simulation model. This reduction is reflected in Figure 10, while the original
values remain in Table 4 for comparison.
The signal displayed to the pilot is tracking error, not the command. When used by Veridian, there is a
scale factor on the signal before it is displayed as well. In addition, Euler pitch attitude is adjusted for
bank angle. In pitch, OduV_ = Ke6(Oc - 0"+ Ob_,), where K,o = 0.86, Oc is the command (from the table),
0b_ is airplane attitude at the start of the task, and 0"= _cos(O). In roll, Odt_pz_= Ke_(Oc - _ + _), where
K,e = 0.88, Oc is the command (from the table), _ is bank angle, and _ is airplane bank angle at the start
of the task. The display of error, rather than pure command, makes the task compensatory in nature: the
pilot compensates for displayed changes in attitude rather than pursuing an attitude command.
Desired and adequate performance limits are written in terms of mils of tracking error and are clearly
geared toward a HUD. The format of these requirements is taken from Ref. 8, but the numbers are twice
those used in Ref. 8. It was found in initial shakedown for the tests of Ref. 6 that the original limits were
too small for the pilots to observe much less attempt to meet. Single-axis tracking may be performed by
zeroing the command signal in one axis. Veridian recommends, however, that two-axis tracking always
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Figure 10. Roll Axis Discrete Command Signal
2.3.3.2 Task Description
Objectives
* Evaluate handling qualities in a fight, closed-loop tracking task.
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• Identify bobble or PIO tendencies.
Description
Aggressively track the displayed signal and attempt to keep errors within the specified tolerances.
Desired Performance
• +10 mils in pitch 50% of the time.
• +10 mils in roll (measured at the end of the command bar) 50% of the time.
Adequate Performance
• +_20 mils in pitch 50% of the time.
• +_.20mils in roll (measured at the end of the command bar) 50% of the time.
2.3.4 Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold (PACH)
2.3.4.1 Background
Flight and simulation evaluations of pitch capture tasks have shown that the pilot's assessment of
performance is greatly affected by the quality and type of visual display. For example, if a HUD pitch
ladder with 5° increments is used, a 5° capture from a nonzero trim attitude means the pilot must judge
performance with no obvious reference. If, on the other hand, the target attitude is a 5 ° line on the HUD,
the pilot will have a more compelling cue. For this reason the Description refers to an attitude change of
"at least 5°" and a target attitude that is clearly marked.
2.3.4.2 Task Description
Objectives
• Evaluate ability to pitch and capture an attitude.
• Identify maneuverability limitations and PIO tendencies.
Description
From steady level flight rapidly capture a pitch attitude of at least 5 ° above trim and maintain this attitude
within the specified tolerances for 5 seconds or until stable. The target attitude should be def'med by a
clearly displayed reference (e.g., a HUD pitch ladder). Then perform subsequent captures of the initial
trim attitude, -5 ° below trim, and trim attitude to complete the maneuver. As with the initial capture, the
actual target attitudes should again be def'med by a clearly det"med reference. Before proceeding to the
next capture, maintain each attitude within the specified tolerances for 5 seconds or until stable. Maintain
wings level flight within the specified tolerances throughout the maneuver.
Desired Performance
• +1 ° pitch attitude.
• +2 ° deviation in bank angle.
• No more than one pitch attitude overshoot for each capture. Magnitude of overshoot remains
within the desired region.
Adequate Performance
• :V.2° pitch attitude.
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• _+,5°deviationinbank angle.
• No more thanone pitchattitudeovershootforeach capture.Magnitude ofovershootremains
within the adequate region.
2.3.5 Bank Angle Capture and Hold (BACH)
2.3.5.1 Background
This maneuver is representative of a standard attitude capture task.
2.3.5.2 Task Description
Objectives
• Evaluate ability to roll and capture a bank angle.
• Identify maneuverability limitations and PIO tendencies.
Description
From steady, wings level flight roll and capture a bank angle of 45 ° and maintain this bank angle within
the specified tolerance for 5 seconds or until stable. Capture the 45 ° bank angle before achieving a
maximum heading change of 10% Then capture and hold a bank angle of -45 ° and maintain this bank
angle within the specified tolerance for 5 seconds or until stable. Finally, return to steady, wings level
flight and maintain within the specified tolerance for 5 seconds or until stable.
Desired Performance
• .'L2°bank angle.
• No more thanone bank angleovershootforeach capture.Magnitude of overshootremains
within the desired region.
Adequate Performance
• +_5°bank angle.
• No more thanone bank angleovershootforeach capture.Magnitude ofovershootremains
withintheadequateregion.
2.3.6 FlightpathCaptureand Hold (FPCH)
2.3.6.1 Background
Precisecontrolofflightpath,whilemaintainingairspeed,iscriticalformany operationalelements.This
maneuver is aimed specificallyat evaluatingpath/speedcoupling thatmight degrade the abilityto
perform aerial recovery or rendezvous tasks.
2.3.6.2 Task Description
Objectives
• Evaluate ability to maintain airspeed during initiation of climbs and descents.
• Evaluate coupling between airspeed and flightpath.
Description
From steady level flight, rapidly pitch over and reduce power to attain a steady dive angle of -5 ° within
the specified tolerances. After an altitude loss of 500 ft, rapidly pitch up and increase power to attain a
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themaneuver by first climbing and then diving.
Desired Performance
• +1 ° deviation in flightpath angle.
• Attain target descent and climb angles with no more than one overshoot. Magnitude
of overshoot remains within the desired region.
• +10 kt deviation in airspeed.
Adequate Performance
• +_2° deviation in flightpath angle.
• Attain target descent and climb angles with no more than one overshoot. Magnitude
of overshoot remains within the adequate region.
• +_.220kt deviation in airspeed.
2.3.7 Altitude Rate Capture and Hold (ARCH)
2.3.7.1 Background
This maneuver is representative of a standard altitude rate capture task. Without a direct readout of rate,
however, the evaluation pilot will need to determine the appropriate pitch attitudes that correspond to the
desired climb and descent rates.
2.3.7.2 Task Description
Objectives
• Evaluate precision climb rate characteristics in isolation.
• Evaluate phugoid stability.
Desc@tion
From steady level flight rapidly capture and maintain a climb rate of 1,000 fpm for an altitude change of
500 ft. Then immediately capture and hold a sink rate of 1,000 fpm and return to the initial altitude.
Then immediately return to level flight. Power should be held constant throughout the maneuver. To
evaluate potential low frequency problems maintain steady conditions for at least 30 seconds to start and
end the maneuver and at the acquired climb and sink rates.
Desired Performance
• 5:100 fpm deviation in climb or sink rate.
• No more than one climb or sink rate overshoot. Magnitude of overshoot remains within the
desired region.
Adequate Performance
• +_300 fpm deviation in climb or sink rate.





Ability to captureandpreciselytrackan ILS (InstntmentLandingSystem)signaldependsupongood
airspeedstabilityandcontrolas well asfavorablepath/speedcoupling. This maneuveris written
specificallyin termsof anILS commandsignal,but it is notmeanto beusedonlywhenanILS is to be
used.It maybeappliedfor otherground-based,or evenaircraft-based(suchasGPS),landingsignals
intendedfor operationsin IMC. Therequirementsfor precision,writtenherein termsof conventional




• Evaluate ability to acquire and track an approach signal in IMC.
• Evaluate speed stability (control force per knot).
• Identify path/speed coupling in IMC.
Description
With the aircraft configured for final approach and from an approach course that is offset at least 1V2dots
laterally and vertically, rapidly maneuver to reacquire centerline of the ILS beam. Start correction when
the aircraft is 5 nm from the runway threshold, or as it crosses the outer marker. The most critical
combination of offsets (high, low, left, fight) should be emphasized. Track the ILS beam until the
missed-approach point or an altitude of 400 ft AGL, whichever is higher.
Desired Performance
• Attain trimmed flight on the ILS (within desired performance limits) at a range from
the runway of 2 nm or greater.
Maintain trimmed approach speed within ±5 kts.
Maintain glideslope and localizer within _,/2 dot.
Adequate Performance
• Attain trimmed flight on the ILS (within adequate performance
crossing the middle marker (approximately 0.5 nm from the runway).
Maintain trimmed approach speed within ±10 kts.
Maintain glideslope and localizer within ±1 dot.
limits) before
2.3.9 Precision Offset Landing (POL)
2.3.9.1 Background
The offset landing has become a common task for evaluation of handling qualities in landing formation.
As recently as the 1960s and early '70s, it was not unusual for "landing" handling-qualities evaluations
tasks to end with a low approach. But it has since become clear that the final few feet before main-gear
touchdown are critically important in exposing any dangerous deficiencies. The landing task has evolved
to include lateral offsets from the runway centerline, both to investigate lateral handling qualities and to
force the pilot to maneuver aggressively just prior to touchdown. When flown on variable-stability
aircraft at Veridian, one or two vertical gusts (with a (1-cosine) shape) are injected on short final to
further perturb the airplane from a stable approach.
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been modified and clarified based upon the review of the offset landing task documented in Ref. 12.
Based on a careful review of the precision offset landing, both the offset correction altitude and the length
of the touchdown box have been made variables that are functions of groundspeed. Experience has
shown that aircraft approach speed and ambient winds can combine to introduce great variability to the
landing task. An airplane that has a very low approach airspeed, or an airplane with a high approach
airspeed in a strong headwind, will have a much easier task than a high-speed airplane in no winds or in a
tailwind. The landing box lengths are nominally 400 and 1,000 ft for desired and adequate performance,
respectively, for an airplane with an approach speed of 132 kts and no wind. This is roughly the approach
speed of the USAF TIFS and NT-33A (operated by Veridian) from which the bulk of experience with this
maneuver comes. We have assumed that KIAS is approximately equal to groundspeed for flight
experiments with these aircraft.
Obviously, including task descriptions and performance parameters that are based on a variable such as
wind can make the definition of the task difficult at best. It is not intended that the offset altitude and
landing box size change from run to run, but rather that they be adjusted whenever there is a sufficiently
large wind to justify such a change. A good rule of thumb is that any difference in approach speed from
132 kts should be accounted for when it will result in a change in offset altitude of 20 ft or more or a
change in box length of 100 ft or more.
Although it is not specified in the maneuver, a clearly defined aimpoint for the landing can greatly
improve performance. Such an aimpoint may be a large white box (5 ft by 5 ft or larger) or a line,
typically placed IA of the way down the desired landing zone. Lack of such a target sometimes results in
apparent landing scatter simply because different pilots will use different target points on the runway
2.3.9.2 Task Description
Objectives
• Evaluate ability to precisely control horizontal and vertical flightpath and airspeed.
• Evaluate ability to precisely control sink rate and attitude in the flare.
• Evaluate tendency for nose bobble or PIO.
• Evaluate control sensitivity and harmony in landing.
Description
Initiate the maneuver approximately one mile out on final approach with a lateral offset of 200 ft from the
runway centerline and on glideslope. The approach angle (glideslope) shall be as appropriate for the
aircraft being tested (roughly 3 ° for conventional approach). At 200 ft AGL aggressively correct the
lateral offset to land on the runway eenterline with wings level. This is for an approach groundspeed of
132 kts. If approach groundspeed differs from this speed by more than 10 kts, adjust the offset correction
altitude by 1.515"(Vo/s - 132), where VG/s is the approximate groundspeed in the approach (in kts).
Touch down within the prescribed touchdown zone with the aircraft centerline within the width of the
zone and the main gear within the length of the zone. The task may be performed in any wind or
turbulence conditions as allowed by the operational limits of the aircraft. Testing in extreme wind
conditions (crosswinds and shears) is recommended. Additional constraints that are necessary for safety
may be implemented as appropriate. For example, restrictions may be placed on bank angles attained by
large aircraft at low altitude.
Desired Performance
• Touch down within :i:5 kts of landing airspeed.
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• Touch down in a box that is 20 ft wide by 400 ft long.. This is for an approach
groundspeed of 132 kts. If approach groundspeed differs from this speed by more
than 10 kts, adjust the box length by 3.03"(Vo/s - 132), where VG/s is the approximate
groundspeed in the approach (in kts).
• Touchdown sink rate less than 4 fps (or no bounce and no hard landing if touchdown
sink rate is difficult to measure).
Adequate Performance
Touch down within_I0 ktsoflandingairspeed.
Touch down in a box thatis40 ftwide by 1,000ftlong. Thisisforan approach
groundspecdof 132 kts. Ifapproachgroundspeeddiffersfrom thisspeed by more
than 10 kts,adjustthe box lengthby 7.576"(VoJs- 132),where VG/s is the
approximategroundspeedintheapproach(inkts).
Touchdown sinkratelessthan6 f'psor 80% ofthegearlimit,whicheverisgreater(or
no more thanone bounce and no hardlandingiftouchdown sinkrateisdifficultto
measure).
2.4 Simulated Flight Control System Failures
A list of flight control system changes that can be induced in real-time using the simulator change-a-gain
feature is provided in Table 5. The demonstration maneuvers that will be used with a given scenario are
also identified in the table. It is anticipated that this table will be revised pending the results of the
simulation checkout.












ID Description Demonstration Maneuvers
PitchTC Alterpitch stick filter time constant All pitch axis and dual axis tasks
PitchGS Alter pitch stick gain shaping All pitch axis and dual axis tasks
PitehTD Inject pitch stick time delay DT, SOS, PACH, POL, STOL/POL
RGllTD Inject roll stick time delay DT, SOS, BACH, POL, STOL/POL
QGain Alter pitch rate feedback All pitch axis and dual axis tasks
PGain Alter roll rate feedback All roll axis and dual axis tasks
QLIM Reduce pitch rate command path limiter DT, SOS, PACH, POL, STOL/POL
PLIM Reduce roll rate command path limiter DT, SOS, BACH, POL, STOL/POL
Requirements and Procedures
Simulator Facility Requirements
2.5.1.1 LOCATS Host PC
To ease logistical and potential security constraints, BAE SYSTEMS acquired the host PC that was
integrated into the simulator facility. The host PC was equipped as foUows:
• Windows 2000 OS;
• Pentium IV 2.4 GHz or higher processor with I GB ram; and
• ATI Radeon video card.
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In addition the PC included a dual-channel SBS !553 Bus Monitor c_zxdto access sLmu!ator data:
2.5.1.2 Simulator HUD
When performing the up-and-away pitch and roll tracking tasks, an error bar and desired and adequate
performance target pippers of 10 and 20 milliradian radii, respectively, will be superimposed on the HUD
as shown in Figure 11. The error bars will indicate the difference between the commanded attitudes and
the actual attitudes as shown in Figure 12. It will be the goal of the pilot to minimize this error. The
desired and adequate performance requirements are set to the values defined in the above SOS and DT
task descriptions.
.. :..... • . .
Figure 11. Head-Up Display with Pitch and Roll Tracking Task Symbology
e..=eJeo_o " : "I__'ti_''*'m'1l
Sub_:dpt zornIndicates value
at Itlu_ of Msk
.. i • " . "
I F_D_rectorc_m'mm - - "ToRoa Cm_l_" t "
Figure 12. Tracking Task Command Bar Implementation in the BAE SYSTEMS Simulator
2.5.1.3 Data Requirements
Table 6 contains a list of variables that will acquired off the Flight Control Computer (FCC) bus by the
LOCATS software. All data runs will be saved to the LOCATS host PC hard disk and later archived to
CD.
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Table 6. Minimum Set of Parameters for LOCATS Software
Parameter Parameter Description Units Comment
Flight Condition and Aircraft Configuration Variables
VCAS Calibrated Airspeed knots
VT True Airspeed knots
MACH Mach Number
H Altitude
















































Left Inboard Elevator Position
Left Outboard Elevator Position
Right Inboard Elevator Position




















Rudder Command deg Lower
Lower Rudder Position inches Local actuator position
Upper Rudder Position inches Local actuator position










P Roll Rate deg/sec
PHI Roll Attitude rad Units specified by airframer
R Yaw Rate deg/sec
TPSI True Heading deg ISM selected
ALPHA Angle of Attack Deg





NZ Load Factor g Estimated
NXCG Longitudinal Acceleration at CG g
NY_CG Lateral Acceleration at CG g
NZ_CG Normal Acceleration at CG g
HD Altitude Rate ft/min Sink Rate
Flight Control System Variables
GKP4 Pitch Stick Filter Time Constant PRC mode
GKP5 Pitch Stick Filter Time Constant PAC mode
GKP6 Pitch Stick Niter Time Constant TO mode
GPFPT1 Pitch Stick Gain Shaping
GPFPT2 Pitch Stick Gain Shaping
GPFPT3 Pitch Stick Gain Shaping
GKQ Pitch Rate Feedback Gain
Flight Control System Variables (Continued)
GKP Roll Rate Feedback Gain
QCRL Pitch Rate Command Limiter
PCRL Roll Rate Command Limiter
P_Delay Pitch Stick Delay msec
R_Delay Roll Stick Delay msec
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2.5.2 Procedures
In general, the piloted simulation will be conducted as a standard handing qualities evaluation. The
sessions will begin with a pilot briefing that will include a discussion of the evaluation tasks and
qualitative data requirements (i.e., comments and ratings). If necessary, the pilot will then be given a
simulator demonstration with an emphasis on the features relevant to the evaluation tasks. Before the
formal evaluation process begins, the pilot will be given an opportxmity to practice the tasks.
A given evaluation will consist of four distinct variables: configuration, flight condition (speed,
crosswinds, etc.), task, and loss of control scenario. A sample run log is presented in Table 7 that
contains the run number, configuration identifier, flight condition identifier, flight control systen failure
scenario, pilot ratings, and comments. When appropriate to the LOCATS evaluation, the pilot will be
required to perform a given task at least twice before ratings and comments will be taken. In practice, the
pilot will be able to repeat the tasks as many times as is necessary to provide ratings with confidence.
Detailed commentary should be provided for each task, supplemented by an additional indication of the
pilot's confidence in the rating(s) assigned. Identification of those situations demanding unusually high
workload, high degree of singular focus on the task, unexpected aircraft responses, etc. are particularly
important. Although there will be a recommended evaluation order for a given session, the experimenter
will be free to make changes as needed.
For any given run a simulated flight control system failure (see Table 5) may be introduced at the
discretion of the test conductor. These "random" events are designed to test the capabilities of the
LOCATS.
2.6 LOCATS Evaluation Success Criteria
There are two fundamental factors that will determine the ultimate success of the LOCATS concept.
First, the LOCATS software must be able to detect impending loss of control events while minimizing
"false alarms" and/or missed events. Second, the time to detection must be minimized, so that the pilot or
automatic flight control system can react to the situation. Thus for a given flight control system failure
scenario, the following questions will be addressed:
• Can the wavelet-based computations run in a real-time environment?
• Was loss of control or impending loss of control observed?
• If yes, what was the triggering event?
• If yes, was the event detected by the LOCATS software?
• If no, was a non-event detected by the LOCATS software?
• What metric(s) provided the detection mechanism?
• What was the detection time?
• Can the detection time be improved?
Later versions of the LOCATS software may include recommended courses of action that could be
provided to the pilot in the form of a flight director or as direct commands to flight control system.
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Table 7. Example Run Log
Date:




3. LOCATS SIMULATION CHECKOUT
3.1 Summary
The LOCATS simulationcheckoutwas conductedatthe BAE SYSTEMS facilityin Johnson City,NY
from 23 to27 June2003. The objectivesforthecheckoutwere asfollows:
• Installrequiredsoftwareand otherwiseconfiguretheLOCATS hostPC;





• Evaluate and refine pilot tasks; and
• Assess loss of control scenarios.
Although there were several key issues to resolve, by the end of the five day checkout all objectives were
met. Further details on aircraft configuration verification and loss of control scenario assessment are
provided below.
3.2 LOCATS DATA ACQUISITION
A significanteffortduringthesimulationcheckoutweek was spentincreatingthe dynamic linklibrary
(DLL) thatwas requiredforthe LOCATS softwareto accesssimulatordataoffof the 1553 databus.
Most of thiseffortwas expended on properconfigurationof the SBS Technologies1553 databus card.
Although thecardhad a dualbus capability,itcould onlybe configuredtoreaddatafrom one bus ata
timedespitethebesteffortsofSTI and BAE SYSTEMS personnel.The good news was thatthemajority
ofthesignalsthatSTI requestedbe made availablewere locatedon a singledatabus. In theend onlysix
signalscouldnotbe recorded.The bad news was thatthesesignalswere thosenecessaryto identifythe
pilotdescribingfunctionfrom theSOS and discretetrackingtasks.When fullyintegratedwithLOCATS
attheend ofthecheckoutsession,thesoftwarecouldread,display,and recordsimulatordataat50 Hz.
3.3 Configuration Review
3.3.1 Run Log
As part of the simulation checkout diagnostic maneuvers
configurations. A complete run log is provided in Table 8.
were conducted on the ten aircraft











CHF (sti11) Cruise/Heavy/FwdCG Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
CHF (stil 1) Cruise/Heavy/FwdCG Pitch Axis Pulse
CHF (sti 11) Cruise/Heavy/FwdCG Pitch Axis Doublet
CHF (stil 1) Cruise/Heavy/FwdCG Roll Axis Frequency Sweep
CHF (stil 1) Cruise/Heavy/FwdCG Roll Axis Pulse
CHF (sti 11) Cruise/Heavy/FwdCG Roll Axis Doublet















































CLF (stil 3) Cmise/Light/FwdCG




Roll Axis Frequency Sweep
Roll Axis Pulse
Roll Axis Doublet
Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
Pitch Axis Pulse
CLF (sti 13 ) Cmise/Light/FwdCG Pitch Axis Doublet
CLF (stil3) Cruise/Light/FwdCG Roll Axis Frequency Sweep
CLF (stil3) Cruise/Light/FwdCG Roll Axis Pulse
CLF (stil 3) Cruise/Light/FwdCG Roll Axis Doublet
CLA (stil4) Cruise/Light/AftCG Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
Pitch Axis Pulse
Pitch Axis Doublet
Roll Axis Frequency Sweep
Roll Axis Pulse
Roll Axis Doublet
Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
Pitch Axis Pulse
CLA (stil4) Cruise/LighffAftCG
CLA (sti 14 ) Cruise/Light/AftCG





AHF (sti35) Approach/Heavy/FwdCG Pitch Axis Doublet
AHF (sti35) Approach/Heavy/FwdCG Roll Axis Frequency Sweep






Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
Pitch Axis Pulse
Pitch Axis Doublet








Approach/Heavy/AftCG Roll Axis Pulse
Approach/Heavy/AftCG Roll Axis Doublet
Approach/Light/FwdCG Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep




Roll Axis Frequency Sweep




























Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
ALA (sti3A) Approach/Light/AftCG Pitch Axis Pulse
ALA (sti3A) Approach/Light/AftCG Pitch Axis Doublet
ALA (sti3A) Approach/Light/AftCG Roll Axis Frequency Sweep
ALA (sti3A) Approach/Light/A_ftCG Roll Axis Pulse
ALA (sti3A) Approach/Light/AftCG Roll Axis Doublet
SALF (sti57) Steep Approach/Light/FwdCG Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
SALF (sti57) Steep Approaeh/Light/FwdCG Pitch Axis Pulse
SALF (sti57) Steep Approach/Light/FwdCG Pitch Axis Doublet
SALF (sti57) Steep Approach/Light/FwdCG Roll Axis Frequency Sweep
SALF (sti57) Steep Approach/Light/FwdCG Roll Axis Pulse
SALF (sti57) Steep Approaeh/Light/FwdCG Roll Axis Doublet
SALA (sti58) Steep Approaeh/Light/AftCG Pitch Axis Frequency Sweep
SALA (sti58) Steep Approach/Light/AftCG Pitch Axis Pulse
SALA (sti58) Steep Approaeh/Light/AftCG
SALA (sti58) Steep Approach/Light/AftCG
SALA (sti58) Steep Approach/Light/AftCG
SALA (sti58) Steep Approach/Light/AftCG
Pitch Axis Doublet
Roll Axis Frequency Sweep
Roll Axis Pulse
Roll Axis Doublet
3.3.2 Example Diagnostic Maneuver Time Histories
As described previously, the DLL needed to read, display, and record simulator data through LOCATS
was not completed until the end of the checkout session. A subset of the required data set from Table 6
was made available for storage using the BAE SYSTEMS file saving capabilities. It was wrongly
assumed by STI personnel that the data would be recorded at the 50 Hz update rate available over the
FCS data bus. The data, however, were actually stored in a print file format at an updaterate of
approximately 8 Hz. To further complicate matters key output variables were saved in a separate file
from the input variables that had a unique time stamp and update rate. Example pitch and roll axis
frequency sweep time histories are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, respectively. Note that the
coarseness of the data is clearly evident in the pitch (THE) and roll (PHI) attitude traces. To remedy this
problem, diagnostic maneuvers were repeated during the formal evaluation simulator sessions (see
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Figure 14. Example Roll Axis Frequency Sweep Time Histories for Configuration CHF
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_L_ '[k _1" ............ J3.4 Assessment ut xvxallt:uvcrs tutu Simulated Flight Control Failures
3.4.1 Maneuvers
Going into the checkout session it was assumed that the SOS and discrete tracking tasks would provide
the high gain environment needed to induce pilot-vehicle system loss of control in the form of pilot-
induced oscillations. There was considerable concern among the BAE SYSTEMS personnel that the
tasks were beyond the capabilities of the transport aircraft modeled in the simulator. It was to the good
fortune of this program that the ST[ evaluation pilot had spent hours in the simulator flying similar HUD
tracking tasks as part of his dissertation research. In the end the aircraft was capable of performing the
SOS tasks with no adjustments to the task. For the discrete tracking tasks the pitch axis command
magnitudes were left unchanged, while the roll axis commands were reduced by 25% to avoid some
maneuvering restrictions. BAE SYSTEMS personnel included an option in the simulator that allowed the
tracking tasks to be flown as either single or dual axis. Selection of the type of task was made via a toggle
switch.
The pitch and bank attitude capture and hold tasks (PACH and BACH) also worked out quite well. What
is especially effective about these single axis tasks is the ability to modulate the aggressiveness of the
task. Once the pilot is comfortable with a configuration, it is possible to fly the task essentially open-loop
with well timed and sized inputs. It was, however, possible to avoid this situation by having the pilot
aggressively attempt to minimize the capture errors, thus ensuring a higher gain, closed-loop task.
Reducing the capture attitudes also kept the pilot in the loop.
The flightpath capture and hold and altitude rate capture and hold tasks were not as interesting. Once the
maneuver was initiated, there was significant dwell times, while the pilot waited for the large aircraft to
climb and descend. The control activity of the pilot was clearly not at the same level as the HUD tracking
or PACH and BACH maneuvers.
Significant effort was expended evaluating the offset landing tasks. One problem in particular arose from
the limitations Of the simulator visual scene. It was just not possible to create the cues necessary to fly the
task as defined in Ref. 1. The BAE SYSTEMS personnel did an impressive job of adjusting the localizer
and glideslope beam deviation flight director bars to mimic the offset landing task. The maneuver began
with a fairly low gain beam capture task and ended with a lagged offset correction via the flight director
that, in the final analysis, could not replicate the required correction to centerline.
3.4.2 Failures
Flight control failures were introduced into the simulator at the discretion of the operator using the
simulator change-a-gain feature. This feature allowed flight control system parameters to be varied from
a default value to some new value, while the simulator was operating. The change-a-gain feature
provided a choice of eight parameter values including the default value. Because of the interest in
inducing loss of control, only the most severe changes from the default value were used. As identified in
Table 5 eight flight control system changes were selected for the checkout phase. The default and
changed values for each flight control system change are identified in Table 9. The change-a-gain
parameters listed in the table were included in the data sets recorded by LOCATS. Thus the actual
changed value for a given run could be easily verified.
To exercise the change-a-gain option three typed entries had to be made at the operator station. This
entry procedure did not pose a problem for single parameter changes, since the change did not engage
until the final entry was made. For changes that involved multiple entries, however, it was difficult for
the operator to make the required entries in a timely matter. As a result the PitchGS, which had three
parameters or nine required entries, was not used.
After the evaluation pilot was comfortable with the evaluation tasks, the various flight control system
failure scenarios were investigated. As expected the pitch (QGain) and roll (PGain) rate feedback gain
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failures worked well with the intended tasks. It was observed that the pitch axis was more sensitive to
this augmentation failure then was the roll axis.










ID Default Value Changed Value
PitehTC 0 see 0.25 see
PitehGS Not Used Not Used
PitchTD 0 msee 240 msec
RoI1TD 0 msee 240 msee
QGain 0.4 0
PGain 1.0 0
QLIM 25 deg/see 7.5 deg/see
PLIM 120 deg/sec 36 deg/sec
The default pitch control system had no stick filter. Thus, the change associated with the PitchTC
essentially added a command path lag to the system. The addition of this lag was noticed by the pilot
although the effects were not dramatic.
The next set of changes that were assessed was the reduction of the command path limiters. Because it is
difficult to generate sustained pitch rates with the simulated transport aircraft, the pitch command limiter
had no real effect, even at its lowest value. Reduction of the roll command path limiter, on the other
hand, was quite effective, particularly during the discrete tracking task.
The final flight control system changes that were evaluated were the pitch and roll stick added time
delays. Because the baseline aircraft can appear sluggish in aggressive maneuvering, the added time
delays did not pose a significant problem for the pilot. He seemed to compensate for the added delay with
relative ease. Although this result was somewhat unexpected, it has been difficult in the past to induce
unfavorable pilot-vehicle system coupling in a fixed base simulator with time delay alone. Including the
added time delay in combination with other failures produced much more promising results.
3.5 Evaluation Pilot Background
Dr. Ed Bachelder of STI served as the evaluation pilot for both the simulation checkout and the formal
LOCATS evaluation sessions. As a Naval Aviator Dr. Bachelder was a Helicopter Aircraft Commander
for the SH-60B Seahawk. During the Navy flight training syllabus he flew the T-34C turboprop and the
TH-57B/C. He logged a total of 926 hours while on active duty. In addition, he logged approximately
2000 hours in a helicopter simulator, largely performing hover tracking tasks, while conducting his
doctoral research work at MIT.
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4. LOCATS SIMULATION EVALUATION
4.1 Summary
4.1.1 Overview
The formal LOCATS simulation evaluation was conducted at the BAE SYSTEMS facility in Johnson
City, NY from 28 July to 1 August 2003. The objectives for the evaluation were as follows:
• Install latest versions of the LOCATS software on the LOCATS host PC;
• Conduct diagnostic maneuvers on all aircraft configurations used in the formal evaluations;
• Verify that the wavelet-based algorithms can run in real time;
• Evaluate the ability of LOCATS to detect pilot-vehicle system changes; and
• Assess the ability of the LOCATS metrics to predict loss of control.
The results of the LOCATS evaluation are documented in Volume I of this report.
4.1.2 Pilot Evaluation Tasks
The pilot evaluation tasks used in the LOCATS evaluation were as follows:
• Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold (PACH);
• Bank Angle Capture and Hold (BACH);
• Pitch and Roll Sum-of-Sines Tracking (SOS); and
• Pitch and Roll Discrete Tracking (DT).
The offset landing tasks were not used in the formal evaluation because of limited effectiveness given the
constraints of the implementation. The altitude rate, altitude, flightpath, and ILS capture and hold tasks
were discarded because the long periods of essentially open-loop control were not conducive to loss of
control.
4.1.3 Revised Simulated Flight Control System Failures
Table 10 provides a revised list of simulated flight control system failures based on the results of the
simulation checkout. In addition, a new scenario was introduced involving the roll axis. As the formal
evaluations progressed it became clear that loss of control in the roll axis (i.e., PIO or otherwise) could
not be induced with the available flight control system changes. To help "loosen" up the roll axis, a new
change-a-gain option was made available that eliminated the sideslip rate feedback in the roU axis via the
GBDEST gain. Eliminating this gain alone did not produce a noticeable change to the pilot. When used
in conjunction with the elimination of the roll rate feedback, however, it was possible to generate at a
minimum mild PIO in the roll axis. To coordinate its use in the evaluation process, this gain change was
only used in conjunction with a PGain change. As mentioned in the previous section, multiple key
strokes are required to make a single change. Because it was not possible to add the GBDEST to the
saved signal list, the BGain change was always made ftrst, followed by the PGain.
Table 11 gives an updated list of the change-a-gain values used in the LOCATS formal evaluation.
Included in this list are the values for the BGain changes.
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ID Description Demonstration Maneuvers
PitchTC _dter pitch stick filter time constant via All pitch axis and dual axis tasks
change-a-gain
PitchTD Inject pitch stick time delay DT, SOS, PACH
RollTD Inject roll stick time delay DT, SOS, BACH
QGain Alter pitch rate feedback via change-a-gain All pitch axis and dual axis tasks
PGain Alter roll rate feedback via change-a-gain All roll axis and dual axis tasks
BGain Alter GBDEST via change-a-gain All roll axis and dual axis tasks
(only used in conjunction with PGain)
QLIM Reduce pitch rate command path limiter DT, SOS, PACH
PLIM Reduce roll rate command path limiter DT, SOS, BACH










ID DefaultValue Changed Value
PitchTC 0 sec 0.25 sec
PitchTD 0 msec 240 msec




QLIM 25 deg/sec 7.5 deg/sec
PLIM 120 deg/sec 36 deg/sec
4.2 Run Log
A run log for the five simulator sessions conducted as part of the LOCATS formal evaluation is provided
in Table 12. During the formal evaluation of the LOCATS system 122 analysis runs were completed. Of
these 41 were diagnostic maneuvers that are used to characterize the configurations used in the formal
evaluation. The diagnostic maneuvers included pitch and roll axis doublets and pitch and roll axis
frequency sweeps. The maneuvers were conducted with autothrottle on and off. Throttle frequency
sweeps were conducted with the autopilot on and off. The remaining 81 maneuvers featured the flight
control system failure scenarios defined in Table 10. Because of the limitations of the types of failures
that could be introduced via the change-a-gain feature, the aircraft could not be made to depart. It was
possible, however, to repeatedly produce significant pilot-induced oscillations as indicated in the
"Comments" column of Table 12.
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Table 12. LOCATS Simulation Evaluation Run Log
Run#[ FC Configuration Task FCS Comments









C CLF SOS _a Saved data ok. DLL error identified
and fixed.
C CLF SOS n/a Pitch axis only. Update rate error
identified and fixed.
C CLF SOS n/a Roll axis only. No data.
C CLF SOS n/a Pitch axis only. Pilot was more
aggressive in 2*dhalf of run.
C CLF BACH n/a Checkout.
C CLF SOS n/a Roll axis only.
C CLF SOS QGain Pitch axis only.
C CLF SOS PGain Roll axis only.
29 July 2003 (Autothrottle on for all runs)
C CHF Diagnostic n/a Roll Doublet
C CHF Diagnostic n/a Pitch Doublet
C CHF BACH PGaln
C CHF BACH RollTD









































SOS PGain Roll axis only, PGain=1.75











C CHF DT PitchTD




















































CM CLA SOS RollTD


















BGain=0.2, PGain=0 at start
Authothrottle disengaged
PitchTD whole ran, antothrottle
disengage triggers sustained PIO
Pitch doublet, LOCATS timing test
- strip charts only
Pitch doublet, LOCATS timing test
- strip charts + FF'r
Pitch doublet, LOCATS timing test
- strip charts + FFT
Pitch doublet, LOCATS timing test
- strip charts + FFr +
Pitch doublet, LOCATS timing test
- strip charts + FFT + TVTF + 10
persistent lines









C CHF Diagnostic n/a Pitch Sweep
C CHF Diagnostic n/a Roll Sweep





C CLA Diagnostic n/a Pitch Sweep
C CLA BACH BGain + RoUTD whole run
PGain



















































PitchTD + RoI1TD whole ran, mild
PIO after failure
PitchTD + RollTD whole mn
Wavelet test, 8192 pts, some
computational slow down
Wavelet test, 4096 pts, no
computational slow down
Diagnostic n/a Wavelet test, 6144 pts, no
computational slow down

























































20 degree captures, extra aggressive
RoUTD whole run
RoUTD whole run, extra aggressive,
mild PIO
No change
PitchTD whole run, PIO
Mild pitch PIO











FC Configuration Task FCS Comments
AX ALA BACH BGain + RollTD whole run, mild PIt
PGain
31 July 2003
C CLA Diagnostic rda Pitch Doublet, autothrottle off
C CLA Diagnostic n/a Pitch Sweep, autothrottle off
CM CLA PACH QGain Autothrottle on
CM CLA PACH QGain Autothrottle off Runs 93-106
CM CLA PACH QGain PitchTD whole run, significant PIt
CM CLA PACH QLIM PIt after failure
CM CLA PACH QLIM PitchTD whole run, some PIt
CM CLA sos QGain
CM CLA SOS QGain PitchTD whole run, more
oscillatory, no real PIt
CM CLA DT QGain Mild PIt
CM CLA DT QGain PitchTD whole run, large overshoot
following failure, mild PIt




































































Not a problem for pilot " :
RolITD whole run, large overshoots,
mild PIt
PitchTD and RoUTD whole run,
multi-axis failures



































FC Com_gm__fio.-. T*dk FCS r ..... ,_
CH CLA PACH QLIM PitchTD whole run, PIO
CH CLA SOS n/a Pitch axis only
CH CLA SOS QGain Pitch axis only, PitchTD whole run,
PIO
CH CLA BACH PGain
CH CLA BACH BGain +
PGain
CH CLA BACH BGain + RollTD whole run, mild PIO in
PGain middle or run
CH CLA SOS n/a Roll axis only
CH CLA SOS BGain + Roll axis only, RollTD whole run,
PGain sustained oscillations
CH CLA DT BGain + Some PIO
PGain
CH CLA DT QGain Data lost
CH CLA DT QGain PitchTD and RoI1TD whole run,
pitch PIO
CH CLA DT BGain + PitchTD and RollTD whole run,
PGain oscillatory, roll PIO
1 August 2003
C CLA Diagnostic n/a Pitch doublet, autothrottle off Runs
130-134, QGain=0
C CLA Diagnostic n/a Repeat of R130, extended time
C CLA Diagnostic n/a Pitch Sweep, QGain=0
C CLA Diagnostic rda RoU Doublet, PGain--0
C CLA Diagnostic n/a Roll Sweep, PGain=0
C CLA Diagnostic n/a Throttle Sweep with autopilot
C CLA Diagnostic n/a Throttle Sweep with autopilot off












4.3.1 Pilot Control Stick Characteristics
The CLA (autothrottle on) frequency sweep runs were used to identify the dynamic characteristics of the
simulator's control stick. Coinciding with comments made by the evaluation pilot, it was found that the
pitch stick characteristics were essentially linear, while the roll stick characteristics were modified by
common control system nonlinearities. Details are provided below.
4.3.1.1 Pitch Stick
The pitch stick characteristics were identified from R55. Partial stick force and position time histories are
shown in Figure 15 for the first 20 seconds of the frequency sweep. Here, the slowly increasing
frequency sinusoidal stick force input is matched by a sinusoidal stick position output. No significant
nonlinear characteristics are evident in the responses. The Figure 16 frequency response was generated
using the fast Fourier transform (FFF) tools included in the STI Matlab-based wavelet toolbox. Note the
excellent coherence from 0.3 rad/sec to nearly 30 tad/see and the apparent second order response within
this range. From this observed characteristic a second order transfer function fit was made to the
frequency response as shown in Figure 17. Although the control stick dynamics are in most cases
represented by a second order response, the result here indicates a lower than anticipated breakpoint
frequency (i.e., 13.5 tad/see) that will have a significant phase lag contribution to the overall aircraft to
stick force response.
4.3.1.2 Roll Stick
The roll stick characteristics were identified from R33. Partial stick force and position time histories are
shown in Figure 18 for the first 20 seconds of the frequency sweep. In this case, the slowly increasing
frequency sinusoidal stick force input is not matched by a sinusoidal stick position output. By reviewing
the characteristics of common flight control system nonlinearities as defined in Ref. 13, hysteresis is
observed in the "'flattened" response as the stick position output crosses zero, and some additional
nonlinearity is producing a "clipped" response at the peak output amplitudes. Ignoring these observed
nonlinearities at first, the Figure 19 frequency response was generated. The coherence was, generally
speaking, good in the frequency range of interest, but this measure of the linear correlation between the
input and outputs signals is clearly not as good as that seen in Figure 16 for the pitch stick. A
predominately second order response is again observed and the resulting fit is shown in Figure 20. Here a
second order fit matches the amplitude response well, but there is a nearly constant phase offset
throughout the frequency range of interest.
To explain the phase mismatch of Figure 20, the nonlinear characteristics were investigated further,
beginning with the cross plot of stick position to stick force as shown in Figure 21. This plot was
generated using the nearly 90 seconds of essentially constant amplitude stick force and position responses
of R53. Here, the common preload plus friction response is clearly revealed. An idealized response
represented by the thick, gray line indicates that the characteristic is not quite symmetric. By estimating
the 2b and Fs parameters from Figure 21, the negative inverse describing function for this nonlinearity
(see Figure 22, revised from Ref. 14) is used to estimate the added phase lag resulting from the
nonlinearities. In this case the resulting phase lag is in the neighborhood of 20 degrees (the "noisy" data
of Figure 21 prevents a more accurate estimation). Finally, the transfer function fit is adjusted to account
for this added phase lag, the result of which is shown in Figure 23. When accounting for the nonlinearity
there is also a resulting gain attenuation. This adjustment in gain was accounted for in the linear fit, so no
further adjustment was required. Because the effects of this nonlinearity are sensitive to changes in input
amplitude, a unique fit is not possible. As with the pitch stick characteristics, the relatively low
breakpoint frequency (i.e., 16 rad/sec) will also have a significant phase lag contribution to the overall












































Figure 15. Partial Pitch Stick Force and Position Time Histories from R55 Frequency Sweep
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Figure 18. Partial Roll Stick Force and Position Time Histories from R53 Frequency Sweep
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Figure 19. Run 53 CLA DLAT/FLAT Frequency Response
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Figure 21. Observed Roll Stick Friction (Hysteresis) Plus Preload Characteristic
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Figure 22. Inverse Describing Functions for Common Flight Control System Nonlinearities
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Figure 23. Revised Transfer Function Fit to Roll Stick Frequency Response
(20 degrees of added phase lag due to friction plus preload nonlinearity)
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4.3.2 Configuration Frequency Responses and Airplane Bandwidth Assessments
As identified in Table 12 diagnostic maneuvers consisting of pitch and roll axis frequency sweeps and
pitch and roll axis doublets were completed for each aircraft configuration flown as part of the LOCATS
formal assessment. Attitude to stick force frequency response Bode plots were generated from the
frequency sweep runs using the fast Fourier transform techniques included in the Matlab version of the
STI wavelet analysis toolbox. Included with these plots was the corresponding coherence, a measure of
how well the input and output signals are linearly correlated. It is desirable to have coherence values
above 0.66 in terms of confidence in the resulting transfer function correlation.
The resulting plots were then used to obtain airplane bandwidth parameters, as defined in Volume I of this
report, for each configuration. In the analysis described herein, results were not accepted for runs where
the coherence fell below this threshold in the critical frequency region where the bandwidth measures are
made.
4.3.2.1 Longitudinal Configurations
As indicated in Table 13, the baseline longitudinal aircraft configurations from which flight control
system failures were introduced were flown with and without the autothrottle. An additional frequency
sweep run was also made for the failed pitch rate feedback case, the most commonly introduced
longitudinal flight control system failure. Time histories and corresponding frequency response plots
from the frequency sweep runs were generated for each configuration. Each set of time histories includes
longitudinal stick force (FLON) and position (DLON), elevator command (DEC), averaged elevator
position (DE), pitch rate (Q), and pitch attitude (THE). Note that for all cases the pilot was able to
maintain a nearly constant stick force amplitude until the highest frequencies. The computed frequency
responses include a Bode magnitude and phase plot and the corresponding coherence measure.
Airplane bandwidth parameters were computed for each pitch attitude to stick force (THE/FLON)
frequency response. The results are tabulated in Table 13. The actual bandwidth frequency is the lowest
of the phase and gain bandwidth values. Note that for all of the configurations, the bandwidth frequency
results from the gain value. In terms of pitch tracking handling qualities, the configurations have a Level
2 bandwidth frequency. When the phase delay, a measure of the high frequency phase roll off, is taken
into consideration, only the augmented autothrottle off configurations (R91 and Rl12) remain in the
Level 2 region. The increased augmentation associated with the autothrottle on runs produce over 100
msec of additional phase delay.
Table 13. Pitch Axis (THE/FLON) Airplane Bandwidth Parameters
Configuration Time Series/ Phase mew Gain ¢0sw oxxsw _p
Freq. Response (rad/sec) (rad/sec) (rad/sec) (sec)
CHF Figure 24 & 3.340 1.409 5.127 0.332
(autothrottle on) Figure 25
CLA Figure 26 & 3.186 2.036 4.925 0.314
(autothrottle on) Figure 27
CLA Figure 28 & 2.925 2.005 4.515 0.192
(autothrottle off) Figure 29
CHLA Figure 30 & 1.758 1.439 3.740 0.170
(autothrottle off) Figure 31
CLA, QGain = 0 Figure 32 & 1.697 1.523 2.094 0.231








All of the configurations suffer from large phase delay values, regardless of the effect of the autothrottle.
The control stick analysis detailed in the previous section identified one source of the significant phase
delay. In pitch the control stick transfer function is characterized by a 2_a order mode at 13.5 rad/sec. To
investigate the impact of this effective command path lag, a pitch attitude to stick position (THE/DLON)
frequency response was generated for comparison (see Figure 34). In this case the computed bandwidth
parameters yield a phase delay of 0.232 sec, 100 msec lower than the phase delay produced from the
corresponding THE/FLON frequency response. A 60 msec reduction in phase delay was achieved with
the R91 autothrottle off case. There were not enough data runs available to fully investigate why this
value is not the same as the autothrottle on case, but nonetheless the added phase delay from the stick is
significant.
4.3.2.2 Lateral Configurations
Frequency sweeps runs were generated for each of the baseline lateral aircraft configurations from which
flight control system failures were introduced. An additional frequency sweep run was also made for the
failed roll rate feedback case, the most commonly introduced lateral flight control system failure. Time
histories and corresponding frequency response plots from frequency sweep runs were generated for each
configuration. Because of the impact of the preload/hysteresis nonlinearity described in the previous
section, poor coherence resulted from sweeps in which the pilot's input amplitude did not exceed the
force threshold, thus rendering a number of diagnostic runs unusable. Each set of time histories includes
lateral stick force (FLAT) and position (DLAT), aileron command (DAC), aileron position (DA), roll rate
(P), and roll attitude (PHI). As with the longitudinal configurations the pilot was able to maintain a
nearly constant stick force amplitude until the highest frequencies. Once again the computed frequency
responses include a Bode magnitude and phase plot and the corresponding coherence measure.
Computed bandwidth parameters are provided in Table 14 for those runs that produced high coherence
data. For these configurations the gain and phase bandwidths were close in value with the phase
bandwidth being lower in two of the three cases. The phase delay values were also similar in value. As
would be expected, no phase delay effect from the longitudinal axis autothrottle augmentation is observed
in the lateral axis. In terms of roll tracking handling qualities, the configurations have a Level 1
bandwidth frequency, however the high phase delay values move the configurations into the Level 3
region. In addition to the significant nonlinearities, the analysis of the lateral stick dynamics yielded a 2 _a
order pole at 16 rad/sec. A frequency response of roll attitude to stick position was generated for the RS1
frequency sweep (see Figure 41). The resulting phase delay was in this case 0.178 see, 80 msec less than
the value for PHI/FLAT shown in Table 14. Thus, a significant portion of the phase delay comes from the
stick dynamics.
Table 14. Roll Axis (PHI/FLAT) Airplane Bandwidth Parameters
Configuration Time Series/ Phase maw Gain msw o_tso* _P
Freq. Response (rad/sec) (rad/sec) (rad/sec) (see)
CI-IF Figure 35 & 1.04 1.14 1.74 0.259
(autothrottle on) Figure 36
CLA Figure 37 & 1.416 1.356 2.039 0.247
(autothrottle on) Figure 38
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Figure 24. Run 50 CHF Pitch Sweep Time Histories (Autothrottle On)
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Figure 25. Run 50 CHF THE/FLON Frequency Response (Autothrottle On)
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Figure 26. Run 55 CLA Pitch Sweep Time Histories (Autothrottle On)
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Figure 27. Run 55 CLA TI_/FLON Frequency Response (Autothrottle On)
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Figure 28. Run 91 CLA Pitch Sweep Time Histories (Autothrottle Off)
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Figure 29. Run 91 CLA THE/FLON Frequency Response (Autothrottle Oit)
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Figure 30. Run 112 CHLA Pitch Sweep Time Histories (Autothrottle Off)
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Figure 31. Run 112 CHLA THE/FLON Frequency Response (Autothrottle Off)
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Figure 32. Run 132 CLA Pitch Sweep Time Histories (Autothrottle Off, QGain = 0)
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Figure 33. Run 132 CLA THF3FLON Frequency Response (Autothrottle Off, QGain = 0)
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Figure 34. Run 50 CHF THE/DLON Frequency Response (Autothrottle On)
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Figure 36. Run 51 CHF PHI/FLAT Frequency Response (Autothrottle On)
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Figure 38. Run 53 CLA PHI/FLAT Frequency Response (Autothrottle On)
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Figure 40. Run 102 CLA PHI/FLAT (Autothrottle Off)
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Figure 41. Run 51 CHA PHI/DLAT Frequency Response (Autothrottle On)
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4.4 un._. A-.a._ c,_.., .... and Ho .... amation..
A listing of the key bank angle capture and hold evaluation runs is provided in Table 15. Time histories
and time varying transfer function (TVTF) and wavelet eigen value realization (WERA) analysis plots for
the Table 15 runs are provided in Figure 42 through Figure 65.
Table 15. Selected BACH Evaluation Runs





A ALA BACH n]a
AX ALA BACH n/a
CH CLA BACH PGain
Mild PIO Runs
C CLA BACH BGain + Mild, damped oscillations
PGain











BACH BGain + RolITD whole ran,mild PIO in
PGain middleor run
Sustainedor SeverePIO Runs
BACH BGain + Large overshoots follow failure and
PGain + lead to PIO, oscillations damp out
RollTD
BACH BGain + RollTD whole run, mild PIO
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Figure 42. R77 Time Histories, No PIO
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b) 21 Point Time Averaging
Figure 43. R77 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 44. R77 WERA Analysis
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Figure 45. R80 Time Histories, No PIO
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Figure 47. R80 WERA Analysis
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Figure 48. R120 Time Histories, No PIO
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a) 41 Point Time Averaging
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Figure 49. R120 TVTF Analysis
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Figure $0. R120 WERA Analysis
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Figure 51. R28 Time Histories, Mild PIO
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Figure 52. R28 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 53. R28 WERA Analysis
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Figure 54. R79 Time Histories, Mild PIO
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a) 41 Point Time Averaging
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Figure 55. R79 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 58. R122 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 59. R122 WERA Analysis
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Figure 60. 1129 Time Histories, Sustained or Severe PIO
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Figure 62. R29 WERA Analysis
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Figure 63. R82 Time Histories, Sustained or Severe PIO
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Figure 64. R82 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 65. R82 WERA Analysis
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4.5 Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold Evaluations
A listing of the key pitch attitude capture and hold evaluation runs is provided in Table 16. Time
histories and time varying transfer function (TVTF) and wavelet eigen value realization (WERA) analysis
plots for the Table 16 runs are provided in Figure 66 through Figure 92.
Table 16. Selected PACH Evaluation Runs
Run# [ FC Configuration Task
FCS Comments
No PI(_Runs







CM CLA PACH QLIM Oscillationsafterfailure
CM CLA PACH QLIM PitchTD whole run,some PIO
CH CLA PACH QGain Three cycle PIO following failure
CH CLA PACH QLIM PitchTD whole run, small amplitude
but sustained PIO
Sustained or Severe PIO Runs.
CM CLA PACH QGain PitchTD from start, autothrottle
disengage triggers sustained PIO
CM CLA PACH QGain PitchTD whole run, PIO
CM CLA PACH QGain PitchTD whole run, significant PIO
after failure
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Figure 66. R68 Time Histories, No PIO
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Figure 68. R68 WERA Analysis
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Figure 70. R95 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 72. R96 Time Histories, Mild PIO
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Figure 73. R96 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 75. Rl15 Time Histories, Mild PIO
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b) 21 Point Time Averaging
Figure 76. Rl15 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 77. Rl15 WERA Analysis
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Figure 78. RU7 Time Histories Mild PIO
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Figure 79. Rl17 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 80. Rl17 WERA Analysis
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Figure 81. R38 Time Histories, Sustained or Severe PIO
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b) 21 Point Time Averaging
Figure 82. R38 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 83. R38 WERA Analysis
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Figure 85. R69 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 86. R69 WERA Analysis
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Figure 87. R94 Time Histories, Sustained or Severe PIO
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Figure 88. R94 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 90. Rl16 Time Histories, Sustained or Severe PIO
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Figure 91. Rl16 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 92. RU6 WERA Analysis
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4.6 Sum-of-Sines Tracking Evaluation Runs
A listing of the sum-of-sines tracking evaluation runs is provided in Table 17. Time histories and time
varying transfer function (TVTF) and wavelet eigun value realization (WERA) analysis plots for the
Table 17 runs are provided in Figure 93 through Figure 104.
Table 17. Selected SOS Evaluation Runs
Run# I FC Configuration Task FCS
I
No PIO Runs
R118 CH CLA SOS n/a






Sustained or Severe PIO Runs
CH CLA SOS QGain Pitch axis only, PitchTD whole run,
sustained PIO follows failure
CH CLA SOS BGain + Roll axis only, RoUTD whole run,
PGain sustained oscillations
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Figure 93. Rl18 Pitch Axis SOS Time Histories, No PIO
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Figure 94. Rll$ TVTF Analysis
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Figure95.R118 WERA Analysis
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Figure 96. R]23 Roll Axis SOS Time Histories, No PIO
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Figure 97. R123 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 98. R123 WERA Analysis
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Figure 99. RU9 Pitch Axis SOS Time Histories, Sustained or Severe PIO
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4.7 Discrete Tracking Task Evaluations
A listing of the discrete tracking evaluation runs is provided in Table 18. Time histories and time varying
transfer function (TVTF) and wavelet eigen value realization (WERA) analysis plots for the Table 18
runs are provided in Figure 105 through Figure 128.
Table 18. Selected DT Evaluation Runs
Run# I FC Configuration Task
LOC Comments
No PIO Runs
R15 C CHF DT































PitchTD and RollTD whole run,
pitch PIO
Mild pitch PIO
PitchTD whole ran, large overshoot
following failure, mild PIO
PitchTD and RoUTD whole run,
multi-axis failures
Sustained or Severe PIO Runs
CLA DT BGain + PitchTD and RollTD whole run,
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Figure 105. R15 Time Histories, No PIO
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Figure 106. R15 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 108. R18 Time Histories, No PIO
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Figure 109. R18 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 110. R18 WERA Analysis
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Figure 111. R70 Time Histories, Mild Pitch PIO
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Figure 112. R70 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 113. R7O WERA Analysis
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Figure 114. R71 Time Histories, Mild Pitch PIO
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Figure 115. RT1 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 121. RI00 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 123. R106 Time Histories, Mild Pitch PIO
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Figure 124. R106 TVTF Analysis
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Figure 126. R128 Time Histories, Sustained or Severe Roll PIO
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1. INTRODUCTION
This three volume report documents the results of a Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
contract to develop an on-line means to predict aircraft loss of control using wavelets. Systems
Technology, Inc. (STI) conducted the work for NASA Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards, CA.
The overall objective of this proposed program was to apply wavelet technology in the form of a Loss of
Control Analysis Tool Set or LOCATS as a means of predicting loss of control for the broad range of
refractory automatic and manual control system problems. These control problems are those that escape
detection by typical design criteria and methodologies, surface under unusual or rare circumstances, and
threaten flight safety. Specific Phase II technical objectives were as follows:
* Extend the capabilities of the LOCATS to include improved wavelet formulations for
real-time applications with validity measures;
• Identify time varying pilot-vehicle system characteristics that can be an indicator of
impending loss of control;
o Identify, develop and validate wavelet-based time varying metrics to predict loss of
control of automatic and manual flight control systems and to monitor overall flight
control system health;
• Develop software and/or hardware solutions for the implementation of the real-time
LOCATS;
• Provide a graphical user interface, real-time graphics displays, and networking
capabilities for the prototype real-time LOCATS; and
• Evaluate the prototype real-time LOCATS in a piloted simulation that features flight
control system software and hardware representative of current state-of-the-art
aircraft.
The evaluation of the prototype LOCATS was conducted using the flight control system hardware-in-the-
loop simulator facility of BAE SYSTEMS Platform Solutions Sector (here after referred to as BAE
SYSTEMS) of Johnson City, NY.
Volume I of this report begins with an overview of issues involving aircraft loss of control. This is
followed by a description of the LOCATS software, detailed development of the wavelet-based loss of
control detection techniques, and a discussion of the results from the LOCATS piloted simulation
evaluation. Supporting material is provided in the appendices. Volume II of this report provides the
LOCATS piloted simulation test plan and detailed descriptions of the simulation checkout and formal
evaluation. Finally, Volume Ill of this report contains the LOCATS User' s Guide.
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2. GETTING STARTED
The LOCATS software has the following parts:
Data collection: Real time data transfer from the Mil 1553 data bus or pseudo real time playback
from ASCII files.
Configuration management: Selection of data source and selection of plots.
Displays: Real time graphical displays of time series and transforms.
Wavelet and FFT Transforms: Calculations for power spectra, transfer functions, and stability
parameters.
This user's guide explains the operation of the program for each of these parts.
The software runs in a Windows operating system (Win98, Win2000, or WinXP). The visual and data
collection parts of the program are written in Visual Basic, and the
transform calculations are written in C and contained in a dynamic
link library or DLL. The program is available either as a compiled
program, or it can be run inside of the Visual Basic development
environment. The latter is more flexible for making changes, but
requires some knowledge of the software. The program is started
from an icon, located on the start menu, the desktop, or in the
explorer. The icon in Figure 1 is the default for a Visual Basic
Program.
Install the program using a standard Windows install shield, which
loads the executable file, various DLL files that contain support
II
Figure 1. Starting LOCATS
software, data files collected on the BAE SYSTEMS simulator, and sample configuration files. The real
time data transfer is specific to the SBS Technologies Mil 1553 data bus card used to read signals from
the BAE SYSTEMS simulator, and changes to the software and perhaps new hardware will be required to
support other data interfaces. Start the program, the splash screen in Figure 2 will be displayed for a few
seconds, and then you are ready for configuration management.
TR 1341-3
Figure 2. LOCATS Splash Screen
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3.1 Real Time
The real time signals are read from the Mil 1553 bus. The signal names, Scale factors, and bus locations








Figure 3. Example .sig File
The .sig file is read by LOCATS. The file format is defined as follows:
First line is max # data points that will be collected.
Each additional line def'mes a signal. Using the fast signal as an example:
Q = name of signal that appears in dialog boxes and on plots
5.49316E-03 = scale factor that multiplies data received from the bus.
-180 = minimum value, initial value used by dialog box
180 = maximum value, initial value used in dialog box
12 = Mil 1553 address for this signal (RT Address)
21 = Mil 1553 address for this signal (Sub Address)
13 = Mil 1553 address for this signal (Data word within sub address)
1 = BAE SYSTEMS simulator bus number
Pitch Rate (deg/sec) = detailed description of signal (not used in LOCATS)
For remaining details please see the documentation for the Mil 1553 bus. The LOCATS code that reads
and interprets the Mil 1553 bus is unique to the experimental setup used at BAE SYSTEMS and will
likely have to be modified for a different site.
3.2 Recorded Data
Data stored in ASCII f'des can be loaded and then played back in pseudo-real time (never faster,
sometimes slower). Part of a data f'tle is shown in Figure 4. The file structure is defined by:
Header on first 3 lines can contain any information and is ignored.
Fourth line has signal names, 9 characters per name with blank fill.
Data begins on fifth line, one number per signal separated by blanks.
The "File/Load Data" menu item and the "R2D2" toolbar icon loads the recorded data.
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4.1 The Main Screen
Start the program and the main screen shown in Figure 5 will appear. The main screen has the follow
parts:
Menu bar: File operations. There is currently no on-line help.
Tool bar: Most of the operations are started from the toolbar:
Icon1 (Save): Save collected data. Enabled for real time operations.
Icon2 (Tools): Configuration options. Not currently used.
Icon3 (R2D2): Load data from file.
Icon4 (6-Plot): Add new plots. Creates a new branch in the Active Plots panel.
Icon5 (Jet): Begin data collection. Pops up the active plots.
Icon6 (Pause): Pause playback.
Icon7 (Stop): Stop data collection.
Icon8 (Plot): Plot existing data. Brings back plots after stopping.
System Information: The panel on the left hand side is a record of operations, including error
messages.
Active Plot Tree: The panel on the tight hand side defines the real time plots. Change signals and
options by clicking on a branch.
Figure 5. LOCATS Main Screen
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4.2 Active Plots
The objective of this user's guide is for you to be able to create sets of active plots such as those shown in
Figure 6. To play back stored data and duplicate these plots:
Start the program.
Use "File/Load Configuration" and select "pitch 1.cfg" located in the "BAE Data" directory.
Click "R2D2" and open "Run69.dat" located in the same directory.
Click the Jet icon.
View the plots in real time.
Position
Drag the plots to the desired positions. The positions are remembered when the configuration is recalled.
The plots always stay on top.
Timing
When running in real time the transform calculations and/or plotting routines can take longer than a cycle
time, in which case data during the missed cycles is lost. See Timing in Section 6.10 for further
information.
When playing back recorded data the program delays during each cycle if time remains so that the data is
not played back faster than real time. If the transform and/or plotting routines take longer than a cycle the
data is not skipped and the playback occurs slower than real time - hence in pseudo-real time.
Figure 6. Active Plots
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4.3 Fiie Menu
Use the File menu to open the three types of files used by LOCATS:
.cfg = configuration files (information about the plots to be created)
.dat = data files (ASCII files with data for playback in pseudo-real time)
.sig = signal files (information about the real time signals)
The File menu and the open dialog boxes are shown in Figure 7.
Configuration Files
The configuration files can be saved using "Save configuration," or the current configuration cleared
using "New configuration." The program starts by loading the previous configuration f'tle (but not the
previous data f'tle or signal f'tie). The user is prompted to save the current configuration when quitting if
changes have been made. The program can "crash" on start-up if out-of-date versions of the configuration
files are used, in which case the out-of-date versions should be deleted.
Data Files
Previously stored data is loaded using "Load data." The "R2D2" toolbar icon does the same thing. Real
time data just collected is stored using "Save data."
Figure 7. File Menu and Open Dialog Boxes
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4.4 Add New Plots
Click the 6-Plot toolbar icon to add a new plot. The following plots are available:
Strip charts: Signals versus time. Up to 4 subplots (also known as channels). Each subplot can
be multiple signals. Automatically scrolls.
XY Plot: Any two signals plotted versus each other. Does not scroll.
Scatter Plot: Like an X'Y plot, but with dots.
Estimated PSD: Computes and plots the power spectra of the selected signals. Up to 4 subplots,
each with one or more signals.
Estimate TF: Computes and plots the transfer function of selected pairs of signals. Only one pair
of signals, but up to 4 subplots, containing magnitude, phase, coherence, and so on.
The new plots appear in the active plot tree. Click on the branches to select signals and parameters.
...
. • :_. . •: -. • . .- / i•. :-
Figure 8. Add New Plots
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4.5 Plot Information
Click on a plot title in the active plot tree and the Plot Information dialog box pops up.
Title: The plot title is automatically created when signals are selected. Change the title in the edit
box and click Ok. (The new title may be lost if other options are selected, so immediately save the
title).
Display: The plots on the active plot tree are not displayed unless the "Display Plot" checkbox is
checked.
# Channels: Each plot can have up to four channels. The active plot tree has a sub-branch for
time or frequency and then a sub-branch for each channel.
Order: Use the up and down arrows to change the order of the plots on the active plot tree.
Delete: Delete the plot using the X button.
Transform Method: Selects parameters for the PSD and TF plots. See Section 6.
• . .?.. • • +......... . .. ; ..'+ .. ; + .. . -
: +




A strip chart plots signals versus time. The plot scrolls when the max time is reached. There can be up to
4 channels on each strip chart. To plot more signals use multiple strip charts. The signal name appears on
the left axis when there is one signal, or in a legend on top of the channel where there are multiple signals.
To create a strip chart:
Click the 6-Plot toolbar icon to pop up the Add New Plot Dialog Box (see Figure 8). Check the
Strip Chart Option and then click Okay.
Click on the title branch in the Active Plot Tree to pop up the Plot Information Dialog Box (see
Figure 9). Change the title and/or number of channels.
Click the ftrst sub-branch to pop up the Time Dialog Box. Select the time signal and axis limits
(see Figure 11)
Click the remaining sub-branches to pop up the Channel Dialog Box (see Figure 12). Select the
signal and axis limits.
Click the Jet toolbar icon to activate the plot. An example strip chart is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Strip Chart
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5.1.1 StripChartTime




Minimum Value, Maximum Value, Divisions: Set the max-rain range of time displayed on the
strip chart.
Percent Scroll: Percentage the time across scrolls when the max time is reached.
_..,--:_,-;,_ Strip Chart 1
i............._ Chinnel 4
Figure 11. Strip Chart Time
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5.1.2 StripChartChannel
The strip chart defaults to 4 channels. To change click on the title branch in active plot tree and change
the number of channels in the plot information dialog box.
Click on the second and subsequent branches to select signals and vertical axis limits using the dialog box
shown in Figure 12. The following controls are available:
Select Signals: Click on the signal in the list box to make a selection. Make multiple• selections to
compare signals on the same axes. Shift-click and/or Ctrl-chck to make multiple selections.
AutoScale: Check for auto scaling. The vertical scale is increased as needed to fit the data, but
does not automatically decrease.
Minimum Value, Maximum Value, Divisions: Defaults when signals are selected to fit the data.
Advanced Plot Editor: More options, not all implemented, so best not to use.
Thresholds: Sets thresholds on the plot.
.:..... :/ .::..:: .... .
. : • . ...
Figure 12. Strip Chart Channel
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5.1.3 Thresholds
All of the plots can have thresholds, not just strip charts. The thresholds are plotted as solid red lines or
line segments that mark important values on the subplots. Create the thresholds as shown in Figure 13:
click on the channel, click on the "Define" button, and then enter the thresholds in the threshold dialog
box. The thresholds are not displayed unless the "Display" checkbox is checked in the channel dialog
box. An example of thresholds is shown in the figure marking acceleration limits. The following controls
are on the threshold dialog box:
Threshold Index: There can be up to 5 thresholds on a subplot.
Horizontal Line: Enter a single value for thresholds that are horizontal lines. The lines will
extend across the entire subplot.





axissignal,butusuallythereisjust 1channel.XY Plotsdonotscroll.TocreateanXY Plot:
Click the6-Plotoolbariconto popup theAddNewPlotDialogBox(seeFigure8).Checkthe
XY PlotOptionandthenclickOkay.
Click onthetitlebranchin theActivePlotTreeto popup thePlotInformationDialogBox (see
Figure9).Change the title and/or number of channels.
Click the sub-branches to pop up the Channel Dialog Box (see Figure 12). Select the signal and
axis limits.
Click the Jet toolbar icon to activate the plot. An example XY-Plot is shown in Figure 14.
The plotting package (T-Chart) used in LOCATS has a "bug" and does not correctly plot lines that go





Any signal can be plotted versus any other signal. There can be up to 4 channels, with the same horizontal
axis signal, but usually there is just 1 channel. Scatter plots plot every 100 t_point as a dot. Scatter Plots do
not scroll. To create a scatter plot:
Click the 6-Plot toolbar icon to pop up the Add New Plot Dialog Box (see Figure 8). Check the
Scatter Plot Option and then click Okay.
Click on the title branch in the Active Plot Tree to pop up the Plot Information Dialog Box (see
Figure 9). Change the title and/or number of channels.
Click the sub-branches to pop up the Channel Dialog Box (see Figure 12). Select the signal and
axis limits.
Click the Jet toolbar icon to activate the plot. An example Scatter Plot is shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15. Scatter Plot
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5.4 PSD Plot
The Power Spectral Density (PSD) plot is estimated from time series data using either Fourier or Wavelet
transform methods. There can be up to 4 subplots, each containing one or more PSDs. Plotting more than
one PSD on the same axis is a good way to compare magnitudes. The frequency axis is common to all of
the subplots. To create a PSD plot:
Click the 6-Plot toolbar icon to pop up the Add New Plot Dialog Box (see Figure 8). Check the
"Estimated PSD" Option and then click Okay.
Click on the title branch in the Active Plot Tree to pop up the Plot Information Dialog Box (see
Figure 9). Change the tide and/or number of channels.
Starting from the Plot Information Dialog box select the transform method and parameters (see
Section 6).
Click the first sub-branch and select the frequency axis limits (see Figure 17)
Click the remaining sub-branches to pop up the Magnitude Dialog Box (see Figure 18). Select the
signal and axis limits.
Click the Jet toolbar icon to activate the plot. An example PSD Plot is shown in Figure 16, shown
next to the time series from which the PSDs were estimated.
Figure 16. PSD Plot
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5.4.i PSDFrequency
Click onthefirst sub-branchof thePSDplotintheActivePlotTreeto popup theFrequencyDialogBox
as shownin Figure17.Thesamefrequencyaxisis usedfor eachof thesubplots.Thecontrolson the
dialogboxare:
Autoscale:Doesn'tworkwell for logaxesandisdisabled.
Minimum Value, Maximum Value, Divisions: Frequencies.
Nice Values: for rain, max, and divisions.
Options: Frequencies are rad/sec or Hz, linear or logl0. The rain and max values are rad/sec or










Figure 17. PSD Frequency
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5.4.2 PSDMagnitude
Click on thesecondandhighersub-branchesof thePSDplot to popup theMagnitudeDialogBoxas
shownin Figure18.Thecontrolsonthedialogboxare:
SelectSignals:Clickonthesignalin the list box to make a selection. Make multiple selections to
compare PSDs on the same axes. Shift-click and/or Ctrl-click to make multiple selections.
AutoSeale: Check for auto scaling. The vertical scale is increased as needed to fit the data, but
does not automatically decrease.
Minimum Value, Maximum Value, Divisions: Magnitude, scaled according to the selected
option.
Nice Values: for min, max, and divisions.
Options: Magnitude can be in dB, power dB, or absolute.
Thresholds: See Figure 13.
!
Figure 18. PSD Magnitude
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5.5 TF Plot
The Transfer Function (TF) Plot is estimated from input and output time series data using either Fourier
or Wavelet transform methods. There can be up to 4 subplots, each containing a different part of the
transfer function or a parameter estimated from the frequency response. A transfer function can be linked
to the previous TF Plot, so that more than 4 subplots can be created without duplicating the computations
needed to estimate the transfer function. To create a TF plot:
Click the 6-Plot toolbar icon to pop up the Add New Plot Dialog Box (see Figure 8). Check the
"Estimated TF" Option and then click Okay.
Click on the title branch in the Active Plot Tree to pop up the Plot Information Dialog Box (see
Figure 9). Change the title and/or number of channels.
In the Plot Information Dialog and Transform Method Dialog Boxes select the transform method
and parameters (see Section 6).
Click the first sub-branch and select the input and output signals and the frequency axis limits
(see Figure 20)
Click the remaining sub-branches to pop up the Plot Type Dialog Box (see Figure 21 and Figure
22). Select the Plot Type (e.g., Magnitude, Phase, and so on) and then enter the vertical axis
limits.
Click the Jet toolbar icon to activate the plot. An example TF Plot is shown in Figure 16, shown
next to the time series used to estimate the transfer function.
Figure 19. TF Plot
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5.5.1 TFSignalsandFrequencyAxis
Click onthefirst sub-branchof theTF Plot in theActivePlotTreeandtheTF SignalsandFrequency
AxisDialogBoxpopsupasshowninFigure20.Thecontrolsare:







Link to PreviousTF: Enabledif thepreviousplotontheActivePlotTreeis aTFPlot,in which
caseup tofourmoresubplotscanusethesameTFestimate.
Figure 20. TF Signals and Frequency Axis
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5.5.2 TFMagnitude,Phase,andCoherence
Clickon thesub-branchesbelowthefrequencyto popupthePlotTypeDialogBoxshownin Figure21.
Thefirst fiveplottypesarespectralandcross-spectraquantities:
Mag: Ic(jco)I= Syx(jCo)/Sxx(JCo), where Syx(jO)) = smoothed cross spectra
Phase: Phase[G(j(o)]= Phase[ Syx(jO))]
Coherence: pg ( j ca) _ S yx ( j (.o)12 /[ f_xx (J CO)g yy ( j O))]
Input Power: Sxx (jc0) = smoothed input spectra
Output Power: _{yy(j(o) = smoothed output spectra
The example TF Plot in Figure 19 has subplots of magnitude, phase, and coherence. The remaining
controls in the Plot Type Dialog Box are similar to those for the PSD Magnitude, except the Nice Values
and Options change appropriately. Note that the phase can either be pinned to a selected 360 degree range




Figure 21. TF Magnitude, Phase, and Coherence
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5.5.3 TransferFunctionMetrics
TheremainingPlot Typesareparametersestimatedfromthefrequencyresponse.A valueis obtained
eachtime thetransformsarecomputed,andthenthemetricsareplottedversustime. An exampleis
shownin Figure22(Run69fromLocatsBAESimData,thelabelswereinsertedusingMicrosoftPaint).
Figure 22. TF Metric Plots
The metrics that can be selected from the Plot Type Dialog Box are listed below:
We vs Time: Unit magnitude crossover frequency of Ia(jco)l. Mainly for loop transfer functions
(LTFs), in which case coc is the bandwidth and the frequency at which the phase margin is
computed.
PM vs Time: The Phase Margin (PM) is 180 plus the phase of G(jco) at co=co c . Mainly for
LTFs, in which case the phase margin is the extra phase at co= coc that will destabilize the
system.
W180 vs Time: The frequency where the phase of G(jco) crosses -180 degrees.
GM vs Time: The Gain Margin (GM) is minus the gain in dB of G(jco) at co= oh80 . Mainly for
LTFs, in which case the gain margin is the gain increase that will destabilize the system.
Airplane BV¢ vs Time: The airplane bandwidth is the minimum of the phase and gain
bandwidths.
We and W180 vs Time: A combined plot of coc and co180.
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plus the magnitude at a)= ah80 . The phase bandwidth is the frequency where G(jc.o) crosses
-135 degrees. The gain and phase bandwidths are mainly of interest for manual control
analysis when G(jc.o) is an attitude controlled element. If the human operator acts like a
constant gain, then the gain bandwidth is the co= ah80 frequency that results from a gain
selection with a gain margin of 6 dB. The phase bandwidth is the co = 6oc frequency that
results from a gain selection with a phase margin of 45 degrees.
TauP vs Time: Taup is a measure of the effective delay of the controlled element. It is defined as
one half the phase slope of G(jco) between o)180 and 2oJ180 . Systems with large TauP
(larger than about 150 msecs) require a higher workload on the human operator.
TauP vs BW: A cross plot of TauP and airplane bandwidth.
To set the parameters click on the appropriate branch in the Active Plot Tree. Select a metric Plot Type
and then the dialog box changes as shown in Figure 23. The time signal must be selected, and the axis








6.1 Transform Method Dialog Box
Fourier and wavelet transforms of time series are used to create Power Spectral Density (PSD) and
Transfer Function (TF) plots. LOCATS was developed to demonstrate the use of wavelet transforms for
this purpose, and so selecting transform methods and their parameters is at the heart of this program. Use
the following dialog boxes and controls to do so, as shown in Figure 24.
Click on the plot title in the Active Plot Tree to pop up the Plot Information Dialog Box.
Use the transform method list box to select the transform method.
Click on "Timing" push button to pop up the Transform Method Tabbed Dialog Box with the
"Timing" tab selected.
Click on the "Setup" push button to pop up the same Tabbed Dialog Box with either the "FFT" or
"CWT" tab selected.
Transform Method Tabbed Dialog Box has the following tabs:
Timing: Set parameters for the sliding window, persistence, and time domain smoothing.
Fmax: Set the max frequency at which the transform is computed.
FFT: Set parameters for Fourier transform methods.
CWT: Set parameters for Continuous Wavelet Transforms.
LLS: Set parameters for LLS parameter estimation.





The sample period is determined by subtracting the first two times in a data file and then stored in the
configuration file. If known, the following information is displayed:
dt [sec] = sample period
1/(2*dt) [Hz] = foldover frequency
1/T [Hz] = bin size
Length of Transform:
Use the edit boxes to enter:
T [see] = length of transform
N [points] = number of points in transform, where T = N*dt
Enter one of these and the other is automatically updated. Use the up and down arrows to change N by
powers of 2. The parameters T and N can also be changed in the FFT and CWT tabs, in which case T and
N are changed in the other tabs to be consistent.
The number of points does not have to be a power of 2, the FFT algorithm breaks N down into prime
factors to speed up the calculation, and the CWT computation time scales with N.
Interval Between Transforms:
Use the edit boxes to enter:
Tincr [see] = time between transform calculations
Nincr [points] = incremental number of points in transform, where Tincr = Nincr*dt
Enter one of these and the other is automatically updated. Use the up and down arrows to change Nincr by
powers of two. The incremental number of points does not have to be a power of 2. If many transforms
are being computed, try setting Nincr to values like 5 and 7 so that the calculations rarely occur during the
same time step.
At the start of the run there are less than full amount of N points available. The transforms are
nevertheless computed every Nincr points, with zero fill until the full number of points is available. This
is why the spectra appear to grow out of the bottom of the plot at the start of the run. The same does not
happen for transfer functions because the input and output spectra are reduced by the same amount,
though the variance of the estimate starts large and then reduces.
Sliding Window:
The length and increment define the sliding window shown in Figure 25. If Tincr = 0.1 [see], for







Figure 25. Sliding Window
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Time Domain Averaging:
Sets the number of adjacent-in-time spectra that are averaged. The time domain averaging set here is used
for both FFT and wavelet transforms. The number of adjacent-in-frequency spectra is determined from
controls in the FF-T and CWT tabs. See Section 6.5 for examples and further information about averaging.
Persistence:
P = persistence is the number of lines plotted for the PSD and TF plots. The line for the current time is
always plotted, together with P-1 previous lines that fade with receding time. Persistence makes it
visually more apparent when changes occur, and makes the variance of the estimate more apparent. An
example with and without persistence is shown in Figure 26. The variance of the estimate is significantly








Figure 27. Fmax Tab
6.4 FFT Tab
Parameters that define the Fast Fourier Transfer (FFT) are set using the b-TT tab shown in Figure 28.
Binning (Frequency Averaging):
Adjacent frequency bins are averaged if the "Use log binning" box is checked. All of the FFT bins from
1/T to fmax are otherwise used. The number of adjacent bins averaged increases with frequency (if Fratio
is greater than one) so that the average frequencies are approximately equally spaced on a log scale. The
frequency of the averaged set of bins is the average frequency. The log binning parameters are:
Nmin: The minimum number of bins averaged, primarily sets the number of low frequency bins
that are averaged.
Fratio: The approximate ratio of adjacent averaged frequencies, so that the averaged frequencies
are approximately log-spaced. The same number of bins is averaged across the frequency
range if Fratio = 1.00. A Fratio larger than one is approximately one plus the damping ratio,
so systems known to have lightly damped modes should use Fratio equal to 1.01 to 1.05.
Systems known to be well damped should use Fratio equal to 1.10 or 1.20.
See Section 6.5 for an example of log binning and for further information about smoothing.
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Figure 28. FFT Tab
Length of Transform:
The number of points, length in seconds, minimum frequency in Hz and rad/sec all depend on each other.
Set one, whichever is the most relevant for you, and the others are automatically updated. The lengths in
the "Timing" and "CWT" tabs are also changed. Use the arrows to change the number of points by
powers of 2, though it is not necessary that N actually be a power of 2.
Cosine Taper Fraction:
The time series is tapered at each end by a half cycle of a cosine with the selection fraction. The
maximum fraction of 0.50 is equivalent to the cosine window. The taper helps to reduce the end effects




6.5 t_ wr Tab
Parameters that define the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) are set using the CWT tab shown in
Figure 29.
Continuous Wavelet Transform:
Select the type of transform, the length in cycles, and the cosine taper fraction. The wavelet transform
expands or contracts in time so that the length in cycles remains the same. Click the "Show" button to see
a plot of the mother wavelet and its Fourier transform. The different types of transforms are defined and
compared in Section 6.6.
Length of transform (at fmin):
The length of the transform in seconds depends on the frequency. The maximum length in seconds or
points is set, and then the minimum frequency in Hz or rad/sec depends of this length and the number of
cycles. (For the FFT the minimum frequency is 1/T Hz, here it is Nc/T Hz). Set any one of the four
parameters and the others are automatically updated. The max length in the "Timing" and "FFF' tabs is
also updated.
Number of frequencies:
The wavelet transform is computed at Nw frequencies log-spaced from fmin to fmax. Set either Nw or
Fratio and the other quantity is automatically updated.
"Frequency Domain Averaging". sets the number of spectra bins averaged across frequency. See Section
6.7 for examples and further information on smoothing.













Figure 29. CTW Tab
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6.6 Mother Wavelets
Mother Wavelet Dialog Box
The "Show" push button on the "CWT" tab pops up the "Continuous Wavelet Transform" (a.k.a. "Mother
Wavelet") Dialog Box shown in Figure 30. The mother wavelet and its Fourier transform are displayed.
The parameters that define the wavelet are the same as in the "CWT" tab. Each time a change is made the
new wavelet is displayed.
Check the "Show previous magnitudes" box to compare envelopes in time and frequency. To reset the
comparison cancel back to the tabbed dialog box and re-press the "Show" button.
Check the "Show imaginary part" box the show both the real and imaginary parts of the wavelet.
Figure 30. Mother Wavelet Dialog Box
Mother Wavelets:
All of the wavelets are a complex exponential with an envelope:
_(f ,t)= -_f g(f X(t-u) )ej2_f(t-u)
wherefHz isthefrequencyof thewavelet,u istheshiftintime,and g(t)isthe envelope.The mother





This is alsocalleda "shiftedMofiet" wavelet,becauseit is shiftedto theright to makeit causal.
(Waveletsarecausalif theyarenon-zeroonlyfor positivetime).Theenvelopeis aGausianbell-shaped
curvewith astandard eviationof o-= fl,_-f-2. The shift is tshif t = 3o" and the enveloped is truncated at
tstu.yt + 3o'. This range is set equal to the length of N c cycles, so that 6o" = N c / f. The Morlet wavelets
with 5 and 10 cycles are compared in Figure 31a. The wavelet with 10 cycles is half the amplitude in both
time and frequency.
Rayleigh: The envelope for the Rayleigh wavelet is:
Rayleigh: g(t) = _te -tz 18
The name comes from the Rayleigh probability density. The Rayleigh and Morlet wavelets are compared
in Figure 3lb. The frequency response of the Rayleigh has a slightly narrower bandwidth, but this
difference is not significant. It is the faster rise of the Rayleigh in the time domain that makes this wavelet
significantly different from the Morlet. The faster rise results in faster tracking of changes in the spectra
estimated using this wavelet. The maximum value in the Rayleigh envelope occurs at time
tpeak = fl_-_x(l/f). The envelope is truncated at time zero and four times the peak, and this range is
set equal to the length of N c cycles, so that 4tpeak = N c I f.




The name comes from the Erlang probability density. The Erlang and Morlet wavelets with 5 cycles are
compared in Figure 31c. The order parameter n=3 is fixed and not made available to the user for
change. With this order the Erlang and Rayleigh are almost the same. The Erlang has a slightly smaller
bandwidth than the Rayleigh in the frequency range, and hence is slightly broader in the time domain.
Our experience with the Erlang wavelet has yielded slightly better results at estimating parameters and
that is why we have been using the Erlang wavelet and not the Rayleigh for most of the examples in this
user' s guide. The maximum value of the Erlang envelope occurs at time tpeak = (n - 1) / a. The envelope
is truncated at time zero and four times the peak, and this range is set equal to length of N c cycles, so that
4tpeak = N c I f .
Weibull: The envelope for the Weibull wavelet is:
Weibull: g(t) = abtb-le -atb
The name comes from the WeibuU probability density. The Weibull and Modet wavelet with 5 cycles are
compared in Figure 31d. The order parameter b=3 is fLxed and not made available to the user for
change. With this order it turns out that the Weibull with 2N c cycles is a close match to the Morlet with
N c cycles. The maximum value of the Weibull occurs at tpeak =[(b-1)/(ab)] lib . The envelope is
truncated at time zero and four times the peak, and this range is set equal to length of N c cycles, so that
4tpeak = N c I f. (In retrospect truncating the envelope at two times the peak would be better, but the
choice was made to use four times to be consistent with the other skewed envelopes).
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Cosine Taper: The envelope for the cosine taper wavelet is:
_/l+cos m ]
Cosine taper: g( t) = c_
ar(X+cos n'(t-T) ]
2 t ttaper )
0 < t < ttape r
ttape r < t < T - ttape r
T - ttape r < t < T
where the taper time is a given fraction of the total time T, and or = 1/[(1-ttaper)T ] so that the area under
the envelope is unity. The cosine taper and Morlet wavelets with 5 cycles are compared in Figure 31e. All
of the other Fourier transforms had smooth tails, but here the Fourier transform has scallops, reminiscent
of FFI" windows, which is actually what the cosine tapered wavelet is designed to be. The difference,
however, as with all wavelets is that the wavelet scales with frequency. For a given frequency the cosine
taper has better frequency resolution than the Morlet wavelet at the expense of more leakage in the side
lobes. The cosine taper wavelet is an interesting idea, but we have not found in our analysis to date better
estimation results. There may be cases we haven't yet discovered where this wavelet is the one to use, so
it remains in the stockpile.
a) Morlet Wavelet with 10 cycles compared with 5 cycles
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Figure 31. Mother Wavelet Comparison
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6.7 LLSTab
Parametersfor the Linear Least Square (LLS) estimation problem are set using the LLS tab shown in
Figure 32. Coefficients of a z-transform are estimated and then used to compute the frequency response.
Numerator and Denominator Order:
Enter the numerator and denominator orders, respectively m and n of the estimated z-transform. The
implementation is general and high orders can be entered, but generally n should be in the range 2 to 6
and the relative order n - m should be zero or one.
Length of Sliding Window:
Set the length T = Nxdt [sec] of the sliding window. Enter either the length in seconds or points, and the
other parameter is automatically updated. The length in the 'qTiming" tab is also changed. The number of
points can be changed by the arrows to be powers of 2, though there is nothing special here about these
powers.
Frequencies:
The z-transform is estimated and then the frequency response computed and returned for plotting. The z-
transform coefficients are not returned or displayed The frequency response is computed using Nw log-
spaced points from fmin to fmax Hz. Enter Nw points and fmin Hz or wmin rad/sec in the "LLS" tab.
Enter fmax Hz or wmax rad/sec in the "fmax" tab.
Figure 32. LLS Tab
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6.8 LLS Estimation Method
The transfer function parameter estimation method implemented here is the one-step prediction method
based on the input and output time series. This is a "bare-bones" parameter estimation method that is used
for comparison with the transform methods
The LLS parameter estimation method is briefly described. The starting point is the input and output
times series x i and Yi defined for points in the sliding window. The objective is to estimate the
parameters of the z-transform:
m
G(z)= cruz +'"+Co
Zn + dn_l zn-1 +... + d O
The one-step prediction of the output is based on the previous inputs and outputs:
Yk =-(dn-lYk-1 +'"+doYk-n)+(CmUk+m-n +'"+COUk-n)
The LLS estimation problem finds the parameters that minimize the least square of the error ei = Yi -- Yi
for points in the sliding window. The error is linear in the z-transform coefficients, and hence the name
"Linear Least Squares."
The example in Figure 33 compares the transfer function magnitude computed using the Erlang wavelet
transform and using the LLS estimation problem (Run 69 from the LOCATS data). The LLS parameters
are those shown in Figure 32. Here the comparison looks good. The LLS estimate is smoother because the
selected order of three is not large enough to represent jagged peaks and valleys. Generally, however, the
LLS estimate does not do as well, having a larger variance and too often giving nonsense.
There are many variations of the LLS estimation problem that will improve the transfer function estimate,
but only the "bare-bones" version is implemented in LOCATS. Several LLS variations were explored and
implemented in Matlab, the point being that the simple version in LOCATS is not good enough, and in
fact the LLS variations that do the best job of estimating the transfer function use transforms of the time
series as an initial step in the z-transform coefficient estimation.
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The spectra are averaged in time and frequency as def'lned by the parameters:
"Time Domain Averaging" in the "Timing" tab is the number of spectra averaged in time.
"Nmin" and "Fratio" in the "FFT" tab defines frequency averaging for FFTs.
"Frequency Domain Averaging" in the "CWT" tab is the number of spectra averaged in
frequency for wavelet transforms.
The average is of the auto-spectra and the cross-spectra. The transfer function is the ratio of the averaged
cross-spectra and the input auto-spectra. The coherence also uses the averaged quantities, and if no
averaging in time or frequency the coherence is unity.
The Smoothing Window:
The cross-spectrum is averaged in time and frequency:
i+(Ni-1)12 j
gxy(at'tJ)-- _@_r E E Sxy (t0k'tt)
"i"j k=i-(Ni-1) 12 t=i+l-Nj
The same averaging is also done for the auto-spectra Sxx and Syy .The N i frequencies, where N i is odd,
are centered about the frequency at , and the Nj times are at the current time tj and previous times (and
hence is average is causal). The window used for the average is shown in Figure 34.
The total time and frequency range define a rectangle, and at the edges of this rectangle the averaged
spectra have less than the maximum number of times and frequencies available. The numbers N i and Nj
are reduced to the number actually used in the average. Hence, the expected values of averaged and un-
averaged spectra are the same.
Figure 34. Smoothing Window
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_Amex._m_.p!eof timeandffea_?leneydo_m__ai_n_s_m_ othingfor aErlang5-cyclewaveletransformis shownin
Figure35.ThesmoothedPSDis of pitch (Run69 fromtheLOCATSdatabase,averages41adjacent
times0.16secondsapart,and5 adjacentfrequenciesfor 120frequenciesfrom0.19to 20rad/sec).
Figure 35. Wavelet Smoothing
FFT Log Binning:
Adjacent FFT frequency bins are averaged by checking the "Use log binning" box in the FFT tab. The dc
component is not used in the average, the low frequency bin is at 1/T Hz, and the maximum frequency is
fmax Hz as set in the fmax tab. The number of frequency bins used for the average (usually) increases
with frequency so that the adjacent averaged frequencies have approximately equal ratio. See Section 6.4
for the log binning parameters. An example of log binning is shown in Figure 36, the PSD of pitch, using
the same time series as in Figure 35. There is no smoothing in time.




The real time signals used by LOCATS are obtained from the Mil 1553 bus via software data requests.
These requests are inside a timing loop as follows:
Top of timing loop
Start 20 msec timer and record current time
Request signals
Store signals
Transform calculations (if any)
Plotting (if any)
Loop to use up remaining part of 20 msec (if any)
End of timing loop
The calculations depend on the choice of plots. Strip charts are updated each cycle. The time series for
PSD and TF plots are stored every cycle, but the transform calculations and plotting are updated every
Nincr samples, where Nincr is a specified number of increments. For example, if one transform has Nincr
= 5 and a second has Nincr = 7, then they are computed and plotted respectively every 5 and 7 samples,
overlapping every 35 samples.
Another factor in the timing is the number of lines drawn on each plot. The PSD and TF plots can have
multiple lines, as determined by the "persistence" parameters. Drawing multiple lines turned out to have a
larger timing penalty then computing transforms.
If the calculations and plotting take longer than 20 msecs then the final part of the timing loop is
bypassed, and then next cycle starts by resetting the timer to zero and requesting the next batch of signals.
The time at the start of each cycle is stored and the delta time indicates whether or not a slip occurs. There
is not a master clock with 20 msec increments. The 20 msec timer starts when the previous cycle is
completed.
6.10.2 Timing and Quantization of Buffered Signals
The signals on the Mil 1553 bus are updated according to the simulator software. The signals are not
under the control of LOCATS and their updates are not synchronized with LOCATS. The Mil 1553 bus
holds the previous value of each signal until it is updated.
A detail of signals from LOCATS Run 41 is shown in Figure 37. (There figures use post-processed data
collected by LOCATS, but the plots are from Matlab and are not part of LOCATS). Each dot is a
recorded value for that signal. The signal timing and quantization can be determined from these plots.
Comments:
• The first line is the delta time between successive signals, and in this 2.5 second
segment of data the delta time holds steady at 20 msec indicating there is no slippage.
• Each sample of the Q signal is held for 2 cycles, indicating the update rate is about
half of the 50 Hz rate set for LOCATS.
• Each sample of the VCAS signal is held for at least 4 cycles, indicating an update
rate about one-forth of 50 Hz. Sometime the signal is held for more than 4 cycles,
due to quantization.
• Most samples of the THE signal are held for 1 cycle, and occasionally 2 cycles,
indicating an update rate of about 50 Hz but not quite synchronized with the
LOCATS update.
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• Th_ I"_T t_,l_T e_mnl_c *r_ _11 h_lrl fnr nn_ _1_ _ne_t c_rnrhrr_n_7_t_r_n r_f_r thlc
segment of data.
• The lateral axis signals (PHI, P, and DLAT) are all held for many cycles, due mainly
to quantization. The pilot input is primarily pitch for this run.
6.10.3 Timing Tests
LOCATS requests data from the Mil 1553 bus every 20 msec, but slips when the calculations and/or
plotting takes more than this amount. The time of each sample is recorded from a precision timer built
into the PC, and the delta time can therefore be used to test the computation time.
Several LOCATS runs were used primarily to record calculation times. The type of input is not relevant
to the timing, but for the record each of these timing test runs was a single pitch doublet with data
collected for 20 to 30 seconds. The number of plots and the length of the transform calculations were
varied for each run. The transform calculations were either FFTs or wavelets, computed every Nincr
samples, one time for each plot. The "persistence" is the number of lines drawn for each PSD plot, a
persistence of 10, for example, plots the current PSD line and the 9 previously calculated PSD lines.
The results of the timing tests are summarized in Table 1. The delta time plots for most of the runs are
included in Figure 38 (the runs not included have flat, 20 msec delta time plots).
Conclusions:
No slippage with just strip charts.
No slippage for a single PSD plot using either FFTs or wavelets up to length 4096.
The number 4096 can be increased some, but the tests are not sufficient to determine
an exact bound.
• Plotting with persistence results in severe timing slippage, taking as much as 10 times
longer than then the transform calculations.
Recommendations:
Use the current version of LOCATS data with just strip charts. This is the safest way
to obtain data with no slippage (this was done for the LOCATS runs above R8).
Change the.LOCATS software to separate the data collection from the calculations
and plotting. Do this either with a single computer using interrupt driven multiple
threads, or with separate computers. Writing this type of software was beyond the
scope of the current project.
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Figure 37. (Part I of 2) Detail of Signals Showing Timing and Quantization
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Figure 37. (Part 2 of 2) Detail of Signals Showing Timing and Quantlzation
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4096 point FFT (Persistence = 1)
Strip chart
4096 point FFT (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
4096 point Wavelet (Nincr = 8, Persistence=l))
Strip chart
4096 point FFT (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 10)
4096 point wavelet (Nincr = 8, Persistence = 10)
Strip chart
8192 point wavelet (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
Strip chart
4096 point wavelet (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
Strip chart
6144 point wavelet (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
Strip chart
8196 point FFT (Nincr = 6, Persistence = 1)
6144 point wavelet (Nincr = 7, Persistence = 1)
# Samples out of first
1000 that slip more than
0.1 msec (nominal value is
20 msec)
158
(slips to about 30 msec
every 24 samples when
transforms line up)
196
(slips to 40 to 60 msec for
each transform plot, slips to




(slips 0 to 4 msec for each
transform)
3
(slips more than 0.1 msec 3
times, with a max slip of
0.6 msec)
35
(slips 6 to 10 msec every
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